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CHAPTER I
CATHOLIC ETHICS AND THE NATURAL LAW:
A SURVEY OF THE TERRITORY
Introduction
If there were any question as to the traditional starting point of Catholic ethics in the st
century, one need look no further than the opening line of the  Concilium volume
titled Human Nature and Natural Law: “e primary traditional basis of Roman Catholic
ethics and politics is the ‘natural law.’ ” 1 e natural law has been, and continues to be, the
modus operandi for ethical reﬂection and action in both the Catholic Church and in the
Catholic community at large. e argument grounding this position is that the human
person, understood as the imago Dei, the ‘image of God,’ can only act ethically—can only
reﬂect on their lives and actions ethically—and can only be recognized as a person with
dignity, when she acts in accordance with her ‘nature.’ at is to say, in accordance with
____________
1. Lisa Sowle Cahill and Hille Haker, “Editorial: Human Nature and Natural Law: A
Critical Discussion,” in Human Nature and Natural Law, ed. Lisa Sowle Cahill, Hille Haker, and
Eloi Messi Metogo, Concilium / (London: SCM Press, ), . It should be noted, here, that
the natural law is a wide and encompassing discourse. Given the longevity of the tradition, there
are many natural laws operative within the global discourse of Catholic ethics today. Within the
parameters of this project, however, I will focus on a particular th century Anglo-American
reception of the natural law tradition. is strand of the tradition is selected not arbitrarily, but
because it represents the operative standpoint from which the practice of Catholic ethics in the
Anglo-American world is done today. While there are certainly other strands of natural law
thinking operative in diﬀerent contexts, my focus will be on the particular strand of the tradition
operative within th and st century Anglo-American Catholic ethics.




the image of God imprinted on her heart. e ethical life, which Catholics, as well as nonCatholics, aim to live, can only be achieved, on this reading, insofar as that life accords
with the nature of the human person understood in accordance with the natural law,
operating out of the imago Dei.
What happens, however, when we ask the question: Is the natural law really the
most appropriate, and the most compelling, foundation for Catholic ethics in the st
century? From one point of view, the answer might be a more or less unqualiﬁed yes.
Insofar as an individual or group identiﬁes itself as Catholic, the natural law might well
remain the most appropriate and compelling foundation for ethical reﬂection and action
because we understand ourselves, theologically, as created beings in the divine image.
Scripture and tradition both tell us that “God created humankind in his image” (Gen :
NRSV) and, aer the addition of this imago Dei to the Garden of Eden, God saw that
creation was “very good” (Gen :). e concept of the imago Dei—as it is identiﬁed in
the natural law tradition—emphasizes those attributes of God that are approximated in
the human person: intelligence, freedom, virtue, creativity, and rationality. While it
remains to be seen how these characteristics of the imago Dei come to be understood in
the natural law tradition, insofar as the natural law tradition does ground its
anthropology therein—an anthropology that, while acknowledging developments in how
we understand the human person, admits of little alteration or change in the human
person as such since the time of creation—one can support the position that the natural
law remains the most appropriate and compelling foundation for Catholic ethics.


If, however, the answer to the above question is no—if, for example, the natural
law appears unable or unwilling to responsibly, eﬀectively, and compellingly attend to
pressing questions of moral and ethical action in the world—then a further question must
be asked: If not the natural law, then what resources ought we draw upon to develop an
appropriate and compelling foundation for Catholic ethics in the st century? How do
we come to understand the human person as digniﬁed in an ethical framework not
grounded in the logic of natural law thinking? How do we maintain normativity in ethical
reﬂection without identifying a metaphysical superstructure such as that which the
natural law provides? What does this mean, particularly in a theological sense, about how
the human person is identiﬁed within the Catholic imagination as a human person?
Within the matrices of these questions is the space in which I locate this project. My goal,
here, is to embark upon an exploration of the possibilities and potentialities of alternative
resources for ethical reﬂection which are available to the Catholic-Christian tradition
today. Speciﬁcally, I will turn to a very particular line of argumentation and thought in
the history of western ethical reﬂection: the moral and ethical works of Immanuel Kant.
What I will argue, in the constructive portion of my project, is that Catholic ethics ﬁnds
in the practical philosophy of Immanuel Kant a critical interlocutor for developing an
ethical theory which is both appropriate to, and compelling for, a responsible, yet critical,
ethics for the st century. rough the interpretive lens of the philosopher Christine
Korsgaard, Kantian ethics oﬀers us a philosophically sound, intersubjectively shareable,
and morally normative ethical theory that, when properly reﬂected on, oﬀers its
interlocutors a standpoint from which to engage in ethics as an activity—as a form of life.


e speciﬁc place in Kant’s works I will turn to in order to make this argument is Kant’s
Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals (Groundwork) and, within this work, Kant’s
second formulation of the Categorical Imperative (CI): the Formula of Humanity. With
Korsgaard as our guide, we will explore the contours of a Kantian ethics that foregrounds
questions of humanity, dignity, ethics, and agency—all constitutive features of a
normative ethics for the st century.
However, before exploring this point—and in order to engage in a survey of the
territory of the natural law today—I will begin this chapter by laying out the preeminent
foundation for natural law thinking in the Catholic tradition: the natural law theory of St.
omas Aquinas, as articulated—principally—in his Summa eologica. rough a close
reading of Aquinas’s treatises on the law and the natural law, we will have before us some
of the key themes and theories that will be taken up, and interpreted, by the
contemporary natural law thinkers this chapter will later engage. In articulating Aquinas’s
understanding of the natural law, we will see how both Aquinas and, consequently, the
tradition of Catholic ethics that followed from him understands the human person
theologically, as participating in the natural, divine order of creation. Having articulated
Aquinas’s understanding of both law, in general, and the natural law, in particular, this
chapter will then turn to our three interlocutors and their respective interpretations of
both Aquinas and the natural law. e goal in each of these sections will be to both
articulate the ways in which the natural law is being employed in contemporary,
Catholic-Christian ethical discourse, as well as the understanding of the human person
that is narrated therein. At the end of this chapter, we will have before us an exemplary


picture of the major trends in the natural law as it is understood and practiced in
Catholic-Christian ethics today, as well as an understanding of the human person as she
is understood within said framework. In order to do this, and aer discussing the work of
Aquinas, this chapter will analyze the natural law as it is manifested in the works of John
Finnis, Jean Porter, and Cristina Traina. First, however, we turn to Aquinas and the
Summa eologica in order to articulate the understanding of the natural law invoked by
both the aforementioned tradition and ﬁgures.
St. omas Aquinas and the Natural Law
According to theologian and ethicist Stephen Pope, “Natural Law is the primary
traditional basis of Catholic ethics and politics, and omas Aquinas was its ﬁrst and
most inﬂuential architect.” 2 Echoing Cahill and Haker, 3 Pope, I believe, is correct in his
assessment of the centrality of the natural law to Catholic ethics and theology today. e
question that remains to be explored, however, is what precisely is the natural law
according to Aquinas and how does it relate to broader questions of ethics and the human
person within the current framework of Catholic ethics? In other words, what is the
source of the normativity of the natural law that permits it to serve as the foundation for
Catholic ethics and as constitutive for identifying the agency and dignity of the human
person? In order to explore Aquinas’s thought on the natural law—how he makes use of
the natural law in his theology and ethics—we must begin with his analysis of what Law is
____________
2. Stephen J. Pope, “Tradition and Innovation in Natural Law: A omistic
Interpretation,” in Human Nature and Natural Law, ed. Lisa Sowle Cahill, Hille Haker, and Eloi
Messi Metogo, Concilium / (London: SCM Press, ), .
3. See note  of this chapter.


in general. Following from this, we will evaluate Aquinas’s Treatise on the natural law
and, ﬁnally, explain how this treatise on natural law provides a framework for Catholic
ethics and grounding for an understanding of the human person.
It is important to note, at the outset of this analysis, that Aquinas’s work in the
Summa extends well beyond his Treatises on Law and the Natural Law. e construction
and content of the Summa reﬂect the cosmic mosaic that Aquinas believed the universe to
be—with each facet of the system both discoverable and intelligible by human persons.
While it has become a truism that one cannot—and ought not—understand Aquinas and
his theological endeavor without considering the whole scope of his work, the practice of
separating the Treatises on the Law and the Natural Law from the rest of Aquinas’s
framework remains a challenge. erefore, I simply want to note here that the limiting of
the present discussion of Aquinas’s Summa to only two treatises reﬂects, not a
prescription for how one ought to engage Aquinas, but rather a recognition of a
methodological limitation reﬂected in Catholic ethical discourse on this theme. With this
qualiﬁcation in mind, we now turn to Aquinas’s Treatises on the Law and the Natural
Law.
I-II, Q. : Of the Essence of the Law
For Aquinas, law—all law—relates to the “extrinsic principles of acts.” 4 at is, all law
relates, ﬁrst and foremost, to the external (i.e. objective) acts which human persons

____________
4. omas Aquinas, Summa eologiæ I-II, q. , pr. For consistency’s sake, I will be
using the translation of the Summa done by the Fathers of the English Dominican Province
(Summa eologica [New York: Benziger Bros., –]). When quoting the Summa from the
works of Finnis, Porter, and Traina, I will use the translations of the work that they provide,


undertake and undergo. Internal (i.e. subjective) acts—those activities of the human
person within her or himself—relate, not to law in the ﬁrst instance, but to grace—the
grace of God. 5 With regard to law, however, the principal orientation of the inquiry in
Aquinas is to external acts. e ﬁrst inquiry Aquinas makes into the nature of law is to
ask the question: Does law pertain to reason? is question is important because the
subject and role of reason will be one that follows us throughout the course of this
project. Aquinas’s answer to this question is yes, law pertains to reason because “the rule
and measure of human acts is … reason,” and, consequently, “[the] law is a rule and
measure of acts, whereby man is induced to act or is restrained from acting.” 6 Aquinas’s
argument, here, depends on an earlier argument he put forth in the Summa about the
nature of commands and their relationship to law. 7 e point here is that the law is
____________
regardless of whether or not the translation ‘matches’ the translation provided by the Fathers of
the English Dominican Province edition.
5. Grace, for Aquinas, is not simply the internal force that animates human being—
though it is that as well. Grace is the condition for the possibility of creation. For Aquinas, grace
‘perfects’ nature and operates on both the individual and cosmic scale. It takes something that is
good and makes it even better. Speciﬁcally in relation to his treatise on the law, grace is that
internally motivating force that—when integrated properly into human being and acting—allows
us to choose and to act in accordance with God’s choosing and acting. For Aquinas’s own analysis
of grace, see S I-II qq. –. For commentary on this treatise, see Timothy McDermott, ed.,
Summa eologiae: A Concise Translation, by omas Aquinas (Allen, TX: Christian Classics,
), –. Also, for a contextualization of the notion of grace within Aquinas’s overall life and
work—in fact, for an excellent introduction to Aquinas, his life, and his work—see omas F.
O’Meara, omas Aquinas: eologian (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, ).
6. Aquinas, S, I-II, q. , a. , co.
7. e argument is made in I-II, q. , a. . is article addresses the question of whether a
command, and in the article in question Aquinas is equating ‘command’ and ‘law,’ comes from
the reason or the will. Citing both Nemesius (De Natura Hominis, xvi [mistakenly attributed to
Gregory of Nyssa] and Aristotle (Ethics i.), Aquinas argues that ‘commands’ come from the
reason, not the will. erefore, when it comes to the question of law, Aquinas has already shown


something pertaining to reason because the law is like a command, and a command is,
and must be, an act of the reason. erefore, the law must, in Aquinas’s framework,
pertain to reason as well.
e next question Aquinas addresses is the question of whether the law is
something that is always directed to the common good—that is, the good of all in the
moral community. is teleological inquiry is important for our discussion because it
discloses the ‘goal oriented/directed’ nature of Aquinas’s argumentation, and ultimately
locates his discussion of law—including the natural law—in a fundamentally social
context. us, in response to the question of whether the law is something that is always
directed to the common good, Aquinas again says yes. Insofar as law is the ‘rule and
measure’ of human acts—based, as it is, on the role of reason for commanding action—
law, like reason, must have “something which is the principle in respect of all the rest:
wherefore, to this principle chieﬂy and mainly law must needs be referred.” 8 What is this
principle, according to Aquinas, to which law and reason need to be referred? Following
Aristotle, Aquinas suggests that the law must be principally concerned with its
“relationship to happiness [because] … the ﬁrst principle in practical matters … is the last
end: and the last end of human life is bliss or happiness.” 9 is happiness is not simply
the happiness of the individual, but is the happiness of all the individuals to whom the law
____________
that, insofar as commands come out of reason, then so too the law—which commands—comes
out of reason.
8. Aquinas, S, I-II, q. , a. , co.
9. Aquinas, S, I-II, q. , a. , co. is is also where Aquinas makes reference to the
internal support for his argument (see S I-II, q. , a.  and q. , a. .).


applies. erefore, the ‘universal happiness’ of all those under the law is identiﬁed as the
common good. For this reason, the common good must necessarily be that to which the
law is always directed. us, in regard to both the human person and her/his social
context, Aquinas recognizes that the law must be directed to the common good, insofar as
the common good is the goal of both persons and societies. As such, Aquinas is faced
with a pressing question: Who makes these laws? In order to contextualize his response to
this question, Aquinas embarks on an important discussion of the diﬀerent dimensions of
lawmaking.
e ﬁrst question he addresses, in this regard, is whether or not the reason of any
individual person is competent to make laws. His answer is a qualiﬁed no: the reason of
any individual person, insofar as it is the reason of that person alone, is insuﬃcient for the
making of laws. Since laws are based on reason and aimed at the common good, they
must be made by an “ordinance of the people.” 10 Aquinas says: “A law, properly speaking,
regards ﬁrst and foremost the order to the common good. Now to order anything to the
common good, belongs either to the whole people or to someone who is the viceregent of
the whole people.” 11 Aquinas’s point here is that laws can only be made by ‘the people’
who are subject to them, and this in two ways: ﬁrst, the people as a whole as such or,
second, via a representative of the people, who is able to make laws on their behalf, but
only if such a person is invested with this power, by the people, and pursues the explicit
aim of the common good.
____________
10. Aquinas, S, I-II, q. , a. , s.c. (quoting Isidore).
11. Aquinas, S, I-II, q. , a. , co.


Two elements of law, articulated at this point in Aquinas’s argument, are worth
noting. First, responding to the claim that any person can make a law for her/himself,
Aquinas argues that “a law is in a person not only as in one that rules, but also by
participation as in one that is ruled. In the latter way each one is a law to himself, in so far
as he shares the direction that he receives from one who rules him.” 12 We must keep this
question of being a law to oneself—of being an auto-nomos—in mind, as it will return in
later chapters when we explore Kant’s three formulations of the categorical imperative.
Suﬃce it to say, at this point, that while Aquinas and Kant are circumambulating the
same question, they will ultimately articulate this question in markedly diﬀerent ways.
Second, responding to a question about the ability of one’s reasoning to lead another to
virtue, Aquinas says that a private individual has “no coercive power, such as the law
should have, in order to prove an eﬃcacious inducement to virtue.” Coercion, for
Aquinas, is constitutive of law, and this claim raises a series of questions around both the
nature of law and how we engage it. is question, too, will have to wait, but it is worth
noting how Aquinas approaches it. us, when it comes to law—all law—we must keep in
mind the questions of who can make laws, to whom laws apply, and how we (if at all)
enforce laws.
e ﬁnal question Aquinas addresses in his general statements about law is the
following: Whether promulgation is essential to a law? For Aquinas, the answer is a clear
yes. Insofar as a law is imposed on others by rule and measure—necessary elements of
Aquinas’s argument—then “in order that a law obtain the binding force which is proper
____________
12. Aquinas, S, I-II, q. , a. , ad .


to a law, it must needs be applied to the men who have to be ruled by it.” 13 Promulgation
of a law, for Aquinas, means that said law is not only decreed, but it is also enacted.
Without promulgation, law remains abstract and ineﬀectual. In fact, a law that is not
promulgated ceases to be a law at all. If law is to genuinely be law, then it must be put into
practice. 14 Having thus established this fourth and ﬁnal element of law, Aquinas oﬀers his
overall deﬁnition of law, which will be important for us to consider, not simply in the
following analysis of Aquinas’s articulation of the natural law, but also when we turn to
Kant and the question of human dignity in later chapters. For Aquinas, law is “an
ordinance of reason for the common good, made by him who has care of the community,
and promulgated.” 15 is deﬁnition applies to all instantiations of law, from the eternal
(where God and ‘the law’ are equivalent entities) to the law of sin (which is, for all intents
and purposes, simply the absence of any law).
It is interesting to note, for the purposes of this project, the ﬁrst objection Aquinas
takes up in this ﬁnal analysis of law. e ﬁrst objection reads: “It would seem that
____________
13. Aquinas, S, I-II, q. , a. , co. At this point, I want to identify the use of gendered
language in quoting Aquinas. For the sake of brevity and readability, I have le the translations of
the Fathers of the English Dominican Province as they are in the  text. is invariably gives
rise to highly gendered language—such as using the term ‘men’ to refer to all of humanity—and
needs to be identiﬁed. is same approach will be taken when/if the interpreters of Aquinas,
whom I engage later in this chapter, oﬀer their own translations of Aquinas In my own analysis,
any use of gendered language will, I hope, be more balanced and adequately reﬂective of
contemporary forms of gender discourse. us, I use the terms ‘she,’ ‘he,’ and ‘they’ fairly
interchangeably, unless otherwise noted.
14. is is a point that will be taken up by both Kant and Korsgaard in later chapters. e
putting into practice of a law—legal, moral, or otherwise—is essential to what it means to engage
in practical reasoning. More will be said about this in chapter .
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promulgation is not essential to a law. For the natural law above all has the character of
law. But the natural law needs no promulgation.” Aquinas raises the issue of the natural
law and responds to this objection by arguing that “[the] natural law is promulgated by
the very fact that God instilled it into man’s mind so as to be known by him naturally.” 16
e natural law, above all other forms of law, possesses the character of law, according to
Aquinas. erefore, it is to the natural law that we will now turn, in an eﬀort to articulate
not only what the natural law is for Aquinas, but also how it relates to the questions of
ethical normativity and human dignity.
I-II, Q. : Of the Natural Law
Understanding Aquinas’s articulation of the natural law is absolutely essential for
understanding how the natural law has been received and employed in the tradition of
Catholic ethics and theology. According to Pope, who sees the natural law as the
framework for contemporary moral and ethical reﬂection in the Catholic-Christian
tradition, Aquinas deﬁnes the natural law as “the rational creature’s participation in the
eternal law, the intelligent order that pervades all of creation.” 17 In order to more clearly
and explicitly articulate Aquinas’s argument, we will look at the treatise on natural law in
greater detail, surfacing those elements of his argument that go into both constructing a
framework for Catholic ethics and grounding the dignity of the human person.
e ﬁrst question that Aquinas addresses in this analysis is the question of what,
precisely, the natural law is. e speciﬁcity of this ﬁrst question centers on whether or not
____________
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the natural law is a habit. 18 Aquinas says both yes and no. If we consider ‘habit’ in its
‘proper and essential’ sense, then the answer is no. Aquinas argues that “that which a man
does is not the same as that whereby he does it … Since then a habit is that by which we
act, a law cannot be a habit properly and essentially.” However, if we consider natural law
in an alternative sense of ‘habit,’ as “that which we hold by a habit … [then] it is in this
way that the natural law may be called a habit.” 19 Aquinas wants to draw a distinction
here between habit-qua-possession and habit-qua-relation. If the natural law is
understood as a habit in the former sense—that is, as a possession, or trait, of the human
person (one’s eye color, for example)—then this understanding is incorrect. e natural
law is not a possession, or trait, of the human person. If, however, the natural law is
understood as a habit in the latter sense—that is, as a relation, either to itself or to
something else (as a principle for one’s action, for example)—then this understanding is
correct. e natural law can be understood as a habit in this—but only this—latter sense.
e natural law is not a trait of the human person—a ﬁxed, static attribute—but rather a
form of relation with the human person, which—to a certain extent—permits of an
implicit dynamism within the concept of the natural law, though this claim requires
contextualization and qualiﬁcation.
Aquinas next addresses the question of whether the natural law contains several
precepts, or only one. His conclusion: the natural law contains several precepts, and these
____________
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precepts are self-evident with regard to practical reason. “Any proposition is said to be
self-evident in itself, if its predicate is contained in the notion of the subject,” and while
not all self-evident precepts are actually so—since you might encounter someone who
does not understand the subject at hand, and, therefore, cannot know if the predicate is
contained therein—there are “certain axioms or propositions [that] are universally selfevident to all.” 20 When speaking about speculative reason, Aquinas names the concept of
being as that which is universally self-evident. When speaking about practical reason—
which pertains more immediately to the natural law than does speculative reason—the
concept that is universally self-evident to all is the concept of good. e ﬁrst principle of
practical reason, says Aquinas, “is one founded on the notion of good, viz. that ‘good is
that which all things seek aer.’ Hence this is the ﬁrst precept of the law, that “good is to
be done and pursued, and evil is to be avoided.” 21 Given that good is the universally selfevident aim of practical reason, Aquinas suggests that all those instantiations of practical
reason that aim at this good can be considered precepts of the natural law. is is why, for
Aquinas, there can be several precepts of the natural law, rather than just one: “all those
things to which man has a natural inclination, are naturally apprehended by reason as
being good, and consequently … [are] objects of pursuit.” To make his point, Aquinas
identiﬁes three precepts of the natural law:
In man there is ﬁrst of all an inclination to good in accordance with nature which
he has in common with all substances … Secondly, there is in man an inclination
to things that pertain to him more speciﬁcally, according to that nature which he
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has in common with other animals … irdly, there is in man an inclination to
good, according to the nature of his reason … whatever pertains to this
inclination belongs to the natural law. 22
What is important to keep in mind here is that, for Aquinas, the good is the ﬁrst precept
of practical reason, and therefore the natural law, but the term ‘ﬁrst’ does not mean ‘only.’
ere can be other precepts of the natural law. What these other precepts—however they
may be formulated—share in common is their participation in, and orientation toward,
the good through practical reason. As shown in the quote above, Aquinas takes it that
there are precepts of the natural law that pertain to the nature of the human person qua
substance, animal, and rational being. While the precise number of precepts may vary,
what they all maintain is a constitution by, and orientation toward, the good.
e third question Aquinas asks is whether all acts of virtue 23 are prescribed by
the natural law. is question holds particular importance for this project, as it speaks to
the tensions present in the relationship between the natural law and the phenomena of
situatedness, plurality, and the dialectic between the universal and the particular. Aquinas
delineates two ways of thinking about this question and, consequently, two ways of
thinking about the acts of virtue. First, Aquinas argues that if we take the acts of virtue
“considered as virtuous,” then “all virtuous acts belong to the natural law.” 24 is is fairly
self-evident, as the argument is a tautology, but, nevertheless, how does Aquinas support
____________
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this claim? “Since the rational soul is the proper form of man, there is in every man a
natural inclination to act according to reason: and this is to act according to virtue.” 25 In
this sense, then, Aquinas is arguing that all acts of virtue are prescribed by the natural law
because virtue—that is, acting in accordance with reason—is the form of the soul. On the
other hand, however, Aquinas considers those acts of virtue “acts considered in their
proper species” 26—i.e. as acts. In this latter case—of virtuous acts qua acts—not all acts of
virtue are prescribed by the natural law. To illustrate this point, Aquinas presents the
argument in Objection  that “those things which are according to nature are common to
all. But acts of virtue are not common to all: since a thing is virtuous in one, and vicious
in another.” 27 In his reply to this objection, Aquinas argues that “it is owing to the various
conditions of men … that certain acts are considered virtuous for some, as being
proportionate and becoming to them, while they are vicious to others, being out of
proportion to them.” Here, Aquinas is identifying the need for balance, and discernment,
between the universal and the particular considered within the situatedness of
individuals’ particular contexts. Some situations may call for certain virtuous actions that
may, perhaps, not be considered virtuous in a diﬀerent set of circumstances. Considered
as acts, virtues may be appropriate and applicable in some situations, but not in others.
While more will be said on this further on in this chapter—particularly in discussing the
work of Cristina Traina—we can, at this point, say that on Aquinas’s read, all acts of
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virtue, insofar as they are virtuous, are prescribed by the natural law, but acts of virtue,
insofar as they are acts, are not necessarily prescribed by the natural law.
Implied in the question about acts of virtue is the question of the natural law in
relation to the human person, and so Aquinas asks: Is the natural law the same in all
men? Once again, Aquinas turns to the human capacity of reason, and the delineation of
reason into the speculative and the practical. In speculative reason, which concerns itself
with ‘necessary things,’ “truth is the same in all men, both as to principles and to
conclusions.” In practical reason, which concerns itself with ‘contingent matters,’ “truth
or practical rectitude is not the same in all, as to matters of detail, but only as to the
general principles.” us, and importantly, concludes Aquinas, “as regards the general
principles whether of speculative or of practical reason, truth or rectitude is the same for
all, and is equally known by all.” 28 e dialectic between speculative and practical reason,
particularly with regards to the human person, provides Aquinas—and the tradition that
follows from him—with some maneuvering space when it comes to the framework of the
natural law. ere are cases, this argument suggests, where a general principle is
recognized and acknowledged, but where, in the particular application of this general
principle, the speciﬁcity of the act demands the suspension or rejection of the principle in
question. Let us take, for example, the general principle that all human creatures require
nutritional sustenance in order to sustain life. e need for nutritional sustenance in
order to sustain life is the general, practical principle that is the same in all human
creatures—as the natural law dictates. However, if we consider the example of fasting—
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for reasons ranging from personal health to religious observance—then we encounter a
particular instance in which the general principle—that human creatures require
nutritional sustenance in order to sustain life—does not apply to a particular action, or set
of actions, which are, or can be, considered virtuous, from a religious perspective, and/or
beneﬁcial, from the perspective of personal health considerations. As this particular
example attempts to illustrate, Aquinas is suggesting—through the question of whether or
not the natural law is the same in all human persons—that there is some ﬂexibility within
the natural law. While there are elements of the natural law which are immutable—the
rectitude and knowledge of general principles, for example—there are, nevertheless,
elements of the natural law which seem to be more mutable and more dependent on acts
of reason and virtue and, therefore, on the human person herself. Aquinas even notes
“that the natural law, as to general principles, is the same for all … But as to certain
matters of detail, which are conclusions, as it were, of those general principles, it is the
same for all in the majority of cases … and yet in some few cases it may fail.” 29 While, as a
general principle, human persons need food to survive, there, nevertheless, remain
important instances where the suspension of this rule is, given a particular context and
setting, required and, in fact, good. e strength, and reach, of Aquinas’s argument on
this point will be discussed further on in this chapter; nevertheless, it should not go
unnoticed that Aquinas is suggesting an interesting approach to the natural law—namely,
an approach that balances and negotiates the roles of the speculative and the practical in
context-speciﬁc instances, without abandoning either, or irrevocably subsuming one to
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the other. is approach to the natural law is picked up on by many in the Catholic
ethical tradition.
e reference to mutability in the previous question gives rise to yet a more
explicit question: Can the natural law be changed? For Aquinas, this question must be
considered in two ways. First, the question must be considered by way of addition;
second, the question must be considered by way of subtraction. When we consider the
changeability of the natural law with regard to addition, then, Aquinas says, “nothing
hinders the natural law from being changed.” e natural law, as Aquinas understands it,
is entirely compatible with additions such that further progress can be made on the
journey toward the good in and for this life. Both Divine and human law, in their own
ways, are examples of such addition. When we consider the changeability of the natural
law with regard to subtraction, however, then “the natural law is altogether unchangeable
in its ﬁrst principles.” 30 While subtractions of the secondary principles—which are drawn
from these ﬁrst principles—can be made, no subtraction of the ﬁrst principles themselves
can be undertaken. is places the ﬁrst principles of the natural law in a unique place.
ey can be added to—and these additions can, subsequently, be subtracted—but the ﬁrst
principles themselves remain untouched. us, the natural law, from this point of view,
functions as a negative concept—it is that which constitutes the minimum standards
upon which we can add, but from which we cannot subtract. Aquinas is trying to hold
two important pieces of natural law thought in constructive tension here, and how
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successful he is in this balancing act will become important for the overall thesis of this
project.
e ﬁnal question Aquinas asks in his treatise on natural law is the question of
whether or not the natural law can be abolished from the hearts of men. Not surprisingly,
Aquinas’s response to this question is an unqualiﬁed no, but only with regard to the ﬁrst
principles of natural law. Aquinas says:
there belong to the natural law, ﬁrst, certain most general precepts, that are known
to all; and secondly, certain secondary and more detailed precepts, which are, as it
were, conclusions following closely from the ﬁrst principles. As to those general
principles, the natural law, in the abstract, can nowise be blotted out from men’s
hearts … [but] as to the other, i.e. the secondary precepts, the natural law can be
blotted out from the human heart. 31
e distinction that Aquinas makes here between ﬁrst and secondary principles is, once
again, important. Insofar as the natural law pertains to ﬁrst principles, it is immutable, it
is unchangeable, and it is incapable of being blotted out. Insofar as the natural law
pertains to secondary principles drawn from ﬁrst principles, it is mutable, it is
changeable, and it can be blotted out. We must recall, here, what Aquinas understands
the ﬁrst principle of the natural law to be: “good is to be done and pursued, and evil is to
be avoided.” 32 is is at the heart of the natural law for Aquinas, and while the
discussions of the secondary precepts of the natural law are important, they are forever
tethered to this ﬁrst principle. In the sections that follow, we will explore how this ﬁrst
principle is ‘played out’ in the works of contemporary natural law theorists—for example,
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the constitution of ‘the good’ in the ﬁrst principle of the natural law will be particularly
important for developing a contemporary natural law ethic. I simply want to make note
this at this point, as it will be discussed in further details in the sections to come.
Now, by way of summarizing, let me brieﬂy revisit Aquinas’s articulation of both
the concept of law and the concept of natural law. For Aquinas, law “is an ordering of acts
by reason.” 33 is ‘ordering’ is always aimed at the common good, because laws pertain,
not exclusively to individuals, but to communities of individuals more broadly. As a
result of this broad application of law to communities of persons, laws must be both
created and enforced by those who have care of the community—either as a whole, or via
those individuals endowed with this responsibility by the whole. Finally, for a law to have
an eﬀect, it must be promulgated—that is, put into action. us we return, once again, to
Aquinas’s deﬁnition of law: “an ordinance of reason for the common good, made by him
who has care of the community, and promulgated.” 34 is deﬁnition pertains to the
natural law as well, though in its own way. e natural law is an act of reason, not habit,
which means that it is not, as such, case speciﬁc—there is a sense of ‘timelessness’ in the
natural law. e natural law also contains several precepts, via its secondary principles, so
long as these precepts aim at that ﬁrst principle of the natural law and practical reason:
that good is to be done and pursued, and evil is to be avoided. e natural law also
prescribes all acts of virtue, insofar as the emphasis lies on the ‘virtue’ and not the acts in
themselves. When it comes to the natural law and the human person, Aquinas
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acknowledges that the Natural law is the same in all persons in principle, but the precepts
of the natural law can change depending on situation and circumstance. Similarly, the
natural law is neither changeable nor abolishable in its ﬁrst principle, but it is changeable
and abolishable in its secondary principles. e distinction between ﬁrst and secondary
principles in Aquinas’s account of natural law is important, and, as indicated, remains so
when we come to discussions of the precepts—or rather, norms—of the natural law.
What remains to be seen in this introductory analysis of the natural law are the
ways in which various theories of the natural law have developed in contemporary ethical
discourse. In order to balance both a comprehensive exploration of contemporary natural
law theories and the need for concise analysis in such an undertaking, I have chosen to
explore the thoughts of three prominent natural law thinkers: John Finnis, Jean Porter,
and Cristina Traina. Each of these ﬁgures, as I will argue, represents a prominent,
contemporary trend within the form of natural law thinking that has emerged from the
arguments and analyses Aquinas put forth in his Summa. is exploration is intended to
be the articulation of those elements of the natural law that make it a retrievable and
compelling framework for Catholic ethics today, particularly insofar as it pertains to the
two questions this project is seeking to analyze: the question of normativity in ethics and
the question of dignity in relation to humanity. We will begin with the work and thought
of John Finnis.


John Finnis and the New Natural Law:
Basic Goods, Natural Law, and Human Rights
Aquinas emphasizes the importance of understanding what we mean when we use the
term ‘law’ in talking about the natural law. It will come as no surprise, then, that the ﬁrst
contemporary interpreter of Aquinas and the natural law tradition I will turn to is the
legal theorist and political philosopher John Finnis, whose interpretation of Aquinas and
the natural law has had a profound impact upon the trajectory of the natural law
tradition, especially within the United States. While not uncontroversial, this approach
must be given serious consideration when engaging with the natural law tradition.
Along with, and emerging out of, his collaborators Germain Grisez and Joseph
Boyle, 35 Finnis oﬀers a decidedly philosophical and legal approach to understanding
Aquinas and the natural law. His analysis is one that takes seriously the philosophical
project at stake in Aquinas’s work, yet, he brackets Aquinas’s theological content and
context—at least at ﬁrst blush. Insofar as Finnis oﬀers an approach which identiﬁes some
of the philosophical and legal issues that emerge out of Aquinas’s theory of the natural
law, such an analysis remains relevant to our contemporary reception of the natural law
tradition.
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Finnis’s understanding of the natural law is dependent upon Aquinas, yet it
develops along its own distinct trajectory. According to Finnis, Aquinas oﬀers the
following articulation of the natural law in the Summa eologica: “[the natural law is]
the participation of the Eternal Law in rational creatures.” 36 In light of this, the principal
concern of a theory of natural law is “to explore the requirements of practical
reasonableness in relation to the good of human beings who, because they live in
community with one another, are confronted with problems of justice and rights, of
authority, law, and obligation.” 37 us, the natural law functions as the nexus of the
encounter between the speciﬁcity and particularity of a given set of laws and the wider
principles of practical reasonableness by which such laws are judged, evaluated, and
supported (or not). erefore, in order to explore the ethical normativity of the natural
law in the work of Finnis, this section will look to three important dimensions of Finnis’s
approach to, and understanding of, the natural law: good(s), law(s), and right(s).
A theory of the natural law, according to Finnis, “claims to be able to identify
conditions and principles of practical right-mindedness, of good and proper order among
men [sic] and in individual conduct.” Additionally, such a theory is undertaken “to assist
the practical reﬂections of those concerned to act.” 38 Still, questions remain: What
grounds this claim for Finnis? What is the relationship between natural law, basic human
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goods, and human rights? In order to explore these questions more fully, Finnis
(re)directs us to omas Aquinas. For Finnis, Aquinas, while not uncritically
appropriated, represents the pinnacle of medieval thought. Whether in theology,
philosophy, law, or any of the myriad disciplines Aquinas undertook to investigate
throughout the course of his life and work, he represents the height of both the
process(es) and result(s) of medieval thought. 39 With his indebtedness to Aquinas in
mind, we will begin our exploration of Finnis’s theory of the natural law, and our starting
point will be Finnis’s understanding of the good.
e Good(s) of the Natural Law
Why, it might be asked, ought we to begin our exploration of John Finnis’s theory of the
natural law with an analysis of the good? In short, this move is important because it is
within a speciﬁc conception of the good that Finnis locates his analysis of the natural law,
and, then, articulates his concept of the ‘basic human goods’ which constitute the core of
his analysis. erefore, this section will look, ﬁrst, at how Finnis understands Aquinas on
the question of the good. Second, we will look at the speciﬁc articulation of the good that
Finnis himself oﬀers in his constructive project in Natural Law and Natural Rights.
Finally, we will look at how this analysis of the good ultimately contributes to Finnis’s
understanding of the activity of practical reason and the constitution of practical
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reasonableness. A clearer understanding of practical reasonableness—grounded in a
concept and practice of the good—will guide us as we turn to the other two elements of
Finnis’s analysis addressed in this chapter: law and right.
e concept of the good in Aquinas operates according to the logic of the exitusreditus architectonic that characterizes, on the one hand, Aquinas’s theological vision
and, on the other hand, the structure of the Summa eologica. 40 Insofar as all of creation
emerges from, and returns to, its Creator, the concept of the good, too, emerges from God
and, in the end, is directed toward a return to God. Finnis parses this analysis out in
speciﬁcally philosophical language, yet the centrality of this theological architectonic to
Aquinas’s analysis remains evident. Aquinas, according to Finnis, starts his analysis of the
good—from a practical standpoint—from ‘the ﬁrst principle of practical reason’—good is
to be done and pursued, and bad is to be avoided. 41 is ﬁrst principle is, according to
Finnis, both “ ‘indemonstrable’ and ‘self-evident.’ ” 42 It is—as are all ﬁrst principles—per se
notum: known through itself. 43 To say that a ﬁrst principle is known through itself is not,
Finnis reminds us, to say that it is without ‘data,’ or that it is an unjustiﬁable or
unreasonable claim. To say that a ﬁrst principle is known through itself is simply to say
just this—that a principle is known through itself and not through some mediate or
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mediating ‘middle’ term or derived from some prior principle. Practically speaking, we
need only look to our own experiences and memories to substantiate the claim that good
is to be done and pursued, and evil avoided. us, on Finnis’s read, Aquinas identiﬁes the
most basic notion of good as ‘desirable fulﬁllment.’ 44 Finnis takes this from the Summa,
and it is worth considering it for a moment.
In support of his claim that Aquinas’s most basic deﬁnition of good is ‘desirable
fulﬁllment,’ Finnis turns to the ﬁrst part of the Summa. Here, in question ﬁve, article
one—where he is discussing the relationship between goodness and being—Aquinas says
that goodness and being are, in the end, “the same really,” but that “goodness presents the
aspect of desirableness, which being does not present.” 45 us, ‘desirableness’ is a
constitutive element of goodness—that which is good is that which is desirable. is
desirableness, however, is not without limits. Human creatures are ﬁnite and, therefore,
imperfect. We cannot always trust what it is we desire to lead us to what is really good.
Our desires can be mistaken, they can be coerced, they can be misguided. What, then,
serves to limit the forms of desirability, from which we choose and act, to only those that
genuinely present us with a pathway to the good? For Aquinas, it is the common good
that, in the end, serves as the limiting concept in this process. According to Finnis, “the
fulﬁllment … to which all one’s reasonable deliberation, choice, and action are directed, is
the common good.” 46 While I desire my highest good, and aim at it, the conditions of my
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ﬁnitude require me to keep an eye not only to my highest good, but, at the same time, to
my more proximate good, which is conditioned and limited by the common good. us,
for Aquinas, ‘desirable fulﬁllment’—as the most basic deﬁnition of the good—is that
which entices us, which draws us, toward a self-evident understanding of the good,
articulated within, and limited by, the parameters of the common good.
Finnis frames this question in terms of objectivity—the objectivity of human
good(s). How we come to an understanding of the objectivity of the good in Aquinas is a
function of how we answer the question of rational causality. If we propose that
something is ‘good,’ we will need to be able to substantiate a response to the inevitable
question, ‘Why?’ e regressive line of questioning that follows ends only at a place where
continuing to ask the question ‘Why?’ is no longer necessary or no longer makes sense.
For Finnis, in order to bring this regressive line of questioning to an end is to posit “one
or more states of aﬀairs, of which we may have no experience, but the positing of which is
fruitful of further questions, the answers to which can more adequately answer the
substantive question on hand.” 47 is approach—to posit states of aﬀairs of which we
have no experience—may be a rationally satisfying approach, though, admittedly, not
necessarily a logically satisfying one—a point I will return to in chapters two and three. In
the end, what Aquinas must postulate—and what Finnis, too, postulates in his own,
philosophical vocabulary 48—is “that there is some state of aﬀairs causing that whole
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causing set of prerequisites or conditions of the ﬁrst-mentioned state of aﬀairs, but which
itself is not included in that causing set of conditions precisely because … its existence
does not require some prerequisite condition (not included in itself) to be satisﬁed.” 49 In
light of his reading of Aquinas, Finnis calls this state of aﬀairs “an uncaused causing.” 50
For Aquinas, of course, the concept of an uncaused cause emerges out of his second proof
for the existence of God. Aquinas says that all things in nature have an eﬃcient cause, and
this is true enough. Nevertheless, in order to avoid searching for eﬃcient causes ad
inﬁnitum, we must posit a ﬁrst eﬃcient cause—a cause whose cause is contained within
itself, an uncaused cause—and this ﬁrst eﬃcient cause, says Aquinas, is that to which
“everyone gives the name God.” 51 us, for Aquinas, the objective nature of the good is
found in the objective reality of God. In God, the good exists perfectly, and it is this
perfect good that is the initial cause of all the good, and goods, that exist in our imperfect
world. According to Finnis, God is the ground and source of the good(s) that human
activity undertakes and embodies in Aquinas. Unlike God, our participation in the good
is limited and partial, but within the community of other human persons constituted by
the common good, we can approximate the desirable fulﬁllment of the good in and
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through the ﬁrst principle of practical reason: good is to be done and pursued, and evil is
to be avoided.
Taking his cue from Aquinas, Finnis develops his own understanding of the good
along similar, though distinct, lines. At the heart of his investigation into the source of the
good stands a common-sense ethical approach that, at least descriptively, conﬁgures the
question of the good in terms of what ‘makes sense’ for human persons to do. Taking the
basic good of knowledge 52 as his example, he begins with the premise that it is better to
have knowledge than it is to remain in ignorance. To know something is better than not
knowing it. When one considers knowledge as a basic human good, one “ﬁnds oneself
reﬂecting that ignorance and muddle are to be avoided, simply as such…. One begins to
consider the well-informed and clear-headed person as, to that extent, well oﬀ.” 53 A
similar line of reasoning holds true, according to Finnis, for all the basic human goods;
yet, we are still compelled to investigate this assertion further. How do we know that
ignorance and muddle are to be avoided (speciﬁcally as contrary to the good of
knowledge)?
e concept of good, here, operates as a theoretical possibility, as opposed to a
practical principle. As Finnis notes, “the principles of theoretical rationality are self____________
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human goods are in some way compatible with the exploration I am undertaking into the source
of the good in Finnis’s writing.
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evident. And it is in [this respect] that we are asserting that the basic practical principle
that knowledge is a good to be pursued is self-evident.” 54 Such self-evidence is not merely
“validated by feelings,” but, rather, it is “the criteria whereby we discriminate between
feelings.” 55 For the good to be self-evident means that it is not derived, or at least that any
derivation of the good is not what gives it its normative force. e normative value of the
good is contained within its very concept, and the eﬀects of the good in the physical,
observable world are justiﬁcations of, and supporting arguments for, this point. Finnis is
clear that “one may think he [sic] is aﬃrming something objective” through an argument
for the self-evidence of the ‘goodness’ of the good, but, in fact, this articulation of the
‘goodness’ of the good only aﬃrms one’s “subjective concern” for the ‘goodness’ of the
good in question. So, in reﬂecting on the concept of the good, Finnis is not oﬀering a
demonstration of its to-be-pursued-ness. He is not oﬀering an argument from an
objective standpoint. Rather, Finnis is arguing that the good is to be found—and
substantiated—subjectively, through the eﬀects of the good in the observable world. Yet,
the near universal experience, say, of the belief that knowledge is better than ignorance is
what, in the end, gives this subjective claim its objective force. us, Finnis argues:
We do not thereby directly demonstrate that knowledge is a good to be pursued;
that principle remains indemonstrable, self-evident. What we demonstrate is
simply that it is presupposed in all demonstrations, indeed in all serious
assertions, whatsoever, and has as much title to be called ‘objective’ as any other
proposition whose contradictory is inevitably falsiﬁed by the act of asserting it. 56
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So the good, for Finnis, is an indemonstrable, self-evident theoretical possibility,
or principle, that, while not derivable or provable, serves to ground action and
judgement. As previously noted, this articulation of the self-evident good is a theoretical
speculation, so Finnis’s next move—in this analysis of the good—is to make the
theoretically speculative concept practically, or applicationally, relevant. In order to do
this, Finnis winnows the broader concept of the good to more speciﬁc forms of the good
which are enacted in the observable world. As he says, we must move from “the
descriptive and ‘speculative’ ﬁndings” of a reﬂection on the theoretical principle of the
good to “the critical and essentially practical discipline in which each reader must ask
himself [sic]: What are the basic aspects of my well-being?” 57 e answer to this question
is what Finnis calls the ‘basic human goods’—goods “whose proper form of discourse is:
‘…is a good, in itself, don’t you think?’ ” 58 ere are, according to Finnis, seven such
goods: life, knowledge, play, aesthetic experience, sociability/friendship, practical
reasonableness, and religion. While he acknowledges that there may well be other forms
of the good, Finnis believes that—when properly reﬂected on and understood—all the
forms of the good human persons can imagine will, in the ﬁnal analysis, be winnowed
down into one (or a combination of) these basic human goods. ese basic human goods
share certain characteristics: “each is equally self-evidently a form of good;” “none can be
analytically reduced to being merely an aspect of any of the others, or to being merely
instrumental in the pursuit of any others;” and, ﬁnally, “each one, when we focus on it,
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can reasonably be regarded as the most important. Hence there is no objective hierarchy
among them.” 59 What this means is that in order to approximate the good, we must
practically appropriate and enact the basic human goods in a way that recognizes all of
them, without diminishing any of them, and that respects their self-evident irreducibility
not only in ourselves, but in others as well. Here, Finnis turns to a very speciﬁc—and very
omistic—concept of coordination and community that both advances the basic human
goods and realizes them within our ﬁnite, human limits: the common good.
e concept of the common good, for Finnis, addresses the “proper relationship
between one’s own well-being and the well-being of others.” 60 One of the most notable
precursors to the concept of the common good, for Finnis, is the Aristotelian notion of
friendship. Friendship is certainly not the only form of coordinated relationship human
persons engage in. ere are relationships of utility, which Finnis characterizes as
relationships with “some common interests, some common good, and some common
(co-ordinated) action—but all in the service of each attaining his own objective.” 61 ere
are also relationships of pleasure. Finnis suggests that “we engage in these relationships
‘for fun.’ … e common good in play relationships is, thus, that there be a ‘good play of
the game.’ ” 62 However, there remains this third type of coordinated, community
relationship in Finnis’s account, constituted by the “action and interest that exists
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between friends.” 63 What distinguishes this form of coordinated relationship from the
others is that in friendship, “the collaboration of each is for the sake (as least in part) of
the other, and there is community between them … [insofar as] what A wants for himself
[sic] he wants (at least in part) under the description ‘that-which-B-wants-for himself,’
and vice versa.” 64 is is neither a relationship of utility (where two or more parties
coordinate their actions, but aim at their own ends) nor a relationship of play (where two
or more parties coordinate their actions for the good of the action itself), but rather,
friendship is a form of relationship that is coordinated for “the common good of mutual
self-constitution, self-fulﬁllment, self-realization.” 65 us, friendship is the model
relationship for the common good because it attends to the proper coordination of one’s
own well-being and the well-being of others. e concept of the common good
envisioned by Finnis pertains to a community, or group, who undertake “over an
appreciable span of time, a co-ordination of activity by a number of persons, in the form
of interactions, and with a view to a shared objective.” 66 is shared objective, this
“shared conception of the point of continuing co-operation,” 67 is the mutual well-being of
the common good. As a result, says Finnis:
[e common good is] a set of conditions which enables the members of a
community to attain for themselves reasonable objectives, or to realize reasonably
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for themselves the value(s) … for the sake of which they have reason to
collaborate with each other … in a community. 68
Nevertheless, we must still consider how this shared objective of mutual well-being is
actually attained within a coordinated community. For this task, Finnis turns to one of
the seven basic human goods: practical reasonableness. Focusing on practical
reasonableness for the sake of the common good, Finnis reminds us, does not place it in a
hierarchically superior position to the other basic human goods, but foregrounds this
good on a stage where the other goods remain present and prominent.
e common good, argues Finnis, “is fundamentally the good of individuals.” 69 As
such, we must consider the constitution of those individuals who participate in the
common good. Since “the fundamental task of practical reasonableness is selfconstitution and self-possession,” 70 it is to practical reasonableness that we must turn. As
a basic human good, practical reasonableness is “the basic good of being able to bring
one’s own intelligence to bear eﬀectively (in practical reasoning that issues in action) on
the problems of choosing one’s actions and lifestyle and shaping one’s own character.” 71
It is within this basic human good, suggests Finnis, that our freedom and responsibility
arise. Insofar as practical reasonableness pertains to choice, it also pertains to the freedom
necessary to make a choice. e choice constitutive of the basic human good of practical
reasonableness is “the primary respect in which we can call ourselves both free and
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responsible.” 72 What we need to articulate, argues Finnis, are the requirements of
practical reasonableness that, in turn, give rise to the freedom that emerges out of it. us,
he oﬀers nine requirements of practical reasonableness, each of which “can be thought of
as a mode of moral obligation or responsibility” 73 since each contributes equally to the
process of choosing freely under the auspice of practical reasonableness.
e ﬁrst requirement of practical reasonableness is that one maintain a coherent
life-plan. Without this requirement, the rest would not be possible, or, if they were
possible, they would not make much sense. A coherent life plan is not to be confused with
the “ ‘blue-prints’ of a pipe dream,” but, rather, is understood as the “eﬀective
commitments” 74 which lead to a uniﬁed life. e second requirement of practical
reasonableness is that there be no arbitrary preference among the basic human goods.
Finnis sees this requirement (unlike the ﬁrst) to be in direct conﬂict with something like
Rawls’s ‘thin theory’ of the good, where he (i.e. Rawls) reduces the primary goods to four
(liberty, opportunity, wealth, and self-respect). e third requirement of practical
reasonableness is that there be no arbitrary preference among persons. Like the second
requirement that speaks to the equality among the basic human goods, this requirement
speaks to the basic equality among persons participating in the common good. Insofar as
the common good speaks to the shared objective of my well-being and the well-being of
others, we cannot preference one’s well-being (even my own) over the well-being of
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another (though Finnis nuances this position when it comes to close, personal relations).
We must hold the well-being of each individual equally to the well-being of all others. To
do this, we must set “the bounds of reasonable self-preference.” 75 ese bounds are set
from the viewpoint of “the ‘ideal observer’ … an impartially benevolent ‘spectator’ [who]
would condemn some but not all forms of self-preference.” 76 e fourth requirement is
the requirement of detachment. In order to be “suﬃciently open to all the basic forms of
good in all the changing circumstances of a lifetime,” 77 we must exercise a certain level of
detachment from each of them. Detachment does not imply a lack of care or concern, but
rather a ‘holding lightly’ and a balancing of each. e ﬁh requirement is the requirement
of ﬁdelity. If the fourth requirement stipulates that we must hold all the goods lightly, the
ﬁh reminds us that, nevertheless, we should not abandon our goods too easily. Fidelity is
a middle position between fanaticism (which holds goods too tightly) and apathy (which
doesn’t hold onto any goods at all). us, the fourth and ﬁh requirements can be
understood as two sides of the same coin. e sixth requirement is the requirement that
“one bring about good in the world … by actions that are eﬃcient for their (reasonable)
purpose(s).” 78 Practical reasonableness does not operate within the utilitarian or
consequentialist frameworks (at least not in the ways that utilitarians and
consequentialists would like) because practical reasonableness requires all the other basic
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human goods to be simultaneously present and operative. One cannot bring about good
in the world by maximizing pleasure, or weighing and calculating means and ends; good
can only be brought about in the world through the interplay of the basic human goods.
e seventh requirement is the requirement to respect every basic good in every act. e
heart of this requirement says that in every act a human person undertakes, she or he
cannot act, or choose, against any of the basic human goods. One can, to be sure, shi one
(or more) basic human good(s) to the foreground in order to act or choose in a given
situation, but foregrounding certain basic human goods does not mean one can act
against any of the others. Interestingly, it is in this dimension of practical reasonableness
that Finnis locates the inviolability of human rights—a discussion which we will take up
in a later chapter. e eighth requirement is the requirement of “favoring and fostering
the common good of one’s communities.” 79 is requirement may appear, at ﬁrst blush,
to conﬂict with some of the previously stated requirements (of detachment, for example,
or the requirement that there be no arbitrary preference among goods or persons).
Nevertheless, Finnis argues that, properly understood, this requirement works with (not
against) these other requirements in the discerning process of practical reasonableness.
Finally, the ninth requirement of practical reasonableness is the requirement that one
“should not do what one judges or thinks or ‘feels’-all-in-all should not be done. at is to
say one must act ‘in accordance with one’s conscience.’ ” 80 In a very real sense, for Finnis,
the entirety of his reﬂections on practical reasonableness is really an extended reﬂection
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on the workings of conscience. When reﬂecting on the good, when engaging in practical
reasonableness, one must (ultimately) follow the dictates of one’s conscience. is is not,
for Finnis, a form of do-whatever-you-want-ism, but rather the recognition that if one
follows all the step Finnis has laid out, and one engages in the ways that Finnis suggests,
following one’s conscience—even a mistaken conscience—is a deeply digniﬁed endeavor.
us, at the end of this discussion, we need to consider the picture of the good
that Finnis is proposing. As we have already said, Finnis—in line with, though distinct
from, Aquinas—grounds his reﬂections on practical reasonableness, the common good,
conscience, freedom, responsibility, and the basic human goods in a concept of the good
(in a more general sense). How all of this is grounded in the good is self-evident; that is to
say, the self-evidence of the good is not something that can be argued for or derived from
principles. e self-evidence of the good is seen in the eﬀects this good has through the
enactment of the basic human goods. Each of these goods—equal to all the others—is the
material that human persons work with, and from, when ordering and living out their
existence. While we may foreground some goods over others, there cannot be a scenario
in which any of the goods are acted against or ignored in favor of others. at we are
actually acting from the good, and in accordance with the basic human goods, will be
evidenced by the fruits of our actions. If they are genuinely good, they will be so
recognized and designated; if not, not. A prominent feature of the good—and the one of
the basic human goods foregrounded here—is the basic human good of practical
reasonableness. In reﬂecting on the questions proposed in this analysis, it is practical
reasonableness that guides our way. What is interesting is that Finnis identiﬁes practical


reasonableness as a form of play. Practical reasonableness, he says, “need not be regarded
as ultimately a form of self-perfection…. Nor, on the other hand, are its requirements
sheer categorical imperatives … they are what is needed to participate in the game of
God.” 81 We will address the theological turn in Finnis’s work in a later chapter, but ﬁrst,
we must consider another facet of Finnis’s theory of the natural law. Practical
reasonableness leads us to critical reﬂection on the basic human goods and their
relationship to the good. It also contextualizes us within the framework of the common
good. Yet, how are we so contextualized and constrained? In order to articulate this
dimension of Finnis’s thought, the following section will look at the concept of law—and,
more speciﬁcally, natural law—within Finnis’s work.
e Concept of the (Natural) Law
As we observed in the previous section, the self-evident nature of the good requires
enactment in the world. Finnis achieves this through the exercise of the basic human
goods—in accordance with the requirements of practical reasonableness—for the
common good. Yet, the question remains as to how the common good operates. What are
its limits and boundaries—two essential elements of any coordination of community in
the physical, observable world? In order to address this question, Finnis turns to the
concept of law. erefore, in this section, we will ﬁrst look at how Finnis understands and
characterizes the law, and then turn to the ‘secondary precept’ of the law—the natural
law—in order to draw out of his analysis the theory of natural law operating within his
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work. First, however, we turn to the question of law—What is it? How does it operate?
What is its justiﬁcation?
In the very ﬁrst line of his book Natural Law and Natural Rights, Finnis states the
following: “ere are human goods that can be secured only through the institutions of
human law, and requirements of practical reasonableness that only those institutions can
satisfy.” 82 e concept of law, therefore, is central to the project Finnis undertakes in this
seminal text of his natural law theory. is will come as no surprise. Still, in order to
understand what the concept of law ‘looks like’ in practice—a constitutive dimension of
law for Finnis—we need to explore both the foundation and internal logic of its
operation. ese explorations may appear to take us oﬀ course, but they are essential for
understanding both the relevance and applicability of the law, along with the consequent
impact of these reﬂection on the natural law.
As noted above, Finnis’s philosophy of law is practical (i.e. applicational).
Following H. L. A. Hart, Finnis argues that the law
is to be described in terms of rules for the guidance of oﬃcials and citizens alike,
not merely as a set of predictions of what oﬃcials will do. A legal system is a
system in which ‘secondary’ rules have emerged in order to remedy the defects of a
pre-legal regime comprising only ‘primary rules.’ Law must [footnote omitted]
have a minimum content of primary rules and sanctions in order to ensure the
survival of the society or its members and to give them practical reason for
compliance with it. 83
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Additionally, Finnis incorporates the work of Joseph Raz into his conceptualization of
law to further nuance Hart’s position:
the law is not any set of norms; it is a system of norms which provides a method
… of settling disputes authoritatively, by means of norms which both (a) provide
binding guidance for ‘primary institutions’ … and (b) also … guide the
individuals whose behavior may fail to be evaluated and judged by those
institutions. 84
From these descriptions of law, we can draw out some consistent threads that
characterize Finnis’s own approach. One such thread is the role institutions play in
relation to the law. For the law, or for any speciﬁc laws, to make sense and have an impact
(i.e. to be practical) they must exist, and operate, within an institutional setting. Another
such thread is the practical (i.e. applicational) dimension of law. Law must, Finnis says,
operate ‘with a view to decision and action:’ “Practical thought is thinking about what
(one ought) to do. Practical reasonableness is reasonableness in deciding, in adopting
commitments, in choosing and executing projects, and in general in acting.” 85 Still
another thread can be articulated in terms of rules, norms, and method. is particular
thread embodies the need for coordination in the law. Without the coordination of rules
embodied in a particular method, law and legal systems lose their normative relevance
and force. Finally, the role of the individual in these reﬂections is central. e individual
is the one who reasons practically, but also reasons in conjunction with the rules, method,
and norms of the cooperative community within which she encounters the practical
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reasoning of others via the institutions her community has established for this purpose.
Still, the question remains: How are these threads brought together in a coordinated
reﬂection on law?
For Finnis, in order to reﬂect on the law, we must do so from a particular
viewpoint. He describes the viewpoint we ought to adopt in relation to a ‘central case’ of
law or legal system. A ‘central case’ (Finnis also speaks of this concept in terms of ‘focal
meaning’) is that of “a complete community, purporting to have authority to provide
comprehensive and supreme direction for human behavior in that community, and to
grant legal validity to all other normative arrangements aﬀecting the members of that
community.” 86 us, this ‘central case’ of law grounds the viewpoint from which we
reﬂect on law and the legal order—a viewpoint of the individual embedded within the
aforementioned coordinated, complete community. Next, we must consider the question
of how we coordinate law and the legal order—how we make sense of and enact them—
from such a viewpoint. Finnis identiﬁes ﬁve principal features of the law which, together,
undertake this process of coordination. First, he suggests, “law brings deﬁnition,
speciﬁcity, clarity, and thus predictability into human interactions, by way of a system of
rules and institutions so interrelated that rules deﬁne, constitute, and regulate the
institutions, while institutions create and administer the rules.” Second, “whatever legal
rule or institution … has been once validly created remains valid … until [the law]
determines according to its own terms or to some valid act or rule of repeal.” ird, “rules
of law regulate not only the creation, administration, and adjudication of such rules, and
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the constitution, character, and termination of institutions, but also the conditions under
which a private individual can modify the incidence or application of the rules.” Fourth,
“we can say that [the law] brings what precision and predictability it can into the order of
human interactions by a single technique: the treating of … past acts … as giving, now,
suﬃcient and exclusionary reason for acting in a way then ‘provided for.’ ” Fih, and
ﬁnally, “this technique is reinforced by the working postulate … that every present
practical question or coordination problem has, in every respect, been so ‘provided for’ by
some such past juridical act or acts.” 87 Granted that there will always be an inextricably
coercive dimension to law and legal systems, when these ﬁve features are followed, then
we have a practically coordinated social and legal arrangement “which would have a
completely adequate rational in a world of saints.” 88 When this social and legal
arrangement is functioning properly, then, according to Finnis, we have the Rule of Law.
e Rule of Law is distinct from the rule of law. In its non-capitalized form, this
phrase emphasizes the noun-like quality—the thing-ness—of the rule(s) of law. In its
capitalized form—the form in which Finnis employs it—this phrase indicates “the state of
aﬀairs in which a legal system is legally in good shape.” 89 For Finnis, the “ﬁve formal
features of law … are the more instantiated the more the eight desiderata [of the Rule of
Law] are fulﬁlled.” 90 Finnis identiﬁes the eight desiderata of the Rule of Law as:
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(i) its rules are prospective, not retroactive and (ii) are not in any other way
impossible to comply with; that (iii) its rules are promulgated, (iv) clear, and
(v) coherent one with another; that (vi) its rules are suﬃciently stable to allow
people to be guided by their knowledge of the content of the rules; that (vii) the
making of decrees and orders applicable to relatively limited situations is guided
by rules that are promulgated, clear, stable, and relatively general; and that
(viii) those people who have authority to make, administer, and apply the rules in
an oﬃcial capacity (a) are accountable for their compliance with rules applicable
to their performance and (b) do actually administer the law consistently and in
accordance with its tenor. 91
e hope, here, is that we begin to see why the eight desiderata of the Rule of Law, the ﬁve
features of the law, and all the other requisite facets of Finnis’s analysis matter to both the
individuals and communities these requirements aﬀect. As Finnis himself says—in a
gesture toward the broad impact he hopes his work can oﬀer—when we consider
individuals (who remain constitutive elements within any concept of law) we must
consider that they “can only be selves—i.e. have the ‘dignity’ of being ‘responsible
agents’—if they are not made to live their lives for the convenience of others but are
allowed and assisted to create a subsisting identity across a ‘lifetime.’ ” 92 Finnis’s scholarly
trek through some of the ﬁner details of legal and political philosophy has not been in
vain. We are now able to articulate a clearer understanding of the law, which will become
invaluable when we turn to the natural law.
In section X. of Natural Law and Natural Rights, Finnis oﬀers his clearest
deﬁnition of law in light of what has been said thus far:
roughout this chapter, the term ‘law’ has been used with a focal meaning so as
to refer primarily to rules made, in accordance with regulative legal rules, by a
determinate and eﬀective authority … for a ‘complete’ community, and buttressed
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by sanctions in accordance with the rule-guided stipulations of adjudicative
institutions, this ensemble of rules and institutions being directed to reasonably
resolving any of the community’s co-ordination problems … for the common
good of that community, according to a manner and form itself adapted to that
common good by features of speciﬁcity, minimization of arbitrariness, and
maintenance of a quality of reciprocity between the subjects of the law both
amongst themselves and in their relations with the lawful authorities. 93
is deﬁnition of law, however, is not where our exploration ends. We must now turn to
that ‘secondary precept’ of the law—the natural law—to ﬁnd out how these two
concepts—law and natural law—are connected, and what the deﬁnition of one
contributes to our understanding of the other.
Finnis certainly recognizes that his discussion of law, up to this point, has
deliberately sidestepped the question of natural law. In light of his attention to the focal
meaning, or central case, of law, Finnis acknowledges that the natural law—“the set of
principles of practical reasonableness in ordering human life and human community”—is
“only analogically law.” 94 It is, as previously mentioned, a ‘secondary precept’ of the law,
and one that circumscribes the task of reﬂection on human well-being from the viewpoint
of the Aristotelian phronimos, or rational judge. e natural law is concerned with “the
relationship(s) between the particular laws of particular societies and the permanently
relevant principles of practical reasonableness” 95 and, as such, the natural law occupies a
mediating position between the speciﬁcity of particular law and the principles of law that
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must be at work in any and all contexts to which the term ‘law’ can be legitimately
applied.
Additionally, “a sound theory of the natural law is one that explicitly …
undertakes a critique of practical viewpoints, in order to distinguish the practically
unreasonable from the practically reasonable.” 96 is approach identiﬁes the natural law
as a speciﬁcally critical discourse—a framework in which options are debated, weighed,
and ultimately decided by those in the community who can ‘judge well’ for, and on behalf
of, it. erefore, according to Finnis, the natural law can have no history: “[it] could not
rise, decline, be revived, or stage ‘eternal returns.’ It could not have historical
achievements to its credit. It could not be held responsible for the disasters of the human
spirit or atrocities of human practice.” 97 Yet, there is a history of the enactments of the
natural law. erefore, an investigation into the natural law, for Finnis, is an investigation
into its principles of enactment, rather than its grounding principles. Turning to Aquinas
on this point, Finnis argues that the ﬁrst principles of the natural law, “which specify the
basic forms of good and evil and which can be adequately grasped by anyone of the age of
reason … are per se nota (self-evident) and indemonstrable [footnote omitted].” 98 us,
in considering the natural law in terms of its principles of enactment—which can be
defended—Finnis proposes a tripartite approach to natural law thinking. First, the natural
law is “a set of basic practical principles which indicate the basic forms of human
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ﬂourishing as goods to be pursued and realized, and which are … used by everyone who
considers what to do.” Second, the natural law is “a set of basic methodological
requirement of practical reasonableness … which distinguish sound from unsound
practical thinking.” Finally, the natural law is “a set of general moral standards.” 99 For
Finnis, it is important to keep in mind the purpose, or goal, for which this tripartite
approach to natural law thinking is articulated. ese principles, he argues, “justify the
existence of authority in community”—a goal we ﬁnd both here in the natural law and in
the ‘central case’ of law discussed earlier. Additionally, these principles require “that
authority be exercised, in most circumstances, according to the manner conveniently
labeled the Rule of Law, and with due respect for the human rights which embody the
requirements of justice, and for the purpose of promoting a common good in which such
a respect for rights is a component.” 100 e natural law, on Finnis’s read, is a very
practical discourse. It frames conversations about the goods of individuals and their
cooperative communities, and serves as the critical, reﬂective space for determining the
goods—of value, of action, of coordination, etc.—of a given cooperative community.
What, then, is to be said about the normativity of the natural law? e normative
force of the natural law is, according to Finnis, self-evident and indemonstrable. It is
simply known to us, as a good-to-be-pursued, in virtue of what it is. However—as the
previous discussion of law demonstrated—we can see that the natural law has normative
force because of the eﬀects of its principles in the observable world—particularly the
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eﬀects of its principles on the good, both common and individual. e natural law guides
human action toward the good as action’s only rational goal. In that we can see the eﬀects
of the coordination of the basic human goods both in ourselves and in our communities,
we can see the eﬀects of the natural law in practice. What are these eﬀects—particularly
insofar as they serve to justify our commitment to the natural law individually and
communally? As we have said, they are human well-being and ﬂourishing, both
individually and in community. “e basic aspects of human well-being are really and
unquestionably good,” Finnis argues, “but aer all, they are not abstract forms, they are
analytically distinguishable aspects of the well-being, actual or possible, of you and
me.” 101 Further, this is “equally true of the common good; it is the well-being of you and
me, considered as individuals with shared opportunities and vulnerabilities.” 102 What
remains in this section is a turn to those ‘basic aspects’ of human well-being that
constitute the goodness, not only of these concepts, but of the concepts of law and natural
law as well: rights.
e Question of Rights and the Common Good
“Almost everything in [Natural Law and Natural Rights] is about human rights (‘human
rights’ being a contemporary idiom for ‘natural rights’…).” 103 Like the natural law,
natural/human rights are at the very core of Finnis’s analysis and, therefore, merit close
attention in this analysis. What are these natural/human rights? What is their source?
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Why do they matter? To begin this discussion, Finnis identiﬁes, and evaluates, three
diﬀerent kinds of rights. First, there are rights-as-beneﬁts: “rights of all forms are said to
be beneﬁts secured for persons by rules regulating the relationships between those
persons and other persons subject to those rules.” 104 While there is an inexplicable
dimension of this approach in all rights discourse, Finnis notes the distinct problems with
this form of rights discourse, particularly when we consider the roles of power and
authority in the giving, and securing, of these rights. Rights ought not depend simply on
being conceived of as beneﬁts, since such beneﬁts can easily be lost or taken away.
Second—and as an attempt to correct for the ﬁrst kind—there are rights-as-choices: “the
point and unifying characteristic of rules which entail or create rights is that such rules
speciﬁcally recognize and respect a person’s choice, either negatively by not impeding or
obstructing it … or aﬃrmatively by giving legal or moral eﬀect to it.” 105 e diﬃculty
here, as Finnis sees it, is that this rights-as-choice approach does not suﬃciently explain
how the discourse of rights comes down from the raers, so to speak. It lacks a clear and
compelling connection to the actual situations in which rights-claimants ﬁnd themselves.
In light of these two conceptualizations of rights—neither of which is outright rejected by
Finnis, but neither of which is adopted by him either—Finnis oﬀers a third: rights-asneeds/ﬂourishing. Quoting H. L. A. Hart, Finnis argues that in this kind of rights
discourse “ ‘the core of the notion of rights is neither individual choice nor individual
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beneﬁt but basic or fundamental individual needs.’ ” 106 is is the form of rights discourse
that Finnis wants to aﬃrm. It is a form of rights discourse that makes a right into
something an individual has in a legal sense. Yet, we still need to explore precisely how
one actually has rights in this sense.
Finnis’s discussion of rights is the clear result of his discussions on the good. As
Finnis says, “one needs some conception of human good, of individual ﬂourishing …
[and] of communal life that fosters rather than hinders such ﬂourishing.” 107 e good—
while indemonstrable and self-evident—is achieved, for Finnis, through the exercise of
the basic human goods, all of which can be better understood, within the present context,
as basic reasons for action. e basic human goods are, at heart, basic human needs. If
there are basic human goods, which Finnis has argued that there are, then there must be
corresponding basic human needs. e satisfaction of these needs—or, put another way,
the coordinated arrangement of these needs so that all are equally met—is achieved
through the concept of human ﬂourishing. is is why we have rights on a general level.
Yet, this concept of human ﬂourishing remains rather ambiguous. What constitutes this
ﬂourishing—what is its scope, what are its conditions and limits? Finnis’s response to
such inquiries into the concept of ﬂourishing is to identify a form of rights discourse that
cannot be acted against, that—like his concept of basic human goods—cannot be violated.
Here, he turns to the concept of absolute and inviolable rights, and, more speciﬁcally, the
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concept of absolute, inviolable human rights. As this articulation of absolute human
rights conditions his concept of rights more generally, it merits further exploration.
For Finnis, the notion of ﬂourishing embodied in the concept of absolute human
rights takes its bearing from the uniﬁed concept of the human person. What he means,
here, is that the unity of individual personhood brings together both the more speculative
and the more practical dimensions of human being, and expresses them in a particular
concept. For Aristotle, this unity is expressed through the term psyche; for Aquinas,
through the term anima. For Finnis, this concept of the unity of individual personhood is
expressed through the term soul. e concept of the soul is that which brings together the
speculative and the practical; it is that which gives unity and continuity to the concept of
personhood; it is that which grounds the concept of dignity in the concept of the person;
ﬁnally, it is that dimension of human being that stands as the source of absolute human
rights. e dignity inherent in each human person through their soul is not only the
source of one’s absolute human rights, it is also what makes all human persons equal and
free. It is what makes each of us a subject of rights. us, for Finnis, there are absolute
human rights, valid in all times and places, and this claim relies upon his
conceptualization of the good. We “need not hesitate to say that … there are absolute
human rights” 108 because “it is always unreasonable to choose directly against any basic
value [i.e. human good], whether in oneself or in one’s fellow human beings.” 109 In
returning to his analysis of the good through the lens of the soul, Finnis provides
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parameters for the emergent concept of human rights. While the concept of human
ﬂourishing can be debated as to its speciﬁc content, what cannot be debated—because it is
a precondition of the conversation itself—is that there is a shared baseline of rights that
are absolute and inviolable because we have a concept of the soul. Without a recognition
of this fact, we cannot conceive of what it means to ﬂourish. In practical terms, the
ﬂourishing that emerges from this concept of the soul is articulated in terms of dignity.
Basic human goods, he says, are not ‘mere abstractions,’ but rather, they are “aspects of
the real well-being of ﬂesh-and-blood individuals.” 110 What keeps these goods, and their
consequent rights, from becoming mere abstractions is this concept of dignity, which
Finnis takes from Aquinas. While he argues that “every member of our species is entitled
to … human rights,” those rights cannot simply be based on that fact that we are
members of a particular species. We have human rights not because we are homo sapien
sapien, but because “every individual member of the species has the dignity of being a
person [footnote omitted].” 111 Finnis expands on this point in a footnote where, citing
Aquinas, he argues that the “word and concept persona entails dignitas, and so is
applicable to every individual of a rational nature.” 112 e grounds for this claim rest on
the “ ‘ﬁrst-order,’ ‘speculative’ sciences … that are given to us prior to our deliberation
and choosing,” though they remain available to us through “the very experience of
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practical reasoning, deliberation, choice, and action.” 113 Here, Finnis emphasizes the
integral role in his analysis granted to the concept of a coherent life-plan (another
requirement of practical reasonableness), or the unity of personhood (i.e. of the soul).
Human persons experience themselves as uniﬁed, as being “one and the same I … who
am understanding and choosing and carrying out my choice and sensing … [and who] is
a reality I already truly understand, albeit not yet fully.” 114
Yet there remains another important dimension of this discussion on human
rights that we have not addressed. Namely, how do we make sense of human rights when
we introduce the individual subject of rights to other individual subjects of rights? We do
not live isolated lives, but rather, we live in social contexts and communities. We must,
therefore, return to a previous discussion in order to properly understand the concept of
rights. Given that we are social creatures who exist in community, we must think of
rights, not just in terms of individual goods, but also in terms of the common good.
It is important to keep in mind the model upon which Finnis builds his
conception of the common good. While the common good is inextricable from notions of
the just, and from the legal and institutional orders that constitute it, Finnis’s
fundamental model for the common good is the model of friendship. e essence of this
model, argues Finnis, “is that A is interested in B’s well-being for B’s sake; and B is
interested in A’s well-being for A’s sake; and A is interested in A’s own well-being not
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only for its own sake but also for B’s sake; and B likewise.” 115 is is how friendship works
for Finnis. ere is a mutuality between A and B, along with a sharing of interests and
goals. ere is a concern, not only for one’s own good, but the good of the other.
Importantly, it is not simply a recognition that others have their own goods which need
to be respected; rather, it is the imperative that to take seriously the good of others, their
goods must be seen as equal to one’s own goods, and adopted as one’s own good. A’s
goods must become B’s goods, within reason. is leads to another important point about
friendship in Finnis’s work. Friendship—for Finnis, as for Aquinas and Aristotle before
him—“is between equals … to say that everyone can rightly have a kind of friendship
with every other human person is to aﬃrm a fundamental equality of human persons.” 116
Building a concept of the common good from a model of friendship requires us to take
seriously the relationship between rights and the common good.
If human persons take each other’s ends as their own, if they share in the goods of
the community, if they are all equal, then we must consider what roll the common good
plays when it comes to rights that might appear to be in conﬂict. Here, the concept of
justice—as the framework and process that give rise to the common good—becomes
central to cooperative, communal living. e common good is the goal of justice and,
therefore, the common good must provide the parameters for just living. at is to say,
the common good must set the limits necessary for the encounter between the goods and
rights of the individual members of the community. e form of the common good “that
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is better than an individual’s good is a good consistent with all the moral principles
implicit … in allowing the ﬁrst practical principles their combined directiveness.” 117
Finnis turns to some of the landmark human rights documents of the th century to
illustrate his point here. Documents like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, for
example, have two common features: ﬁrst, they employ two formulae for articulating
rights (‘Everyone has the right to…’ and ‘No one shall be…’); second—and here is
Finnis’s point—these documents recognize that “the ‘exercise of rights and freedoms’
proclaimed [in these documents] is said to be ‘subject to limitation.’ ” 118 It is important to
keep in mind that not all rights are subject to limitation on Finnis’s reading of these
documents. Given that these documents aﬃrm both rights-to-be-promoted and rightsnot-to-be-acted-against, Finnis wants to argue that the former may be subject to
limitation, while the latter may not. Before discussing this point further—particularly in
regard to the existence of absolute human rights—we need to consider the grounds for
Finnis’s claim to the limitation of rights. He identiﬁes a fourfold grounding 119 for such
limitation. First, rights may be limited “to secure due recognition for the rights and
freedoms of others.” Second, they may be limited “to meet the just requirements of
morality in a democratic society.” ird, they may be limited “to meet the just
requirements of public order in a democratic society.” Finally, rights may be limited “to
meet the just requirements of the general welfare in a democratic society.” Here, it is
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important to keep in mind that Finnis is speciﬁcally talking about the rights that we are
granted in and for the common good, not the principle of rights as such. He is concerned
here with speciﬁcally enacted rules, not underlying principles. Nevertheless, when we
consider the common good, we need to consider the limitations on rights insofar as they
are subject to one of the abovementioned grounds.
Yet, we cannot avoid the question asked just a moment ago: What about absolute
human rights? Finnis has clearly stated that such rights exist, yet how do they ﬁt into his
overall schema when seen in light of his discussion on the limitation of rights? It comes
back, in the end, to his conception of the good. As one of the basic human goods,
practical reasonableness constitutes that dimension of rights which gives them their
absolute character. Insofar as one of the requirements of practical reasonableness states
that it is always unreasonable to choose directly against any basic human good, there
must be basic human goods, or basic human needs, that are absolute. us, the
corresponding right to this good/need, too, must be absolute. For Finnis, the rights that
are absolute human rights are ‘negative rights,’ or rights-not-to-be-acted-against. ose
rights describable as ‘positive rights,’ or rights-to-be-promoted, are that category of rights
subject to limitation by the common good. ese rights vary, in their details, from time to
time, place to place, and context to context. What remains constant is that they embody
the concepts of friendship, mutuality, equality, and justice articulated above, while always
aiming at the common good. If these criteria are met, then the limited rights that develop
as a result of this coordinated, communal process can, and ought to, be understood as


legitimate rights, and both sets of rights—the absolute and the limited—contribute to the
notion of human rights Finnis wants to oﬀer.
us, as we have seen, the relationship between rights and the common good is
complex, but, nevertheless, central to Finnis’s understanding of both. Of this relationship,
Finnis reminds us that, on the one hand, “we should not say human rights, or their
exercise, are subject to the common good; for the maintenance of human rights is a
fundamental component of the common good. On the other hand, we can appropriately
say that most human rights are subject to or limited by each other and by other aspects of
the common good.” 120 With this, we are brought back to the beginning of our analysis of
Finnis. It is in the interplay of good, law, and right that we ﬁnd Finnis’s theory of the
natural law. e indemonstrable, self-evident good—embodied and enacted in and
through the basic human goods—circumscribes our reﬂections on law and rights. Insofar
as the enacted good must be the common good, the natural law serves as the mediating
space where the individual good meets the common good, where speciﬁc and conditional
law meets the invariant principle(s) of law, and where human rights—both absolute and
limited—ﬁnd both the topography of their foundation as well as the tools for their
actualization in the world. What I have tried to accomplish in this section is a clear
restatement—in an overview fashion—of how, along the lines of Finnis, the theological
natural law tradition can be further developed as a practical philosophy—as a normative
and foundational ethics that eschews a complete reliance upon a particular belief system
for the foundation and normativity of its claims. In correlating the tradition of the natural
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law with the tradition of human rights, Finnis achieves a necessary transformation of the
medieval framework for ethics into the modern. is is an important achievement, and a
welcome move for the purposes of this dissertation. Nevertheless, it begs the question of
whether Aquinas and his natural law thinking can be so easily separated from their
theological roots. We will return to Finnis in chapter four, where we will explore, once
again, the geography of his analysis in light of the discussions provided in chapters two
and three. ere, we will once again visit the question of normativity as it pertains to both
ethics and human rights, in order to determine how the position defended by Finnis
meets the standards, questions, and challenges of a st century approach. Before we
embark on this exploration, however, two further analyses into contemporary
articulations of natural law thinking remain to be explored. e ﬁrst of these will be the
scholastic, virtue theory approach of Jean Porter. e second will be the critical, feminist
approach of Cristina Traina.
Jean Porter: Scholasticism, Virtue, and the Natural Law
Having looked into, and analyzed, the conception of the natural law oﬀered by John
Finnis (i.e. the ‘new natural law’), I now want to turn to an alternative, yet no less
impactful, analysis of the natural law, as it is embodied in both Aquinas and in the
Medieval movement known as Scholasticism. For this, we will turn to the work and
guidance of Jean Porter and, speciﬁcally, her three works on Aquinas and the natural


law—Recovery of Virtue, 121 Natural and Divine Law, 122 and Nature as Reason. 123 rough
these three texts, Porter articulates her own analysis of Aquinas and the natural law which
is, in its method and analysis, very diﬀerent from Finnis. Porter is, in fact, rather critical
of Finnis’s approach. According to Nicholas Wolterstorﬀ, Finnis and his collaborators
“oﬀer natural law theory as a mode of ethical inquiry which is independent both of all
comprehensive religious and philosophical perspectives … of all concrete moral
communities … [and] they present it as independent of theology.” 124 According to Porter
herself, the ‘new natural law’ oﬀered by Finnis and his collaborators is “very much a
natural law theory in the modern mode, since it claims to derive a comprehensive system
of moral precepts from an indubitable ﬁrst principle, namely, the ﬁrst principle of
practical reason as speciﬁed through the apprehension of the basic goods.” 125 ese two
exemplary critiques of Finnis’s project speak to some of the important themes that
emerge out of Porter’s analysis of Aquinas, the Scholastics, and the natural law. For
Porter, we cannot separate the natural law from its religious, philosophical and, most
importantly, theological roots in the intellectual methodology and historical context of
Medieval scholasticism. While she is not anti-modern, she is very skeptical of approaches
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to Aquinas and the natural law (i.e. Finnis) that appear to sever them from their
scholastic roots. us, Porter oﬀers us a reading and interpretation of the natural law for
our contemporary context that ‘returns to the sources’—so to speak—of the natural law.
erefore, in order to explicate Porter’s argument for the purposes of my overall
project, this section will proceed as follows. First, I want to turn to Porter’s retrieval of
Scholasticism in order to articulate the context for natural law thinking (within a
religious, and speciﬁcally Catholic-Christian, paradigm) that Porter defends. Second, I
want to turn speciﬁcally to Porter’s reading of Aquinas, in light of her reading of
Scholasticism, in order to draw out of it the method and place of the natural law in
Christian ethical reﬂection. ird, I want to articulate Porter’s own constructive rearticulation of natural law theory from the Scholastic context, through the lens of
Aquinas, and for our contemporary context. I will pay particular attention, at this point,
to the question of normativity in Porter’s natural law analysis. My goal here is to engage
Porter on her own terms, and to oﬀer both a comprehensive summary and critical
evaluation of her position. We will begin with Porter’s analysis of the relationship
between Scholasticism and natural law thinking.
e Scholastics and the Natural Law
One of the principal arguments Jean Porter puts forth in her corpus of work on the
natural law is that the natural law, as we know it today, comes to us from out of a
particular time and place. Speciﬁcally, Porter wants us to recognize contemporary natural
law’s indebtedness to the movement known as Scholasticism, 126 especially as it came to be
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in the th and th centuries of Medieval Europe. In order to understand the natural law
today, she argues, we need to understand the natural law as it was developed and
articulated by the Scholastics. While Porter’s own constructive natural law theory relies
heavily on one particular Scholastic—omas Aquinas—she makes a deliberate and
concerted eﬀort both to locate and contextualize Aquinas’s thoughts amidst and among
his contemporaries. Before developing a constructive theory of the natural law in line
with Aquinas—and, eventually, in line with Porter—we must have a grasp of what the
natural law was for Scholastics themselves. In her book Natural and Divine Law, Porter
argues that “the scholastic concept of the natural law shows us that it is possible to bring
together aspects of moral reﬂection that we have long considered to be essentially
disparate, and to do so in an integrally united way.” 127 How we come to this conclusion,
however, needs to be teased out.
e idea of a uniﬁed moral theory is important to both the Scholastics and to
Porter, but what are the ‘disparate’ elements that go into a natural law moral theory that is
‘integrally uniﬁed’? According to Porter, there are three elements that constitute the
morality, and normative force, of a Scholastic natural law theory: “e scholastic concept
of the natural law brings together three traditional loci for moral reﬂection: nature,
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reason, and Scripture.” 128 To understand what the Scholastic notion of the natural law
looks like, we need to understand what the Scholastics meant by these terms.
First, nature. ere are three fundamentally important characteristics of nature,
according to the Scholastics: nature is good, nature is intelligible, and nature is
teleological. Each of these characteristics needs further development. e belief—held by
the Scholastics and maintained by Porter—that nature is fundamentally good stems from
the speciﬁcally theological grounding of nature in the natural law paradigm. e
Scholastics were committed to an understanding of creation and the natural world that
saw fundamental continuity between God and God’s creation. According to Porter, “what
the scholastics presuppose in developing their concept of the natural law is the
fundamental unity of God and of God’s actions” 129—i.e. creation. us, in presupposing a
good God—as the Scholastics did—they were also compelled, by the logic of their own
argument, to presuppose that God’s action—God’s creation—was also good. is is what
allows the Scholastics—and Porter aer them—to put forth the claim that morality—
understood here as the inclination toward, and consequent system of, the good—is, at
least in a natural law theory, natural to human persons and, consequently, grounded in
our created, biological being. Now, morality is not natural, as such, to all of nature in the
same way it is natural to human persons. As Porter herself notes, nature must be
understood in two ways: “[ﬁrst] nature seen as the ordered totality of all creatures, and
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[second] nature seen as the intrinsic characteristics of a given kind of creature.” 130 Since
the human person is created in the imago Dei, 131 the human person fulﬁlls her natural
capacity in a diﬀerent way from the rest of creation. She is the very ‘image of God’ in
creation and, as such, participates in a unique way in the moral order. 132 e ground for
this uniqueness—what distinguishes human nature qua imago Dei from the rest of
creation—is rooted in our biology. us, Porter is able to argue, in line with the
Scholastics, for a naturalistic grounding of morality in our biological constitution which
manifests itself, at a second level of reﬂection, in “culturally and theoretically speciﬁc
formulations.” 133 us, “[the] scholastic concept of the natural law oﬀers a naturalistic
view of morality as a human phenomenon, which is not a locus for transcendence but
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which does share in the goodness of human nature as an expression of God’s creative
wisdom and love.” 134
From the goodness of nature, grounded in the continuity between God and God’s
creation, we arrive at both the normativity, and the consequent intelligibility, of nature.
Porter says that for the scholastics, “nature is normative to the extent that it is good, and
it is good to the extent that it manifests intelligibility and purpose and its operations.” 135
Nature is intelligible, which is to say that the structures of nature are both understandable
to, and comprehensible for, human creatures. is claim informs Porter’s belief that the
natural law is “a capacity or power, rather than … a universally accessible set of moral
rules.” 136 Further, the claim that nature is intelligible as a capacity or power relies on the
Scholastic belief in a robust metaphysics underlying, and informing, creation and the
natural law. For the Scholastics, metaphysical speculation was “essential to their overall
theological project, because it provided the necessary context within which to discern
God’s wisdom and will through reﬂection on God’s creation.” 137 is metaphysics sets
parameters around the capacities and powers of created existence, and, insofar as the
limits of existence are demarcated, permits the Scholastics to speak about intelligibility of
nature. is intelligibility is, itself, reﬂected in the Scholastics’ view that human creatures,
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therefore, “reﬂect an intelligibility and goodness in virtue of their essential form.” 138
Human creatures, as the imago Dei in creation, reﬂect the intelligibility and the social
nature of their creator because the creator has undertaken the act of creation in an
intelligible and social way. e social, relational nature of the creator is reﬂected—via the
concept of the imago Dei—in the social, relational nature of human creatures. erefore,
as social creatures, human persons engage in a process of shared reﬂection upon the
natural law, which, in turn, is what grants the Scholastics permission to see the natural
law as “adapted to the task of explaining and evaluating practices in a rapidly evolving
society.” 139 Nature is both good and intelligible for the Scholastics, and this comes to the
fore in Scholastic conceptualizations of the natural law because they “presuppose that the
human person is a substance with an intelligible, speciﬁc nature, in terms of which
human behavior can be understood and evaluated.” 140 Much of this analysis, as well,
relies on the orientation of this good, intelligible nature to its ultimate end. is is, of
course, a fundamentally teleological argument.
As Porter notes, the natural law tradition has been particularly well received, since
the time of the Scholastics, in Roman Catholic thought. She writes, “the natural law
tradition … [was] preserved and developed by Roman Catholic moral theologians, with
the result that it came to be associated speciﬁcally with Catholic thought.” 141 e reason
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for this close aﬃliation between the natural law and Roman Catholic thought was a
particular shared belief: nature, and, consequently, the human person within nature, is
ordered to an end. at is to say, there is a fundamentally teleological character to both
the nature of the human person and to the created order around her: both human
creatures and created nature are fundamentally and necessarily ordered to, and by, God.
is belief allows them to oﬀer a unique methodological contribution to addressing
questions about nature and the natural law. Scholastic natural law argumentation, it
suggests, does not argue from eﬀects, structures or functions to conclusions. Rather, it
argues from judgments to conclusions about purpose and proper functioning. e
methodological principle underlying this argument is teleological. It “presupposes some
account of what human life considered as a whole should look like and what purposes the
diﬀerent inclinations and functions of human life serve within that context.” 142
Porter makes her point more explicitly when she says, in light of her analysis of
Scholastic thought, that the “scholastic concept of the natural law presupposes a
teleological conception of human nature.” 143 e Scholastic commitment to a teleological
understanding of nature brings both the goodness and intelligibility of nature into its
fold. Nature is good because we can know its aim and end (in the goodness of God).
Nature is intelligible because we can know its order and underlying structure, since that is
the very essence of its teleology. As such, suggests Porter, “the natural law tradition is
fundamentally committed to the goodness, and therefore the moral signiﬁcance, of
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nature.” 144 With this, we will now leave the concept of nature, and turn to the next of the
three elements that constitute the morality, and normative force, of a Scholastic natural
law theory: reason.
We have already touched on some of the key features of reason in the Scholastic
natural law theory (i.e. the imago Dei, the question of intelligibility, the teleological
structure of nature, etc.). Before developing the notion of reason articulated in the
Scholastic tradition, however, there is an important note to keep in mind: While the
description of reason that follows will be deliberately problematized later on in this
project, at this point we must be clear about what the term ‘reason’ connotes for the
Scholastics, as distinct from what the term ‘reason’ oen enough means for us, as st
century readers. Reason, at this point, cannot be understood on what Porter calls
‘Kantian’ terms. at is to say, “reason as the scholastics understood it is not equivalent to
the autonomous, self-legislating practical reason of Kant, or to the purely rational grasp
of self-evident basic goods proposed by the ‘new natural law’ [i.e. Finnis].” 145 Reason, for
the Scholastics, is a legitimate source of moral knowledge. is knowledge, however, does
not stand alone. It is related to another—and for the Scholastics, more normative—source
of knowledge: revelation. While we will attend to the Scholastic’s notion of Scripture
shortly, I want to point out, in a preliminary fashion, that reason is, and remains, a
legitimate source of knowledge for the Scholastics, even though this source does not stand
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on its own. Reason, for the Scholastics, is a presupposed characteristic of the human
person and the natural world. 146
As Porter notes, “reﬂection on the natural law always presupposes that human
reason is one expression of a more general theory of intelligibility proper to the natural
world.” 147 Further, “reason is a natural capacity, and in its functioning it is informed or
mirrored by the intelligible order manifested in our own humanity, and in the world
within which our lives are embedded.” 148 ere are two distinct notions of reason at work
here, but they are clearly linked in the Scholastic imagination. One the one hand, we have
the concept of the ‘reasonable’ ordering of nature; on the other hand, we have the concept
of ‘reason’ as the knowledge or understanding of this order. While reason exists in the
natural world in the former sense—as it must, if we adopt the Scholastic’s teleological
worldview—it exists in humanity in a unique way in the latter sense. e reason for this,
as I have already noted, is that the human person, unlike the rest of creation, manifests a
particular modality of the created order. A modality constituted by our creation in the
imago Dei. For the scholastics, it belongs to the essence of what it means to be a human
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person to possess the capacity for reason. e notion of the imago Dei marks the human
person as necessarily capable of both rational knowledge and self-determination. ese
characteristics are not so much argued for in the Scholastic model, but, rather,
presupposed. To be a human person is to have these two capacities. Further, these
capacities are conﬁrmed to us in the process of shared reﬂection which human persons
embody and enact as part of the very nature of who we are. e Scholastics even go so far
as to “identify the natural law in its most fundamental sense with the Image of God.” 149
e Scholastic concept of reason “identiﬁes rationality as the distinctive aspect of human
nature, and emphasizes the importance of rational discernment in drawing moral
conclusions from reﬂection on human nature.” 150 is does not, however, mean that the
Scholastic notion of reason draws an indissoluble line of distinction between rational and
pre-rational nature. ere remains a continuity between these two articulations of what is
ultimately a single nature.
Nature and reason are not seen as contrasts on the Scholastic model, but rather,
“they always presuppose an essential continuity between what is natural and what is
rational, since on their view nature is itself an intelligible expression of divine reason.” 151
Nature and reason are not contrasts. Rather, the Scholastic understanding of creation
requires that “while all of creation acts in accordance with rational principles, only
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rational creatures … are capable of consciously following rational principles.” 152 is is
how the Scholastics maintain a link between pre-rational and rational nature. Yet, this
should not downplay the importance of reason and rationality in the human person in
Scholastic natural law theory. According to Porter, “the scholastics identify reason with
the most God-like aspect of human nature, in virtue of which we are said to be created in
the divine image.” 153 Reason, as a fundamental human capacity, is precisely that
constitutive element of our being that grounds and performs our being created in the
imago Dei. It is, therefore, this understanding of reason, as constitutive of our being, that
grounds the natural law claim that “we are all equal in virtue of our shared humanity,” 154
and, further, grounds the claim that this interpretation of nature “therefore [applies] to all
persons.” 155 us, reason is, on the Scholastic account, a central component of any
natural law theory. As I mentioned a while back, however, reason is not a stand-alone
feature of human being, nor of the natural law. Reason is one important source of
knowledge for the Scholastics, but alongside it stands another—even more important—
source of knowledge: revelation. With this in mind, we will turn to the ﬁnal characteristic
of the Scholastic natural law theory: Scripture.
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While it may appear surprising to st century eyes that Scripture is one of the
fundamental characteristics of natural law thinking, for the Scholastics—and for Porter—
this ought not to be the case. Scripture is a source of moral knowledge in natural law
thought. It is, in fact—and, here, I borrow a phrase from Paul Ricoeur—the ‘sieve of the
norm’ 156 of moral knowledge. As I mentioned when investigating the notion of reason in
Scholastic accounts of the natural law, both reason and revelation (i.e. Scripture) are
independent, yet related, sources of moral knowledge. However, it remains the case that
revelation—not reason—constitutes the more normative side of this relationship, and
serves to conﬁrm and/or correct the other. e Scholastics, according to Porter, were
primarily text-driven thinkers when it came to the natural law: “e tradition of the
natural law as the scholastics received it was mediated through a wide variety of texts, all
of them considered to be authoritative, although only one of them, namely, Scripture, was
taken to be supremely authoritative.” 157 e reason for this was that the Scholastics took
what was revealed through Scripture to be part and parcel of the uniﬁed moral theory
created by God. For them—as for Aquinas and Porter—“morality comprises a law, which
is paradigmatically expressed through God’s divine law as revealed in Scripture.” 158 e
natural law, for the Scholastics, “is a temporal expression of the eternal law, as are all just
… human laws.” 159 e argument, here, is deeply dependent on how the Scholastics
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understood the relation between the natural and eternal order. For the Scholastics, “the
basic norms of Scripture reﬂect deliverances of reason … [consequently] reason and the
moral norms of Scripture are fundamentally in harmony.” 160 Porter’s point here once
again conﬁrms that, for the Scholastics, there was no discontinuity between reason and
nature, between God and God’s creation. Put another way, there was simply no
discontinuity between nature, reason, and revelation within the Scholastic paradigm.
Everything was understood to be part and parcel of a uniﬁed moral order, so it only
makes sense that moral order revealed in Scripture and the moral order revealed in
reason are harmonious—“there can be no fundamental contradiction between natural law
and Scripture.” 161 Revelation and reason both reveal the natural law, but “revelation does
not just conﬁrm our independently established theories about natural law; rather, it
reveals the existence of a natural law in and through indicating its signiﬁcance within a
more comprehensive theological framework.” 162 e Scholastic notion of the natural
law—in its fullness, revealed through Scripture and reason—is a theological, and
speciﬁcally Christian, project. 163 According to Porter, the Scholastic connection between
natural and divine law, thus articulated, is possible because “Scripture and nature …
provide two complementary modes of access to God’s wisdom and God’s providential
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will for humanity.” 164 Both are necessary to fully understand the uniﬁed moral theory the
natural law aims to articulate. Reason, too, plays an integral role here, but only if we keep
in mind a caveat noted earlier in this analysis: reason as understood by the scholastics is
very diﬀerent from reason as understood by ‘modern’ subjects. Reason operates alongside
nature and Scripture, providing a source for knowledge not explicitly identiﬁed in the
other two sources. Reason is not simply the form of engagement with nature and
Scripture, but, itself, provides insights that are unique, even if—in the end—they are
subject to the ‘sieve’ of the other two sources. With that, we now have a clearer
understanding of the three mutually interpreting sources of moral norms in natural law
thinking. Yet, what does this mean for our understanding of the natural law going
forward?
For the Scholastics, “the natural law is fundamentally a capacity or power to
distinguish between good and evil; it is intrinsic to the character of the human soul as
made in the Image of God, … and it is expressed or developed through moral precepts
which are conﬁrmed, as well as being completed and transcended, through the operation
of grace.” 165 In the next section, we will turn to Aquinas as a speciﬁc embodiment—and
Porter’s example par excellence—of the natural law. While much of what we have been
discussing thus far will appear in Aquinas as well—given that the Scholasticism of the
th and th centuries was also his context—Porter designates Aquinas’s as a particularly
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important articulation of Scholastic natural law thinking. us, in line with Porter, we
will now turn to Aquinas’s thought on the natural law.
Aquinas and the Natural Law
In order to further support her analysis of the perduring eﬃcacy and practicality of the
natural law, Porter locates the roots of this analysis within Scholasticism, to be sure, but
more speciﬁcally, within the thought, framework, and texts of omas Aquinas. For
Porter, Aquinas is the Christian ethicist par excellence not because it has been so decreed
in the Catholic Church, 166 but because Aquinas’s thought oﬀers us something of
permanent signiﬁcance for Christian ethics. As Porter puts it, this permanent signiﬁcance
“lies precisely in the fact that his thought contains the seeds of its own transcendence.” 167
She supports this claim by noting two distinct elements of Aquinas’s thought: “[ﬁrst] his
thought can be shown to address the tensions and problematics of [the Christian ethical]
tradition … more successfully than other attempts to do so … [and second] it can be
shown to be capable of addressing the tensions and problematics of the Christian
tradition in our own time in a satisfactory way.” 168 erefore, I want to tease out some of
the key themes from Porter’s reading of Aquinas that pertain to her analysis of the natural
law and its perduring legacy today. I will do this by looking, ﬁrst, at what Aquinas
incorporates into his own work from the Scholastic model we have just been analyzing.
Second, I will look at Porter’s articulation of the virtues as Aquinas’s way of organizing
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the moral life. Finally, I will look at Aquinas’s understanding of practical reason and the
will, as they pertain to both the human person, speciﬁcally, and his overall natural law
theory more generally.
Aquinas incorporates—albeit, critically—much of Scholastic thought and method
into his own work. Consequently, one can fairly identify Aquinas as a robustly Scholastic
thinker. As Porter notes, Aquinas himself aﬃrms many of the fundamental elements of
Scholastic natural law thought, including “a metaphysical theory of goodness for moral
theory, the existence of a hierarchy of being, and the claim that some kinds of actions are
never morally permissible.” 169 Goodness, intelligibility, and a teleological orientation in
creation are all elements of natural law thinking that Aquinas and the Scholastics share, as
is their commitment to God. For Aquinas, “true happiness consists in God, perceived in
his essence through the beatiﬁc vision which can alone satisfy the rational creature’s
longing for intelligibility.” 170 is raises another point of agreement between Aquinas and
the Scholastics. Both agree that the human person’s true happiness in God is not, as such,
achievable in a terrestrial setting. us, the human person is directed toward one end, but
in two ways: the natural and the supernatural. It is to the natural end of happiness that
the human person is oriented in this life, even though it is ultimately to the supernatural
end of God that the human person is truly oriented. Because Aquinas and the Scholastics
do not see a break between God and God’s creation, the natural and supernatural ends
are not two separate ends, but—ﬁnally—one end. If nature is intelligible and good, as
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Aquinas believes it is, then there must be “something with understanding, from which all
natural things are ordained toward an end, and this we call God.” 171 Yet, the reliance on
God for intelligibility and goodness in nature is not the only point of connection between
Aquinas and the Scholastics. Aquinas also agrees with the Scholastics that the natural law
stems from this intelligibility, and brings “coherence to the intelligible order of the human
creature itself” 172 in the process. What allows Aquinas to make these claims? Like the
Scholastics, Aquinas believes that “the natural law cannot rightly be understood apart
from Scripture, which itself establishes a central place for the natural law in Christian
ethical reﬂection.” 173
One of the most interesting characteristics of the natural law found in the work of
Aquinas—and one of the key elements of Aquinas’s thought drawn out by Porter—is the
theory of virtue Aquinas articulates in light of his presuppositions and commitments to
the goodness, intelligibility, and teleological structure of nature. For Aquinas, “the natural
perfection of the human person consists in acting in accordance with virtue … in being in
accordance with the norms of reason, which is of course the precondition of virtuous
action.” 174 What, however, does this mean? As we have already seen, genuine human
happiness is found in God alone. Yet, as Aquinas acknowledges, “the supernatural end of
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human life as such cannot be the subject of direct knowledge.” 175 While happiness is the
perfection proper to rational creatures, the natural end of happiness—that which we can
achieve in this terrestrial life—is identiﬁed with the practice of the virtues, while the
supernatural end of happiness is identiﬁed with the Beatiﬁc Vision. According to Porter,
“all persons are equally capable of moral virtue, because they possess those capacities of
knowledge and will that are proper to humanity.” 176 As such, all human beings are
equally capable of the speciﬁcally human—that is to say, natural—good, which, according
to Aquinas, “serves as the proximate norm of morality.” 177 e speciﬁcally human good is
a natural good, achieved through the exercise of the virtues. e imperfect approximation
of happiness in this life must be properly located in this discussion. Aquinas argues that
“the end of action which informs and gives structure to the precepts of the natural law is
the overall perfection … the happiness of the acting person.” 178 Yet, as Porter points out,
“it is not the enjoyment of the good as such which counts as happiness, but the exercise of
one’s virtuous dispositions in and through this enjoyment” 179 that counts as happiness.
at is to say, it is not in the possession of any ‘good’ that happiness lies in this life. Since
the only true source of happiness is God, the claim that we could possess God would be
unthinkable for both Aquinas and the Scholastics. is being the case, Aquinas locates
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“terrestrial forms of happiness with the practice of the virtues.” 180 In this way, the virtues
must become habituated. ey must become “stable dispositions of a human capacity for
knowledge or desire, through which the capacity is given suﬃcient determination to be
exercised through some action.” 181 In becoming habituated, the virtues work to perfect
the human person in her dispositions and actions. e virtues are not means to an end,
since it is not in ‘an end,’ as such, that terrestrial happiness consists. e virtues are both
the means and the end of terrestrial happiness. ey are the means—the process—by
which one comes to terrestrial happiness, and they are what one comes to as terrestrial
happiness. Terrestrial happiness consists in the practice of the virtues. As Porter points
out, “there is a case to be made that Aquinas … identiﬁes virtuous behavior with rational
behavior, understood in terms of ‘something that we have reason to do.’ ” 182 For him, “the
life of virtue provides the goal which informs and gives structure to the various precepts
of the natural law.” 183 With this in mind, we will turn now to the questions of practical
reason and the will in Aquinas.
As we have already seen, there are particular characteristics underlying the
Scholastic, and consequently, omistic, understandings of the natural law. ese
characteristics are the goodness of created nature, its intelligibility, and the overall
orientation of nature to a speciﬁc goal and end. When we speak about the goodness of
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nature in particular, we are reminded by Porter that on her view—and on the view of
Aquinas—goodness is a transcendental concept. at is to say, goodness is “a concept of
such ubiquity and generality that it can be applied to anything whatever, in any category
of real existence.” 184 It is the ubiquity and generality of goodness that constitute it as a
transcendental for Porter, 185 as opposed to more particularized concepts which are do not
qualify as transcendental (e.g. color, which can only be applied to visible objects). us,
when considering the question of the natural law and the human person’s relationship to
it, we are brought to the question of how this goodness is enacted in the natural,
terrestrial world. On Aquinas’s account, this goodness is enacted either naturally or
morally through the action of the human person qua moral agent. Drawing on Ralph
McInerny, Porter remarks, “the key to Aquinas’ theory of morality is the concept of
action.” 186 e question for us is: What is this action, and how are we to understand it in
line with Aquinas’s thought? Two of the constitutive capacities that mold Aquinas’s
notion of action, according to Porter, are practical reason and the will. ese two
concepts, however, must be understood on Aquinas’s own terms. For him, “the practical
function of the intellect proper to natural happiness will necessarily result in good
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actions, as well as good thinking.” 187 erefore, the ﬁrst principle of practical reason, for
Aquinas, is that “all persons naturally seek happiness, that is, the fullest possible
enjoyment of the good(s) that each believes will perfect and fulﬁll him or her as a human
being.” 188 Reason, as we have already seen, is natural to the human person as such.
According to Porter, Aquinas and the Scholastics presuppose that reason is an expression
of the intelligibility of the natural, terrestrial world. Yet we must keep in mind that if
reason operates by itself, it does not lead to action. For Aquinas, “the operations of
practical reason are to be analyzed and evaluated in terms of the desires they serve.” 189
is means that practical reason, for Aquinas, is calculative: “it takes the form of
identifying a particular course of action representing a sound or appropriate way to
attain, safeguard, or enjoy some further end.” 190 Practical reason, on this account, is a
means for attaining one’s end(s). Since one’s proper end is happiness, and since we
cannot attain our ﬁnal happiness (i.e. the Beatiﬁc Vision) in this life, we must say, along
with Porter, that for Aquinas, “the proper synthesizing category for the judgments of
practical reason is provided by happiness, understood as the practice of the virtues.” 191
What gives rise to the practice of practical reason articulated here is, for Aquinas,
the will understood as desire. According to Porter, “the will [for Aquinas] is a kind of
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desire … a kind of appetite.” 192 Both the will and the passions (another desire-based
characteristic of the human person) are types of appetites for Aquinas—each directed
toward the good, but apprehending it in diﬀerent terms. e will apprehends the good
through reason; the passions apprehend the good through the senses and imagination. 193
Returning to the will, however, Porter notes that it—as an appetite or desire—“is
naturally and spontaneously oriented toward … [the] components of well-being,
including life itself, health, reproduction, and the like.” 194 us, the object of the will (the
good-to-be-pursued) “is always mediated to it through rational judgment.” 195 While the
will gives rise to the practice of practical reason in order to achieve its end, what gives rise
to the will is the will itself. 196 is also means that, since the will gives rise to itself as both
spontaneously and naturally within us, we are, therefore, accountable for our actions
undertaken as a result of our will. e entirety of this discussion in Porter relies upon an
understanding of nature and the natural law as we have been discussing them. As she
reminds us, “the natural law as Aquinas understands it stems from and respects the
intelligible order of nature … by respecting and bringing coherence to the intelligible
order of the human creature itself.” 197 e concept of a uniﬁed moral theory—as good, as
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intelligible, as created—is at work on all levels of Aquinas’s analysis. With this in mind,
we can say—with Porter and for Aquinas—that the account of practical reason operative
in the natural law correlates “with a distinctive account of desires [i.e. the will and the
passions], according to which the desires of the human person stem from and reﬂect the
proper form of humanity.” 198
As we have seen, the Scholastics’ understanding of the natural law brings together
three distinct, yet mutually interpreting, elements: nature, reason, and Scripture. Nature,
according to Porter, is constituted by goodness, intelligibility, and teleology. In light of
this, the ‘natural’ dimension of the natural law is understood to be ‘pre-conventional’—
that is, ‘nature’ is not something we, as human persons, construct or create. It is, in its
most fundamental sense, given to us by the God in whose eternal law we participate, since
God and God’s creation are continuous in the Scholastic model. It is upon this same
belief in a creator-God that we base our understanding of rationality as that unique
characteristic of human creatures—at least in our terrestrial context—that locates us
within the imago Dei. Nature and reason, however, do not constitute the fullness of the
natural law. We must also look to revelation—speciﬁcally, as Scripture—in order to ﬁnd
the natural law that is revealed to us. is does not ‘trump’ the process of reasoning
constitutive of the imago Dei, but rather exposes us to genuine, complementary insight
into the nature, and uniﬁed moral theory, of natural law. As noted earlier, the Scholastic
concept of the natural law “represents a theologically informed construal of the moral
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signiﬁcance of human nature, as opposed to the simple discovery of a pre-existing moral
order.” 199
In turning to omas Aquinas, Porter gives greater depth and speciﬁcity to her
analysis by articulating the natural law in light of its most prominent exponent. Aquinas,
himself a Scholastic, adopts much from the already articulated Scholastic theory. One of
his perduring contributions to natural law theory—as Porter understands him—is the
importance of the virtues to the uniﬁed moral theory represented in and by the natural
law. e practice of the virtues is what brings well-being—understood as “the condition
indicated by the general normative ideal of human ﬂourishing” 200—and happiness—
understood as “the distinctively moral ideal specifying and qualifying [well-being]” 201—
together. us, in a natural, terrestrial sense, happiness and well-being exist together in
the practice of the virtues which gives rise to the moral behavior characteristic, and
constitutive, of the natural law, as well as its consequent rational behavior. As has been
noted, the virtues are not means to an end, but rather are dispositions that orient the
human person toward both her natural and supernatural ends. Finally, Aquinas develops
a speciﬁc form of practical reason, with a speciﬁc notion of the will, from out of the
Scholastic milieu. Practical reason, for Aquinas, is calculative: its purpose is to seek out,
and establish, the means for achieving, protecting, or enjoying a particular end or ends.
e will, understood by Aquinas to be an appetite or desire, moves us—and itself—to
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apprehend the good through the calculative maneuvers of practical reason. is allows us,
in Aquinas’s view, to be accountable and to voluntarily undertake our own actions. e
question, at this point, remains: What does the natural law—as articulated by the
Scholastics and Aquinas, via Porter—provide for Christian ethics today?
According to Porter, one of the contemporary misunderstandings of natural law
theory is that it provides us with a stable and unchangeable set of rules. Against this,
Porter reminds us that the natural law “does not oﬀer a comprehensive and substantive
set of moral rules which are universally valid and can be recognized as such.” 202 Rather,
the natural law “is meant ﬁrst of all as a theologically informed interpretation of human
morality considered as a natural phenomenon and therefore as an expression of the
distinctively human form of created goodness, and secondly as a theology of the moral
life that locates and contextualizes it in relation to other central scriptural and doctrinal
concerns.” 203 is point is an important one for Porter to make, as this particular
confusion, on her reading, is fairly endemic to natural law thinking today. For Porter, the
balance to strike in this case is between the unity and the plurality of the natural law. As
she argues, “Aquinas wants to show that although there are indeed many precepts of the
natural law, nonetheless, there is a sense in which they may be said to be one, because
they reﬂect an internal principle of order.” 204 e important thing here, for Porter, is that
we not move too quickly to the latter part of this statement without going through, or at
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least taking into consideration, the former. ere is plurality within the natural law,
according to Porter, but it operates within an overall unity given its ‘internal principle of
order.’ e move by many theorists and ethicists today to understand the natural law as a
‘set of moral rules which are universally valid’ belies this problem. For Porter, the tension
between its internal plurality and overarching unity is one of the key elements of the
natural law that makes it such a valuable resource for Christian ethics today.
Another important dimension of the natural law that emerges from Porter’s
analysis is that the natural law, understood in line with Aquinas in particular, “is not just
a source of private morality, but the basis of a rational public order.” 205 Given that the
natural law, as Porter has argued for understanding it, pertains to all human persons as
creatures made in the imago Dei, it only makes sense that the natural law ought to be a
public, shareable framework for ethical reﬂection. While the question of the
contemporary viability of this perspective can—and will—be questioned later on in this
project, from Porter’s perspective, the Scholastic and omistic theories of the natural law
require this dimension of the natural law be maintained.
Finally, Porter believes that natural law theory remains relevant to Christian ethics
today speciﬁcally because it is a moral theory with a robustly theological grounding. As
she notes, “for Aquinas the natural law represents the rational creature’s mode of
participating in God’s provenance.” 206 God’s provenance, according to Porter, is the
rational creature’s—the human person’s—orientation toward their ﬁnal end. As has been
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previously noted, Porter argues that “the natural law cannot rightly be understood apart
from Scripture.” 207 Scripture provides a source of moral knowledge—as revelation—that
is central to natural law theory and, as such, cannot be achieved by any means other than
revelation itself. Revelation’s contribution to the natural law is unique: “revelation does
not just conﬁrm our independently established theories about natural law; rather, it
reveals the existence of a natural law in and through indicating its signiﬁcance within a
more comprehensive theological framework.” 208 e natural law, according to Porter, is
fundamentally a theologically grounded enterprise and this, among other characteristics,
makes it eminently desirable as a framework for Christian ethics today.
I have attempted, in these pages, to oﬀer an articulation of Jean Porter’s natural
law theory on her own terms—as she, too, attempted to do with respect to the Scholastics
and Aquinas. In comparison with Finnis, Porter’s analysis oﬀers Catholic/Christian ethics
a speciﬁc approach to the questions of nature, reason, and scripture that remains faithful
to both the requirements of intelligibility (as moral norms and virtues) and the continuity
of the tradition of Catholic/Christian theology. As we will see in chapter four, however,
she does not suﬃciently address a root problem that separates medieval and
modern/contemporary philosophies—namely, the metaphysical concept of teleology.
Before embarking on this critical exploration of Porter, however, I want to turn to the
ﬁnal ﬁgure in the present exploration of contemporary natural law theories: Cristina
Traina. In order to articulate the natural law theory she develops from works and thought
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of Aquinas—through ﬁgures like Finnis and Porter—I will turn to her discussion of the
relationship between the natural law and contemporary feminist ethical discourse.
Cristina Traina: e Natural Law and Feminist Ethics
e ﬁnal natural law theorist we will look at in this exploration of contemporary
interpretations of the natural law is Cristina Traina. While both Finnis and Porter have
oﬀered diﬀerent interpretations of Aquinas and the natural law tradition in the respective
lights of legal-philosophical discourse and scholastic/virtue ethics methodology, Traina
oﬀers her interpretation of Aquinas and the natural law tradition in the key of feminist
ethics. is articulation of natural law may not be the most intuitive, concedes Traina;
yet, she suggests, there is much in the natural law tradition coming out of Aquinas that
correlates with the methods, grounds, and goals of feminist ethics. Traina acknowledges
that “omas is plainly not a feminist. His systematic translation of all diﬀerences into
hierarchies is an enormous obstacle to feminist appropriation of his thought, as is the
cumulative eﬀect of his myriad apparently biologically deterministic judgments.” Yet, she
says, “he meets or suggests ways of meeting all of these criteria and a few more.” 209 And,
further, she suggests that the critical correspondence between feminist ethics and the
natural law “holds the greatest promise for culturally sensitive, ﬂexible, yet tough and
prophetic contemporary moral reﬂection.” 210 Feminist ethics and the natural law need
each other in order to be both mutually constructive and critically corrective. Speciﬁcally,
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it is the balance between the universal and the particular, between law and virtue, which
Traina identiﬁes as the modus operandi of both the natural law and feminist ethics. In
order to tease out the nuances of this argument, and to investigate its place within the
analysis of this project, this section will proceed as follows. First, I will brieﬂy reconstruct
Traina’s articulation of both feminist ethics and the natural law. I will then turn to the
areas of correspondence Traina sees between these two traditions in an eﬀort to articulate
Traina’s constructive project of retrieving Aquinas’s natural law in the key of feminist
ethics. Finally, I will reﬂect on a few questions that Traina’s project surfaces, particularly
in view of the wider trajectory of this project. e most immediate concern, however, is to
understand the two traditions Traina is working with: feminist ethics and the natural law.
What is Feminism, and what is Feminist Ethics?
Traina begins her analysis of the relationship between feminist ethics and the natural law,
in Feminist Ethics and the natural law: e End of the Anathemas, by articulating an
approach to these two traditions which brings them into much closer proximity than they
are oen thought to be. Traina says that the “systematic connection between these ethical
traditions [i.e. feminist ethics and the natural law] are so strong that responsible
development of either requires careful attention to the other.” 211 In light of this, Traina
begins her analysis with an evaluation of the condition and state of feminism and feminist
ethics in the late th century. One of the deﬁning characteristics of this time period, for
Traina, is the tension between the ‘modern’ and the ‘post-modern’ schools of thought.
While feminism and feminist ethics had a solid footing within the discourse of
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modernity, they lose this footing in a post-modern setting. e traditional rallying points
of modern feminist discourse are the very scenes that become problematized, critiqued,
and questioned by post-modern feminisms. Traina articulates the tension in the following
way:
feminist ethics, and a successful feminist politics, depend upon the possibility of
making some authentically common claims, rooted in commonly held visions of
women’s ﬂourishing. e post-modern claim that universal or “totalizing” ethics
tend in fact to be biased, deterministic, and quite prematurely particular … must
be accepted…. But an unconditional, hands-oﬀ respect for otherness is politically
paralyzing, and an undiﬀerentiated elevation of resistance is an invitation to
anarchy and chaos. 212
Traina points out the need for a ‘third way’ in feminist ethics and feminist discourse to
balance the questions of the universal and the particular, of freedom and determinism.
Traina suggests that the natural law provides such a ‘third way’ for feminist ethics. She
does this by arguing “that central natural law claims, critically corrected by feminism,
meet the requirements of contemporary moral reﬂection by balancing novelty, variety,
and creativity with claims about continuity and universality.” 213 Before elaborating on
this point, however, I want to articulate the forms of feminism Traina believes constitute
the contemporary feminist landscape.
“Broadly speaking,” says Traina, “feminism is a practical and intellectual
dedication to the discovery and uprooting of ideologies, relationships, and institutions
that thwart women’s ﬂourishing and to the creation of new ideologies, relationships, and
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institutions that promote it.” 214 However, notes Traina, in the contemporary landscape of
feminist discourse, we can no longer speak about feminism, but rather about feminisms.
us, the ﬁrst task of articulating a feminist ethic is to investigate the overlapping spaces
of the dominant feminist discourses. e ﬁrst discourse Traina identiﬁes is ‘liberal
feminism.’ Embodied in ﬁgures like Susan Parsons, Judith Webb Kay, and Beverly
Harrison, the liberal feminist position argues that “independent of their position in
society, individuals are inherently autonomous, worthy of respect, and possessed of
rights. Although nature for liberal feminists may be a bit more orderly and
understandable than the raw, wild, disorganized physical matter their Enlightenment
predecessors discerned, they still draw a sharp distinction between it and reason: the
abstract, universal, scientiﬁc ordering principle of truly human culture.” 215 us, the
liberal feminist voice takes, as one of its principal and deﬁning foci, the Enlightenment
discourse on reason and abstract rational thought as uniquely human capacities and,
thus, characteristic of both men and women. e inherent, embedded nature of reason
within all human persons, therefore, becomes one of the principal grounds from which
feminist discourse can be both articulated and shared.
e next discourse Traina identiﬁes is ‘naturalist feminism.’ e embodiment of
this feminist discourse can be best articulated, not in terms of ﬁgures, but in terms of
trajectories of thought. Within naturalist feminism, two such trajectories dominate:
biological naturalism and telic naturalism. Biological naturalism, says Traina, “maps the
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functioning of bodies and societies … onto moral norms, extrapolating moral commands
from physical and social givens.” 216 Telic naturalism, on the other hand, promotes the
position that “the future is normative. Norms are drawn from a picture of human being
or society not in its current imperfection but as it is intended to be.” 217 Whereas liberal
feminism emphasizes the underlying unity of human being and experience—for example,
the underlying rationality, and consequent reason, of both men and women—naturalist
feminism, of both the biological and telic orientations, emphasizes diﬀerence. Diﬀerences
are real, natural, and normative, but not hierarchical. is is, according to Traina, both
the great strength and the great weakness of naturalist feminism.
Finally, Traina turns to the third feminist discourse in the contemporary
landscape: social constructionism. Whereas both liberal and naturalist feminisms sought
foundations for making ethical claims in the key of their respective feminisms, social
constructionism objects “that men, women, humanity, nature, and anything else that
liberalism or naturalism counts as basic are not independently existing essences but
categories that human beings have created.” 218 Further, for social constructionism, “it is
not just that any description is an interpretation, a ‘take’ on a real object; rather, the
speaker constructs the object in the act of naming it.” 219 For Traina, the most prominent
representative of this position is Judith Butler. For Butler, and the social constructionist
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feminist position, “there can be no transcendental sacred cows … because authority is
culturally and collectively bestowed, not inherent.” 220 Rigorous critique of all that is said
to be normative, universal, etc., is characteristic of this position, but, as Traina suggests,
critique is also this position’s greatest shortfall. As she says, the diﬃculty for doing ethics
in the social constructionist key is that “social constructionism harbors a debilitating
skepticism.” 221 It deconstructs everything in sight, including the foundations of feminist
discourse that liberalism and naturalism what to preserve. Looking speciﬁcally at the
example of women through the social constructionist lens, Traina laments that women,
“on the verge of tasting the good life, … suddenly discover that the deﬁnition of that life
has changed, that their precise share in it depends upon unmanageably various factors …
that the category ‘woman’ no longer exists.” 222 is leads Traina to conclude that while
social constructionism oﬀers an important ethical critique, “it cannot by itself produce an
ethic.” 223
In the end, we are still le with the questions of feminism and feminist ethics.
Traina oﬀers three trajectories of contemporary feminist discourse—liberal, naturalist,
and social constructionist—that highlight some of the diﬀerences inherent in
contemporary feminism. One could interpret these discourses as mutually exclusive—and
they certainly contain incommensurable characteristics—yet Traina suggests that while
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each discourse follows its own trajectory, they all remain, in one way or another, feminist
discourses. It is this shared element that brings them closer together than they may
perhaps appear. As Traina suggests:
e feminism within these feminisms, though still formal, has more shape than
when we began [this analysis]. It is committed to women’s ﬂourishing; to a critical
realism that operates within the limitations and goals of human historical
existence; to an historical, social, and mutually critical view of nature and reason;
to the rights and dignities of individuals; to conﬁdent, prophetic transformation of
and survival in an imperfect world; to inclusiveness, self-criticism, and
humility. 224
is, then, identiﬁes the core of all feminisms and feminist ethics. Her suggestion, in the
end, is that one’s sex “counts as a social justice claim when it generates needs that you
must meet in order for … [one] to cross the threshold of human ﬂourishing.” 225 is is
the core of Traina’s feminist analysis, and it is in light of this that we turn to the natural
law tradition in order to determine if natural law ethics and feminist ethics, despite some
of their obvious diﬀerences, are, perhaps, compatible discourses.
What Is the Natural Law, and What Is Natural Law Ethics?
For Traina, the natural law provides a normative foundation for ethical discourse 226 via a
telic human anthropology and a casuistical, methodological deployment of natural law
ethics. Natural law, so understood, oﬀers us a ﬁrm foundation for ethical reﬂection, while
also maintaining ﬂexibility and adaptability to the myriad contexts and conventions
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human persons ﬁnd themselves embodied within. All of this requires further explanation
and support. 227
One prominent feature of the Aquinas’s natural law theory, suggests Traina, is
that the essence of the natural law “is not static … it contains a dynamism that carries it
in speciﬁc directions.” 228 is is important as both an explanation of, and corrective to,
the possibilities of natural law thinking today. ere is a strong tendency in both Aquinas
himself, and in the tradition(s) that follow from him, to suggest that the natural law is
static, that it is immobile, incapable of change, and pre-determined in all times and
places. For Traina, this is not an accurate portrayal of Aquinas’s natural law thinking
because—and, here, Traina correctly emphasizes the Aristotelian ﬂavor of Aquinas’s
thought—the “universe is a complex of divinely created potentialities and ends.” 229 e
identiﬁcation of potentialities is key here. While a particular essence can and must ﬁt into
a metaphysics of divine order, each particular essence is at the same time a potentiality.
is means that while each essence must ﬁt into God’s divine plan in a speciﬁc way, these
same essences contain within themselves latent potentialities that are unpredictable (to a
certain extent) and will develop—as part of the cosmic order—in their own unique ways.
is distinction is subtle, but it is essential for understanding the argument Traina puts
forward here. e human person, by virtue of their creation in the imago Dei, is enabled
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“to participate intellectually in God’s plan … to recognize and adopt the ‘divine style.’ ” 230
us, the human person can, and must, be creative in the way that God is creative. We
cannot simply be determined, for that would violate our being created in the imago Dei.
Here we have an initial insight into Traina’s anthropology—the human person as
potentiality, as teleologically oriented, as imago Dei. “From this anthropological point of
view,” she argues, “natural law is thus neither a deterministic power, nor an arbitrarily
imposed requirement … [it] is a rich, thick description of human being with a view to its
ultimate end in God.” 231
What guides us in, and through, our understanding of the natural law, suggests
Traina, is a omistic form of practical moral reason. is form of practical moral reason,
as Traina articulates it, is understood as “the ultimate human end in God together with
the human capacity to act consciously for proximate ends that are consistent with that
ultimate end.” 232 If this form of reasoning is to be practical, then it must be a form of
reasoning that is characterized, and constituted, by “the knowledge of a ‘how-to’ manual,
directed toward accomplishing something concrete.” 233 If this form of reasoning is to be
moral, then it must fall under the virtue of prudence, “modeled on Aristotle’s phronesis:
‘right reason about things to be done.’ ” 234 So, practical moral reason in Aquinas and
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Traina is a ‘how-to’ manual, in accordance with right reason, for accomplishing concrete
ends. Without meeting these criteria, then whatever form of reasoning one adopts or
undertakes cannot be practical and/or moral. In a vague reference to Kant, Traina
suggests that “[if] moral reasoning does not display all these characteristics of prudence—
if for example it styles itself as deduction from principles—it ceases to be properly
practical.” 235 Ethics “deals in contingency rather than necessity … [and therefore] must
account for sensible, human, embodied experience.” 236 e natural law, along with its
internal mechanism, practical moral reason, is neither rigid nor inadaptable to
circumstance. As Traina once again notes, “the ﬁrst principles of practical reason are
heuristic rather than speculative: ‘not axioms but things aimed at.’ ” 237 So natural law
balances between the universal and the particular by recognizing the universal while
allowing for adaptation and adjustment to it in the particular, and it achieves this by
focusing on ‘aim,’ rather than ‘axiom.’ It also makes use of the prudence of practical
moral reason to determine, and pursue, the goods/ends toward which it strives. We must
come to know these goods/ends practically, not speculatively—the latter articulated
through introspection, and the former articulated through reﬂection. 238 us, according
to Traina, the natural law maintains an internal ﬂexibility that allows it to adapt to the
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contours of diﬀerent circumstances (identiﬁed with inclinations), without abandoning
the more fundamental (‘ﬁrst’) principles that guide its ﬂexibility (identiﬁed as
goods/ends). is is all possible, again, because “omas grounds natural law—as well as
practical reason, virtue theory, and social ethics—in human nature.” 239
Finally, I want to identify some of the various ‘reception histories’ of natural law
ethics that Traina considers in her analysis. Speciﬁcally, I want to identify the ‘reception
histories’ of natural law ethics as casuistry, as personalism, and as a speciﬁcally Roman
Catholic theological ethic. omas, Traina notes, believed that “the cosmos [was] an
intrinsically harmonious, divinely created system to which we must conform.” 240 e
centrality of this belief to Aquinas’s thought underscores the fact that, for omas, the
cosmos—all of physical reality—is ordered and organized to a particular end (i.e. the
good as God). Whenever we are confronted with a question, or a problem, we need only
evaluate the ‘data’ around us in order to tease out of it the ‘correct’ or, more
appropriately, prudent response to any given situation or set of competing claims. is is
the form of ethical thinking that gave rise to the tradition of casuistry in natural law
ethics. Casuistry—at its best 241—“permits us to raise the question whether in a particular
case a moral norm reﬂects or compromises the life of virtue a omistic metaphysics
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requires.” 242 It aims “to discern what is good, both existentially and concretely, in a given
situation and for particular actors.” 243 While this concern for particularity may not always
be reﬂected in the content of Aquinas’s arguments, it is reﬂected, argues Traina, in
Aquinas’s methodology throughout the Summa. is is what gives casuistry in natural
law ethics its grounding and legitimacy.
Now, “[if] casuistry asks the question ‘what or whose good is at stake in this moral
norm?,’ personalism evaluates the answer: a legitimate norm advances the integral good
of particular persons.” 244 is trajectory of natural law thought and ethics focuses on the
human person as “integral moral actor and as holistic source of moral norms.” 245 It diﬀers
from casuistry in that personalism shis “from private worry about ‘acting rightly’ [i.e.
casuistry] to public concern about living a full and human life … [which] reveals persons
and their ends as the true criteria of moral norms.” 246 While Traina notes that there are
problems with this approach, since it lacks a “crisp, comprehensive assessment of its
[own] implications for omistic ontology and ethical method,” 247 the trajectory of
personalist thought within natural law ethics aligns well with the ‘modern’ doctrine of
rights, insofar as “human dignity grounds the right to appropriate self-development and
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ﬂourishing.” 248 e line of personalist thought in natural law ethics brings the tradition
into closer connection with more modern forms of normative ethical discourse. Yet, like
casuistry, personalism “lacks a critical theory of experience.” 249 Traina critiques both
these trajectories within natural law ethics on this front, but also oﬀers a corrective that,
she suggests, is more closely aligned with Aquinas’s own view of the natural law and is, at
the same time, critical. She suggests, in reference to personalism, that it “steadfastly
directs ethics toward supporting the integral goods of individuals, comprehensively
considered. Yet … [it] lacks even the critical capacity of omas’s version of natural
law.” 250 In order to correct for these concerns, Traina turns to an alternative, critical
understanding of the natural law as a speciﬁcally Roman Catholic form of theological
ethics.
Recent deployments of the natural law tradition within Roman Catholicism,
suggests Traina, have focused on the Roman Catholic hierarchy’s belief that both the
‘modern’ and the ‘post-modern’ conditions attack the fundamental viability and value of
the natural law. 251 ey fear that “the deconstruction of moral positions can easily destroy
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natural law’s anthropology, its epistemology, and even its capacity to engage in a
pluralistic conversation.” 252 For Traina, however, the challenges posed by the ‘modern’
and ‘post-modern’ contexts provide valuable assistance in buttressing the validity and
viability of the natural law. First, the critiques of natural law by the ‘(post) modern’
actually serves to support a Christian hermeneutic of the world. By emphasizing that that
“ethical and theological [ideas of natural law] are not self-generative but evolve from the
history and practice of living communities,” we can more clearly see how it is that natural
law is a speciﬁcally Christian, and even more speciﬁcally Roman Catholic, “religious
interpretation of human reality.” 253 ose who suggest that the natural law is a speciﬁcally
religious discourse are, in fact, correct to do so. Second, and in light of this, the
deconstructive move of the (post) modern to reveal “natural law ethics as religious ethics”
also reveals “the impracticability of the Enlightenment ideal of ideological neutrality.” 254
True, natural law ethics is a speciﬁcally religious form of ethical reﬂection; but this does
not disqualify it from the discourse of the ‘public square.’ e process of ‘unmasking’
natural law ethics as religious ethics also applies to the ‘ideologically neutral’ position of
the Enlightenment—it is simply not true. us the critiques of (post) modernism, in spite
of the fears of the Roman Catholic hierarchy, actually turn out to release natural law
ethics from obscurity about its methods, objectives, and contexts. While Traina’s analysis,
here, does raise questions about the continued value of the natural law tradition, so
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understood, in our contemporary, multicultural, and pluralistic context, she, nevertheless,
reclaims the natural law on its own terms. We must seize, she suggests, “the medieval and
postmodern claim that natural law is a theological ethic. at is, it involves an
anthropology with a divinely devised end that, even if we do not always grasp it ﬁrmly,
inspires us to seek the good and oen enables us to recognize it.” 255 is is how the
natural law functions as a speciﬁcally Roman Catholic theological ethic, and it is from
here that Traina turns to her analysis of the viability of holding together, in a more
complete, critical theological ethics, the natural law on the one hand, and feminist ethics
on the other.
Feminist Ethics and Natural Law Ethics:
Compatible or Incompatible Discourses?
Having looked at the diﬀerent articulations Traina oﬀers of both the discourses of
feminist ethics and natural law ethics, we now turn to the possible compatibility, or,
perhaps, the incompatibility, of these two discourses. For Traina, these two discourses are
not only compatible, they are, in fact, interdependent: “e goals of feminist ethics and
revisionist natural law theology coincide: to express adequately the tension between the
limitations of being-as-given and the transformative possibilities of the transcending
visions that paradoxically are grounded in that ﬁnitude.” 256 e three principal areas in
which feminism and natural law coincide with—and critique—each other are “method
(the theoretical structure of ethical argument), procedure (the practical structure of
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ethical conversation), and content (the norms or guides that method develops).” 257 With
regard to method, 258 Traina identiﬁes three criteria necessary for bringing together the
discourses of feminist and natural law ethics: a uniﬁed approach, the recognition of
alternative modes of reasoning not typically adopted within the academy, and the
ﬂourishing of all human persons, particularly women. Regarding each of these
characteristics, Traina suggests that the methods of both feminist and natural law ethics
complement and mutually inform each other. With regard to content, 259 Traina identiﬁes
two characteristics of the coincidence of feminist and natural law ethics: the articulation
of norms rooted in a ‘thick, vague’ anthropology (which includes “not just the theoretical
freedom to do as we [i.e. women] please but the prerequisites for truly free choices” 260)
and the identiﬁcation of principles that serve ends—speciﬁcally, the identiﬁcation of
guidelines that serve the end of the full ﬂourishing of human persons, especially women.
With regard to procedure, 261 which Traina identiﬁes as the speciﬁcally feminist
contribution (which ﬁnds resonance within natural law ethics) to the coincidence
between these two ethical discourses, we ﬁnd three characteristics: open and participatory
discourse, the advancing of women’s moral agency, and solidarity. ese three scenes of
encounter between feminist and natural law ethics, along with their characteristic
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elements, provide Traina with an argument in favor of the compatibility and
interdependence of these two discourses. She goes on to identify a variety of links made
possible by the encounter between feminist and natural law ethics: a focus on legitimate
forms of self-interest; a robustly telic anthropology; the recognition of embodiment as a
morally and ethically relevant reality; theories of virtue, reason and the common good
that guide individuals in their processes of moral and ethical discernment; and the
practice of ethical reﬂection as a fundamentally communal activity. 262 What these links
disclose—and what is at the core of Traina’s analysis—is that feminist ethics provides the
necessary, and otherwise inarticulate, “internal critique” of the discourse of natural law
ethics. Feminist thought, she says,
draws upon and reinforces the historicity, holism, and pluralism … of
contemporary life. It also depends upon ‘thick’ and telic descriptions of women’s
good of the sort upon which natural law method and norms also rely. But
feminism challenges theology and ethics to accept the more radical implications
of pluralism and thick descriptions. 263
Traina’s point, here, is that while feminist and natural law ethics are intimately linked,
this does not preclude the need for, or the possibility of, internal critique of one by the
other. While the critique goes both ways, Traina highlights, in the criteria noted above,
what feminist discourse oﬀers by way of internal critique of the natural law. e question
of what critical function natural law discourse provides for an internal critique of
feminism remains, at this point, to be seen.
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For Traina, “in the case of the natural law tradition, preservation of its central
impulses entails serious engagement with feminism rather than resistance to it.” 264
Feminist ethics and natural law ethics must each engage the other in order that both may
maintain their integrity and viability in the modern world. erefore, some guidelines
must be surmised in order to sustain the viability of this encounter: the goal of human
ﬂourishing in both discourses is articulated in and through the telic nature of the human
person; embodiment becomes a central theme that has actual consequences for moral and
ethical deliberation; the equality and dignity of both men and women is recognized and
interpreted through their shared humanity; and the texture of moral and ethical
deliberation becomes more apparent, moving from the dilemma ethics of the moral
manualist tradition to a more nuanced approach to the conundrums of life. In light of all
this, Traina suggests that in the discursive encounter between the ethical frameworks of
feminism and the natural law, there is an internal, critical function that feminism oﬀers
which, while latent within the logic of natural law reasoning, must nevertheless be made
explicit. Feminism, she says,
has a double message for natural law thought: a liberationist moral hermeneutic
that intends to root out sinful victimization and an aﬃrmation that human beings
are fundamentally, inexorably diﬀerent, that there is one sort of pluralism that
cannot be erased. 265
us, feminism calls the natural law to account, not via external standards of moral logic,
but via the internal logic of its own moral constitution. As we have seen in the works of
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Aquinas, Finnis, and Porter, the fundamental principle of the natural law is to do good
and avoid evil. Additionally, each of these ﬁgures has argued that the forum in which this
fundamental principle operates is that of human ﬂourishing. Traina, too, takes up these
lines of thought, but challenges the logic of the natural law position through her feminist
ethic. If the fundamental principle of the natural law is played out in the forum of human
ﬂourishing, then all human persons need to be welcomed into, and aﬃrmed by, that
space. If we ﬁnd, in the forum of human ﬂourishing, practices that do not aﬃrm, for
example, the full ﬂourishing of women, then we ﬁnd in this forum, not practices of good,
but practices of evil (i.e. sinful practices). Herein lies the feminist critique: according to
the fundamental principle of the natural law, any practices that impair the full ﬂourishing
of women are evil and, consequently, sinful. is, for Traina, is how a critical, natural law
feminism works—it understands human nature to be something capable of discovery—as
a result of its telic anthropology—but it forces natural law thinking to face up to its own
historicity and its own contingency. Natural law theories have developed over time and
have reﬂected, in diﬀerent times and places, the more contingent elements of their
historical locations. In its encounter with feminist ethics, the natural law is able to
recognize and pear away the more contingent of its many features, especially those
features that impair the full ﬂourishing of women, since such an impairment is, in the
end, a violation of the ﬁrst principle of the natural law itself.
Together, both the discourses of feminist ethics and the natural law work together
to aid in the move from a critique to an actual ethic. Both elements—the critical and the
ethical—are necessary, and each of the traditions in question is best served by buttressing


the other, not standing in isolation or, worse, irreducible conﬂict. Both feminism and the
natural law are concerned with the telos of the human person. Natural law ethics
demands that “a comprehensive, existentially compelling ethic demands an allencompassing telos,” while the existence and eﬀectiveness of a speciﬁcally Christian
feminist ethic “depends on creating a credible connection among Christianity’s formal
encompassing telos, salvation … concrete ﬂourishing … and the moral life.” 266 Both
feminist and natural law ethics require principles, criteria, procedures, and a method. If,
as Traina says, “feminist ethics needs principles, it also needs methods for managing
them. Natural law provides not only a tradition of principles and norms but a method of
criticizing and altering them: casuistry.” 267 In addition to the casuistical approach to
principles and method, there is also an emphasis—explicit in natural law ethics and
implicit in feminist ethics—on virtue theory: “Not only does virtue theory knit together
good and rightness with temporal ﬂourishing, but it reminds us the point of the moral life
is not only to act rightly but to act well; this … entails becoming a good moral reasoner,
[which is] also one of the chief goals of feminist ethics.” 268 Both feminist and natural law
ethics are concerned with social justice and, ultimately, the common good. “e Roman
Catholic social justice tradition’s detailed analysis of social problems,” suggests Traina,
“equips it to be a strong partner in the likewise critically analytical project of feminist
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ethics.” 269 e doctrine of the common good, found in the Roman Catholic social justice
tradition that emerges out of natural law thinking, is another discourse that “conﬁrms the
feminist tenant that all ﬂourishing is integral and independent, so that a focus on the
well-being of the oppressed necessarily entails a concern for the genuine well-being of
all.” 270 is is all to say that both natural law and feminist discourses share critical
elements of a robust theological ethic. ey contain:
above all, an overarching telos, as well as an inductive method of matching cases
and principles; an eschatology and a developmental virtue theory that connect
individual and communal ends at both the immediate and ultimate levels; a
tradition of social analysis; an argument for self-preservation; and an integral
rather than an ambivalent reading of human embodiment. 271
us, for Traina, such a theological ethic must be able to make universal claims,
grounded in the natural law, but linked to, and critiqued by, the particularity of feminist
method, content, and procedure. In this key, all universal claims—essential for any
ethic—“must be made with earnest humility … they are hypotheses (though strong ones),
must be susceptible to criticism from both inside and outside one’s own tradition, and
must be made from a position of self-conscious particularity rather than claimed
neutrality.” 272 What, in light of these claims and considerations, does Traina’s feminist
natural law ethic look like? Traina suggests that what distinguishes, what characterizes,
“natural law feminism … is its distinctive combination of feminist convictions with a
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clear, telic anthropology, a method of practical moral reason, and theories of integrity and
social justice that connect all dimensions of social and individual ﬂourishing
eschatologically.” 273
Conclusion: Where Are We with Regard
to Catholic Ethics and the Natural Law?
Having explored some of the major trajectories of thought in contemporary natural law
theory, it is important, at this point, to take stalk of where we stand in relation to the
natural law, particularly when we consider the questions of normativity and dignity.
Building oﬀ of the arguments and analysis presented in Aquinas’ Summa pertaining to
both the Law and the natural law, Finnis, Porter, and Traina oﬀer us three distinct, yet
complementary, models for understanding and enacting the natural law in our ethics and
in our lives. In what follows, I will brieﬂy summarize the heart of each argument, and
draw out the deﬁning characteristics of each position that make them constructive rearticulations of Aquinas natural law theory in the st century.
According to John Finnis, the natural law is a critical discourse for bringing
together the practical dimension of law with its principled dimension. Without law, or
without legal systems, we cannot hope to achieve—in our ﬁnite, imperfect, observable
world—a common good for the beneﬁt of all human persons. e ﬁrst practical principle
of the natural law—itself, indemonstrable and self-evident—is that good is to be done and
pursued, and evil avoided. e good is known to us through its eﬀects and through the
coordination of the basic human goods. e good of the individual must be coordinated
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with the common good of all individuals, based, as Finnis’s concept of the common good
is, on the Aristotelian model of friendship. e achievement of this friendship-based
model of the common good ﬁnds its practical articulation through the concept of the law.
A constructive concept of law permits us to authoritatively coordinate our needs and
actions toward the goal of human ﬂourishing—a situation in which the good is pursued
and evil avoided. While law speaks to one dimension of this, the natural law speaks more
speciﬁcally to the practical, deliberate coordination of the law toward the common good.
It is imperative, in this coordinating eﬀort, to keep the needs and goods of individuals in
mind, and Finnis does this through his attention to rights. Human persons—by virtue of
the inherent dignity they possess as persons—have rights, some of which are absolute and
others of which are limited. In order for the common good to be achieved—the goal of
justice and the natural law—these three dimensions of Finnis’s thought—good, law, and
right—must to be coordinated into a mutually informed, critically correlated theory of
the natural law.
According to Jean Porter, in order to understand natural law theory within
Catholic theology today we must understand both its exemplar—omas Aquinas—and
the social, cultural, and theological milieu from which it emerged—Scholasticism. In
emphasizing a return to the scholastic paradigm of natural law thinking, Porter argues for
an understanding of the natural law constituted by three principal characteristics: nature,
reason, and Scripture. Only by attending to all three of these characteristics, suggests
Porter, can we develop a form of natural law thinking that attends to the speciﬁc
dynamics of Catholic/Christian ethics today. omistic natural law theory is a


distinctively theological discourse and, as such, ought to remain a model, or framework,
for ethical discourse in a Catholic/Christian key. us, the form this distinctively
theological model for Catholic/Christian ethics takes, according to Porter, is the form of
virtue. It is through the practice of the virtues, and the concordance of reason and
Scripture, that the ﬁrst principle of the natural law—that good is to be done and evil
avoided—becomes our temporal end. Whereas the Beatiﬁc Vision is our supernatural
end, the practice of the virtues is our natural end. erefore, an ethics that takes as its
foundation a theory of natural law—especially the one that is articulated in Aquinas and
the Scholastics—is an ethics constituted by the practice of the virtues for the proximate
end of doing good and avoiding evil in our everyday, temporal lives. Porter’s approach to
natural law ethics through a hermeneutics of virtue gives its adherents a solid framework
within which to live and act ethically, in a speciﬁcally theological key, and without
acceding to some of the more controversial developments in late th century and early
st century ethics.
Yet, these very same ethical conundrums articulated by philosophers,
psychologists, and others in the th and st centuries are taken up quite deliberately in
the natural law theory developed by Cristina Traina. Traina argues for compatibility
between natural law ethics and feminist ethics—two discourses, she recognizes, that have
not always seen eye to eye. For her, each tradition stands in mutually critical correlation
to the other. e natural law provides a robust framework and methodology for ethical
reﬂection, accounting for the natural, the normative, and the theological. Feminist
ethics—especially in light of its developments in the th and st centuries—oﬀers an


approach to ethical reﬂection that recognizes the importance of particularity (in relation
to universality), of ‘thick’ descriptions (as opposed to ‘thin,’ abstract descriptions), and
the status of women as moral agents. Additionally, but no less centrally, Traina
emphasizes the important of potentiality and creativity in moral reﬂection—linking,
through the natural law, the question of ethical normativity and the impact history and
historicity have on it. By bringing these two discourses together, Traina oﬀers an ethics
that aims to navigate a compromised space between the usual binaries of universal and
particular, abstract and concrete through a form of practical moral reasoning that is not
afraid to take a stand, yet recognizes the need for continual, internal self-critique.
Feminist ethics needs a foundation and framework from which to make its arguments;
natural law ethics need to recognize the contingency and particularity of the agents it
seeks to inform. Natural law and feminist ethics stand or fall together in the realm of
Christian ethics, according to Traina, and this is why developing each discourse in light of
the other remains a critical task for any contemporary articulation of a feminist natural
law ethics.
Here, at the end of our exploration of the natural law, we have before us three
robust approaches to Catholic/Christian ethical reﬂection and action today. Questions of
normativity, dignity, humanity, and agency have all found a home, of one sort or another,
within the theories of natural law oﬀered herein. In the chapters that follow, however, we
will continue to turn the prism of ethical reﬂection in order to see what happens to our
investigation when our ﬁeld of view, and all the constitutive elements of that ﬁeld,
change. What happens when we take seriously the transformation from medieval


philosophy to modern philosophy? Does this paradigm shi surface questions or
concerns about to the form of Catholic/Christian ethics rooted in the natural law, or can
we simply assume that the foundation of Catholic/Christian ethics remains intact in the
shi from the medieval to the modern? What happens to the question of human dignity
when we can no longer rely on an implicit telic anthropology? e following chapters will
explore these questions by turning to the major ﬁgure in the history and ﬁeld of ethical
reﬂection primarily associated with the break from medieval/pre-modern metaphysics:
Immanuel Kant. If we are to look at ethics as Kant did, then where does this place us in
relation to the natural law theories just articulated? Does Kant oﬀer resources for ethical
reﬂection which the natural law has le unaddressed? Can we address the questions of
normativity and dignity in helpful ways through a Kantian ethics? ese are just some of
the questions that will guide our encounter with Kant and, following him, Christine
Korsgaard. I will leave it to the ﬁnal chapter of this project to oﬀer an interpretation of
how these discourses interact with each other—where they ﬁnd similarities and
diﬀerences. Yet, at this point, it ought to be noted that one of the challenges I want to
bring to the natural law tradition is its reliance on an unbroken continuity between
medieval ethical reﬂection and (post-)modern ethical reﬂection. Still, I am not looking to
throw out the major achievements of the natural law tradition—e.g. a normative
foundation for moral reasoning, a ‘thick’ description of human dignity and ﬂourishing, a
moral theory that is a moral theology—a Catholic/Christian ethics that maintains its
connection to the tradition. I want to explore the bridges—and gaps—between the
natural law tradition and the modern ethical tradition (via Kant and Korsgaard) in order


to move closer to a shared, normative discourse for ethical reﬂection, moral theology, and
human rights. is will be the course of action I pursue in the following chapters, to
which we now turn.

CHAPTER II
KANT’S MORAL PHILOSOPHY
Introduction
In the previous chapter, I undertook an exploration of the framework and foundation for
contemporary Catholic ethical reﬂection. is exploration identiﬁed the natural law
thinking of omas Aquinas, articulated in and through three of his contemporary
interpreters, as the contemporary framework and foundation for Catholic ethical
reﬂection today. While there is much to take from Aquinas’s natural law theory, as my
dialogue partners have indicated, the notion of the natural law as a foundation and/or
framework for ethical reﬂection continues to be plagued by some inherent problems. As I
noted in the previous chapter, the natural law remains too insular to have widespread
application in our contemporary situation, and too reliant on an operative metaphysics
that remains inaccessible to dialogue partners outside of the Catholic faith tradition. Since
the discourses of ethics and human dignity must be such that they are, at heart, open to
all people of good will, 1 Catholic ethicists must scrutinize their frameworks for engaging
in ethical discussions. To move Catholic ethics outside of the natural law tradition is, by
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no means, an attempt to move it outside of the margins and considerations of the
Catholic tradition. Catholic ethicists must engage in ethical dialogue, but we must do so
on terms that are, in principle at least, shareable amongst all ethicists and not simply
those within our own faith tradition. e question remains, then, as to what a system of
ethics looks like which can successfully navigate between an openness to the Catholic
theological tradition and a simultaneous openness to the broader discipline of ethical
reﬂection. In this chapter, it will be my contention that the ethical framework, and the
moral philosophy, of Immanual Kant can provide the necessary framework for
contemporary ethical reﬂection that is, on the one hand, open to a dialogue with—though
not exclusively limited to—the Catholic tradition while, on the other hand, attentive to
the demands of contemporary ethical reﬂection as a shared enterprise grounded in the
dignity of humanity.
In order to substantiate this claim, the present chapter will oﬀer an interpretation
of Kant’s moral philosophy, as articulated in Kant’s three major ‘ethical’ works: e
Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals (Groundwork), e Critique of Practical Reason
(Practical Reason), and e Metaphysics of Morals (Metaphysics). While this section will
engage with other works by Kant as well, the primary focus will be on these three texts,
the system of ethical reﬂection they oﬀer, and the foundation they provide for the dignity
of humanity as the ground for ethics. It should also be noted that of these three texts, it
will be the Groundwork that will receive the most direct attention and analysis. e
Practical Reason and Metaphysics will come into play in supporting and supplementary
roles, in order to clarify or address shortcoming in the argument of the Groundwork. For


Kant, ethics and moral philosophy are grounded, materially, in the dignity of humanity,
as embodied in the human person and as articulated in the second formulation of the
Categorical Imperative (CI)—the Formula of Humanity (FoH). is formulation of the
CI says: So act that you use humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of any
other, always at the same time as an end, never merely as a means. 2 e human person,
and more speciﬁcally the humanity in the human person, is constituted by an inherent
dignity because of its critical, self-reﬂexive, and autonomous giving of the law—
understood as the moral law, i.e. the CI—to itself. As such, it is only within a Kingdom of
Ends—articulated in the third formulation of the CI—that the dignity of humanity can be
justiﬁed and articulated: the dignity of humanity is manifest in the ability of the human
person to give the law both to herself and to others in the Kingdom of Ends. erefore,
Kant is not simply presenting an alternative –one among many, so to speak—that can be
adopted (or not) by ethicists as they see ﬁt. Kant is presenting a form of ethical reﬂection
that cannot be ignored. It makes an uncompromising claim to universal subscription and,
as such, makes Kant’s project unavoidable. e case for this unavoidability is made even
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stronger when ethicists are engaging in a form of ethical reﬂection that seeks to make a
connection between the contemporary/modern and the medieval/pre-modern. As Kant is
received as the seminal ﬁgure in the break between these two historical and intellectual
epochs, his work is inseparable from the topography of ethical discourse today.
Yet we must not make the mistake of imagining Kant’s ethical project to be
fundamentally at odds with all aspects of the pre-modern tradition(s). Kant designates a
break, to be sure, but a break that nevertheless retains the possibility—the hope—of a
constructive encounter between the pre-modern and the modern sensibilities. e break
that Kant initiates in Western philosophy is one that re-interprets the best of the premodern tradition, while acknowledging and setting aside its deeply problematic features.
Kant shares with the medieval/pre-modern traditions a commitment to the exploration of
foundational questions, to a (critical) preservation of ‘the good,’ to the preservation of
human dignity, and the need for rational defense of moral prescriptions. We must take
seriously, in reﬂecting on such interests, our own intellect as rational creatures—a claim
shared by the natural law tradition. However, in order to be true to our own intellect—
and here, Kant and the natural law tradition part ways—we must ‘bracket’ the ontological
metaphysics that is so deeply embedded in the natural law tradition. An appeal to
creation, suggests Kant, is a lazy move of reason—seeking to circumvent that hard work
of rational reﬂection. Again, this is not a complete rejection, but a ‘bracketing,’ and the
diﬀerence here is important. As I argued in chapter one, the natural law tradition in
Catholic/Christian ethics wants to maintain its speciﬁcally omistic character. If this is
the case, as I have argued it is, then Catholic/Christian ethics must show—is required to


show—either that Kant is wrong in his analysis or that there is a suﬃcient and compelling
reason not to engage with Kant on the question of ethical normativity in the
(post)modern age. Part of my discomfort with the natural law tradition has been its
inability to suﬃciently answer either of the aforementioned challenges. us, to my mind,
Catholic/Christian ethics cannot simply avoid Kant, or relegate him to one among many
options, when it comes to ethical reﬂection. ere are certain features of natural law
thinking that simply no longer hold water in the st century. Kant not only provides us
with a method for ethical reﬂection that incorporates a feature—‘bracketing’—for
maintaining, without relying upon or implicitly presuming, certain metaphysical
positions, but he also oﬀers us a constructive, critical approach to philosophical reﬂection
through his three critiques. While this project will take up Kant’s practical philosophy
most directly, there remain other important features of Kant’s philosophical system that I
cannot engage. However, I would like to identify one particular dimension of Kant’s
theoretical philosophy that is of central importance for understanding his practical work.
To this end, therefore, the argument in this chapter will begin with a brief summary and
analysis of Kant’s critique of metaphysics, found principally in the Critique of Pure
Reason. e reason for pursuing this line of argumentation is to establish the limits of
reason—a concept integral to Kant’s moral philosophy—and to properly frame what Kant
is, and is not, doing in his moral philosophy. e noumenal/phenomenal divide is
essential for understanding what Kant is trying to do in the Groundwork, for example,
and what he is trying to do in the Metaphysics. Recognizing what Kant means when he
speaks about pure practical reason, for example, and to what instantiations of ethical


discourse this concept applies, can oentimes be the deciding factor between
understanding and misunderstanding Kant. us, a foray into his critique of metaphysics
and the limits of reason is necessary. Aer these preliminary remarks, we will begin our
analysis of Kant’s moral philosophy with the Groundwork. In order to understand the
task Kant set for himself in Practical Reason and the Metaphysics, we will engage in a
detailed analysis of the Groundwork, paying close attention to how Kant builds his
argument in support of the FoH, the dignity of humanity, and the Kingdom of Ends.
Following from this analysis, we will turn to Practical Reason in order to highlight those
elements of this critique which contribute to Kant’s argument in the Groundwork. For
example, Kant pursues a diﬀerent course of action in Practical Reason regarding the
justiﬁcation of our belief in the possibility of our freedom, being unsatisﬁed with said
discussion in the Groundwork. 3 Following the analysis presented in this chapter, chapter
three will engage the work of Christine Korsgaard to buttress, ﬂesh out, and critique
Kant’s project insofar as it pertains to the overall objectives of the broader project at hand.
is discussion will have to wait for the time being. First, we must begin with Kant, and
we must begin, therein, with the question of metaphysics.
Kant’s Critique of Metaphysics and the
Noumenal/Phenomenal Divide
It is important, at the outset of this chapter, to make a few remarks about what Kant
means by the term ‘metaphysics’ and how it plays into his moral philosophy. is is
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especially important to keep in mind when we consider Kant’s project in relation to the
more dominant tradition of moral and ethical reﬂection in Catholic ethics today,
dependent as it is on the process and structure of the natural law. First and foremost,
when considering Kant’s understanding of metaphysics, we must be clear about what he
understands this term to mean. Metaphysics is a term that deﬁnes a system of a priori
cognitions from concepts alone. As a priori cognitions, they are a form of knowledge that
is prior to experience. us, metaphysics deals with cognitions that are known to us prior
to all experience. A priori cognition, or knowledge, can be taken in one of two ways: pure
or mixed. Pure a priori knowledge deals with the formal manipulation of symbols
according to the requirements of reason alone; mixed a priori knowledge deals not only
with the form given by reason, but with the matter as well. is distinction will be
important later on, when we discuss the diﬀerent formulations of the CI.
Before we come to that discussion, however, something more must be said about
how Kant views the relationship between knowledge and metaphysics. Michelle Grier
argues that “in the Transcendental Analytic Kant argues against any attempt to acquire
knowledge of ‘objects in general’ through the formal concepts and principles of the
understanding, taken by themselves alone.” 4 is, however, is not where Kant locates the
heart of his critique of metaphysics. For him, in order to answer the question of the
possibility of synthetic a priori propositions (central to his project in the Critique of Pure
Reason (C) and to his understanding of metaphysical knowledge), we cannot look to the
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formal concepts and principles of the understanding alone—we must also consider the
role that sensibility plays in this as well. is is why “the ‘transcendental’ use of the
understanding … is considered by Kant to be dialectical.” 5 e reason it must be
dialectical is that we do not have complete access to the metaphysical realm—what Kant
calls the noumenal realm or world. When we take ourselves to have access to the
metaphysical realm, we conﬂate thing as they are in themselves (in the noumenal realm)
with things as they appear to us (in what Kant calls the phenomenal realm or world). e
phenomenal realm only gives us access to the appearances of things, not access to things
in themselves. When we conﬂate these two realms—when we presume that we have
access to the noumenal realm, to things as they are in themselves—and transgress the
critical distinction we ought to maintain between the two, we are moved down the
dangerous path that leads to what Kant calls, ‘transcendental realism.’ Kant’s remedy for
this? Transcendental idealism.
One of Kant’s projects in C is to “[illuminate] the basis in reason for our eﬀorts to
draw erroneous metaphysical conclusions … despite the fact that such use has already
been shown to be illicit [in the Transcendental Analytic].” is, Kant suggests, is because
at the very heart of reasoning is the desire to ﬁnd conditions for every condition. us,
reason desires to know that which is unconditioned, and this is where the problem lies.
Without suﬃcient recognition of the distinction between appearances and things in
themselves, we (mis)take metaphysics as that which can provide us with access to the
noumenal realm—to things in themselves—the way it provides us access to appearances.
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is, for Kant, is impossible. Reason, of itself, seeks the unconditioned—reason wants
systematic unity and completeness of knowledge—and it is precisely here that the
problem of metaphysics—and the limits of reason—come into play. When reason takes
metaphysics to provide access to things in themselves the way we have access to
appearances, reason oversteps its bounds. Reason’s demand for the unconditioned—its
demand for access to things in themselves—cannot be met, and this is the limit of reason
highlighted in C. Despite this limitation, however, metaphysics should not be thrown
out, but should be critically re-interpreted. “is critical reinterpretation involves the
claim that the ideas and principles of reason are to be used ‘regulatively,’ [rather than
constitutively] as devices for guiding and grounding our empirical investigations and the
project of knowledge acquisition.” 6
us the question of this analysis remains: why is Kant’s critique of metaphysics
important for the discussion at hand? In order to clarify what Kant is, and is not, doing in
the Groundwork and Practical Reason in particular, we must bear in mind how Kant
establishes and frames his discussion and critique of metaphysics, particularly regarding
the distinction he insists upon between the noumenal and the phenomenal realms—
between things as they are in themselves and things as they appear to the senses—and the
danger that we encounter when we uncritically pursue reason’s desire for the
unconditioned. As noted above, it is also important to keep in mind that for Kant, the
principle of practical reason ought to be understood as a ‘regulative’ principle that guides
action, rather than a ‘constitutive’ principle that determines the content or ‘result’ of
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action. If we rethink metaphysics—and our relationship to it—along the lines of Kant’s
critique, we ﬁnd ourselves in a renewed space for ethical reﬂection.
One of the issues this critique presents to natural law thinking is the following:
natural law thinking does not draw the necessary line of demarcation between
appearances and the things in themselves. Reason, it is believed, can get us to the
transcendental realm, to the noumenal, to God, etc., through the concept of the imago
Dei—that is, through our participation in the intelligibility of God. For Kant, however,
this is impossible. Contemporary Catholic ethics would be well served if it attended, more
openly and more honestly, to Kant’s distinction between the noumenal and the
phenomenal when it engages in ethical reﬂection. To claim access to the divine through
the logic of faith and/or experience (forms of thinking that do not depend on reason) is
one matter; access to God within the logic of reason itself is another. While we may (in
certain schools of thought) be able to do the former, we cannot do the latter. us,
Catholic ethics needs to more seriously attend to alternative frameworks for processes of
ethical reﬂection. What we get in natural law thinking—what we analyzed in the previous
chapter—is, for contemporary Catholic ethics, at best problematic. It is my contention,
then, to argue that Kant’s moral philosophy can serve as a framework for ethical
reﬂection that is both robustly philosophical, yet highly compatible with the concerns and
commitments of contemporary Catholic ethical reﬂection, without falling into the
‘metaphysical trap’ of conﬂating the appearances of things and things in themselves.
erefore, I will now turn to an articulation of Kant’s moral philosophy, as oﬀered in the
Groundwork and Practical Reason.


Kant’s Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals
Kant’s moral philosophy is based on the Categorical Imperative. Kant, according to
Robert Johnson, argues that “[the] foundational principle of morality—the CI—is none
other than the law of an autonomous will … [and] it is the presence of this self-governing
reason in each person [i.e. their ‘autonomous will’] that Kant thought oﬀered decisive
grounds for viewing each as possessed of equal worth and deserving of equal respect.” 7
e CI, therefore, is how Kant articulates the universalization of one’s will or, rather, the
universalization of one’s autonomy and dignity. Put another way, it is through the
universalized, autonomous lawgiving of the will that humanity is understood to
inextricably possess dignity. Kant thus places the concept of autonomy at the crux of his
moral philosophy.
is analysis of Kant’s moral philosophy will begin, therefore, with Kant’s ﬁrst
foray into this area of critical reﬂection—the Groundwork. For the sake of simplicity, this
analysis will follow the movements of the Groundwork itself, addressing the three sections
of the Groundwork in turn, and drawing out, from these interconnected discussion, those
elements pertinent to an articulation of Kant’s moral philosophy in the light of the
Formula of Humanity in the context of the Kingdom of Ends. To be sure, Kant’s
argument in the Groundwork is far from clear. In many ways, the arguments he oﬀers
shi from section to section, reﬂecting Kant’s own shis in thoughts and analyses. is
being said, it is still instructive for us to follow Kant in the Groundwork in order to collect
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and evaluate the sometimes disparate elements of this important, but oentimes
confusing, text. With this caveat in mind, we nevertheless begin by looking at Kant’s
argument in the preface to the Groundwork.
Preface and the First Section of the Groundwork
Without seeking to violate the methodology of Kant’s analysis in the Groundwork, I want
to begin at the end of the preface:
e present groundwork is … nothing more than the search for and
establishment of the supreme principle of morality, which constitutes by itself a
business that in its purpose is complete and to be kept apart from every other
moral investigation. 8
In Christine Korsgaard’s introduction to Kant’s Groundwork, she notes that this text is,
and should be read as, a groundwork. Kant will later develop a metaphysics of morals in
his  text of the same name. At this point, however, Kant only seeks to illuminate the
groundwork necessary for such an endeavor, and in so doing, aims only to surface those
elements of the discussion which would qualify as integral elements of a groundwork.
According to Korsgaard, Kant’s aim is to establish “that there is a domain of laws
applying to our conduct, that there is such a thing as morality.” 9 Kant’s investigation into
the ‘domain of laws applying to our conduct’ begins with a justiﬁcation of this endeavor
through an appeal to the history of philosophy. Philosophy has been divided, Kant says,
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into three sciences: physics, logic, and ethics. 10 While Kant’s concern in this text is to
narrate the move toward a ‘science’ of morality, he begins by justifying the pursuit of this
goal by recognizing that this same task in undertaken in the other two branches of
philosophy—physics and logic. Physics, as that form of philosophy which deals with the
world as it is, pursues the supreme principle of nature (i.e. the laws governing nature);
logic, as that form of philosophy which deals with thought, pursues the supreme principle
of thought (i.e. the laws governing thought). Ethics, as that form of philosophy which
deals with the question of what we ought to do, is that which pursues the supreme
principle of morality because it is that form of philosophy which deals with the laws of
freedom (i.e. the laws governing the conduct of free beings—that is, the moral law). us,
for Kant, each of these avenues of inquiry parallels the others insofar as the need for the
pursuit of a ‘supreme principle’ in any one ﬁeld illustrates the need for the pursuit of a
‘supreme principle’ in the others. While this point is principally illustrative, Kant takes it
as the starting point of the Groundwork: if there is a supreme principle of morality (and
Kant certainly thinks there is), then the establishment of this principle is the task of a
groundwork such as the one Kant undertakes.
What Kant presumes his readers will acknowledge, and allow him, is the
appropriateness of the parallel between these three forms of philosophical thinking. As in
the realms of physics and logic, the world as we experience it functions in a lawlike
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fashion: every physical (i.e. phenomenal) event is ruled by the law of causality, every
thought is ruled by the laws of logic. What this tells us, however, is not how things ought
to be (essential to the task of ethics for Kant), but rather, how things actually are. If we
want to discover the way things ought to be—how we ought to be in the world—then we
need a body of knowledge that is not dependent on things as they are, and this puts us in
a bit of a conundrum. Kant, however, oﬀers a solution: “if we do know … that the world
in general behaves in a lawlike way, we must have synthetic a priori knowledge [of it].” 11
As previously noted, the name for such a body of knowledge is metaphysics, and if there
are such things as moral judgments (and Kant thinks that there are) then there must be
something called a metaphysics of morals—the body of synthetic a priori judgements that
pertain to what we ought to do.
Korsgaard helpfully clariﬁes what Kant means by the ‘synthetic a priori’ and why a
groundwork to a metaphysics of morals need be concerned with this realm of
knowledge. 12 In response to his inquiry into the contribution of pure reason to our
knowledge of the world and the government of our actions, Kant oﬀers two sets of
distinctions, applied to judgments, that respond, each in their own way, to the two
dominant schools of thought with which Kant had to contend intellectually: empiricism
and rationalism. e ﬁrst distinction Kant oﬀers is the analytic/synthetic distinction,
which concerns what makes a judgment true or false. According to Korsgaard, “a
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judgment is analytic if the predicate is contained in the concept of the subject; otherwise,
the predicate adds something new to our conception of the subject and the judgment is
synthetic.” 13 Analytic propositions, for Kant, are true in themselves, while synthetic
propositions ‘add something new’ to the proposition in question. e second distinction
Kant makes is the a priori/a posteriori distinction, which attends to the way in which we
know a particular judgment to be true. Again, Korsgaard: “A judgment is known a
posterori if it is known from experience, while it is a priori if our knowledge of it is
independent of any particular experience.” 14 e combination of these two sets of
distinctions yields four types of judgments (though only three are possible). e analytic
a priori—which pertains to logic—says that if we know a judgment to be analytic (that is,
the predicate is already contained in the concept of the subject), then this, of necessity,
must be known a priori. For this very reason, Kant rules out the possibility of an analytic
a posteriori—we cannot know from experience that something is analytically true. e
synthetic a posterori is most easily correlated with the natural, or empirical, sciences (i.e.
physics)—the predicate adds something new to the subject, and this from experience.
Finally, the synthetic a priori is where Kant lands in the discussion on ethics. A judgment
that qualiﬁes as synthetic a priori is a judgment that “would be one which tells us
something new about its subject, and yet which is known independently of experience—
on the basis of reasoning alone.” 15 us, when Kant asks the question about the
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contribution of pure reason to knowledge of the world and the government of our
actions, it “amounts to the question whether and how we can establish any synthetic a
priori judgments.” 16 us, at the outset of the Groundwork, Kant makes the case for not
only the synthetic a priori (necessary if the moral ‘ought’ can even be thought), but also
for the consequent ethical groundwork for a metaphysics of morals he lays out in the
remaining pages. Keeping these clariﬁcations and explanations in mind, we will now turn
to the ﬁrst section of Kant’s Groundwork in order, as Kant puts it, “to proceed analytically
from common cognition to the determination of its supreme principle, and in turn
synthetically from the examination of this principle and its source back to the common
cognition in which we ﬁnd it used.” 17
Kant begins the ﬁrst section of the Groundwork with the following
pronouncement: “[it] is impossible to think of anything in the world … that could be
considered good without limitation except a good will.” 18 In light of the preface, in which
he identiﬁes ethics as the philosophical discourse pertaining to the possibility of action
and morality (i.e. freedom), Kant identiﬁes this premise, and will then proceed to work it
out in this ﬁrst part of the Groundwork. What he assumes, at this point, is that ‘a good
will’—the source of all moral action—has a special kind of value for human beings—not
just as a preferential option, but as a constitutive feature of both action and agency as we
understand them. Whereas physics and logic take as their points of focus nature and
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thinking respectively, ethics takes the concept of a good will as its point of focus—as the
one thing to which we attribute absolute, unconditional worth, without reference to any
external inclinations or pathologies. Kant explains further:
A good will is not good because of what it eﬀects or accomplishes, because of its
ﬁtness to attain some proposed end, but only because of its volition, that is, it is
good in itself, and, regarded for itself, is to be valued incomparably higher than all
that could merely be brought about by it in favor of some inclination. 19
Neither ‘usefulness’ nor ‘fruitlessness’ impact the goodness of a good will—it shines like a
jewel because its worth is not given to it from outside, but rather emerges from the good
will itself. erefore, it is important to note here, with regard to the question of volition
and the ‘goodness’ of a good will, that Kant is suggesting the following: a good will is good
in itself insofar as it is constituted by the power of choosing, though not necessarily by its
being chosen itself. In other words, a good will is not so determined because of the eﬀects
it brings about, as is oen the case in utilitarian and consequentialist ethics. A good will is
good because it contains, in itself, the conditions for its own goodness. We do not choose
to have a good will, but rather, insofar as we exercise the freedom of choice at all, and
insofar as we choose morally, we are constituted by the supreme principle of morality,
which can only be found in a good will. Kant’s question, therefore, is: What is this
principle of a good will that motives us to moral action?
In response to this question, Kant ﬁrst turns his attention to one of the most
popular answers in philosophical discourse: happiness. According to him, “[in] the
natural constitution of an organized being … we assume as a principle that there will be
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found in it no instrument for some end other than what is also most appropriate to that
end and best adapted to it.” 20 us, the human person faces a bit of a conundrum if they
propose that happiness is the end of human being. If happiness is the principal
motivating factor behind the constitution of a good will, then nature—not to put too ﬁne
a point on it—has really screwed up. If happiness is the end to which all human beings
and actions aim, then reason, it seems clear to Kant, is not the most appropriate way to
get there. It would make more sense if something more akin to instinct were the driving
force behind human action, because instinct is far more likely to foster happiness than
reason. In this line of thought, human beings are instinctual creatures who, though they
possess the capacity to reason, do not use it in pursuit of their end—i.e. happiness—
because it will never get them there. Rather, they rely on their instinctual, inclinational
capacities to attain the end of happiness. is paradigm, of course, violates one of Kant’s
fundamental beliefs—that we are rational creatures—and, therefore, is rejected by him as
a possible way of being in the world. For him, there remains “another and far worthier
purpose for one’s existence” which goes beyond happiness and “to which therefore …
reason is properly destined.” 21 is ‘far worthier purpose’ is, for Kant, articulated in and
through the concept of duty.
e concept of duty, as Kant articulates it at this point in his discussion, “contains
[the concept] of a good will though under certain subjective limitations and hindrances,
which, however, far from concealing it and making it unrecognizable, rather bring it out
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by contrast and make it shine forth all the more brightly.” 22 Duty allows reason—
understood by Kant as the activity of the rational creature—to pursue its true vocation,
that is, “to produce a will that is … good in itself.” 23 We can see, here, that through the
lens of duty the concept of reason looks very diﬀerent from when it is viewed through the
concept of happiness. Happiness, as Kant’s analysis suggests, is interpreted as a totality—
one which is achieved through a teleological orientation toward one’s ﬁnal—natural,
good—end. Duty, on the other hand, recognizes the inherently limited and partial nature
of rationality. e recognition of this limitation reﬂects, for Kant, a more accurate
portrayal of human being and action than does the totality of happiness. When we think
of ourselves in relation to a good will, we are better served, as rational creatures, by the
concept of duty than the concept of happiness. e good will to which this gives rise, says
Kant, need not “be the sole and complete good,” as it might be if we consider the concept
of happiness as our end, “but it must still be the highest good and the condition of every
other.” is language of ‘conditionality’ becomes important for understanding the
concept of duty, because via its role as ‘the condition of every other,’ the will “limits in
many ways—at least in this life—the attainment of … happiness.” 24 Duty, once again,
surfaces as that concept which is most appropriately constitutive of reason and a good
will:
[Reason], which cognizes the highest practical vocation in the establishment of a
good will, in attaining this purpose is capable only of its own kind of satisfaction,
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namely from fulﬁlling an end which in turn only reason determines, even if this
should be combined with many infringements upon the ends of inclination. 25
is form of reason—simultaneously self-fulﬁlling and self-constraining—gives rise to
the conceptualization of a good will which acts freely and from duty. us, those free
actions done by a good will from the concept of duty alone can be articulated as moral
actions. Other actions—like those done from inclination, or a combination of inclination
and duty—are not, as such, ‘bad’ actions, or actions we ought not to undertake, but they
are, on Kant’s analysis, not moral actions. What does this mean for action in general, and
moral action in particular? Kant names three propositions which seek to clarify this point
and identify how one’s actions can be considered moral.
e ﬁrst proposition regarding moral action argues, as we have already noted, that
actions can only be considered to have moral worth when they are done from duty alone,
not from any inclination. is line of thought has led Kant into some diﬃcult terrain,
particularly when he argues that a sympathetic person, whose actions at least appear to be
moral, cannot be considered moral insofar as said person acts, not from the concept of
duty, but, at least partially, from the pleasure she takes in the act. is is heteronomy for
Kant, since the motivation behind the action cannot be exclusively attributed to duty.
While this seems a harsh evaluation of what appears to be ‘good’ actions, Kant’s point
here should not be missed. What qualiﬁes an action as moral is its being done from duty.
If we are to take up Kant’s argument—for praise or critique—we must take it up on his
terms. Kant is not passing evaluative judgment on the person in question; he is only
arguing that if we are to be analytically clear on the point under discussion, we cannot call
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an action moral that is done from outside the concept of duty. e sympathetic person,
says Kant, “deserves praise and encouragement, but not esteem.” 26 To illustrate his point
further, Kant ventures an interpretation of the Christian principle of loving one’s
neighbor—even to the point of loving one’s enemy. Such a command to love cannot be
based, believes Kant, on beneﬁcence—on an inclination or a feeling. Rather, such a
command to love can only make sense when it is understood as a duty—a “practical and
not pathological love, which lies in the will and … in principles of action.” 27 We cannot
reasonably command one to love her enemies if love is an mere feeling, but we can
command one to love her enemies if love is practical—if this love gives rise to the will and
action. I raise this point not to draw Kant into a debate over the interpretation of
Scripture, but to illustrate the kind of distinction he is articulating in this ﬁrst proposition
regarding moral action.
e second proposition regarding moral action that Kant identiﬁes is the principle
of volition:
an action from duty has its moral worth not in the purpose to be attained by it but
in the maxim in accordance with which it is decided upon, and therefore …
[depends] upon the principle of volition in accordance with which the action is
done without regard for any object of the faculty of desire. 28
Two important elements of Kant’s project are noted in this deﬁnition. First, Kant notes
that the moral worth of an action done from duty does not depend on the purpose or end
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to be attained, but rather the moral worth of an action depends upon the maxim in
accordance with which the action is done. ough only mentioned in a later footnote, the
centrality of this point about actions being done in accordance with one’s maxims cannot
be overstated. A maxim, according to Kant, is “the subjective principle of volition [of an
action]; the objective principle … is the practical law.” 29 e moral worth of an action
depends on the subjective principle of the will in accordance with which one acts. Second,
Kant notes that the morality of an action depends, not on the ‘realization of the object of
the action’ but upon the ‘principle of volition.’ Kant is here suggesting that it is not the
choice that we make, as such, which determines the moral worth of our actions, but it is
the capacity to choose itself—grounded in freedom, as Kant has already identiﬁed—
which determines the morality of our actions. us, once again, Kant emphasizes that it is
not something ‘out there’ (be it an inclination or an object of desire) that determines the
moral worth of an action. It is one’s ability to exercise a free choice, in accordance with
one’s maxims, that will ultimately determine the moral worth of an action.
e third proposition regarding moral action Kant identiﬁes, and which comes
out of the two aforementioned propositions, states that “duty is the necessity of an action
from respect for law.” 30 As such, I can be inclined toward the object of a proposed action,
but I can never have respect for that object because the object is merely an eﬀect of the
will, and not an activity of it. An action done from duty, according to Kant, “[puts] aside
entirely the inﬂuence of inclination and with it every object of the will; hence there is le
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for the will nothing that could determine it except objectively the law and subjectively
pure respect for this practical law.” 31 Kant’s articulation of the concept of duty is complex,
and has oen gotten him into trouble with contemporary ethicists. erefore, it is helpful
to pause for a moment, and reﬂect on what Kant is getting at here. “Kant thinks that
performing an action because you regard the action or its end as one that is required of
you is equivalent to being moved by the thought of the maxim of the action as a kind of
law.” 32 A maxim, of course, is diﬀerent from a practical law: the former is the subjective
principle of action, while the latter is the objective principle. While we cannot be
motivated by the latter—since that would be motivation from the outside, and this would
be heteronomy—we can only be motivated by the former as a constitutive feature of what
it means to be a rational being. In other words, one who acts from duty acts from their
(subjective) maxim of action as a (objective) law. is, in turn, is what makes the
objective practical law moral—not that it determines the actions, decisions, and
judgements of the agent, but that it is freely chosen from the agent’s subjective principle
of action—from her maxim.
erefore, the question remains as to what kind of law fulﬁlls such criteria—what
kind of law “the representation of which must determine the will … [since] I [Kant] have
deprived the will of every impulse that could arise for it from obeying some law.” All that
remains, in Kant’s view, is the principle that “I ought never to act except in such a way that
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I could also will that my maxim should become a universal law.” 33 is is the universal
principle which constitutes actions as moral, and therefore as worthy of respect. While
Kant acknowledges that, at this point in his argument, the law remains a primarily formal
concept—that is, this articulation attends to the proper arrangement of the principle—he,
nevertheless, attempts an explanation of what in this formal principle commands respect,
and in what this concept of respect rests. Kant argues that the term respect should not be
understood as some “obscure feeling” motivated by inclination or fear. Respect, he says,
“is not received by means of inﬂuence; it is, instead, a feeling self-wrought by means of a
rational concept and therefore speciﬁcally diﬀerent from all feelings of the ﬁrst kind.”
Respect emerges from the agent, rather than being something imposed on her. e
external law, for which I have respect, does not impose itself on me from the outside, but
rather my respect for the external (moral) law consists in my own consciousness of “the
subordination of my will to a law without the mediation of other inﬂuences on my sense.”
us, for Kant, “[immediate] determination of the will by means of the law and
consciousness of this is called respect, so that this is regarded as the eﬀect of the law on the
subject, and not as the cause of the law.” While the object of our respect remains the
(moral) law, the respect itself emerges from the subject: “as imposed upon us by ourselves
it [i.e. the (moral) law] is nevertheless a result of our will.” 34 So the concept of respect, for
Kant, is not a felling induced by inclination or fear, but an activity of the will. is is what
gives the concept of respect its motivational force—it is the recognition of the law we give
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to ourselves. erefore, we recognize—even if we cannot prove, at this point—that the
respect owed to the moral law “is an estimation of a worth that far outweighs any worth
of what is recommended by inclination, and that the necessity of my action from pure
respect for the practical law is what constitutes duty, to which every other motive must
give way because it is the condition of a will good in itself.” 35 us the good person, in
Kant’s view, is motivated to moral action, not by some passing inclination, but by the very
thought that her subjective principle of action—her maxim—has the form of law for her.
At the end of this section of the Groundwork, Kant explains—in light of his
analysis in this section—the necessity of the move from what he calls common rational
cognition to philosophic moral cognition. Kant has argued that in the concept of respect
for the moral law we ﬁnd the “moral cognition of common human reason.” 36 Common
human reason, in itself, does not think as abstractly as philosophic moral cognition does.
In fact, while recognizing the importance of philosophic moral cognition, common
human reason—so long as it keeps respect for the moral law as its guiding principle—can
recognize what to do “in order to be honest and good, and even wise and virtuous.” 37
erefore, it is within practical philosophy, rather than theoretical/speculative
philosophy, that Kant locates the remaining task(s) of his ethical analysis in the
Groundwork. Since common human reason is susceptible to the coercive powers of
external—and therefore heteronomous—forces, it still requires the assistance of
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philosophy. “e human being,” says Kant, “feels within himself a powerful
counterweight to all the commands of duty, which reason represents to him as so
deserving of the highest respect—the counterweight of his needs and inclinations, the
entire satisfaction of which he sums up under the name happiness.” 38 us, for Kant,
there is a necessary dialectic between the exercise of practical reason and the “propensity
to rationalize against those strict laws of duty and to cast doubt upon their validity …
and, where possible, to make them better suited to our wishes and inclinations.” 39 is
dialectic requires common human reason—in order to avoid succumbing to the wishes
and inclinations of our desires—“to go out of its sphere and take a step into the ﬁeld of
practical philosophy, in order to obtain there information and distinct instruction
regarding the source of its principle and the correct determination of this principle in
comparison with maxims based on need and inclination.” 40 is is why, for Kant, we
must transition from common rational cognition to philosophic moral cognition.
e Second Section of the Groundwork
In Section II of the Groundwork, Kant argues for his theory of practical reason, whereby
the moral law, as Korsgaard notes, “appears as one of the principles of practical reason.” 41
Before he gets to this point in his discussion, however, Kant spends some time
articulating why it is that the moral law must appear as a principle of practical reason. A
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brief overview of this discussion will be helpful for clarifying Kant’s goals in this section.
Having argued in Section I that moral action, and the moral law, must come out of a
concept of duty—rather than inclination—Kant nevertheless acknowledges that
knowledge of a genuine motivation to action—that is, action from duty—is opaque at
best. If we are attentive to the actual actions of people in their embodied experience, Kant
admits that “no certain example can be cited of the disposition to act from pure duty; …
though much may be done in conformity with what duty commands, still it is always
doubtful whether it is really done from duty and therefore has moral worth.” 42 Kant
makes his point even more forcefully:
In fact, it is absolutely impossible by means of experience to make out with
complete certainty a single case in which the maxim of an action otherwise in
conformity with duty rested simply on moral grounds and on the representation
of one’s duty. 43
We can never deﬁnitively know, says Kant, if one’s actions are done from duty—from the
representation of one’s duty to oneself. e possibility—or more to the point, the
likelihood—that one’s actions are motivated by inclinations to self-love, or to the
fulﬁllment of some material desires, hold such sway that it is near impossible to say with
certainty that any action is done from duty. As Kant rightly notes, human beings have a
fairly pronounced and radical penchant “to ﬂatter ourselves by falsely attributing to
ourselves a nobler motive” 44 than we may actually possess. Actions done from duty—that
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is, moral actions—cannot be done from a motive or inclination, even a motive or
inclination to duty. Moral actions can only be done from the concept of duty—from the
representation of one’s duty to oneself as a duty. Moral action values principles over
experiences because “reason by itself and independently of all appearances commands
what ought to happen,” and because “duty—as duty in general—lies prior to all
experience, in the idea of a reason determining the will by means of a priori grounds.” 45
Kant does not deny that the move to a more ‘popular philosophy,’ which attends to
experience, is valuable, but Kant insists that this can only be a secondary move—one
taken aer the groundwork has been laid for establishing the possibility of morality and
the moral law in the ﬁrst place. Morality must be grounded in reason and a priori
principles, and not in actions or inclinations. For Kant, “if these principles [of morality]
are to be found altogether a priori, free from anything empirical, solely in pure rational
concepts and nowhere else even to the slightest extent” then we will be on the right path
for an investigation of pure practical philosophy or, in other words, a metaphysics of
morals. is, however, remains a secondary step, dependent upon the groundwork
established in the ﬁrst—present—step. Kant oﬀers a helpful footnote at this point in the
discussion where he notes, in a clarifying way, that moral principles cannot be based “on
what is peculiar to human nature but must be ﬁxed a priori by themselves, while from
such principles it must be possible to derive practical rules for every rational nature, and
accordingly for human nature as well.” 46
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Now, Kant has argued that moral concepts must have their grounding in a priori
reasoning alone, and cannot be extracted from, or dependent upon, empirical or
contingent conditions. erefore, according to Kant, moral concepts must be located in
the practical faculty of reason if we are to move from common moral cognition to a
metaphysics of morals in a responsible way. is analysis gives rise to the concept of duty,
which leads Kant into two related discussions on the concept of law and the role of
reason. According to him, while everything in nature “works in accordance with laws …
[only] a rational being has the capacity to act in accordance with the representation of laws
… or has a will. Since reason is required for the derivation of actions from laws, the will is
nothing other than practical reason.” 47 If such reason operates in us in an unfailing way,
then human actions will be cognized as both objectively and subjectively necessary—“that
is, the will is a capacity to choose only that which reason independently of inclination
cognizes as practically necessary, that is, as good.” 48 If such reason, however, does not
operate in us in an unfailing way—“if the will is exposed also to subjective conditions …
that are not always in accord with the objective ones … [then] … actions that are
cognized as objectively necessary are subjectively contingent.” 49 is leads Kant to a
further point: if we have such a will, one in which reason does not operate unfailingly
(and for Kant, of course, this is precisely the kind of will we have), then the determination
of our will, in conformity with the objective law, is possible only through necessitation.
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While necessitation still implies that the will operates from the grounds of reason, it
nevertheless operates from grounds “to which this will is not by its nature necessarily
obedient.” 50 For Kant, “[the] representation of an objective principle, insofar as it is
necessitating for a will, is called a command (of reason), and the formula of the command
is called an imperative.” 51 An imperative implies an ought—something that should be
done—and while a perfectly good will would not need the ought implied in necessitation
(Kant gives the example of the divine will, which has no need of necessitation because it is
perfectly good and cognizes objective and subjective necessity as the same), imperatives
are, nevertheless, “formulae expressing the relation of objective laws of volition in general
to the subjective imperfection of the will of this or that rational being, for example, of the
human will.” 52 e human will, within the practical faculty of reason, operates under
necessitation because it is simply not perfectly good.
is conclusion might appear to conﬂict with Kant’s project thus far—that is, the
grounding of moral action and the moral law in the concept of duty, separate from any
empirical or motivational incentives. Kant, however, preempts this objection in a
footnote. Regardless of how convincing one ﬁnd’s Kant’s argument here, the distinction
he proposes—between need and interest—deserves our attention. In this discussion, Kant
maintains his distinction between the faculty of desire and the principles of reason:
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e dependence of the faculty of desire upon feeling is called inclination, and this
accordingly always indicates a need. e dependence of a contingently
determinable will on principles of reason, however, is called an interest. 53
e human will—the dependent will which “is not of itself always in conformity with
reason” 54—can “take an interest in something without therefore acting from interest.” 55
e distinction here is important for Kant, because the former (‘taking an interest in
something’) does not necessarily require motivation from inclination (hence
heteronomy), while the latter (‘acting from interest’) does require motivation from
inclination. Interest, argues Kant, “indicates only dependence of the will upon principles
of reason in themselves,” while need indicates “dependence upon principles of reason for
the sake of inclination … [in] the ﬁrst case the action interests me; in the second, the
object of the action (insofar as it is agreeable to me).” 56 Kant argued in the ﬁrst section of
the Groundwork that action from duty must look to “action itself and its principle in
reason,” 57 rather than its object. To look to the object—as in the case of need—is to be
motivated to action by an external force. To look to the principle of action in reason and
law—as in the case of interest—is to be motivated by the concept of duty alone. us,
even in the case of necessitation, we are not moved to action by a need, by an object
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outside of our reason and autonomy; rather, we are moved to action by an interest, that is
to say, by the principles of reason and the moral law within.
Let us turn, at this point, to another important relationship identiﬁed in Kant’s
Groundwork—the relationship between the hypothetical and the categorical imperatives.
In the following chapter, I will argue—in line with Korsgaard—that the dialectical
relationship between these two imperatives constitutes the heart of the speciﬁcally formal
dimension of the normativity of ethics. Before expounding upon this point, however, it is
important to recall what, in Kantian terms, an imperative is in the ﬁrst place. Coming out
of the ought of duty, imperatives are “formulae expressing the relation of objective laws of
volition in general to the subjective imperfection of the will of this or that rational
being.” 58 ey are the formulae “for the determination of action that is necessary in
accordance with the principle of a will which is good in some way.” 59 us imperatives,
according to Kant, can command us (the ought of duty) in two ways: hypothetically or
categorically. A hypothetical imperatives is understood to be “the practical necessity of a
possible action as a means to achieving something else that one wills.” 60 Hypothetical
imperatives are contingent. ey depend upon some desired end or object that is external
to the principle motivating the will. e action undertaken as the result of a hypothetical
imperative is good only insofar as it is a means to something else—to an end that is
external to the will of the subject commanded by the imperative. An action commanded
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by a hypothetical imperative, therefore, is not good as such, but only good for some
possible or actual further purpose. Hypothetical imperatives that are good for some
possible further purpose are, for Kant, problematically—yet indisputably necessary—
practical principles. Hypothetical imperatives that are good for some actual further
purpose are assertorically practical principles. Problematically practical principles are
those imperatives of skill we ﬁnd in the natural sciences, for example, that aim at an end
and consider, not whether the end is rational or good, but “what one must do in order to
attain it.” 61 Assertorically practical principles are those imperatives that “not merely could
have [ends or purposes] but that we can safely presuppose … do have [ends and
purposes] by a natural necessity.” 62 For Kant, there is only one such end/purpose of an
assertorically practical principle: happiness. In addition to the hypothetical imperatives,
there is one imperative that commands immediately. is imperative is that which
represents an action “as objectively necessary of itself, without reference to another
end.” 63 is imperative represents an action as “in itself good, hence as necessary in a will
in itself conforming to reason.” 64 is imperative of morality, this apodictically practical
principle, is understood to be a categorical imperative, or—more precisely—the
Categorical Imperative. Before attending to the latter form of the CI, we must ﬁrst
explicate what Kant means by a categorical imperative. For Kant, a categorical imperative
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“has not to do with the matter of the action and what is to result from it, but with the
form and the principles from which the action itself follows.” 65 at an action in question
is done from the command of the imperative itself, without outside inﬂuences, is what
makes this command moral—what makes it a categorical imperative. What needs to be
shown, however, is how each of these imperatives is possible.
With regard to the imperative of skill, the imperative resulting from
problematically practical principles, its possibility is fairly straightforward: a rational
person, who wills an end, must will the necessary means to that end as well. is is, for
Kant, an analytic claim. e imperative of prudence, the imperative resulting from
assertorically practical principles, is less straightforward. Happiness is an indeterminate
concept for Kant, by which he means that “all the elements that belong to the concept of
happiness are without exception empirical” 66 and must, therefore, be taken from
experience. e consequence of this is that one cannot act on determinate grounds for the
sake of happiness, but must rely on empirical grounds. e imperative of prudence
cannot command, given its dependence on empirical grounds, but can only serve as
council. e diﬀerence between the imperative of skill and the imperative of prudence,
therefore, rests on a distinction noted between the problematically practical principle and
the assertorically practical principle: that is, the diﬀerence between an end that is merely
possible (the former) and an end that is given (the latter). at these imperatives are
possible—however diﬃcult—is fairly clear. What remains to be shown, at this point, is
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how the imperative of morality is possible. Since the imperative of morality depends upon
a will that is good in itself, and separate from all external inﬂuences, we cannot turn, as
we did in the imperatives of skill and prudence, to examples. To turn to an example in
support of the imperative of morality would be to fundamentally undercut the
imperative, since that which gives the imperative its commanding quality lies within the
fact that it is in no way dependent on empirical claims. As such, any investigation into the
possibility of a categorical imperative must be an a priori investigation, since we do not
have the advantage of a categorical imperative’s reality being given in experience. What is
more, a categorical imperative must be understood as a law, unlike the hypothetical
imperatives, which are understood as principles: “what it is necessary to do merely for
achieving a discretionary purpose can be regarded as in itself contingent and we can
always be released from the precept if we give up the purpose; on the contrary, the
unconditional command [of a categorical imperative] leaves the will no discretion with
respect to the opposite.” 67 A categorical imperative, therefore, must be a synthetic a priori
proposition:
[e synthetic a priori is], therefore, a practical proposition that does not derive
the volition of an action analytically from another volition already presupposed
(for we have no such perfect will), but connects it immediately with the concept of
the will of a rational being as something that is not contained in it. 68
What this means for Kant is that, unlike a hypothetical imperative—where one does not
have an immediate awareness of what the imperative will contain and command—a
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categorical imperative is distinguished by the fact that when one thinks about a
categorical imperative, one knows immediately what is contained therein: “For, since the
imperative contains, beyond the law, only the necessity that the maxim be in conformity
with this law … nothing is le with which the maxim of action is to conform but the
universality of a law as such.” 69
erefore, says Kant, there is only one categorical imperative: “act only in
accordance with that maxim through which you can at the same time will that it becomes a
universal law.” 70 What is important to keep in mind is that Kant is not, in this analysis,
imposing a ‘moral order.’ To see what he is doing, we must understand how he
conceptualizes the relationship between a maxim and a law. A maxim, for Kant, is “the
subjective principle of acting” 71 and this must be kept separate, at least conceptually, from
the objective principle of acting: law. e subjective principle of acting (one’s maxim)
“contains the practical rule determined by reason conformably with the conditions of the
subject … and is therefore the principle in accordance with which the subject acts.” 72 e
law, on the other hand, “is the objective principle valid for every rational being, and the
principle in accordance with which [one] ought to act.” 73 us, in his formulation of the
CI, Kant does not say that the law determines one’s maxims (this, of course, would be a
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violation of the CI itself, since, in such a situation, the location of the CI would be moved
from the will to an external force); rather, what Kant is saying is that when one makes a
decision about what maxims are to motivate one’s moral actions, one must consider
whether or not the maxim that one wills could be construed as a universal law. is
distinction is important, because if the former is the case, that Kant is emphasizing the
law over and against one’s maxims, then Kant’s entire project is in serious jeopardy. If,
however, the latter is that case, and Kant’s emphasis is on one’s maxims of action and
how they relate to a formal principle of universalization, then we are traversing very
diﬀerent terrain. If we understand the CI correctly, then we can better understand what
Kant means when he says that to act in accordance with the CI is to “act as if the maxim
of your action were to become by your will a universal law of nature.” 74
It is important to keep in mind, here, that if our ﬁrst movement in this process is
to ask ourselves, “What is that universal form of a maxim that could count as a universal
law of nature?” then we have already missed the boat. While this concept remains tricky,
it must be recalled that if we turn to an external form of the law, before we establish our
maxim for consideration, we are taking the CI out of order and, ultimately, turning to an
external source of authority, which violates Kant’s emphasis on the emergence of a
maxim from the rational will. While this argument may seem like simple semantics, it is
not that way at all. e CI is a synthetic a priori principle, which means that it tells us
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something new about its subject, but is, nevertheless, known independent of experience
(on the basis of reason alone). e FoUL is a formal principle for evaluating our maxims,
but it is not the law as such that determines our maxims. e only way we maintain the
possibility of moral action—and morality in general—is if we act on our maxims—our
self-given, subjective principles for action—and ask whether or not they could be chosen
by anybody in the same position. It must be consistently and continually emphasized that
if, in the FoUL, there is even the slightest hint of a universal moral law inﬂuencing or
controlling or determining our maxims for action, we are in violation, not only of the CI
as such, but of Kant’s own articulation—and objective/goal—of why we must go through
this process in the ﬁrst place. Kant, himself, even points to this in a footnote, 75 where he
acknowledges that within the Groundwork, he is not looking to an actual metaphysics of
morals—that will come later. At this point, Kant is only interested in a groundwork—in
understanding the conceptual foundations which give rise to an evaluation of particular
actions. Only then can we turn to a more explicit metaphysics of morals. Kant’s turn,
therefore, to some examples, for the “enumeration of a few duties in accordance with the
usual division of them into duties to ourselves and to other human beings and into
perfect and imperfect duties,” 76 may seem counter-intuitive; however, if we understand
the examples as simply that—examples—then we can understand Kant’s task with greater
clarity, and avoid distracting debates that, more oen than not, miss the point of
presenting exemplary material.
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Kant’s four ‘test cases’ for the FoUL (roughly, the legitimacy of suicide because
one is ‘sick of life,’ making a false promise in order to gain something, neglecting one’s
gis and/or talents, and helping others in need) are very important in their own right.
However, for the sake of brevity, I will put aside a detailed analysis of these test cases for
the time being. We will, however, return to these examples later on when we turn to our
discussion of autonomy and agency within the Kingdom of Ends. For now, we will focus
on a diﬀerent aspect of Kant’s FoUL—namely, the contradiction tests. Kant notes—aer
discussing his four examples—that one thing remains clear when thinking about the
relationships between these examples and the CI: “we must be able to will that a maxim of
our action become a universal law.” 77 For Kant, this is an important reminder which aims
to draw attention to a very real danger. is danger is the propensity of human persons,
rather than acting from the moral law, to make exceptions for, and of, themselves when
the moral law appears to come into conﬂict with some deeply held inclination they hold.
e rational agent, in these cases, appears to be presented with a contradiction. For Kant,
the possibility of contradiction arises in one of two ways: ﬁrst, as a contradiction in
conception; second, as a contradiction in the will. In cases of contradiction in conception,
one’s maxim cannot even be thought of as a universal law. In the very process of thinking,
a contradiction arises and makes it impossible to even think this possibility consistently
or coherently. ese contradictions, as Korsgaard notes, violate strict, or perfect, duties—
those “particular actions or omissions we owe to particular people, such as the duty to
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keep a promise, tell the truth, or respect someone’s rights.” 78 In cases of contradiction in
the will, one can conceive of their maxim as a universal law, but they nevertheless cannot
will their maxim as a universal law without contradiction. In such cases, we can think a
particular maxim into universal law, but such a universal law would be impossible to will
without contradiction. It would be logical to think them universally, but not to will them.
ese contradictions violate wide, or imperfect, duties—those duties “such as the duty to
help others when they are in need, or to make worthwhile use of your talents.” 79 ese
contradictions pose a problem to rationality, as Kant understands and articulates it. For
him, “since rationality commits us to willing the means to our ends, we must will a world
in which these most general means—our own abilities and the help of others—would be
available to us” 80 and, this, without contradiction. us, contradictions—either at the
level of conception or at the level of willing—make it impossible for rational creatures to
enact their rationality.
For Kant, what we have demonstrated up to this point—with the CI and the
FoUL—is as follows:
If duty is a concept that is to contain signiﬁcance and real lawgiving for our
actions it can be expressed only in categorical imperatives and by no means in
hypothetical ones; … [we have also set forth] the content of the categorical
imperatives, which must contain the principles of all duty…. But we have not yet
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advanced so far as to prove a priori that there really is such an imperative, that
there is a practical law … and that the observance of this law is a duty. 81
Korsgaard interprets this to mean that “[the] thought experiment we have just considered
[in the CI and the FoUL] shows us how to determine whether a maxim can be willed as a
universal law, not why we should will only maxims that can be universal laws.” 82 e
question is why we should even bother trying to universalize our maxims in the ﬁrst
place. In response to this question, Kant turns to the second formulation of the CI: the
Formula of Humanity (FoH).
e ﬁrst thing Kant notes in turning to his discussion on the FoH is that the CI,
the principle out of which morality and duty ﬂow, is not derived from human nature. For,
as he says, “duty is to be practical unconditional necessity of action, and it must therefore
hold for all rational beings … and only because of this be also a law for all human wills.” 83
is is important for our discussion, especially if we keep in mind Kant’s critique of
metaphysics, and his concomitant critiques of metaphysical philosophers and
theologians. When it comes to the question of ‘Why the CI?’, as Korsgaard has put it, we
cannot turn to human nature for an answer. If there is an a priori reason that we should
universalize our maxims, we cannot ﬁnd it in something like the natural law. Rather than
turning to human nature, Kant turns to the concept of humanity. Unlike human nature,
which maintains the accoutrements of an empirical grounding for morality, the concept
of humanity presents itself to Kant as attending to the proper end of the CI, while
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remaining within the realm of the synthetic a priori. What is derived, for Kant “from the
special natural constitution of humanity … [is that] it can yield a subjective principle
[maxim] on which we might act if we have the propensity and inclination, but not an
objective principle on which we would be directed to act.” 84 e moral law cannot have
authority over our will unless our will is also, subjectively, motivated by the moral law.
Otherwise, the moral law becomes an external, heteronomous, and empirical motivating
factor outside the autonomous motivation of the will of a free agent. e moral law must
motivate us from within our own will and, if this is so, then reason, which by itself
determines our conduct, “must necessarily do so a priori.” 85
What all of this leads to is a discussion about why it is that humanity becomes an
important category for Kant’s moral philosophy. e will, according to Kant, “is thought
as a capacity to determine itself to acting in conformity with the representation of certain
laws. And such a capacity can be found only in rational beings.” Now, says Kant, “what
serves the will as the objective ground of its self-determination is an end” and what serves
as the “ground of the possibility of an action the eﬀect of which is an end is called a
means.” 86 Korsgaard is, again, helpful in clarifying Kant’s point here: “As rational beings
… we act in accordance with our representations or conceptions of laws. But what
inspires us to formulate a maxim or a law … is an end. Whenever we actually decide to
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take some action, it is always with some end in view.” 87 Ends are what inspire us to
formulate maxims, which in turn give rise to our representations and conceptualizations
of law. If we, therefore, want to claim that there is anything like an unconditional end or
moral law—i.e. if there is a CI—then there must be objective ends that are shared by all
rational beings (otherwise, the objective end might be willed by some, but imposed on
others). Kant, himself, asks the question in this way: “But suppose there were something
the existence of which in itself has an absolute worth, something which as an end in itself
could be a ground of determinate laws; then in it, and it alone, would lie the ground of a
possible categorical imperative, that is, of a practical law.” 88 In response, Kant oﬀers the
following:
Now I say that the human being and in general every rational being exists as an
end in itself, not merely as a means to be used by this or that will at its discretion;
instead he must in all his action, whether directed to himself or also to other
rational beings, always be regarded at the same time as an end. 89
In this discussion on means and ends, Kant distinguishes ‘things’ from ‘persons.’ When it
comes to things, Kant notes that “the worth of any object to be acquired by our action is
always conditional”—the worth of any ‘thing’ is conditional. When it comes to persons,
Kant distinguishes them from things by noting that only “rational beings are called
persons” because a person is considered, not as of conditional value, but as “an end in
itself, that is, as something that may not be used merely as a means, and hence so far
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limits all choice.” 90 us persons, unlike things, constitute not merely subjective ends for
us, but rather “objective ends, that is, beings the existence of which is in itself an end, and
indeed one such that no other end, to which they would serve merely as means, can be put
in its place, since without it nothing of absolute worth would be found anywhere.” 91
What follows from this is Kant’s most direct articulation of the FoH in the
Groundwork, and I would like to quote it at length:
If, then, there is to be a supreme practical principle and, with respect to the
human will, a categorical imperative, it must be one such that, from the
representation of what is necessarily an end for everyone because it is an end in
itself, it constitutes an objective principle of the will and thus can serve as a
universal practical law. e ground of this principle is: rational nature exists as an
end in itself. e human being necessarily represents his own existence in this way;
so far it is thus a subjective principle of human actions. But every other rational
being also represents his existence in this way consequent on just the same
rational ground that also holds for me; thus it is at the same time an objective
principle from which, as a supreme practical ground, it must be possible to derive
all laws of the will. e practical imperative will therefore be the following: So act
that you use humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of any other,
always at the same time as an end, never merely as a means. 92
is is Kant’s articulation of the FoH and, while elements of it remain to be explicated in
the third section of the Groundwork, Kant’s claim herein is a bold one. In order to follow
the argument Kant has laid out, Korsgaard’s gloss on the logic underpinning this
formulation can help clarify the situation. Korsgaard points out that most objects of
human endeavor get their value from the way that they serve our needs, that is to say,
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“their value is not absolute or intrinsic, but relative to our nature.” 93 If the value of the
objects of human endeavor are of no intrinsic worth in and of themselves, but only
considered valuable in and through their relation to us—as rational, willing agents—then,
in pursuing these objects of human endeavor—these ends—“we are in eﬀect taking
ourselves to be important.” 94 What this means, says Korsgaard, is that when Kant speaks
about a ‘subjective principle of human action’—that is, a maxim—what he is suggesting is
that insofar as human beings set ends for themselves—insofar as we value things, not in
and of themselves, but in relation to our own agency and identity—we must, therefore,
consider ourselves—and treat ourselves—as valuable, that is to say, as ends. For
Korsgaard, “[this] suggests that the objective end which we need in order to explain why
the moral law has authority for us is ‘the human being, and in general every rational
being.’ ” 95 us, for Kant, it is humanity, insofar as it is linked to rationality, that is at the
heart of the moral law and the CI. Humanity is that which possesses absolute value within
Kant’s formulation of the CI. What this means, suggests Korsgaard, is that “insofar as we
are rational beings that … accord ourselves this absolute value, the formula enjoins us to
respect ourselves and each other as rational beings. We should develop our rational
capacities, and promote one another’s chosen ends.” 96
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“e principle of humanity, and in general of every rational nature, as an end in
itself (which is the supreme limiting condition of the freedom of action of every human
being) is not borrowed from experience,” 97 but comes to us from a priori reasoning.
Kant’s justiﬁcation of this claim to a priori status for the principle of humanity is twofold: on the one hand, the universality of this claim makes an experientially-based
justiﬁcation impossible—for there is no single experience that can be in all times and
places (and therefore the principle must be a priori); on the other hand, in this principle
“humanity is represented not as an end of human beings (subjectively) … but as an
objective end that … ought as law to constitute the supreme limiting condition of all
subjective ends” 98 (and must, therefore, arise a priori). e diﬀerence between subjective
and objective ends is important here. Objectively, ‘the ground of all practical lawgiving’
must lie in the objective (i.e. universal) form of the law which makes it ﬁt to be law.
Subjectively, however, ‘the ground of all practical lawgiving’ lies in the matter of the law
which, as Kant suggests, “is every rational being as an end in itself.” 99 In order to
harmonize the objective form of the law with the subjective matter of the law, Kant turns
to a third formulation of the CI which, at least initially, he identiﬁes as “the idea of the will
of every rational being as a will giving universal law.” In order to explicate this ‘idea,’ we
will look more closely at this third formulation, which Korsgaard refers to as the
‘Kingdom of Ends.’
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According to Kant, the third formulation of the CI suggests that
all maxims are repudiated that are inconsistent with the will’s own giving of
universal law. Hence the will is not merely subject to the law but subject to it in
such a way that it must be viewed as also giving the law to itself [or ‘as itself
lawgiving’] and just because of this as ﬁrst subject to the law (of which it can
regard itself as the author). 100
us, for this third formulation to make sense, we must understand the will, or at least
the “idea of the will of every rational being,” as a will giving universal law 101—a will that is
supreme lawgiver and binder. is is at the heart of what the CI is for Kant: a law which
pertains to the will of every rational being. If there is such a law—if there is a CI, says
Kant—then “it can only command that everything be done from the maxim of one’s will
as a will that could at the same time have as its object itself as giving universal law.” 102
Only as such can the duty imposed by the CI be understood as unconditionally binding
on the human person. Korsgaard points out that “[to] be rational is, formally speaking, to
act on your representation of a law, whatever that law might be; but … the content or
material of the maxims or laws on which we act is given by the value we necessarily set
upon our own humanity or rational nature.” 103 Rationality for Korsgaard, and for Kant, is
integral to the concept of the will, particularly as the will is engaged in the process of
lawgiving. erefore, as rational beings, we not only create the law, but we legislate it as
well. e reasons, Kant notes, that previous eﬀorts to discover this principle of morality
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have failed is that they tried to understand the duty imposed by the moral law as coming
from an external source. What these formulations of the law did not account for, and
what Kant believes his formulation of the law does account for, is that the duty which
impinges upon the human person must come from reason alone—it must be a priori—
and it must come from the activity of the will of the human person herself. Kant says that
a human person “is subject only to laws given by himself but still universal and … is bound
only to act in conformity with his own will.” 104 If we conform to the law because
particular interest(s) are served, if we are, consequently, bound by the law from the
outside (i.e. we are constrained to our duty by an external force) then our motivations to
action are to be called heteronomous. Any motivation which is dependent upon an
external source for commitment to the moral law is heteronomous motivation and
therefore, for Kant, incapable of serving as a legitimate ground for the moral law. If,
however, we conform to the law because we endorse the law itself from within our own
will and rationality, if we bind ourselves to the law for the law’s own sake, and not
because of outside coercion, then we can talk about autonomous motivation to the law. In
such a case, whereby we bind ourselves to the law based on our own subjective willing of
the law as law, we can genuinely speak about a moral law—a law that, in its objectivity, is
universal and, in its subjectivity, emerges a priori from within the will. erefore, if we are
to claim that there is a moral law, and that it motivates us to action, then it must be an
autonomous law which motivates the will a priori from reason.
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Now, in order for Kant to talk about this concept of autonomy without making
each person an entirely isolated individual—which would, of course, go against the
formulation of the CI Kant articulates in the FoH—Kant talks about this self-legislating
human person (i.e. one who gives the law to herself) as one who exists within a kingdom
of ends. By ‘kingdom,’ Kant means “a systematic union of various rational beings through
common laws,” 105 while by ends Kant means, as we have seen in the FoH, humanity. Kant
articulates the formula of the kingdom of ends as follows:
e concept of every rational being as one who must regard himself as giving
universal law through all the maxims of his will, so as to appraise himself and his
actions from this point of view, leads to a very fruitful concept dependent upon it,
namely that of a kingdom of ends. 106
As Korsgaard notes, “the laws of reason are not something we ﬁnd in the world, but
rather something we human beings impose on the world.” 107 is, she argues, is precisely
what we have come to in Kant’s discussion of the Kingdom of Ends—how the laws of
reason can be considered normative and universal in the world.
e central role humanity plays in the kingdom of ends cannot be overstated. For
Kant, “all rational beings stand under the law that each of them is to treat himself and all
others never merely as means, but always at the same time as ends in themselves.” 108 e
systematic union of such rational beings is what comes to be called the ‘kingdom,’ while
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the relationships between human persons, and within humanity itself, constitute what
Kant means by ‘ends.’ e rational human person must, therefore, consider herself as
both a member of, and sovereign over, the kingdom of ends. As a member of the kingdom
of ends, the human person gives himself universal laws, “but is also himself subject to
these laws.” 109 As a sovereign in the kingdom of ends, however, the human person, as
lawgiving, “is not subject to the will of any other” 110 (i.e. the legislation she submits to is
autonomously given). While this may, at ﬁrst, seem paradoxical—one is subject to
autonomous lawgiving in community, while at the same time not subject to the ‘will of
any other’—Kant emphasizes that a “rational being must always regard himself as
lawgiving in a kingdom of ends possible only through freedom of the will” 111 because,
without this element of self-legislation in community, there can be no morality and no
dignity.
With regard to morality, Kant argues that it exists “in the reference of all action to
the lawgiving by which alone a kingdom of ends is possible.” 112 e principle of this
morality, arising, for Kant, from the lawgiving will of the rational person, says: “to do no
action on any other maxim than one such that it would be consistent with it to be a
universal law, and hence to act only so that the will could regard itself as at the same time
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giving universal law through its maxims.” 113 Actions emerging from, and done in
accordance with, this principle are to be understood as practical necessitation, and this,
argues Kant, is the concept of duty, which we identiﬁed earlier on in this chapter. While
duty does not apply to the rational will of the human person qua sovereign (in the
kingdom of ends), it does apply to the rational will of the human person qua member (in
the kingdom of ends). Such duty, he says, rests on “the relation of rational beings to one
another,” 114 because the will of any and every rational being must be regarded, at the
same time, as lawgiving, for otherwise they would not be considered as ends in
themselves and, consequently, could not be the source of the dignity of humanity.
To explicate this concept of dignity, Kant argues that reason:
refers every maxim of the will as giving universal law to every other will and also
to every action towards oneself, and does so not for the sake of any other practical
motive or any future advantage but from the idea of the dignity of a rational
being, who obeys no law other than that which he himself at the same time
gives. 115
What Kant identiﬁes here, and what must be kept in mind when referring to a kingdom
of ends, is that a rational being—a human person—exists, constitutively and irreducibly,
within a matrix of other rational beings. Within this milieu, the human person is still
beholden to act on their universalized maxim. e justiﬁcation for the claim to dignity
comes out of Kant’s belief that within the context of humanity, the concept of dignity is
constituted by one’s ability to give laws to oneself and to obey them. However, if this
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concept of dignity only pertains to individual human persons (rather than to humanity),
then we encounter a problem when the human person—who ‘posses’ dignity—is
immersed in the unavoidable matrices of human intersubjectivity in the kingdom of ends.
erefore, Kant draws a distinction between the notion of dignity and the notion of price
in the kingdom of ends. Kant says that “[what] has a price can be replaced by something
else as its equivalent; what on the other hand is raised above all price and therefore admits
of no equivalent has a dignity.” 116 Insofar as something with a price is replaceable—is not
in itself unique and valuable as such—it is only of relative value. is, for Kant, is not a
suﬃcient ground for the concept of dignity. Insofar as something has dignity, it does not
only have relative worth, or price, but also has an inner worth that is in no way relative,
but absolute. e question, therefore, arises: Where does dignity, as the ability to give the
law to oneself and obey it while among a collection of others with the same ability, lie
when it comes to the individual human person? How does morality, as “the condition
under which alone a rational being can be an end in itself,” 117 relate to this question of
dignity? Is it in the human person as such or is it in something else?
e key concepts here for understanding Kant’s notion of dignity are those of
morality and humanity: “morality, and humanity insofar as it is capable of morality, is
that which alone has dignity.” 118 us the concept of dignity—that which gives human
persons absolute, inherent worth—does not lie in each individual person. Rather, the
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concept of dignity lies in the humanity within each person. By emphasizing the location
of dignity within the concept of humanity—rather than in each individual human
person—Kant’s logic avoids the accusation of promoting a form of dignity that is both
isolated and exclusively individual. Humanity, in Kant, is a fundamentally communal
concept that grounds dignity in a necessarily shareable and deeply intersubjective mode
of being which is lived out in the ideal space of the kingdom of ends. us humanity,
more so than the individual human person, is where dignity lies for Kant. is notion of
humanity is articulated thought the concepts of reason, morality, and the giving of
universal law within a kingdom of ends. Yet, the question of the direct relationship
between humanity and dignity still remains. For Kant, the dynamic of this relationship is
most clearly evidenced though his notion of autonomy, which, itself, is deeply indebted to
his notion of freedom. 119 As Kant argues, autonomy—along with its concomitant
freedom—is “the ground of the dignity of human nature and of every rational nature.” 120
is means that, for Kant, everything depends on the possibility of formulating a maxim
such that it can be universalized in a way that one can both give and obey it within a
community of other self-legislating rational beings who are all doing the same thing.
Humanity—constituted by dignity, autonomy, and respect for the law, 121 and always
within the kingdom of ends—is the core of the CI; it is that which has absolute worth and
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can, in no way, be understood as having a relative worth or price—as being merely a
means to an end. Humanity is also a limiting factor when it comes to the process of
universalization. Humanity, as that which can never be acted against and which has
absolute worth, serves as both the limit and the core of a practical moral philosophy. is
is the heart of Kant’s project in articulating the CI, and, likewise, the heart of all Kant’s
moral philosophy.
While Kant himself suggests that all three formulations of the CI are “at bottom
only so many formulae of the very same law, and any one of them of itself unites the other
two in it,” there remains, in his words, “a diﬀerence among them, which is indeed
subjectively rather than objectively practical, intended namely to bring an idea of reason
closer to intuition.” 122 While this claim will be explicated further in the following chapter,
it is important to note at this point that Kant claims maxims—the subjective principles
for action—all have three distinct, but related, elements: form (“which consists in
universality … maxims must be chosen as if they were to hold as universal laws of
nature”), matter (“namely an end … a rational being, as an end by its nature and hence as
an end in itself, must in every maxim serve as the limiting condition of all merely relative
and arbitrary ends”), and what he calls a complete determination(“all maxims from one’s
own lawgiving are to harmonize with a possible kingdom of ends”). 123 Having named,
and brieﬂy explained these three elements, Kant (re)turns to the concept with which he
began the Groundwork: the will that is unconditionally good.
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A will, Kant reminds us, “is absolutely good … whose maxim, if made a universal
law, can never conﬂict with itself. is principle is, accordingly, also its supreme law: act
always on that maxim whose universality as a law you can at the same time will.” 124 e
contradiction tests, mentioned in the discussion of the FoUL, are key here—an absolutely
good will is one which is not in conﬂict with itself when it comes to moral action, one that
can will a maxim and, at the same time, universalize it. Imperatives of such a good will—
the universalized maxims of such a will—are consequently called categorical. erefore,
the formula of an absolutely good will, and, likewise, an expression of the CI, can be
articulated thusly: “act in accordance with maxims that can at the same time have as their
object themselves as universal laws of nature.” 125 Now what distinguishes rational nature
and being from non-rational nature and being is that the ‘rational’ sets for itself an end.
Such an end, in accordance with the formula of the will that is absolutely good, “must
here be thought not as an end to be eﬀected but as an independently existing end, and
hence thought only negatively, that is, as that which must never be acted against and
which must therefore in every volition be estimated never merely as a means, but always
at the same time as an end.” 126 us, rational agency—as a constitutive dimension of
humanity—becomes the limiting condition of the universalizability of a maxim.
Inextricable from Kant’s understanding of the FoH—and, therefore, from his concept of
humanity as well—is the notion of autonomous self-legislation of one’s maxim as both a
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law to oneself and as a law within the context of a community of others. Since every
human person—every rational being—must regard herself as a giver and legislator of, as
well as subject to, the universalization of her maxims, she “must always take [her] maxims
from the point of view of [herself], and likewise every other rational being, as lawgiving
beings.” 127 is is what gives rise to the kingdom of ends—that every rational being
within the kingdom of ends must act as a lawgiving member of it.
In the end, Kant returns to one of the central concepts in this discussion: morality.
In light of the analysis thus far, Kant suggests that morality is “the relation of … actions to
the autonomy of the will, that is, to a possible giving of universal law through its
maxims.” 128 Actions that cohere, and coexist, with this understanding of morality are
permitted, while those that cannot and/or do not are forbidden. Kant calls that will holy
that is absolutely good—that harmonizes necessarily with the laws of autonomy. For the
will that is not absolutely good, its dependence on the principle of autonomy is called
obligation, and “the objective necessity of an action from obligation is called duty.” 129
Korsgaard oﬀers a helpful analysis of the conclusion to this section of the Groundwork,
when she asks us to “recall that morality is real if the moral law has authority for our
wills.” While, Korsgaard notes, Kant has yet to prove this (that remains for the third
section of the Groundwork), what the analysis up to this point has shown us is that “we
now know what has to be true of us if the moral law is to have authority over our wills.
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We must be autonomous beings, capable of being motivated by the conception of
ourselves as legislative citizens in the kingdom of ends. If Kant can show that we are
autonomous, he will have shown that we are bound by the moral law.” 130 is, of course,
is the project that remains to Kant in the third section of the Groundwork
e ird Section of the Groundwork
Kant himself begins the third section of the Groundwork by emphasizing the necessary
link he needs to make between, on the one hand, a conceptualization of freedom and, on
the other hand, the autonomy of the will—our autonomy as a digniﬁed, self-legislating
member of the kingdom of ends. He says: “Will is a kind of causality of living beings
insofar as they are rational, and freedom would be that property of such causality that it
can be eﬃcient independently of alien causes determining it.” 131 While recognizing that
this is a negative deﬁnition of freedom, Kant suggests that a more positive understanding
of freedom ﬂows from this deﬁnition as well. Freedom of the will, for Kant, is autonomy:
“the will’s property of being a law to itself.” 132 is is precisely what Kant has in mind
when he formulates the CI as the principle of morality. Consequently, Kant proceeds to
make the not uncontroversial claim that “a free will and a will under the moral law are
one and the same.” 133 While this still does not fully disclose the positive conception of
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freedom Kant noted earlier on, it does oﬀer us some important insights that prove
necessary for such a conception.
Since, for Kant, morality serves as a law for rational being across the board, and
since morality, as the law for rational beings, must be derived—since it is a synthetic a
priori proposition—from freedom, freedom must, too, be a property of rational beings.
Kant notes:
every being that cannot act otherwise than under the idea of freedom is just
because of that really free in a practical respect, that is, all laws that are inseparably
bound up with freedom hold for him just as if his will had been validly
pronounced free also in itself and in theoretical philosophy. 134
Kant’s emphasis here is on the practical, rather than the theoretical. e practice of
reason is one that must be undertaken autonomously—it cannot have any determining
factors outside of itself. us, “as practical reason or as the will of a rational being …
[reason] must be regarded of itself as free, that is, the will of such a being cannot be a will
of his own except under the idea of freedom.” 135 is, then, is more akin to his positive
conceptualization of freedom. Freedom, in the positive sense, is when the will and the
moral law are one and the same thing. Nevertheless, even while Kant argues that the free
will is the will that operates with, and is governed by, the moral law—thus aﬃrming that
human persons, as the possessors of free will in this sense, are also subject to the moral
law—Kant is still faced with the problem of articulating what it is that precisely gives us
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said freedom. While it has been presupposed up to this point, Kant must now make
explicit how we know that we have a free will.
Kant begins by noting the apparently circular logic which might appear, at ﬁrst
glance, to be at play here—a tautology that presupposes freedom of the will, while using
the will to argue for freedom. Kant notes that in this line of argumentation, “freedom and
the will’s own lawgiving are both autonomy and hence reciprocal concepts, and for this
very reason one cannot be used to explain the other or to furnish a ground for it.” 136 Kant,
however, does not think that such logical circularity is at play here, and suggests, in an
attempt to clarify his position, that we must adopt a diﬀerent standpoint for inquiring
into the relationship between freedom and the will as lawgiving. Kant suggests that we
must “think of ourselves as causes eﬃcient a priori [rather] than … [representing]
ourselves in terms of our actions as eﬀects that we see before our eyes.” 137 To fully
understand the point Kant is trying to get across here, we must turn to Kant’s Critique of
Pure Reason, and his discussion—noted at the outset of this chapter—of the distinction
between the noumenal and the phenomenal realms.
Korsgaard, in highlighting the importance of C for the discussion of freedom and
the will in the Groundwork, notes that “Kant distinguishes between two diﬀerent ways of
thinking about the world that are available to us. We can think of the world as it is in
itself, or as he calls it there the noumenal world, or we can think of the world as it appears
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to us, or as he calls it there the phenomenal world.” 138 We can only know the world from
the standpoint of the phenomenal—that is, we can only know the world insofar as it is
given to the senses in appearances—but we can think about the world from the
standpoint of the noumenal—that is, as it is in itself, behind appearances. e
phenomenal world is deterministic, ﬁnite, and, as such, knowable. is, of course,
fundamentally undercuts what we understand to be the idea of freedom—the idea that
the subjective principles of our actions, in accordance with reason, are autonomous and
self-legislating. From the standpoint of the phenomenal, there is a very real sense in
which freedom, or the idea of freedom, cannot properly exist because “freedom cannot be
an object of knowledge.” 139 is, however, does not mean that there is no such thing as
freedom, because freedom, while not constitutive of appearances from the phenomenal
standpoint, might be constitutive of things as they are in themselves, that is, from the
noumenal standpoint. According to Korsgaard, what Kant is trying to get at here “cannot
be evidence or knowledge that we really are free … [instead] he is asking whether we have
grounds for regarding ourselves as free.” 140 erefore, we ask, do we have the grounds for
regarding ourselves as free? Kant says yes, but only if we maintain both the noumenal and
phenomenal standpoints.
Within the context of the Groundwork, Kant argues that the standpoints of the
phenomenal and the noumenal pertain to the distinction between the ‘world of sense’ and
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the ‘world of understanding’ (respectively)—the former being always malleable, the latter
being always the same. Insofar as one “regards mere perception and receptivity to
sensations he must count himself as belonging to the world of sense, but with regard to
what there may be of pure activity in him … he must count himself as belonging to the
intellectual world.” 141 Even with regard to the ‘world of understanding,’ Kant wants to
further distinguish between ‘understanding’ and ‘reason.’ ough the former is a selfactivity—like reason—it produces “no other concepts than those which serve merely to
bring sensible representations under rules and thereby unite them in one consciousness.”
e latter, however, is a self-activity—unlike understanding—that shows “a spontaneity
so pure that it thereby goes far beyond anything that sensibility can ever aﬀord it,” 142 and,
consequently, demarcates the limits of understanding itself. e rational being, therefore,
must regard itself as intelligence, “as belonging not to the world of sense but to the world
of understanding.” 143 us the rational being, as intelligence, as belonging to the world of
understanding, “can never think of the causality of his own will otherwise than under the
idea of freedom.” 144 us, suggests Kant, the alleged tautology of freedom and the will as
lawgiving is disproven:
we now see that when we think of ourselves as free we transfer ourselves into the
world of understanding as members of it and cognize autonomy of the will along
with its consequence, morality; but if we think of ourselves as put under
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obligation we regard ourselves as belonging to the world of sense and yet at the
same time to the world of understanding. 145
e human person sees herself as one who adopts both standpoints—the phenomenal
and the noumenal. Insofar as the human person adopts the phenomenal standpoint, she
senses herself to be the author of her own thoughts and choices; all her actions, as a
member of the phenomenal world, however, fall under the laws of nature and are,
therefore, deterministic. As one who adopts the noumenal standpoint, the human person
thinks of herself as a member of the world of understanding; she is free and autonomous
and, therefore, as free, her will is intimately joined to the moral law. e reason that we
must view ourselves as members of both worlds, says Kant, is because “the world of
understanding contains the ground of the world of sense and so too of its laws, and is
therefore immediately lawgiving with respect to my will (which belongs wholly to the
world of understanding) and must accordingly also be thought as such.” 146
is is also, for Kant, what gives us freedom: “All human beings think of
themselves as having free will … [yet] this freedom is no concept of experience, and
moreover cannot be one.” 147 is conception of freedom must be held in tension with
another, more deterministic, concept: nature. Calling to mind the relationship between
the noumenal and phenomenal standpoints just articulated, the relationship between
freedom and nature is one that, while appearing to be an insurmountable contradiction,
must be assumed by the human person, and by philosophy as well, to be nothing of the
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kind: “Philosophy must therefore assume that no true contradiction will be found
between freedom and natural necessity in the very same human actions.” 148 is claim is
substantiated by the fact that, for Kant, the human person sees herself as both intelligence
in the world of understanding and as a physical creature in the world of sense. For Kant,
speculative philosophy is needed, at this point, to articulate the distinction between
freedom and nature, the intelligible and the sensible, the noumenal and the phenomenal.
is distinction, however, is necessary only insofar as speculative philosophy may then
“clear the way for practical philosophy.” 149 While this emphasis on practical philosophy
surfaces throughout the Groundwork, Kant, in this instance, wants to suggests that “[by]
thinking itself into a world of understanding practical reason does not at all overstep its
boundaries … [but] if practical reason were to fetch in addition an object of the will, that
is, a motive, from the world of understanding, then it would overstep its bounds.” 150
Practical philosophy is not, and cannot be, concerned with external motivations—it
pertains to the noumenal world of understanding only as regards its grounding. Kant
then goes on to highlight a point that has already been indicated in this chapter, and
which will get taken up prominently in the following chapter in the work of Christine
Korsgaard:
e concept of a world of understanding is thus only a standpoint that reason sees
itself constrained to take outside appearances in order to think of itself as practical,
as would not be possible if the inﬂuences of sensibility were determining for the
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human being … [this] thought admittedly brings with it the idea of another order
… and it makes necessary the concept of an intelligible world. 151
Any laws that are determined by their reference to an object of experience are, for Kant,
heteronomous; therefore, freedom cannot be understood in these terms. Freedom must
be understood as an idea, “the objective reality of which can in no way be presented in
accordance with laws of nature and so too cannot be presented in any possible
experience.” 152
e problem this creates for talking about freedom is evident even to Kant, who
notes that “[the] subjective impossibility of explaining the freedom of the will is the same
as the impossibility of discovering and making comprehensible an interest which the
human being can take in moral laws; and yet he does really take an interest in them.” 153
e human person remains interested in freedom (interest, of course, being “that by
which reason becomes practical, i.e., becomes a cause determining the will” 154), even if it
remains impossible to explain how “the universality of a maxim as law and hence
morality interests us.” 155 Freedom and the moral law are coterminous here, and Kant’s
point is that, while we are ‘interested’ in freedom and the moral law, we cannot really
explain how this interest is at all possible. at there is an interest in freedom/the moral
law is clear, but what remains unclear is how. us the possibility of freedom/the moral
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law—or, put another way, the CI—“can indeed be answered to the extent that one can
furnish the sole presupposition on which alone it is possible, namely the idea of
freedom.” 156 We must therefore presume the idea of freedom, not because we can provide
the ‘how’ of its content (we cannot), but because the entire enterprise of the
Groundwork—that is, “how the mere principle of the universal validity of all its maxims as
laws … can of itself furnish an incentive and produce an interest that would be called
purely moral” 157—rests on the possibility of the ‘reality’ of this freedom. Kant notes this at
the end of the Groundwork:
the idea of a pure world of understanding as a whole of all intelligences …
remains always a useful and permitted idea for the sake of a rational belief, even if
all knowledge stops at its boundary—useful and permitted for producing in us a
lively interest in the moral law by means of the noble idea of a universal kingdom
of ends in themselves (rational beings) to which we can belong as members only
when we carefully conduct ourselves in accordance with maxims of freedom as if
they were laws of nature. 158
While this is the place where Kant ends his discussion of freedom in the
Groundwork (as well as the Groundwork itself), he goes on to oﬀer an alternative
articulation of freedom when he turns to his Critique of Practical Reason (Practical
Reason). I would like to brieﬂy outline how Kant presents the idea of freedom in Practical
Reason before concluding this chapter. Fleshing out Kant’s later argument in favor of the
idea of freedom will help us understand how this concept works in support of Kant’s
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moral philosophy outside the Groundwork, and how it gets taken up in thinkers like
Korsgaard, whose work and thought we will address in the following chapter.
e Critique of Practical Reason and the ‘Fact of Reason’
While the relationship between the idea of freedom in the Groundwork and the Practical
Reason is more nuanced and complex than I am about to suggest, Reath oﬀers a helpful
generalization for understanding the construction of these two approaches to the idea of
freedom in Kant, and what such constructions mean for Kant’s project in these two texts.
Reath notes that, “whereas in the Groundwork Kant appears to believe that we must have
grounds for ascribing transcendental freedom to ourselves before establishing the validity
of the moral law, the second Critique reverses this order: here Kant argues that it is the
validity of the moral law that reveals our freedom.” 159 As Reath articulates it, one is faced
with an ‘either/or’ decision in understanding Kant’s idea of freedom on the whole: either
you follow the trajectory laid out in the Groundwork, whereby one moves from
transcendental freedom to the moral law, or you follow the trajectory laid out in the
Practical Reason, whereby you move from the moral law to transcendental freedom.
Nevertheless, I would argue that there is a fundamental similarity in both these
approaches that grounds itself in Kant’s distinction between the noumenal and the
phenomenal in C.
Kant notes in the preface to Practical Reason that “freedom is real, for this idea
reveals itself through the moral law…. freedom is also the only [idea of speculative
____________
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philosophy] the possibility of which we know a priori, though without having insight into
it, because it is the condition of the moral law.” 160 ere are two important things to keep
in mind here. First, what Kant means by ‘know’ and, second, what Kant means by
‘condition.’ In Kant’s epistemology, there are two important elements of cognition:
intuitions and concepts. Intuitions “are singular representations through which material
is presented to the mind” while concepts “are general representations originating in the
spontaneous activity of the understanding.” 161 ese two elements of cognition come
together in knowledge, where intuitions are brought under concepts in judgment. For
Kant, as we have seen, our ‘knowledge of freedom’ pertains primarily to the noumenal
world, where we have knowledge of the thought of freedom. Kant argues this point
because what we ‘know’ in the phenomenal world is only the appearance of things, and
not things in themselves. So when Kant says that freedom is the only idea of speculative
philosophy ‘the possibility of which we know,’ he is emphasizing that, while we cannot
prove the possibility of freedom in the phenomenal world, we must think the possibility of
freedom in the noumenal world. Second, Kant oﬀers a clarifying footnote when he uses
the term ‘condition’ in the passage quoted above. Kant says:
Lest anyone suppose that he ﬁnds an inconsistency when I now call freedom the
condition of the moral law and aerwards, in the treatise [i.e. the Practical
Reason], maintain that the moral law is the condition under which we can ﬁrst
become aware of freedom, I want only to remark that whereas freedom is indeed
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the ratio essendi of the moral law, the moral law is the ratio cognoscendi of
freedom. 162
e diﬀerence here is between ‘reason for being’ (ratio essendi) and ‘reason for knowing’
(ratio cognoscendi). What Kant is suggesting here, in light of his analysis of the noumenal
and phenomenal worlds, is that freedom is the condition for the possibility of reasoning
about the moral law, while at the same time freedom is only known through said process
of reasoning about the moral law. What I think is important to note here is that freedom,
depending on which standpoint you are viewing it from, both grounds and orients reason
and the moral law.
To return to Kant’s discussion of freedom, what diﬀerentiates its articulation in
Practical Reason from its articulation in the Groundwork is Kant’s development of the
‘fact of reason’ as that which proves the reality of transcendental freedom. erefore,
recognition of Kant’s argument in support of this position requires further discussion. To
this point, Kant suggests that his analysis “shows that pure reason can be practical—that
it, can of itself, independently of anything empirical, determine the will—and it does so
by a fact in which pure reason in us proves itself actually practical, namely autonomy in
the principle of morality by which reason determines the will to deeds.” 163 e ‘fact of
reason,’ as Kant suggests here, is intimately connected to the autonomy of the will. In
light of his analysis of the noumenal and the phenomenal—the supersensible and the
sensible, as he will later call it—Kant argues that the moral law “provides a fact absolutely
inexplicable from any data of the sensible world … a fact that points to a pure world of
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the understanding.” 164 Kant’s point here is to move the moral law out of the realm of the
sensible, where heteronomy abounds, to the realm of the supersensible, where the moral
law becomes “nothing other than a nature under the autonomy of pure practical
reason.” 165 If autonomy and the moral law are connected, and Kant thinks they are, then
we are not concerned, in this analysis, with cognitions that come from outside pure
reason, “but rather with a cognition insofar as it can itself become the ground of the
existence of objects and insofar as reason, by this cognition, has causality in a rational
being, that is, pure reason, which can be regarded as a faculty immediately determining
the will.” 166 us, the moral law is given, and it is given as “a fact of pure reason of which
we are a priori conscious and which is apodictically certain, though it be granted that no
example of exact observance of it can be found in experience. Hence the objective reality
of the moral law cannot be proved by any deduction … and it is nevertheless ﬁrmly
established of itself.” 167 Hence, we can now see why the argument is made that the
relationship between freedom and the moral law is ‘reversed’ in Practical Reason from
what Kant proposes in the Groundwork. Nevertheless, the concept of transcendental
freedom remains in both and, in turning to Korsgaard in the next chapter, I hope to
explicate further why these two articulations of the relationship between freedom and the
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moral law are closer together than they may at ﬁrst appear—particularly when we talk
about the second and third formulations of the CI—the FoH and the KoE.
With this, I bring to a close my analysis of Kant’s moral philosophy as it is
presented in the Groundwork, primarily, and in the Practical Reason. e major elements
of Kant’s project have been articulated—the formulations of the CI (particularly the FoH
and KoE), pure practical reason, autonomy, transcendental freedom, etc.—and it will be
the task of the following chapter to oﬀer an interpretation of this material through the
work of the philosopher Christine Korsgaard. For Korsgaard, as for myself, the core of
Kant’s philosophy is the FoH—so act that you use humanity, whether in your own person
or in the person of any other, always at the same time as an end, never as a means. is
core is only properly understood, in Kant’s philosophy, within the context of the KoE—
that is to say, within the idea that all human persons are autonomous, self-legislating
members of the KoE, which is in turn subject to the legislation of all its members. How
Korsgaard formulates this argument, and how it aﬀects her—and Kant’s—philosophy,
will be the subject of the next chapter.

CHAPTER III
KORSGAARD AND THE DIGNITY OF HUMANITY
Introduction
In the previous chapter, I oﬀered a close, critical reading of Kant’s moral philosophy via
the Groundwork, with supplemental discussions from the Critique of Practical Reason and
the Metaphysics of Morals. In and through the argument presented in that chapter, I
sought to draw out of Kant’s works and thought what the philosopher Christine
Korsgaard calls the normative source of ethics. In this chapter, I want to pursue
Korsgaard’s thought further, in order to both identify and draw out of her works what she
intends to convey in and through the phrase ‘the normative source of ethics’—namely,
the dignity of humanity. In order to do this, I will oﬀer, in this chapter, a systematic
reconstruction of Korsgaard’s argument in favor of the dignity of humanity as the source
of normativity in ethics, at least as it is presented in her early work. 1
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First, I will turn to one of Korsgaard’s earliest works—e Standpoint of Practical
Reason 2—in order to articulate how, on her reading, the subject orients herself within the
two ‘standpoints’ of Kant’s project—the theoretical and the practical. As Kant’s moral
philosophy operates within the framework of the latter, not the former, it is important for
the encounter with both Kant and Korsgaard that we have a clear understanding of what
it means to occupy the standpoint of practical reason. It is here that Korsgaard’s
interpretation of the ﬁrst formulation of the CI—the Formula of Universal Law—takes
center stage. Second, I will turn to another of Korsgaard’s early works—e Sources of
Normativity 3—in order to oﬀer an argument in favor of normativity within ethical
discourse. As Onora O’Neill notes in the introduction to Korsgaard’s  Tanner
Lectures at Cambridge University (the precursor to e Sources of Normativity),
“normativity pervades our lives.” 4 Insofar as we make ethical claims and/or judgments,
we adopt some normative framework in and through which our claims and judgments
receive reﬂective approval and/or justiﬁcation. In this section, I will oﬀer Korsgaard’s
argument for the normativity of reﬂective logic in ethical deliberation—a logic that
constitutes the apparatus for identifying the dignity of humanity, within the Kingdom of
Ends, as the normative source of ethics. ird, and in order to more fully ﬂesh out the
____________
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concept of humanity Korsgaard is working with, I will turn to her collection of essays,
Creating the Kingdom of Ends. 5 In this collection, as well as in many of her other texts,
Korsgaard oﬀers her interpretation of Kant’s second formulation of the CI—so act that
you use humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of any other, always at the
same time as an end, never as a means—and locates it at the heart of Kant’s ethical
project. As the ‘material’ component of the CI, the Formula of Humanity grounds ethics
in humanity and contextualizes it within the Kingdom of Ends. erefore, in the fourth
section of this chapter, I will turn to the Kingdom of Ends—the third formulation of the
CI. Here, I will demonstrate how Kantian autonomy is possible, in a practical sense,
within and among the members of the Kingdom of Ends. is will show how practical
reason gives rise to autonomy as practical identity, reﬂective consciousness, and
intersubjectivity. It is only in the Kingdom of Ends that we avoid the concept of
autonomy-as-isolation/privatization, and turn to the concept of autonomy-asintersubjectivity. Finally, in the conclusion to this chapter, I will revisit the question of
what Korsgaard’s analysis oﬀers us with regard to the question of a groundwork for
contemporary ethics that is both responsibly Kantian and relevantly Catholic. It is my
contention that Korsgaard provides us with such a groundwork through a reading of
Kant that () identiﬁes the process of universalization as a process of reﬂective
intersubjectivity by () grounding ethics in the Formula of Humanity, () understood
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within the Kingdom of Ends. Before we get to this point, however, we must return to the
beginning of Korsgaard’s work—her dissertation on the standpoint of practical reason.
e Standpoint of Practical Reason:
Orienting the Subject in a Practical Position
In order to reconstruct, in a systematic fashion, Korsgaard’s argument for grounding the
material dimension of the normativity of ethics in Kant’s Formula of Humanity, we must
go back to one of Korsgaard’s earliest writings—her dissertation, e Standpoint of
Practical Reason. is is an important jumping oﬀ point for our discussion because in
Standpoint, Korsgaard situates Kant’s moral philosophy within a practical setting. is is
distinct, as Korsgaard notes, from Kant’s theoretical setting where, for example, the
Critique of Pure Reason is situated. Kant’s moral philosophy is not a theoretical project—
it is a practical one. is distinction has important ramiﬁcations for how we read and
interpret Kant’s moral philosophy and for understanding Korsgaard’s interpretation of it.
At the outset, it may be helpful to oﬀer an articulation of what Korsgaard means
by ‘the standpoint of practical reason.’ While the speciﬁcs of this standpoint will be
spelled out in what follows, when Korsgaard suggests that we take up ‘the standpoint of
practical reason,’ what she is suggesting is that we take up a certain perspective.
It is a perspective from which we see the world in terms of the interests of
humanity. We can describe these interests in terms of rational action, the setting
and seeking of ends, or even the free pursuit of happiness. And from this
perspective, it is the system of the ideal ends of practical reason that emerges as
the end in view, the ideal ﬁnal good. 6
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However, in order to ﬂesh out what Korsgaard is articulating here, we need to return to
the beginning of Standpoint and the discussion Korsgaard initiates around the diﬀerence
between the theoretical and practical deployments of reason in the context of the question
of the objectivity of ethics.
Without some sense of objectivity, without some degree of normativity, ethics
quickly becomes a relativistic and vacuous enterprise. Without some standard through
which, or in relation to which, ethical claims are assessed and/or discussed, ethics loses its
meaning and its practical relevance. us, it will come as no surprise that Korsgaard
begins Standpoint with an investigation into why objectivity in ethics remains a discourse
worth pursuing. She argues that in the search for objectivity in ethics, one must adopt a
particular standpoint, a standpoint that takes “[one’s] own commitment as a fact that is
special in that it needs not merely a theoretically adequate explanation but a practically
adequate one as well—an explanation that will not merely account for the existence and
substance of that commitment but will justify it and keep it alive.” 7
e reason Korsgaard is not satisﬁed with merely a theoretical perspective when it
comes to the objectivity of ethics is that the theoretical perspective only provides us with
an explanation of morality. e theoretical perspective provides us not with objectivity,
per se, but with an object. It provides us with the good or the right as the object of
morality, but it does not provide us with an objective perspective. While this object is a
necessary element of morality, what the theoretical perspective does not do is tell us why
this object is something we ought to pursue. at the good or the right is the object of
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morality is clear, but there is nothing within the theoretical standpoint that compels or
gives a justiﬁcation as to why the good or the right ought to be something one pursues.
To answer this why question, Korsgaard, like Kant, turns to the perspective—the
standpoint—of the practical. e practical is not the theoretical applied in ‘real life.’ e
practical and the theoretical run along diﬀerent tracks, they attend to diﬀerent questions.
ough they are diﬀerent discourses, they both ﬁnd their starting point in reason. us,
the practical standpoint has a diﬀerent task from the explanatory task found in the
theoretical standpoint. According to Korsgaard, the diﬀerence lies in the fact that from
the standpoint of practical reason, the good and the right cannot simply be objects of
knowledge. We must be able to do more than simply explain why the good or the right
are objects of morality and ethics. Rather, we must be able to answer the question: So
what? Let us assume that either the good or the right is the object of morality—So what?
Simply explaining what the object of morality is does not, in any way, attend to the more
pressing question of why one ought to pursue it. From the ﬁrst-person perspective, why
ought I pursue this end? Why ought I be moral?
For Korsgaard, responding to this question is the task of practical reason, and this
is why we occupy the standpoint of practical reason when it comes to morality and ethics.
Ethics “must aer all have some sort of point … it is not enough to make the good an
object of knowledge. We must also make it something whose point is transparent … [it]
must be justiﬁed.” 8 e impetus behind Korsgaard’s turn to the practical—in addition to
following the trajectory of the Kantian argument—is that if we are to do ethics, and not
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just explain ethics, then we need to do so from a practical foundation in order to attend to
the question of why one ought to be moral in the ﬁrst place. us, the standpoint of
practical reason becomes the space in which we take up, verify, and enact the standards of
practical reason. According to Korsgaard, Kant has actually provided us with both a
standard for, and a response to, the question of why I ought to be moral. He has provided
us with a principle of practical reasoning—a principle which allows us to assess our
employment of reason without falling victim to the Scylla and Charybdis of rationalism
and empiricism. is principle is the Categorical Imperative (CI). While the ‘material’
dimension of this principle will be addressed later on in this chapter, I want to turn, ﬁrst,
to this principle’s ‘formal’ dimension (and ﬁrst formulation): the Formula of Universal
Law (FoUL).
It may be asked why, at this point in the discussion, a speciﬁc focus on the FoUL is
called for, separate from a discussion of the other two formulations of the CI. What does
a discussion of the FoUL contribute to the present analysis of the standpoint of practical
reason? For Korsgaard, as for Kant, the FoUL serves as the ‘form’ of CI. is means that
before we can discuss the ‘matter’ of the CI—the Formula of Humanity in the Kingdom
of Ends—we must have a clear idea of what this ‘formal’ component of the principle
entails. As Kant says, the three formulations of the CI are “at bottom only so many
formulae of the very same law, and any one of them of itself unites the other two in it.” 9
us, if we are attempting to understand our situatedness within the standpoint of
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practical reason, we need to understand the form the normative argument takes before we
attempt to understand its content. In so doing, we distinguish the motivation for an
action arising out of its form from the motivation for an action arising out of its purpose.
While this latter motivation, from the purpose of the principle, is not morally valid on
Korsgaard’s reading of Kant—for this would give rise to heteronomy—the former
motivation, from the form of the principle, is morally valid for Korsgaard. For her, “the
distinguishing feature of a good will … must … be given in terms of [its] form.” 10
erefore, it only makes sense that we ought to begin with the ‘formal’ element of the
principle of practical reason before examining the ‘matter’ of the principle.
In order to interpret the FoUL, Korsgaard oﬀers four alternative lenses that take
the form of four interpretations of Kant’s contradiction tests. For Korsgaard, as for Kant,
a contradiction is an impossibility when it comes to the universalization of one’s maxims.
If I conceive of a maxim that cannot be universalized—that is, if I conceive of a maxim
that cannot be accepted as law by every other person in a similar situation to my own—
then my maxim contains a contradiction in one of two ways. Either there is a
contradiction present in the conceptualization of the maxim (in the thought of the
maxim), or there is a contradiction present in the willing of it. According to Kant:
Some actions are so constituted that their maxim cannot even be thought without
contradiction as a universal law of nature … In the case of others that inner
impossibility is indeed not to be found, but it is still impossible to will that their
maxim be raised to the universality of a law of nature because such a will would
contradict itself. 11
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On Korsgaard’s interpretation, “a maxim fails the ﬁrst contradiction test if it cannot be
thought as a universal law of nature; it fails the second contradiction test if it cannot
possibly be willed as a law of nature.” 12 Exploring the ways that a maxim might violate a
contradiction test, suggests Korsgaard, is necessary for an interpretation of the FoUL that
connects it to action and agency—necessary dimensions of moral reﬂection. erefore, in
order to explore these contradictions, Korsgaard articulates and critiques four
frameworks of interpretation for the contradiction tests: the theoretical contradiction
interpretation, the terrible consequences interpretation, the teleological contradiction
interpretation, and the practical contradiction interpretation. I want to note the ﬁrst two
interpretations, as they remain prevalent in Kantian discourse, and the third
interpretation, as Korsgaard sees some value in it, but I will focus on the interpretation of
the FoUL which Korsgaard ﬁnds most compelling for Kant’s ethical project: the practical
contradiction interpretation. 13
On the theoretical contradiction interpretation of the FoUL, there is “some logical
or physical impossibility in the universalization of the maxim, or in the law of nature
corresponding to the maxim or the system of nature in which that is a law, at least in the
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case of the ﬁrst [i.e. in conceptualization] contradiction test.” 14 e contradiction
articulated in this interpretation is one where the contradiction in the FoUL cannot even
be thought, let alone willed. In conceptualizing the maxim on which you want to act, you
have—in this very process—created a contradiction in terms of what you want to do and
the universalization of this same action. e example Korsgaard draws on to make this
point is Kant’s example, in Practical Reason, of the person who “has in his possession a
deposit for which there was no receipt. e owner of the goods has died, and the man is
considering whether he may keep the goods.” 15 e contradiction here is similar to the
contradiction present in the case of false promises (it is, in fact, a variation on that
theme). If one adopts the maxim that in such cases as these, one does not have to repay
the deposit, then this maxim must be universalized to see if it survives the contradiction
tests. is maxim, however, does not pass the contradiction test, because in adopting this
maxim, one is choosing to enact a world in which deposits are both made and not made.
e contradiction does not even move to the question of the will in this case because it is
clear that there is a contradiction in the thought of the maxim as a universal law. e
person in this example wants there to be—at the same time—both deposits and ‘notdeposits.’ is is not possible in the world of the universalized maxim, and therefore the
contradiction that takes place at the theoretical level disqualiﬁes this maxim as a
candidate for the FoUL.
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On the terrible consequences interpretation, “the maxim cannot be universalized
or made a universal law because that would have very terrible consequences—
consequences so terrible as to be unacceptable to a rational being.” 16 For Korsgaard, this
is not a very coherent interpretation of Kant’s position since it presupposes something
that Kant is trying, in his practical philosophy, to establish: the connection between moral
goodness and rationality. e loaded phrase ‘rational being’ already implies the
connection Kant is trying to establish. at being said, where the terrible consequences
interpretation of the FoUL does ﬁnd purchase in Korsgaard’s imagination is in the
contradiction in willing a maxim as a universal law in relation to the two ‘obligatory ends’
Kant identiﬁes in the Metaphysics of Morals: one’s own perfection and the happiness of
others. For Korsgaard, neglect of these two ends would result in terrible consequences for
humanity and, therefore, these ‘obligatory ends’ must be maintained throughout the
process of universalizing a proposed maxim. Insofar as the terrible consequences
interpretation points to the problem of a contradiction in the willing of a maxim that
does not account for one’s own perfection and the happiness of others, rather than a
contradiction in conceiving of it, this interpretation serves an important function.
What does it mean for a contradiction to exist ‘in the willing’ of something? For
Korsgaard, to will something is not simply to desire it, but to aim at it though the means
necessary to it. To wish or to want is not the same as to will. Willing requires both an end
and the means necessary to that end. As such, willing implies action and, therefore, the
contradiction in the willing of a maxim, on the terrible consequences interpretation of the
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FoUL, occurs in the process of willing an end that contradicts the same universalized will.
us, when considering these two obligatory ends—one’s own perfection and the
happiness of others—both Korsgaard and Kant argue that, regardless of whether or not
one does in fact pursue these ends, one cannot in principle exclude their possibility and,
therefore, cannot contradict their being willed. So there is a contradiction in the willing of
the maxim that one does not pursue one’s own perfection, because a world of this
universalized maxim is impossible to will. We can conceive of a world in which the
maxim of not pursuing one’s own perfection or the happiness of others is possible, but we
simply cannot will such a world because we cannot, for example, know what the future
holds for any of us. While we may not, for example, need or require love and sympathy at
the moment, we cannot rule out the future possibility of their necessity in our lives and
relations. is is what, according to Korsgaard, the terrible consequences interpretation
of the FoUL brings to light, even if this interpretation, in the end, is itself not a
compelling interpretation of the FoUL.
On the teleological contradiction interpretation of the FoUL, “the law of nature in
which the contradiction emerges is a teleological law … [in other words] the
universalized maxim would not be a law ﬁt for a teleologically organized system of
nature.” 17 What Korsgaard is getting at here is that on this interpretation of the
contradiction test, “the contradiction emerges when an action or instinct is used in a way
that is inconsistent with its natural purpose, or is not used in a way that its natural
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purpose calls for.” 18 While Korsgaard does ﬁnd some value in this interpretation of the
FoUL, in the end it falls short of being entirely convincing. According to Kant, “we
assume as a principle that there will be found in [an organ] no instrument for some end
other than what is also most appropriate to that end and best adapted to it.” 19 In other
words, things are oriented to their appropriate ends. Kant makes use of this argument in
order to demonstrate that happiness cannot be the natural purpose, or end, of practical
reason. Practical reason—that unique capacity of human actors—is what gives us duty,
but not happiness (for happiness, as I noted in the last chapter, is oentimes better
achieved by instinct alone). What is important here is that, with regard to instinct and
happiness, human action—the willing of ends and the means necessary to those ends—is
not required. No choice is made here—we just follow our instincts. is, however,
remains at odds with the understanding of the human person as practically rational, as a
chooser, as one who wills. us the critique of the teleological contradiction
interpretation, according to Korsgaard, is two-fold. First, “even where we can assign a
deﬁnite purpose to a natural device, it is not usually possible to show … that the abuse of
the device spoils it for its assigned purpose.” 20 Take, for example, lying. If certain
individuals in a community lie, while the rest of the community does not, then these
instances of lying will not entirely defeat the phenomenon of truth-telling. Second, “the
potential abuser may not care about [a device’s] assigned purpose. It is not his purpose …
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these purposes may have nothing to do with what the agent wants or indeed what any
human beings wants.” 21 e teleological contradiction interpretation fails because it does
not take into consideration the human person qua agent—one who wills and who acts.
Without question, there are strong teleological tendencies within Kant’s ethical
writings. Korsgaard notes ﬁve arguments that are explicitly so, 22 and they are based on
Kant’s belief that “[the human person] under the moral law is the purpose of nature
teleologically conceived.” 23 While, on Korsgaard’s reading, the teleological tendencies in
Kant’s ethics work when placed in the context of the FoUL, they do not work when placed
in the context of the other two formulations of the CI. While I will discuss these two
formulations in the following sections, I want to simply mention here that when Kant’s
ethics is placed within in the contexts of humanity (understood as the freedom and the
power to set an end for oneself) and action (understood as the choice of ends and the
employment of means to those ends), the need for an appeal to a teleological justiﬁcation
of ethics fades. While nature, in Kant, may be teleologically oriented, human persons
cannot be reduced to the natural. To live according to nature is to live according to
instinct, and this is precisely not what is being advocated in either Kant’s or Korsgaard’s
ethical systems. We are not simply natural, but moral creatures. We have practical reason,
and while there is a sense in which practical reason is ‘natural’ to us, 24 we are also
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“released from the control of our instincts [i.e. nature]” 25 and, therefore, must act in the
world freely and morally. For Korsgaard, “the speciﬁc characteristic of human being is the
power to take something as one’s purpose, to choose it, to make its realization one’s
project. We have this power because we are released from instinct.” 26 So while the
teleological contradiction interpretation of the FoUL does provide us with some helpful
guidance, it does not ultimately attend to the problem of moral reﬂection. Insofar as it is
practical reason that remains the distinguishing feature of humanity, the interpretation of
the FoUL that is most appropriate to the task of moral reﬂection is a practical
contradiction interpretation.
On the practical contradiction interpretation, the contradiction involved in the
process of universalizing one’s maxim is “a thwarted purpose or a self-defeating way of
acting.” Korsgaard continues:
In the case of the ﬁrst test, the contradiction is that the agent would be unable to
achieve the purpose in her maxim in the world in which her maxim was a
universal law. In the case of the second test, some purpose or purposes that belong
to rational agents as such must be thwarted in the world of the universalized
maxim. 27
What does this all mean? When we consider the two contradiction tests linked to the
process of universalization in the ﬁrst formulation of the CI (i.e. contradictions in
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conception and contradictions in the will), the kind of contradiction that we are looking
for, which will disqualify a particular maxim from becoming a universal law, is a practical
one. One of the principal forms such a contradiction can take, in Korsgaard’s view, is the
form of exceptionalism. If we are to say that a practical contradiction—a contradiction
that would disqualify a maxim from universalization—is understood as a thwarting of
one’s own purpose, or is fundamentally self-defeating and/or self-destructing, then we
need to examine the structure of such a maxim to understand why. As Korsgaard reminds
us, “a maxim contains an action and a purpose, which the action is to achieve.” 28 A
practical contradiction is one where the action and the purpose contained in the maxim
cannot be reconciled—where each undercuts or destroys the other. If the action
contained in a maxim is exceptional, for example, then it necessarily thwarts its purpose
of becoming universalizable. One cannot universalize an exception without undoing the
form of universalization itself. Consider one of Kant’s examples: the lying promise. Why
does a lie work? Why is it eﬀective? It is not because there is something inherent to the
logic of lying that makes it so. Lying ‘works’ because it is exceptional. Human speech can
be used to deceive only because most people use it honestly. If this were not the case, no
one would believe anything anyone said, and we would therefore be without an eﬀectual
mode of communication. e contradiction presented in the case of lying is a practical
contradiction—the goal of communication is thwarted by the lie, which makes an
exception of itself, since it cannot be universalized.
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Korsgaard illustrates the practical contradiction interpretation quite convincingly.
When the eﬃcacy of the maxim you are proposing to universalize is based on an
exception, she says, “you will obviously not be able to universalize the maxim describing
that procedure…. [When] you will to universalize your [exceptional] maxim, you ﬁnd
yourself willing the use of a method that you know perfectly well would not work…. e
contradiction is of the ordinary practical kind, willing in a self-defeating manner.” 29
Korsgaard then notes the moral implication of this interpretation, incorporating into her
analysis the Formula of Humanity: 30 “e moral intuition is obviously that it is not fair to
use a method whose eﬃcacy depends on the fact that other people with the same purpose
do not use it. You are in a literal way taking advantage of others. You are making them
your tools, for they make your method work, they fuel its engine.” 31 is is not only
unacceptable from the standpoint of universalizing your maxim; it is also unacceptable—
as we will see—from the standpoint of the Formula of Humanity, which states that no one
is to be used merely as a means, and not at the same time as an end.
At the end of this discussion on what type of contradiction would invalidate the
adoption of a universalized maxim, we are le with the practical contradiction
interpretation as the most adequate interpretation of the FoUL. is says that when we
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consider the kind of contradiction that would disqualify a maxim from being
universalized, we are considering a practical contradiction—one in which the maxim to
be universalized is thwarted because it is inherently self-defeating and, therefore,
impossible to rationally will. What remains to be discussed, before moving into the next
section of this chapter, is how this articulation of the FoUL—along the lines of the
practical contradiction interpretation—contributes to Korsgaard’s argument in favor of
the standpoint of practical reason. In order to make this connection, Korsgaard oﬀers an
interpretation of a prominent theme in Kant’s moral philosophy, and one we have
encountered before in this dissertation: the laws of nature. At the outset, however, a line
of demarcation must be drawn between what ‘a law of nature’ means in the natural law
framework of someone like Aquinas and his followers, and what ‘a law of nature’ means
in Kant’s framework. According to Kant, you must “act as if the maxim of your action
were to become by your will a universal law of nature.” 32 On Korsgaard’s interpretation,
what Kant is suggesting here is that a law of nature serves as a Typic, or model, in the
process of determining maxims and, ultimately, making moral judgments. is means
that “where the causality of freedom is to be judged, natural law serves only as the type
[i.e. Typic] of a law of freedom.” 33 What this means, in turn, is that ‘a law of nature’ in
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Kant is a heuristic model—something that we make use of for “describing the conditions
in which a purely rational choice can be made” 34—rather than a law, or maxim, in itself.
As previously noted, a maxim contains within it an action and a purpose, both a
means and an end. Put in slightly diﬀerent terminology, a maxim is “the connection
between the action and the purpose that is supposed to justify the action. is connection
is what Kant calls the form of the maxim.” 35 e use of the Typic of the law of nature,
however, is not exclusively limited to the realm of the formal dimension of our maxims—
it also provides us with a perspective, “a point of view from which our maxims can and
should be assessed. It is in terms of this perspective that we are to understand why it is
rational to act according to the categorical imperative.” 36 e perspective, or point of
view, that the use of the Typic allows us adopt—as will be discussed below—is the
standpoint of practical reason.
ere are three models in Kant’s ethical writings that, for Korsgaard, represent the
standpoint of practical reason: the world-creating position (embodied in the Typic noted
above), the position of the legislating subject in the kingdom of ends, and the position of
the free being choosing his/her own character. While the latter two positions appear in
the Groundwork and Religion within the Boundaries of Mere Reason 37 (Religion),
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respectively, it is the world-creating position that Korsgaard identiﬁes as most
appropriate at this point in her analysis (where she is analyzing the standpoint of practical
reason and its relation to the FoUL). All three of these positions, for Korsgaard, “describe
a perspective from which choice is constrained only by reason.” 38 e position of the
legislating subject in the kingdom of ends is used “to account for the speciﬁc sense of
obligation and the idea of human dignity that are associated with moral decision: our
dignity comes from the fact that we are bound to the law only because it is our own law
and we are its legislators; while we are obliged by it because we must also be regarded as
subjects in the Kingdom of Ends.” 39 e position of the free being choosing his/her own
character “is used to illuminate the idea of autonomy and the sort of motivation we have
for acting according to the dictates of pure reason.” 40 e world-creating position,
however, holds a special place for both Kant and Korsgaard—it is the position “from
which we can get the most detailed and determinate knowledge of the dictates of pure
reason.” 41
When we adopt the perspective of the Typic—that is, the world-creating
position—“the point is that we are to think of what sort of a world we would create under
the guidance of practical reason.” 42 According to Korsgaard, this places Kant, and us, in
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the tradition of Leibnizian philosophy and the Leibnizian God, 43 who is “envisioned as
choosing the world … not arbitrarily, but in accordance with reason.” 44 e perspective
of the Typic allows us to conceive of—to create—the ‘best of all possible worlds,’ not
merely as a utopian fantasy, but in order to conceive the dictates of reason that would be
at work in such a world in order for that world to be good. For Kant, “the decision as to
what is good will not be preceded by any discussion of what is physically possible”
because “goodness is not some property of the objects around us, but a purely rational
characteristic of something as part of the world that ought to be.” 45 is is why, for Kant,
conceiving of the ‘best of all possible worlds’ is not as romantic as it might appear to us
today. It is a thought experiment, meant to assist us in determining more clearly the
dictates of reason. As Korsgaard puts it, “the point of the Typic might be described this
way: it puts us in the position of Leibniz’s God, and therefore in the position of making …
a choice that is at once purely rational, and, arguable, perfectly free: an autonomous
choice.” 46
In the end, of course, the point of the Typic is to bring about the conditions for
the CI via the universalization formula. e world-creating position represents any
situation “in which what you are doing is choosing the laws of choice themselves.” e
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highly reﬂective nature of this process will be discussed later on in the chapter, but at this
point it is important to note that the situation represented by the world-creating position
is one which relies on the concept, or perhaps more appropriately the touchstone, of
freedom: “the touchstone of the will’s choice is its own freedom.” e identiﬁcation of
freedom as the will’s touchstone is important. Freedom is not a ‘reason’ for choice, in the
sense of freedom being something external to the human person that determines her
choice (this would be heteronomy). Freedom is a postulate of pure practical reason and,
as such, it does not determine what one does, but, in this case, serves as a reference point,
of sorts, the presence of which allows choice to be made. e choice itself remains
determined only by rational necessity. Once again, we must keep in mind the distinction
Kant makes between theoretical and practical reason. Each takes its ‘starting point’ from
reason, but how that reason gets employed depends upon which trajectory one takes up.
In both cases, argues Korsgaard, “the function of rational principles is to enable these
faculties of reason [the theoretical and the practical] to do what they do.” 47 e regulative
principles of the understanding (theoretical reason) “are aimed at making the world a
comprehensible place,” while moral principles (practical reason) “are aimed at making
the world a world for the free rational pursuit of ends.” 48 For Korsgaard, as for Kant, both
understanding and action are rational activities, which means that they are both
“characteristic activities of human beings as the only known rational beings.” 49 However,
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more on this point will be said in the sections on the Formula of Humanity and the
Kingdom of Ends.
us, at the end of this discussion, we are le asking the question: What does the
standpoint of practical reason contribute to the overall conversation of this dissertation,
and how do the FoUL, the Typic, etc., contribute to this discussion? In light of her
analysis up to this point, Korsgaard says that adopting the standpoint of practical reason
allows us to say something about the laws of nature (as Kant conceives them) and the
FoUL: “from the standpoint of pure practical reason, then, we choose a world for action:
the best of all possible worlds for the free rational pursuit of ends.” 50 e FoUL and the
Typic, on Korsgaard’s analysis, are what place us in the standpoint of practical reason, “so
that the choice of our maxims can be made in a way that is governed only by rational
principles.” 51 Here, we ﬁnd the heart of this analysis: “By taking up a standpoint in which
our choice is based purely on these rational principles rather than on any of our private
interests or inclinations, we are enabled to make a choice that is based on pure reason, to
adopt maxims and perform actions on a purely rational basis.” 52 From this formal
articulation of the CI, we are now able to move into the matter of this discussion: the
Formula of Humanity and the Kingdom of Ends. Before we make that move, however, we
must ﬁrst make another detour through Korsgaard’s Sources of Normativity. What
Korsgaard has argued, so far, is that ethical reﬂection requires universalization as its
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formal dimension. Without it, ethics is reduced to relativism or consequentialism—
systems of thought that, in the end, provide no clear guidance for answering the question
‘How ought I to live and act?’ e reason that universalization is required for ethics is that
the question of how one ought to live and act is unavoidable for the rational agent. e
question may appear of secondary importance, or even of no importance, at ﬁrst glance,
but the question of how one ought to live and act is as central as it is inescapable.
erefore, in arguing for universality as the formal dimension of ethics, Korsgaard is
making a clear statement about the role of normativity in ethical reﬂection. us, before
we turn explicitly to the matter of the CI, we must ﬁrst explore, in more detail, this
question of normativity in ethics and explain, more fully, both why ethics requires
universalization and how this requirement impacts—and is impacted by—the question of
normativity in our lives and actions.
e Sources of Normativity
As noted at the outset of this chapter, Onora O’Neill—in her introduction to Korsgaard’s
e Sources of Normativity—oﬀers a clear and concise summary of Korsgaard’s argument
in her Tanner Lectures. “Normativity pervades our lives,” O’Neill claims, “[yet] there is a
huge disagreement about the source and the authority of the norms on which we all
constantly rely.” 53 It is into this disagreement that Korsgaard enters, and in which she
pursues a very particular line of interpretation. Korsgaard is aer a practical grasp of
normativity. She “is not looking for explanation … [but] is principally interested in
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normative claims that are relevant to action rather than knowledge.” 54 Normativity, as
both O’Neill and Korsgaard will note, has developed a fairly ‘unsavory’ reputation in
contemporary discourse, and it is this reputation that Korsgaard wants to reevaluate. For
her, “normativity … is not conﬁned to principles and obligations [as Nietzsche argued]. It
is pervasive.” 55 Korsgaard evaluates a number of alternatives in this text for articulating
the source(s) of normativity, but ultimately comes down in favor of a combination of
reﬂective scrutiny and Kantian autonomy. According to O’Neill, Korsgaard’s argument in
this text is that “reﬂexivity [of the Kantian sort] provides a vindicable source of
normativity.” 56 In what follows, I will oﬀer a reading of Korsgaard’s argument in favor of
this position in order to establish the normative procedure through which morality and
ethics operate. Aer this analysis, I will then turn to Korsgaard’s articulation of Kant’s
FoH and autonomy in the KoE in order to round out her Kantian argument for a
normative grounding of ethics in these two formulations of the CI.
In the very ﬁrst chapter of Sources, Korsgaard contextualizes her argument by
asking the perennial question of moral philosophy: Why should I be moral? In order to
explore the various responses that the history of moral philosophy has provided to this
question, Korsgaard identiﬁes four distinct trajectories of thought. e ﬁrst three, she
suggests, prove insuﬃcient to the task of adequately responding to this question. e
fourth approach, however, proves to be not only the most adequate response to this
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question, but it also brings out and legitimizes the implicit elements in each of the other
approaches that Korsgaard sees as deeply valuable and retrievable. 57 e question about
why one should or should not be moral is a profoundly philosophical one. rough it,
“we seek a philosophical foundation for morality … [not] merely … an explanation of
moral practices.” 58 Ultimately, “we are asking what justiﬁes the claims that morality
makes on us,” 59 and this is what Korsgaard takes the normative question to be. Her
response to this question, as I have already indicated, will be a form of Kantian
autonomous, reﬂective consciousness, but before spelling this out, it will be helpful to
brieﬂy reconstruct the diﬀerent arguments for the normativity of morality that Korsgaard
rejects—at least, initially.
e ﬁrst position which Korsgaard takes up is voluntarism, which she enﬂeshes in
the ﬁgures of omas Hobbes and Samuel Pufendorf. Voluntarism, according to
Korsgaard, is the view that “obligation derives from the command of someone who has
legitimate authority over the moral agent and so can make the laws for her.” 60 Pufendorf
spells this out by arguing that “the actions of human beings … are in themselves morally
indiﬀerent. Values are not found in the world of nature at all … [but rather] intelligent
beings must impose moral values on nature.” 61 Likewise, Hobbes constructs “a
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completely mechanistic explanation of how human beings work and an ethics that is
based upon it.” 62 Both ﬁgures ask how nature, which is indiﬀerent and mechanical, can
come to have any moral principles or values. Each of them, argues Korsgaard, traces
“obligation ultimately to divine command,” 63 but it is Hobbes who gives this belief its
most incisive articulation: “Obligation must come from law, and law from the will of a
legislating sovereign; morality only comes into the world when laws are made.” 64 us,
the source of normativity for voluntarism is the law that is put into place by the sovereign.
is is not to say, however, that “the sovereign … can make anything right or wrong.” 65
Neither Pufendorf nor Hobbes makes this argument. While “the content of morality is
given by reason independently of the legislative will,” 66 the voluntarist does not believe
that this content makes any claim, or imposes itself in any binding way, on the subject.
is only comes about when the content of morality is given the force of law, and this is
why, for the voluntarist, “the role of the legislator is to make what is in any case a good
idea into law.” 67 is is what gives the content of morality its normative force, its
required/obligatory nature. From the position of voluntarism, “[the] legislator is not
invoked to supply the content of morality or even to explain why people are oen
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motivated to do what is right. e legislator is necessary to make obligation possible, that
is, to make morality normative.” 68
e second position which Korsgaard takes up is realism, which she enﬂeshes in
ﬁgures like Samuel Clark, Richard Price, and omas Nagel. Realism, for Korsgaard, is
the view that “moral claims are normative if they are true, and true if they are intrinsically
normative entities or facts which they correctly describe.” 69 is deﬁnition may seem a bit
confusing, and that is precisely the problem. In response to the question of normativity in
morality, “the realist’s response is to dig in his heels. e notion of normativity or
authority is an irreducible one. It is a mistake to try and explain it. Obligation is simply
there, part of the nature of things.” 70 is articulation of the realist position places it in
direct contradiction to Kant. For Kant, the search for the unconditioned moves along a
regress that continues until it is “impossible, unnecessary, or incoherent to ask why again.
e realist move is to bring this regress to an end by ﬁat: he declares that some things are
intrinsically normative.” 71 Here is where Korsgaard locates the problem with realism, not
simply from a Kantian perspective, but from the perspective of the question of
normativity itself. Realism simply “refuses to answer the normative question. It is a way of
saying that it cannot be done. Or rather, more commonly, it is a way of saying that it need
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not be done.” 72 is, of course, poses a problem for an investigation into the sources of
normativity. Korsgaard articulates the problem as follows:
e diﬃculty here is plain. e metaphysical view that intrinsically normative
entities or properties exist must be supported by our conﬁdence that we really do
have obligations…. But for that very reason the appeal to the existence of
objective values cannot be used to support our conﬁdence…. So realism cannot
answer the normative question. 73
One cannot simply claim that normativity is, because there is no way to respond to the
perfectly reasonable follow-up question, Why? e argument either becomes tautological,
or it is forced to adopt an arbitrary cessation of the logical regress in search of the
unconditioned. is is why realism fails on Korsgaard’s reading. 74
Before moving on to Korsgaard’s analysis of the reﬂective endorsement option—
one she ﬁrst problematizes, but subsequently takes up within her Kantian framework—it
is important to note another key component of the realist perspective that does not work
on Korsgaard’s reading. For her, and aside from the objection just raised, realism asks a
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particular kind of question of ethics and presumes ethics to be a particular kind of
discourse. To put it concisely, realism sees ethics as an epistemological/theoretical
endeavor of explanation, while Korsgaard sees ethics as a practical endeavor of action.
According to the realist position, as Korsgaard has articulated it, the source of
normativity in ethics is our recognition of the fact that there simply are normative
properties of things—“things appear normative, and there is no reason to doubt that they
are what they seem.” 75 If this is the case, then the task of ethics is an epistemological and
theoretical one. ere simply are normative properties out there in the world, and it is the
task of ethics to discover or unearth them. “When we ask ethical questions … there is
something about the world we are trying to ﬁnd out.” 76 Korsgaard elaborates this point:
e world contains a realm of inherently normative entities or truths, whose
existence we have noticed, and the business of ethics, or of practical philosophy
more generally, is to investigate them further, to learn about them in a more
systematic way. 77
But, queries Korsgaard, “isn’t ethics supposed to be a practical subject, a guide to
action?” 78 While the realist would certainly concede this point, they, nevertheless, see
ethics as a form of Aristotelian techne—“the application of theoretical knowledge to the
solution of human problems.” 79 For Korsgaard, as well as for Aristotle, this is not the task
of ethics. As I have said before, in Korsgaard’s Kantian ethics, the practical and the
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theoretical are two diﬀerent movements which both ﬁnd their starting point in reason.
Practical reason is not the application of theoretical reason to ‘real world’ situations;
rather, it aims at making the world a space for the free, rational pursuit of ends. is
distinction lies behind Korsgaard’s concern with the realist approach.
Now, similar to her critique of the belief that normativity simply is, Korsgaard is
also critical of the belief that normativity simply is not. On this latter line of argument,
while we must assume the existence of physical entities in order to make sense of the
world around us, “we have no reason to believe in the existence of moral entities or facts,
because we do not need to assume the existence of such entities or facts in order to
explain the moral phenomena.” 80 e explanation of the moral phenomena falls
exclusively to psychology. We can explain why people hold particular beliefs based on
what gave rise to those beliefs, “and leave their reasons out of it.” 81 Normative claims are
unnecessary because “belief in normative truth is not needed to explain what people think
or do.” 82 e danger here, once again, is that this approach “assumes that explanation and
description of the phenomena [are] the sole or primary function of human concepts.” 83
On this approach, if we speak about normativity, we speak about it along realist lines:
there are things out there in the world we take to be normative, and this claim needs no
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further justiﬁcation. Ethics, once again, becomes an exclusively descriptive and
explanatory task that attends to the normativity that simply is in the world.
For Korsgaard, the realist position—in both its aforementioned forms—does not
suﬃciently attend to the question of the source of normativity. We do not, on Korsgaard’s
reading, make normative arguments in order to explain normative phenomena that
simply are in the world. “Normative concepts exist because human beings have
normative problems. And we have normative problems because we are self-conscious
rational animals, capable of reﬂection about what we ought to believe and do.” 84 In the
background of Korsgaard’s argument, of course, lies Kant’s argument about the good
being something we impose on the world through reason, not something inherent to the
world itself. Like the good, normativity is something we impose on the world through
reason, not something that just happens to be. As Korsgaard argues, “[it] is not because
we notice normative entities in the course of our experience, but because we are
normative animals who can question our experience, that normative concepts exist.” 85
For Korsgaard, then, the question of normativity is not simply a request for
knowledge, description, or explanation. e question of normativity is one of practical
reason and action. In this spirit, Korsgaard turns to the third position she critiques in her
analysis: reﬂective endorsement. On her reading, this position—enﬂeshed in ﬁgures like
David Hume, John Stuart Mill, and Bernard Williams—brings us closer to the fourth,
Kantian position she will ultimately endorse, even while it remains an unsatisfactory
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position in itself. is being said, a solid understanding of the reﬂective endorsement
position is essential to understanding Korsgaard’s constructive project.
Unlike the voluntarist and realist positions, the reﬂective endorsement position is
favored by those who believe “that morality is grounded in human nature.” 86 is is a
complex claim, which I will spell out below. In short, the claim that the ground of
morality emerges from human nature locates the source of moral normativity in a
conceptualization of humanity. Once this is established, then we can ask the question:
“[Do] we have reason to accept the claims of our moral nature, or should we reject
them?” 87 Korsgaard’s response to this question puts us in the standpoint of practical
reason, and from here we can assess whether or not morality is good for us. is is
done—explicitly by Korsgaard and implicitly, on her reading, by Hume, Mill, Williams, et
al—by turning to a form of Kantian moral philosophy.
e grounding of normativity in human nature emerges in diﬀerent ways in each
of the philosophers Korsgaard engages here. For Hume, normativity emerges out of the
sense and approval/disapproval of morality that is both internal and external to the
human person. We act according to various standards that are both internally approved
by our sense of human nature and externally approved by those around us (while
avoiding those things that are both internally and externally disapproved). In A Treatise
of Human Nature, Hume couples this moral sense approach to the normativity of
morality with the reﬂective approach that Korsgaard is aer (a point she does not miss):
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“a sense of morals is a principle inherent in the soul … But this sense must certainly
acquire new force, when reﬂecting on itself, it approves of those principles, from whence it is
deriv’d, and ﬁnds nothing but what is great and good in its rise and origin.” 88 Morality is
normatively grounded, for Hume, in human nature because it is human nature that
approves of morality both internally and externally, and which submits morality to the
test of reﬂective consciousness. For Hume, on Korsgaard’s reading, “it is human nature to
be governed by morality, and from every point of view, including its own, morality earns
its right to govern us. We have therefore no reason to reject our nature, and can allow it
to be a law to us. Human nature, moral government included, is therefore normative, and
has authority for us.” 89
For Bernard Williams, “our ethical dispositions are judged good from every point
of view which makes practical claims on us, including … [our] own point of view. And in
this way normativity is established.” 90 On Korsgaard’s reading, Williams arrives at this
conclusion by examining the kind of convergence—that is, “what might lead us to the
best kind of agreement” 91—appropriate to ethics. e convergence appropriate to ethics
in Williams is the convergence of our own moral sentiments, available via our human
nature, with “the other practical claims our nature makes on us … [in] congruence with
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human ﬂourishing.” 92 erefore, “if we ﬁnd that a social world promoted the best life or
at least a ﬂourishing life for human beings, this would justify the values embodied in that
social world.” 93 Here, human nature draws on “the resources of the social as well as the
physical sciences … [guiding] our reﬂections about what makes for human ﬂourishing.” 94
us, the normativity of morality is both grounded in human nature, insofar as it brings
together the diﬀerent claims made on the human person into a convergence coherent
with human ﬂourishing, and reﬂectively endorsed.
Now, while both Hume and Williams argue that “morality, including moral
motivation, is grounded in human dispositions” and that “the question of their [i.e. the
dispositions] normativity is simply whether they are reinforced or undermined by
reﬂection,” 95 John Stuart Mill argues that “desire is the source of normativity, in the sense
that all reasons for action ultimately spring from it.” 96 Unlike Hume and Williams, who
can be loosely characterized as internalists when it comes to grounding morality in
human nature, Mill is best understood as an externalist. Unlike Hume and Williams, Mill
separates the principle of morality from its justiﬁcation. Within his utilitarian system, he
separates the proof of the principle of utility—the principle that “pleasure and the absence
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of pain are the only things that are desirable” 97—from that which authorizes it. What,
then, authorizes the principle of utility? According to Korsgaard, Mill is not entirely clear
on this point. To a certain (internalist) extent, the authorization comes from “a feeling in
our own mind.” 98 Where does this feeling, in turn, come from? For Mill, it comes from an
external source—the system of rewards and punishments that frame the moral
education—or upbringing—of the utilitarian agent. is external source, therefore,
shapes the internal source, and the reﬂective interplay between these two sources is what
sustains the identity of the moral/utilitarian agent. e onset of this reﬂective process is
natural, says Mill, and grounds obligation. erefore, in Mill’s account of the principle of
utility—and its justiﬁcation—normativity is sustained by reﬂection. e role reﬂection
plays, here, is akin to the role of reﬂection in Korsgaard’s account of normativity, yet
there remains a problem. is problem is best illustrated by framing the two forms of the
normative question—Mill’s and Korsgaard’s—under discussion: for Korsgaard, the
normative question is “should we allow ourselves to be moved by the motives which
morality provides?;” for Mill, the normative question is “should we allow ourselves to be
moved by such motives as may be provided for morality (either by nature or by
training)?” 99 Mill’s answer to his own formulation of the normative question is that
“morality is normative when reﬂection on our moral concepts leads us to be glad that
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moral motives have been instilled in us.” 100 us, “[the] utilitarian sense of obligation,
being in harmony with our social and sympathetic nature, is sustained by reﬂection, and
therefore it is normative.” 101 Desire is the source of normativity for Mill, and it is
sustained by the reﬂective interplay between both external and internal sources
constitutive of the principle of utility and its justiﬁcation.
In light of these three analyses of how morality and normativity relate to human
nature, we are le with the sense that reﬂective endorsement of our dispositions is
constitutive for establishing normativity, but the conceptualization of reﬂective
endorsement provided by Hume, Williams, and Mill remains a little unclear. At the heart
of her critique lies Korsgaard’s concern that “[if] the reﬂective endorsement of our
dispositions is what establishes the normativity of those dispositions, then what we need
in order to establish the normativity of our more particular motives and inclinations is
the reﬂective endorsement of those.” For the proponents of the reﬂective endorsement
position, particularly Hume and Mill, the conversation around the dispositions that are
reﬂectively endorsed is fairly generalized. It relies on the fact that “moral sentiments are
supposed to be inﬂuenced by ‘general rules,’ ” but they are “rules which do not hold in
every case.” 102 Korsgaard is concerned with the level of generalization at work here when
considering the important question of what carries normative weight. On her reading,
“the whole point of using the reﬂective endorsement method to justify morality … [is
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that] we are supposing that when we reﬂect on the things which we ﬁnd ourselves
inclined to do, we can then accept or reject the authority those inclinations claim over our
conduct, and act accordingly.” 103 erefore, when it comes to the normativity of the
reﬂective endorsement position, we cannot leave the conversation on the level of
generalization as Hume and Mill appear to do. e normativity of our reﬂective
endorsements must consider the speciﬁc actions we seek to undertake. Put another way,
the normativity of our reﬂective endorsements must consider our subjective principles of
action—our maxims. is, of course, is precisely the kind of argument articulated by Kant
when he identiﬁes the deliberative process of the autonomous moral agent. Korsgaard
articulates this process as follows:
According to Kant, as each impulse to action presents itself to us, we should
subject it to the test of reﬂective endorsement, to see whether it really is a reason
to act. Since a reason is supposed to be intrinsically normative, we test a motive to
see whether it is a reason by determining whether we should allow it to be a law to
us. And we do that by asking whether the maxim of acting on it can be willed as a
law. 104
For Kant, the reﬂective endorsement test is not merely a philosophical exercise. “e test
of reﬂective endorsement is the test used by actual moral agents to establish the
normativity of all their particular motives and inclinations. So the reﬂective endorsement
test is not merely a way of justifying morality. It is morality itself.” 105
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Up to this point in the text, Korsgaard has oﬀered three ways that the normative
question in ethics has been articulated in the history of moral philosophy. First, there was
the voluntarist position, which explained normativity in the following way: “we are
subject to laws, including the laws of morality, because we are subject to lawgivers.” 106
is, however, gave rise to an endless regress of the question ‘Why?’ Second, there was the
realist position, which explained normativity, and attempted to short circuit the regress of
the voluntarist position, “by postulating the existence of entities … whose intrinsic
normativity forbids further questioning.” 107 e challenge made against the realist
position, however, remains the question of why certain entities, and not others, provide—
or, perhaps, declare—a conclusive answer to the question ‘Why?’ ird, the reﬂective
endorsement position grounded morality in human nature: “Obligations and values are
projections of our own moral sentiments and dispositions. To say that these sentiments
and dispositions are justiﬁed is not to say that they track the truth, but rather to say that
they are good.” 108 However, on Korsgaard’s view, the question of normativity cannot
simply depend on dispositions, but must be grounded in “the particular motives and
impulses that spring from [them].” 109 It is this last concern that, for Korsgaard, pushes us
toward Kant’s answer to the normative question. Kant believes that “we must show that
particular actions are right and particular ends are good,” because “morality is grounded
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in human nature, and … moral properties are projections of human dispositions.”
erefore, she suggests, the normative question “is one of reﬂective endorsement.” 110
Proceeding from this acknowledgement of the theory of reﬂective endorsement,
Korsgaard pursues her own argument for a theory of normativity. is argument, which
takes its general direction from Kant, attempts to make two points: “ﬁrst, that autonomy
is the source of obligation, and in particular of our ability to obligate ourselves; and
second, that we have moral obligations, by which I mean obligations to humanity as
such.” 111 From this, Korsgaard articulates a solution to the problem that has prompted
this inquiry: the problem of normativity.
“I perceive, and I ﬁnd myself with a powerful impulse to believe,” says Korsgaard,
“[but] I back up and bring that impulse into view and then I have a certain distance. Now
the impulse doesn’t dominate me and now I have a problem. Shall I believe?” 112 is is
the normative problem that the self-conscious structure of the human mind sets for itself:
“e reﬂective mind cannot settle for perception and desire, not just as such.” 113 What the
reﬂective mind requires beyond perception and desire, what it needs in order to survive
reﬂective scrutiny, is reason. Reason, for Korsgaard, is not an abstract, idealized concept
or procedure. “ ‘Reason’ means reﬂective success,” 114 and the terms ‘good’ and ‘right,’
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therefore, are normative terms that mean the work of reﬂection is complete. is problem
can also be articulated in terms of freedom. Freedom, for Korsgaard, is a practical
question—it is “the capacity to do otherwise, not the capacity to have done otherwise.”
is is why Korsgaard is not put oﬀ by the arguments of determinism against freedom. 115
It is also why freedom is articulated as a postulate of practical reason, and not of
theoretical reason. e task of freedom is not to explain, third-personally from the
vantage point of hindsight (this would make freedom into ‘the capacity to have done
otherwise’ and, therefore, subject to deterministic critique), but rather to move us, ﬁrstpersonally, to see “our desires as providing suggestions which we may take or leave,” or
even “to describe the condition in which we ﬁnd ourselves when we reﬂect on what we
do.” 116 Freedom “is to be explained in terms of the structure of reﬂective consciousness,
not as the (possible delusory) perception of a theoretical or metaphysical property of the
self.” 117
As previously noted, Korsgaard understands ‘reason’ to mean ‘reﬂective success.’
Yet we are still le with a problem: How do I decide when I have reﬂected successfully,
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when I have ‘reasoned?’ Kant responds to this question by turning to the postulate of
freedom and the concept of a free will. According to Korsgaard, he deﬁnes a free will “as a
rational causality which is eﬀective without being determined by any alien cause … [the]
free will must be entirely self-determining.” 118 Note that a free will is ‘a rational causality’
and, therefore, “must act according to some law or other.” 119 is leads both Kant and
Korsgaard to conclude that if a will is to be genuinely free, then such a will “must be
autonomous: that is, it must have its own law or principle.” For Kant, the law or principle
of the free will is the CI.
At this point in the argument, it is important to note a distinction Korsgaard
makes between herself and Kant. is distinction is important for Korsgaard’s later
interpretation of the third formulation of the CI—the Kingdom of Ends. Whereas Kant
argues that the CI is the law for a free will, he also suggests that the CI is the moral law.
Korsgaard, however, makes a distinction between these two arguments. For Korsgaard,
the CI is “the law of acting only on maxims you can will to be [universal] laws.” 120 e
moral law, however, “tells us to act only on maxims that all rational beings could agree to
act on together in a workable cooperative system.” 121 us, on Korsgaard’s reading, the
CI is the law of a free will, but this “does not establish that the moral law is the law of a
free will…. For that we need another step. e agent must think of herself as a Citizen of
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the Kingdom of Ends.” 122 is distinction, which is not uncontested, will become
increasingly important when we turn to the sections of this chapter on the FoH and the
KoE.
us, the analysis Korsgaard has provided up to this point has established that the
“reﬂective structure of human consciousness requires that you identify yourself with
some law or principle which will govern your choices. It requires you to be a law to
yourself. And that is the source of normativity.” 123 is reﬂective procedure, however,
does require something of a back-and-forth if it is indeed to be reﬂective, and not simply
dictatorial. is back-and-forth, in turn, requires one to conceptualize oneself as both a
thinking self and an acting self. Without both of these ‘selves,’ the reﬂective structure of
human consciousness would not, in fact, be reﬂective: “the reﬂective structure of human
consciousness establishes … a relation we have to ourselves.” 124 is kind of relationship,
between the thinking self and the acting self, echoes both the relationship between the
two standpoints of practical reason in Korsgaard’s own work and Kant’s understanding of
the relationship between the homo noumenon and the homo phenomenon in his
Metaphysics of Morals. According to Kant, “all duties must be grounded in duties to the
self, and yet … duties to the self are only intelligible if there are two aspects to the self.” 125
e relationship between the homo noumenon and the homo phenomenon, and,
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consequently, between the thinking self and the acting self is constituted by the concept of
authority—an authority, suggests Korsgaard, that is the self ’s “source of obligation.” 126
us the authority we are talking about here is authority as autonomy—the autonomous
self legislating for itself reﬂectively between the thinking self and the acting self. To this
extent, the voluntarists discussed earlier in this chapter had a point when they turned to
the authority of legislated law as the source of normativity. e diﬀerence between their
position and Korsgaard’s, of course, is the question of where this authority lies.
Now, Korsgaard raises an important issue when considering the reﬂective
procedure at work between the thinking and acting selves. “Autonomy is commanding
yourself to do what you think it would be a good idea to do;” 127 yet, we must ask
ourselves, how do we know what is a ‘good idea’ to do? In response to this question,
Korsgaard turns again to Kant, who says that “we can tell whether our maxims should be
laws by attending not only to their matter but to their form.” 128 is distinction between
matter and form comes from Aristotle:
According to Aristotle, a thing is composed of a form and a matter. e matter is
the material, the parts, from which it is made. e form of a thing is its functional
arrangement. at is, it is the arrangement of the matter or of the parts which
enables the thing to serve its purpose, to do whatever it does. 129
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I want to note here, that while the heart of this project will turn to the matter—the FoH—
rather than the form, it is essential to the success of this argument that form is neither
disregarded nor marginalized. It is a central component of the argument, even if, in the
following sections, I attempt to ground the normative matter of ethics in humanity.
To return to Aristotle’s analysis of form and matter, the form of a thing is the
successfully functional arrangement of its matter. For Kant, the maxim one submits to the
test of universalization constitutes the form of the CI. A maxim qua form, for Kant,
consists in two parts: an act and a purpose. When we are commanding ourselves to do
what we believe it is a good thing to do—when we are being autonomous—we must
determine where the goodness of what we are commanding ourselves to do lies.
According to Korsgaard, “goodness does not rest in the parts [of a maxim]; but rather in
the way the parts are combined and related” 130—i.e. the form. is form, however, is not
simply a random arrangement of parts, but the functional arrangement of them. ey
must be arranged in such a way “that enables the thing to do what it does.” 131 So the
goodness of a maxim, according to Korsgaard’s reading of Aristotle, lies in its form “if the
action and the purpose are related to one another so that the maxim can be willed as a
law.” 132 If this is the case, suggests Korsgaard, then there turns out to be some value in the
realist approach to the question of normativity. “A good maxim,” she says, “is good in
virtue of its internal structure. Its internal structure, its form, makes it ﬁt to be willed as a
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law. A good maxim is therefore an intrinsically normative entity. So realism is true aer
all.” 133 Korsgaard qualiﬁes this statement, however, when she points out that on her
interpretation, this “isn’t an exercise of intuition, or a discovery about what is out there in
the world,” 134 as it is for the realists. On her reading, “[the] test for determining whether
an impulse is a reason is whether we can will acting on that impulse as a law. So the test is
a test of endorsement.” 135 erefore, of these two forms of moral realism just identiﬁed—
substantive moral realism and procedural moral realism—Korsgaard ﬁnds the most value
in procedural moral realism, which argues that “there are answers to moral questions
because there are correct procedures for arriving at them,” 136 rather than substantive
moral realism, which argues that “there are correct procedures for answering moral
questions because there are moral truths or facts that exist independently of those
procedures.” 137
At this point in her argument, Korsgaard believes she has shown that there is such
a thing as obligation because of the reﬂective structure of human consciousness. e
distance this reﬂective procedure creates in human consciousness requires us to both act
for reasons, since we have to choose between our impulses and whether or not we should
act on them, and to have some conceptualization of our practical identity, which
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identiﬁes us with the sources of our reasons for action—we become laws unto ourselves.
When we must decide on what to do in a given situation, we ask ourselves the question:
Do I have a reason to act on this impulse? According to Korsgaard, “we answer that
question by seeing whether the maxim of acting on [the impulse] can be willed as a law by
a being with the identity in question. If it can be willed as a law it is a reason to act, for it
has an internally normative structure. If it cannot be willed as a law … we get
obligation.” 138 It is through the lens of this reﬂective distance that we must understand
Korsgaard’s conceptualization of obligation. Let us take, as an example, a situation in
which an agent is choosing an action. For Korsgaard, we must recall, practical reason—as
a procedure, a process (rather than a static entity)—operates at the level of reﬂection. e
agent’s action ought not be a knee-jerk one—it ought to be reﬂective and recognize a
certain level of distance between the action in question and the agent’s choosing it. It is in
the space of this reﬂective distance—between the action and the choosing (or not) of it—
that the concept of obligation emerges. An agent, while able to articulate a maxim that
can be universalized, may have to face the possibility of conﬂicting universalized maxims
when determining action. If a maxim of action can be willed as a law, then its normativity
for an agent is clear. If a maxim of action cannot be willed as a law for an agent, given her
practical identity, but is nevertheless required of her, then obligation, rather than the
internal structure of the maxim, becomes the conduit for normativity. is does not make
obligation an external, heteronomous law imposing itself on the agent in question; rather,
it is the wider setting of the agent’s practical identity that contextualizes and mitigates the
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role of obligation in relation to the other dimensions—other maxims, obligations, etc.—of
the overall practical identity of the agent. Recall, for a moment, the recent discussion of
the reﬂective structure of human consciousness. is structure requires something of a
back-and-forth if it is indeed to be reﬂective. is back-and-forth, in turn, requires one to
conceptualize oneself as both a thinking self and an acting self. Without both of these
‘selves,’ the reﬂective structure of human consciousness would not, in fact, be reﬂective.
Similarly, within the hermeneutical exchange—the back-and-forth—between the ﬁrst
person perspective (as normativity) and the third person perspective (as obligation), we
encounter reﬂective distance as the space of both normativity and obligation. Korsgaard
believes she has established, preliminarily, that human beings have obligations and, thus,
she has provided a preliminary answer to the question of the CI as the law of a free will.
What she has not done up to this point—at least explicitly—is address herself to the
question of the moral law, which she distinguishes from the law of a free will. While
human beings have general obligations, as she has shown, what is the normative
grounding of moral obligations? is move requires yet another step.
Korsgaard frames this step by turning to the concept/conception distinction
articulated by John Rawls in A eory of Justice. According to Rawls, a concept “refers to a
problem, or … in a formal way the solution to a problem.” 139 Concepts like ‘Good’ and
‘Right’ are identiﬁed as such because they are names for normative ‘problems’ that
emerge out of our reﬂective nature. On the other hand, a conception is “a principle that is
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proposed as a solution to the … problem.” 140 Unlike ‘Good’ and ‘Right,’ which are only
“names for whatever it is that solves the problems in question,” 141 the conceptions of
‘good’ and ‘right’ provide us with a process, or procedure, for coming to the ‘Good’ or
‘Right.’ According to Korsgaard, “the concept names the problem, [while] the conception
names the solution,” 142 and it is practical identity, she suggests, that navigates between
these two. How? In Kant’s argument, she suggests, “we move from concept to conception
by taking up the standpoint of a legislative Citizen in the Kingdom of Ends.” 143 is
standpoint—otherwise referred to as the standpoint of practical reason, or the
deliberative standpoint—will receive further attention at the end of this chapter. Suﬃce it
to say, at this point, that for Korsgaard, a view of your practical identity is “a view of what
you ought to do … [and] a view of who you are.” 144 Your practical identity relies on your
necessary, normative identiﬁcation as a human, and therefore moral, being. is
identiﬁcation, in turn, requires you to take account of the social and moral world you live
in as constitutive of your practical identity.
At this point in her argument, Korsgaard has articulated the normative problem
in terms of both the reﬂective structure of the human mind and in terms of freedom. e
solution she oﬀers to this problem comes to us through the concept of practical identity.
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For Korsgaard, “[the] reﬂective structure of the mind is a source of ‘self-consciousness’
because it forces us to have a conception of ourselves.” 145 As I alluded to earlier in this
chapter, a decisive component of this concept of practical identity is the standpoint from
which self-evaluation is conducted—either the ﬁrst-personal or the third-personal.
Korsgaard notes that when a choice is made from the “third-person point of view, outside
of the deliberative standpoint [i.e. the standpoint of practical reason], it may look as if
what happens when someone makes a choice is that the strongest of his conﬂicting
desires wins.” 146 is is the reading of the deliberative process evidenced in both the
realist and reﬂective positions identiﬁed earlier in this chapter. However, this is not how
the process works for you, in the ﬁrst-personal, deliberative standpoint. “When you
deliberate, it is as if there were something over and above all of your desires, something
which is you, and which chooses which desire to act on.” 147 If this is the case, then you
must possess a conceptualization of your identity made possible by the reﬂective
constitution of the human mind (but not limited to it). is conceptualization, suggests
Korsgaard, is best understood “as a description under which you value yourself, a
description under which you ﬁnd your life to be worth living and your actions to be
worth undertaking.” 148 She calls this conceptualization your practical identity.
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Korsgaard acknowledges that there may be, and in fact ought to be, many
contingent features of one’s practical identity. Regardless of what these more contingent
features may be, however, one thing remains constant: “you must be governed by some
conception of your practical identity.” 149 Korsgaard’s point here is that, while diﬀerent
elements of your identity may change, what cannot change is that you have some
conception of your identity—one that underlies, or upholds, its more contingent elements.
e reason that you must be committed to a conception of your practical identity is that,
unlike the contingent elements of practical identity that emerge in response to external
factors, your practical identity emerges “from your humanity itself, from your identity
simply as a human being, a reﬂective animal who needs reasons to act and to live.” 150 is
means that you must treat your humanity as a practical and a normative form of identity
and, consequently, that you must “value yourself as a human being.” 151 But, says
Korsgaard, “to value yourself just as a human being is to have moral identity … [and]
valuing ourselves as human beings involves valuing others that way as well, and [this]
carries with it moral obligations.” 152 If this argument is correct, suggests Korsgaard, then
“our identity as moral beings—as people who value themselves as human beings—stands
behind our more particular practical identities…. We must conform to them not merely
for the reasons that caused us to adopt them in the ﬁrst place, but because being human
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requires it … all value depends on the value of humanity.” 153 e heart of this argument
will be the subject of the following section on Kant’s Formula of Humanity. Suﬃce it to
say, at this point, that Kant thought that insofar as human beings valued things, we must,
necessarily, take ourselves to be important, value-conferring creatures. If this is the case,
then “humanity, as the source of all reasons and values, must be valued for its own
sake.” 154
us, at the end of her discussion in this section, Korsgaard has argued for the
following:
human consciousness has a reﬂective structure that sets us normative problems. It
is because of this that we require reasons for action, a conception of the right and
the good. To act from such a conception is in turn to have a practical conception
of your identity…. at conception is normative for you and in certain cases it
can obligate you…. So a human being is an animal who needs a practical
conception of her own identity, a conception of who she is that is normative for
her. 155
What Korsgaard is oﬀering here is a transcendental argument: “if you value anything at
all, or, if you acknowledge the existence of any practical reasons, then you must value
your humanity as an end in itself.” 156 While this argument leads one to recognize that she
has moral obligations, Korsgaard does not believe that this argument shows, or is even
meant to show, “that all obligations are moral, or that moral obligations always trump
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others.” 157 We are, she acknowledges, more than simply moral agents. Nevertheless, to
make the point more practical, Korsgaard acknowledges that “moral identity is [on the
one hand] just like any other form of practical identity. To act morally is to act in a
certain way simply because you are human, to act as one who values her humanity
should.” 158 On the other hand, however, Korsgaard also wants to argue that “moral
identity stands in a special relationship to our other identities. First, moral identity is
what makes it necessary to have other forms of practical identity…. Second … moral
identity exerts a kind of governing role over the other kinds [of practical identity].” 159 To
round out this argument, as well as set the stage for the ﬁnal move of this dissertation, I
want to brieﬂy name, and ﬂesh out, one potential objection to this analysis Korsgaard
anticipates before moving into the next section of this chapter on Korsgaard’s reading of
Kant’s FoH. e objection is that this argument, at most, gives us reason to value our own
humanity, but not the humanity of others. 160 As valuing the humanity in yourself as well
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as valuing the humanity in others is essential to Korsgaard’s project, a clariﬁcation of, and
response to, this argument is warranted.
On this question of whether or not her argument—and Kant’s argument for that
matter—gives us a reason to value the humanity of others as we value the humanity in
ourselves, Korsgaard makes a turn to language, and speciﬁcally to the possibilities of
private and public language. ose who take up the position that Korsgaard’s argument
does not successfully draw the connection between my valuing my own humanity and my
valuing the humanity of others assume the following: “[they] assume that an individual
agent has private reasons, that is, reasons that have normative force for her, and they try
to argue that those private reasons give the individual some reason to take the (private)
reasons of other people into account.” 161 e assumption, here, is that reasons are private
and, therefore, any attempt at publicness is an attempt to make what are essentially
private reasons publically normative. However, the problem here, as Korsgaard notes, is
that while consistency “can force me to grant that your humanity is normative for you
just as mine is normative for me,” while it “can force me to acknowledge that your desires
have the status of reasons for you, in exactly the same way that mine do for me,” what this
argument cannot do is “force me to share in your reasons, or make your humanity
normative for me.” 162 is is where, for Korsgaard, the argument from private reasons
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fails. What she suggests in its place is the position that “reasons are not private, but public
in their very essence.” 163 She is not here referring to something like ‘publicity as
objectivity,’ where, along the lines of substantive moral realism, reasons become objective,
and what is good for me is, therefore, objectively good. What Korsgaard is referring to
here is ‘publicity as shareability’—where if reasons “were essentially private, it would be
impossible to exchange or to share them. So their privacy must be incidental or
ephemeral.” 164 Reasons must be public.
erefore, what Korsgaard believes we need is not an argument in favor of private
reasons being brought into the light of publicness, but rather an argument “that
acknowledges that our reasons were never more than incidentally private in the ﬁrst
place. To act on a reason is already, essentially, to act on a consideration whose normative
force may be shared with others.” 165 While this argument aims to show that reasons are
public, it is not yet clear why this makes reasons obligatory in shared, public space. If
what makes reason obligatory for me is reﬂection, how do the reasons of others obligate
me? To ﬂesh this out, Korsgaard turns to Wittgenstein, and while theories of language are
beyond the scope of this dissertation, it is necessary to raise the following argument given
its centrality in Korsgaard’s understanding how the reasons of others can obligate me. For
Wittgenstein, the notion of a private language is impossible. Language and meaning must
be relational because they are normative notions—“to say that X means Y is to say that
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one ought to take X for Y.” 166 is procedure requires (at least) two: a legislator, to
determine the relationship between X and Y, and a citizen, to consent to this
determination. e idea of a private language “is inconsistent with the normativity of
meaning.” 167 Neither reasons, nor meaning, ought to be considered mental entities—they
are normative demands that we make upon others as well as ourselves. However I bind
myself to meaning, so must I be able to bind others in the same way. “It is nearly
impossible to hear the words of a language you know as mere noise … [and that] means
that I can always intrude myself into your consciousness.” 168 For Korsgaard, “the space of
linguistic consciousness is essentially public, like a town square. You might happen to be
alone in yours, but I can get in anytime.” 169 What all of this means in the case of moral
obligation is that we must take the reasons of others as akin to our own reasons, they
must have “something like the same standing with us” 170 as our own reasons, impulses,
and desires do. When we do this, we engage in a process of exchange whereby, through
the normativity of meaning and shareability of public reasons, I become an obligation to
you, and you become an obligation to me. According to Korsgaard, “I force you to
acknowledge the value of my humanity, and I obligate you to act in a way that respects
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it” 171—and vice versa. is is the source of moral obligation for Korsgaard, and it lies in
the fact that human beings “are social animals in a deep way … It is not just that we go in
for friendship or prefer to live in swarms or packs. e space of linguistic consciousness—
the space in which meanings and reasons exist—is a space that we occupy together.” 172
At the end of her argument, Korsgaard observes—and hopes her reader has
noticed—“that all of the accounts of normativity which I have discussed in these lectures
[i.e. voluntarism, realism, reﬂective endorsement, and the Kantian] are true.” 173 is is, of
course, a qualiﬁed statement, but the principal thrust behind it is accurate. e voluntarist
position, which locates the source of normativity in the commands of a legislator, is to a
certain extent true: “What it describes is the relation in which we stand to ourselves….
e thinking self has the power to command the acting self, and it is only its command
that can make action obligatory.” 174 Similarly, the realist position, which locates the
source of normativity in the objective value intrinsic to natural entities, is also to a certain
extent true: “What it describes is the activity of the thinking self as it assesses the impulses
that present themselves to us, the legislative proposals of our nature.” 175 Reﬂective
endorsement, too, proves its value in its “power to compel obedience, and to punish us
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for disobedience.” 176 It emphasizes that “the relation of the thinking self to the acting self
is the relation of legitimate authority,” 177 and this because when we have authority over
ourselves, we are, in Kant’s terms, autonomous. us, “autonomy is the source of
obligation.” 178 What provides these diﬀerent philosophical approaches to the question of
normativity with their valuable insights is an explicit, or implicit, grounding in a Kantian
framework, at least on Korsgaard’s reading. When it comes to the question of
normativity, she says:
In the end, nothing can be normative unless we endorse our own nature [I might
say, here, constitution], unless we place a value upon ourselves. Reﬂection reveals
to us that the normativity of our values springs from the fact that we are animals
of a certain kind, autonomous moral animals. 179
e remainder of this chapter will focus on a more in-depth look into the two
formulations of the CI that Korsgaard sees as integral to her argument that normativity
rests in the autonomy constitutive of our humanity (i.e. in the dignity of humanity). e
next section will look at Korsgaard’s reading of Kant’s second formulation of the CI, the
Formula of Humanity. is section will be followed by an analysis of the third
formulation of the CI, autonomy in the Kingdom of Ends, and I will end the chapter with
a brief conclusion of Korsgaard’s argument in light of the overall thesis of my dissertation
project.
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e Formula of Humanity
In order to explicate Korsgaard’s analysis of Kant’s Formula of Humanity, I want to turn
primarily to her article “Kant’s Formula of Humanity” in Creating the Kingdom of Ends.
While the argument for the FoH is most directly addressed here, there are other places in
Korsgaard’s corps of work that supplement this argument. I will turn to those other
arguments as necessary in order to ﬂesh out Korsgaard’s reading of the FoH, but I will
stick most closely to the aforementioned article.
At the outset, it is important to identify how Korsgaard is reading Kant on the
FoH. To begin with, for Kant, if there is a CI, then there must be something of
unconditional value. is ‘something of unconditional value,’ according to both Kant and
Korsgaard, is humanity—qua rational nature—as an end in itself. To support this claim,
Kant argues the following:
e ground of this principle is: rational nature exists as an end in itself. e
human being necessarily represents his own existence in this way; so far it is a
subjective principle of human actions. But every other rational being also
represents his existence in this way consequent on just the same rational ground
that also holds for me; thus it is at the same time an objective principle from
which, as a supreme practical ground, it must be possible to derive all laws of the
will. (G ) 180
In interpreting this passage, Korsgaard argues that, according to Kant, “rational action
must be done with reference to an end that is good, and a good end is one for which there
is a suﬃcient reason. It must be the object of every rational will, and it must be fully
justiﬁed.” 181 What, then, can serve as such a good end? Kant disqualiﬁes one popular
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answer to this question: happiness. According to Korsgaard, “one can take neither
everyone’s happiness nor just one’s own happiness to be good without qualiﬁcation: the
former does not form a consistent, harmonious object; and the latter cannot plausibly be
taken to be the object of every rational will if the former is not. us, happiness cannot in
either form be the ‘unconditioned condition’ of the goodness of the object of your
inclination.” 182 If happiness cannot be what makes “the object of your choice good and so
your choice rational,” 183 then what remains to be shown is what does make this so.
Korsgaard begins this analysis by reminding us of something covered in the ﬁrst
section of this chapter: that the CI, if it exists at all, must have both a form and a matter.
e form of the CI is the FoUL—the universalization principle—that says any maxim that
one proposes to oneself must have the form of a universal law. is, however, is but one
formulation of the CI. Korsgaard oﬀers a summary of all three formulations of the CI as
follows:
Kant tells us that universality gives us the form of the moral law; rational nature or
humanity as an end in itself gives us the material of the law; and autonomous
legislation in a kingdom of ends represents a complete determination of maxims
and a totality of ends. 184
is brief summary of the three formulations of the CI is helpful, but, for the moment, we
will put oﬀ a discussion of the third formulation as it will be the principal topic of the
following section. First, we want to focus on the claim, as Korsgaard identiﬁes it through
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Kant, that “ ‘humanity’ is argued to be the appropriate material for a rational principle,
just as universality is its appropriate form.” 185 What, however, prompts Kant to make this
claim? Why does he feel conﬁdent that humanity is the “appropriate material for a
principle of practical reason?” 186 We know, from the analysis provided thus far, that
rationality is the constitutive feature of humanity for Kant. By rationality, however, we do
not principally mean an individual’s ability for abstract reasoning. Rationality, as
understood by Korsgaard, is that constitutive dimension of humanity which allows it to
not only set ends for itself and the means to those ends, but also to take reﬂective distance
from the means and ends available to us and choose which means and which ends to
pursue in line with our practical identity. Insofar as we value means and ends at all—and
choose between them—we necessarily take the rational component of ourselves as
valuable. In recognizing the value-conferring authority of our rationality, and in
recognizing that that which confers value must itself be something of value to us—
otherwise, why would we take its dictates seriously—we have some insight into how and
why both Kant and Korsgaard take humanity qua rationality to be the most appropriate
matter for the CI. erefore, as the most appropriate matter for the CI, humanity serves
both a positive and a negative role in relation to the universalization principle. Negatively,
humanity cannot be acted against; positively, humanity serves as the ground for
developing a constructive ethic. Humanity, therefore, becomes what Kant calls “the
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objective ground of [the will’s] self-determination.” 187 It becomes an ‘end’ that is, at the
same time, subject, objective, shareable, and obliging.
Still, what kind of end humanity is depends on the diﬀerent kinds of ends that are
possible within Kant’s framework. As we have noted, there are two roles ends can play
here: an end “can serve as a purpose pursued [i.e. a positive role], or it can play a negative
role and serve as something one must not act against.” 188 For Kant, as for Korsgaard,
while humanity ultimately occupies both the positive and negative roles identiﬁed above,
it is its negative role—as something not to be acted against—that, at least initially, takes
center stage. However, we must proceed cautiously here. Humanity, as an end, is not an
incentive to or for the moral law for either Kant or Korsgaard. Rather, “the moral law
commands that humanity be treated as an end.” 189 e point that this discussion returns
to—already identiﬁed earlier on in this chapter—is the relationship between freedom and
the moral law. While we will leave a more detailed discussion of the moral law until the
next section (since, for Korsgaard, it is explicitly linked with the concept of the KoE), here
we need to touch on the notion of freedom Korsgaard is working with. For her,
recognizing that humanity is an end in itself conﬁrms human freedom insofar as making
humanity your end is the one thing you cannot be compelled to do by another. What
does she mean here? rough the process of reﬂective distance, constitutive of the
rationality inherent in the humanity of agents, one is presented with a choice in the
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process of identifying one’s maxims for action. In determining which maxims one will
follow, in the context of one’s practical identity, we must choose in line with the CI qua
law of a free will. at is to say, we must choose autonomously, rather than
heteronomously, the maxims of our actions. As such, humanity—as the material
dimension of the CI—requires us to choose our maxims independently of any incentives
or coercive forces. us, if humanity is an end in itself, which Kant and Korsgaard have
argued it is, then choosing our maxims for action in line with our humanity is not to
choose according to some heteronomous force, but rather to choose in line with our own,
autonomous, self-constitution. If humanity is an end in itself, then any choice we make in
line with this end emerges out of our own self-legislative constitution and is, therefore,
free in the sense Kant and Korsgaard are suggesting. While the role of humanity, as the
material ground of the CI, has been identiﬁed, more still needs to be said about the
constitution of this concept of humanity.
In the Groundwork, as we have seen, Kant links ‘humanity’ with ‘rational nature.’
However, in the Metaphysical Principles of Virtue, Kant oﬀers a more nuanced
interpretation of this relationship:
e capacity to set oneself an end … is what characterizes humanity…. Hence
there is also bound up with the end of humanity in our own person the rational
will, and so the duty, to make ourselves worthy of humanity … by procuring or
promoting the capacity to realize all sorts of possible ends. 190
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Kant “takes the characteristic feature of humanity, or rational nature, to be the capacity
for setting an end.” 191 ese ends are set as options of choice, not by inclination, but by
practical reason. Now, on Korsgaard’s reading, when one chooses an end, one also
necessarily chooses the means to that end. is is, of course, the analytic necessity of the
hypothetical imperative. Put diﬀerently, when one chooses both the means and the ends
for a given action, one is, in eﬀect, choosing a maxim. At this point in Korsgaard’s
analysis, choosing a maxim is not yet choosing a moral maxim—“all maxims are freely
adopted and so all ends are [freely] chosen.” 192 Consequently, we must be clear that “it is
the capacity for the rational determination of ends in general, not just the capacity for
adopting morally obligatory ends, that the Formula of Humanity orders us to cherish
unconditionally.” 193 While Kant will turn to the concept of personality—or, as we will see
in the ﬁnal chapter of this project, self-constitution—in order to ‘complete’ the concept of
humanity in a moral way (this occurs in Kant’s discussion of the KoE where the question
of morality returns to the scene), it is important to remember that when he speaks about
humanity itself, Kant is “referring to a more general capacity for choosing, desiring, or
valuing ends; ends diﬀerent from the ones that instinct lays down for us.” 194 us, argues
Korsgaard, the distinguishing feature of humanity:
is simply the capacity to take a rational interest in something … to decide, under
the inﬂuence of reason, that something is desirable, that it is worthy of pursuit or
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realization, that it is to be deemed important or valuable, not because it
contributes to survival or instinctual satisfaction, but as an end—for its own
sake. 195
Following this, Korsgaard returns to, and more fully articulates, Kant’s argument
in favor of understanding humanity as both the ‘matter’ and the unconditional end of the
CI. As suggested earlier, Kant’s concept of ‘good’ is a practically rational concept. is
means, on the one hand, that “if an end is good, it must be set by reason; and if an action
is done under the full direction of reason, then the end must be good.” 196 On the other
hand, this means that “if an end is deemed good it provides reasons for action that apply
to every rational being.” 197 Together, these two considerations show that if one’s end is to
be good, it must be, ﬁrst, set by practical reason and, second, shareable. For Korsgaard, it
is humanity that qualiﬁes as such a good end. When human beings act in accordance with
their humanity—i.e. their human capacity to take a rational interest in something—they
take themselves to be “under the direction of reason.” 198 To take one’s actions to be
‘under the direction or reason’ is to understand these actions to be directed—though not
determined—by the CI as the principle of practical reason. Agents propose to themselves
the possibility of action, and then—through putting some distance between the possible
maxims for adoption and the reﬂective process of choosing—choose which actions to
pursue in line with the formal dimension of the CI—the universalization principle.
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Further, argues Korsgaard, “Kant uses the premise that when we act we take ourselves to
be acting reasonably and so we suppose that our end is, in his sense, objectively good.” 199
Action, in this case, implies rationality. Whereas an act implies a particular movement or
a particular event, action, on the other hand, incorporates both the speciﬁc act under
consideration and the purpose, or end, of the act. Without both components—the act and
its purpose—one does not have action.
Action, therefore—as distinct from a mere act—involves an objective component
that presents an end to the agent. Once again, when an agent is presented with an end, the
logic of practical reason instructs the agent to take a step back, to put some distance
between the objective end under consideration and the agent’s choosing (or not) of that
end. If the agent chooses a particular objective end as the end of a particular act, then the
action the agent has undertaken is rational. Humanity, therefore, is constituted by the
reﬂective process through which human persons not only recognize, but enact, the
objective goodness constitutive of their humanity. Now, “since good is a rational concept,
a good end will be one for which there is reason—an end whose existence can be
justiﬁed.” 200 Humanity, according to Korsgaard, serves as such an end. It is humanity that
is rationally chosen from among alternative ends, through the forum of reﬂective
distance, as the ground—the matter—of the principle of practical reason because only
humanity, argues Korsgaard, serves as an end in itself. Its value, its rationality, its chosenness—these are qualities constitutive of humanity that serve to ground Korsgaard’s
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argument. Humanity—the “end for which there is suﬃcient reason … [the] end whose
existence can be completely justiﬁed, and which therefore has a claim on every rational
will” 201—is, for Korsgaard, the only rational end in itself.
Now, according to Korsgaard, there is a critical step in Kant’s argument for the
FoH that remains to be explicated. e answer Kant provides to the question of what
serves as a good end—what makes the object of one’s choice good and, therefore,
rational—can be summarized as follows: “what makes the object of your rational choice
good is that it is the object of a rational choice.” Korsgaard continues:
at is, since we still do make choices and have the attitude that what we choose is
good in spite of our incapacity to ﬁnd the unconditioned condition of the object’s
goodness in this (empirical) regress upon the conditions, it must be that we are
supposing that rational choice itself makes its object good. [Kant’s] idea is that
rational choice has what I will call a value-conferring status. 202
As Korsgaard suggests, when Kant says that rational nature/humanity ‘exists as an end in
itself,’ what he is arguing is that when we make choices we do so under the belief that our
choices, and our ability to enact those choices, have value-conferring status on whatever it
is that we choose. When we act, she says, “we act as if our own choice were the suﬃcient
condition of the goodness of its object: this attitude is built into (a subjective principle of)
rational action.” 203 What is more, when Kant proposes that ‘every other rational being’
thinks of her rational nature/humanity in the same way, Korsgaard interprets this to
mean that “if you view yourself as having a value conferring status in virtue of your power
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of rational choice, you must view anyone who has the power of rational choice as having,
in virtue of that power, a value-conferring status.” 204 ere are two consequences of this:
ﬁrst—and we will see this played out in the next section on the Kingdom of Ends—this
means “that what you make good by means of your rational choice must be harmonious
with what another can make good by means of her rational choice,” and, second, that in
light of this, “we ﬁnd that the unconditioned condition of the goodness of anything is
rational nature, or the power of rational choice.” 205 Rational nature/humanity, therefore,
must be something of unconditional value—something which brings an end to the
regressive questioning of ‘Why?’—because it is either impossible, unnecessary, or
incoherent to ask ‘Why?’ again—and serves as an end in itself. If this is the case, then it
further follows that you must treat rational nature/humanity, wherever you ﬁnd it, as an
end. As Kant identiﬁes in the ﬁrst Critique, rationality searches for the unconditioned. It
is a search, however, that we cannot complete. We will never reach the unconditioned—a
dimension of the noumenal realm and therefore outside the scope of phenomenal
possibility—yet it remains a dimension of our thought. erefore, the nagging question of
‘Why?’ is brought to a close only when this regressive questioning becomes impossible,
unnecessary, or incoherent. Humanity makes this regressive questioning of ‘Why?’
incoherent, more than impossible or unnecessary. Korsgaard’s argument is that humanity
is “an unconditional end … you can never act against it without contradiction.” 206 is is
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not a declaration by ﬁat, but the result of a procedural approach to moral philosophy.
Humanity is an end in itself because it provides a solution to the regressive questioning
constitutive of rationality, and—as such—oﬀers a compelling, material ground within
which the formal dimension of CI can be situated.
Autonomy in the Kingdom of Ends
For both Kant and Korsgaard, autonomy in the KoE is the crucial—and inescapable—
‘third step’ in formulating the CI. In order to ﬂesh out why this is the case, allow me, ﬁrst,
to return to the analysis I oﬀered in chapter two of the KoE in Kant’s Groundwork. en,
I will turn to Korsgaard’s reading of the concept of autonomy in Kant. e (self-)
constitution of the autonomous person—essential to Kant’s and Korsgaard’s moral and
ethical projects—will be key to understanding how such a person lives into the KoE, and
will therefore bring us to a more detailed analysis of the already noted diﬀerence between
private and public reason. Finally, I want to bring together the discussions of the KoE and
the FoH—along with the FoUL—in order to illustrate Korsgaard’s argument for
grounding the source of normativity in the dignity of humanity.
First, we will return, for a moment, to Kant. In the Groundwork, following his
discussion of autonomy, Kant oﬀers the following description of the KoE:
e concept of every rational being as one who must regard himself as giving
universal law through all the maxims of his will, so as to appraise himself and his
actions from this point of view, leads to a very fruitful concept dependent upon it
[ihm anhangenden], namely that of a kingdom of ends. 207
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e term kingdom, here, designates “a systematic union of various rational beings
through common laws,” 208 where the ‘common laws’ of the kingdom are its members. “A
rational being belongs as a member to the kingdom of ends when he gives universal laws
in it but is also himself subject to these laws.” 209 Being a member, however, does not mean
that one is merely a subject in the KoE—one must also, at the same time, be a sovereign.
us membership in the KoE requires one to be at all times lawgiver to oneself and
others—since, otherwise, one would no longer be autonomous—while at the same time
also being subject to the law. Kant articulates the balance between these seemingly
incommensurable positions by turning to the principle of morality and the concept of
duty. Since morality consists “in the reference of all action to the lawgiving by which
alone a kingdom of ends is possible,” then this lawgiving must “be found in every rational
being … and be able to arise from his will.” 210 e principle of morality, therefore, says
that members in the KoE must act “only so that the will could regard itself as at the same
time giving universal law through its maxim.” 211 As lawgivers, the members of the KoE
must give the law, as the principle of morality, to themselves; as subjects, the members of
the KoE, when they ﬁnd a conﬂict between their inclinations and/or desires and the
principle of morality, must make the principle of morality a duty.
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e reason that the members the KoE must make the principle of morality a duty
is that humanity—the constitutive principle of the rational being qua member of the
KoE—is something that is never to be acted against. In the KoE, reason “refers every
maxim of the will as giving universal law to every other will and also to every action
toward oneself, and does so not for the sake of any other practical motive or any future
advantage but from the idea of the dignity of a rational being, who obeys no law other
than that which he himself at the same time gives.” 212 As I noted in the second chapter,
this is where Kant distinguishes between price (as what can be replaced by something
else—a ‘practical motive’ or ‘future advantage’) and dignity (what is “raised above all price
and therefore admits of no equivalent” 213). For Kant, “that which constitutes the
condition under which alone something can be an end in itself has … an inner worth,
that is, dignity.” 214 Kant brings the concepts of morality and dignity together, via
humanity, in the following way:
morality is the condition under which alone a rational being can be an end in
itself, since only through this is it possible to be a lawgiving member of the
kingdom of ends. Hence morality, and humanity insofar as it is capable of
morality, is that which alone has dignity. 215
is is how Kant articulates, and ﬂeshes out, the third formulation of the CI. What
remains in this section is a turn back to Korsgaard for her interpretation of Kant’s
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analysis and its relation back to the concepts of freedom and autonomy—neither of which
can be lost in the KoE, since they ground it—and then how the concepts of freedom,
autonomy, and the KoE together (along with the FoUL) provide the context within which
we can ﬁnally make the claim that it is the dignity of humanity, articulated in the FoH
and contextualized in the FoUL and KoE, that serves as the normative ground of ethics.
As previously noted, the concept of autonomy is central, not only to the KoE, but
to Kant’s practical project overall. However, as the ideal of the KoE brings out, Kant’s
concept of autonomy should not be interpreted as a form of isolated individualism. e
autonomous agent is not the sole creator of all her own meaning and value, absent any
inﬂuence or input from her physical or interpersonal surroundings. We must be both
authors of, and subject to, the moral law in the KoE, and in order to do this, we must
develop a fuller understanding of what Kant’s concept of autonomy looks like. Korsgaard
has argued for the identiﬁcation of the CI with the law of a free will and, in her move to
the KoE, seeks to connect this law with the moral law. In moving towards a substantiation
of this claim, Korsgaard ﬁnds it helpful to ﬁrst clarify what Kant means by the term ‘will’
which, in the Groundwork, comes to us through two distinct terms in German: Wille and
Willkür. According to Korsgaard, “Kant distinguishes between the Wille—which is the
will as giving laws—from the Willkür, which is the will as active and adopting maxims.” 216
She illustrates this distinction further, and I think helpfully, but transposing a passage
from Kant’s Doctrine of Virtue in the Metaphysics of Morals:
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Laws proceed from the will [Wille]—maxims from the power of choice [Willkür].
In man the power of choice [Willkür] is a power of free choice. e will [Wille],
which does not look to anything beyond the law itself, cannot be called either free
or unfree, since it does not look to actions but rather, in an immediate way, to
legislating for the maxims of actions (and so to practical reason itself). us the
will [Wille] functions with absolute necessity and itself admits of no necessitation.
It is therefore only the power of choice [Willkür] that can be called free. (DV
/; Wille and Willkür [Korsgaard’s] addition) 217
Korsgaard, following Kant, turns to the Willkür in her practical articulation of the CI and
the freedom it relies upon. e Willkür– as the power of choice—makes choices freely and
autonomously because “[it] is in a state of absolute freedom.” 218 e CI, therefore,
becomes “the law of a free Willkür because it adjures us always to choose our maxims as if
we were in the position of a free Willkür.” She continues:
e categorical imperative is the law of practical reason because it is the maxim
that the free Willkür chooses from the standpoint of practical reason. And it is the
maxim that the free Willkür chooses from the standpoint of practical reason
because its content is the command always to choose from the standpoint of
practical reason. A free will and a will under moral laws are the same. e
categorical imperative is the principle of autonomy because its entire content
could be given in the formulation: always choose autonomously. 219
Now, what this distinction between Wille and Willkür emphasizes, in the context of the
KoE, is that when we view ourselves as lawgiving, we must view ourselves from the
standpoint of practical reason. is point has been emphasized before, but remains
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important for an analysis of how it is we are both givers, and subjects, of the moral law in
the KoE.
In order to talk about the KoE, Korsgaard begins with an analysis of two of its
constitutive elements: reciprocity and responsibility. Responsibility, according to
Korsgaard, is a term that is oen obscure in philosophy because of the multiple meanings
the term possesses. One such meaning identiﬁes ‘responsibility’ with the attribution of
either praise or blame in a given situation. Another meaning of responsibility, however,
does not deal in praise or blame, but rather in reliability and/or trustworthiness. We say
someone is a responsible person, for example, when we want to express our belief that the
individual in question is someone who we not only trust, but who you should trust as
well. In analyzing Kant’s KoE, Korsgaard employs something of a blend of these two
positions. For her, when we think about, or conceive of, a responsible person, “we think
of the person as someone who should be regarded as reliable and trustworthy and so
forth, and therefore as a candidate for praise or blame.” 220 Such a concept of responsibility
serves as a distinctive, yet constitutive, feature of adult, human relationships. “To hold
someone responsible is to regard her as a person—that is to say, as a free and equal
person, capable of acting both rationally and morally.” 221 Such a relationship, of course,
must be reciprocal. What you hold for the other, she must hold for you: “When you hold
someone responsible, you are prepared to exchange lawless individual activity for
reciprocity in some or all of its forms…. You are willing to deal with her on the basis of
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the expectation that each of you will act from a certain view of the other.” 222 Within this
reciprocal and responsible relationship, Korsgaard indicates, there must also be respect,
as respect is what moves you from, say, sentimentality to morality. Comparing it to the
concept of love, Korsgaard says that while “love moves you to pursue the ends of another,
respect reminds you that she must determine what those ends are; while love moves you
to care for the happiness of another, respect demands that you care for her character
too.” 223
ese three concepts—responsibility, reciprocity, and respect—are all constitutive
elements of Kant’s KoE. To be a member, or rather a (legislating) citizen, of the KoE “is to
extend to our inner attitudes and personal choices the kind of reciprocity that
characterizes our outer actions.” 224 Within this framework, I must conceive of my ends in
such a way that you can make them your own, and I must conceive of your ends as my
ends. For Korsgaard, in the KoE, “my own ends must be the possible objects of universal
legislation, subject to the vote of all.” 225 Only in this way can one’s authentic autonomy be
realized and, similarly, can the moral law be realized. In this relationship of responsible
reciprocity, that is to say, in the KoE, all members must be both free and equal persons—
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an argument that follows from the FoH. e responsibility constitutive of the KoE is, as I
have indicated, mutual—responsibility of each for the other. For Korsgaard, there are two
reasons why the responsibility constitutive of the KoE must be mutual: ﬁrst, “[in] order to
make the ends and reasons of another your own, you must regard her as a source of value,
someone whose choices confer worth upon their objects, and who has the right to decide
on her own actions,” and second, “[in] order to entrust your own ends and reasons to
another’s care, you must suppose that she regards you that way, and is prepared to act
accordingly.” 226 e people who enter into these relationships of mutual reciprocity
“must be prepared to share their ends and reasons; to hold them jointly; and to act
together.” 227 is is what it means to be a citizen in the KoE.
e question remains, however, as to how we bring this all about. For Kant, we
must maintain the possibility—at the very least—of realizing the KoE in a practical way
for the concept to even make sense. Nevertheless, precisely how we are to do this is not so
clearly spelled out. Korsgaard, however, oﬀer us an avenue for realizing the KoE,
constituted as it is by responsibility, reciprocity, and respect. e avenue is that of
deliberation. Deliberation is a process that is both internal and external. It is how we
make sense of ourselves as agents, and how we make sense of the world around us as the
KoE. In discussing the phenomenon of self-constitution—a concept that will be discussed
in more detail in the next chapter—Korsgaard says that “deliberative action by its very
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nature imposes unity on the will,” 228 and, therefore, constitutes us, internally, as agents.
As agents, however, we do not act alone. erefore, “[in] order to act together [externally]
… in a way that represents, not some of us tyrannizing over others, but all of us acting as
a unit, we must have a constitution that deﬁnes the procedures for collective deliberative
action, and we must stand by their results.” 229 Being constituted for collective deliberative
action, says Korsgaard, is inextricable from the KoE. “Unless you hold others responsible
for the ends that they choose and the actions that they do, you cannot regard them as
moral and rational agents, and so you will not be able to see them as ends in
themselves.” 230 Given the weight Korsgaard places on the process of deliberation—an
imperfect procedure to be sure, but a necessary procedure nonetheless—it is important to
identify, here, the rationale behind it. It is at this point that I want to return, in greater
detail, to a discussion I mentioned earlier on in my argument: the argument between
private and public reason. By bringing out what Korsgaard is doing in this argument, I
aim to contextualize how it is possible to both deliberate in the KoE and to hold our
fellow ‘citizens’ in this position reciprocally, and respectfully, responsible.
As I have indicated, in order for the KoE to be possible, all rational beings must be
able to deliberate together about the means and the ends of such a kingdom. One should
not be sidetracked, in this discussion, by the question of whether or not such a kingdom
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has ever been actualized—certainly a legitimate question, but not the one we are pursuing
here. e question being pursued here is how to actualize—to make possible in the
present and the future—such a kingdom. How do we go about formulating a deliberative
procedure such that it can bring about the KoE? How do we reason together in an at least
potentially successful way? For Korsgaard, this brings us back to a process of reasoning
addressed in e Sources of Normativity—private versus public reasoning. As discussed
earlier in the chapter, Korsgaard—drawing on her articulation of Kant’s FoH—argues
that “valuing humanity in your own person somehow implies, entails, or involves valuing
it in that of others.” 231 e question remains: How? One answer to this question, which I
have indicated already, is to say that valuing the humanity in someone means that you
take her reasons as her reason—worthy of respect, recognition, and value. Her reasons are
private to her, and insofar as you are required to value the humanity in her, you are
likewise required to value her private reasons. e ‘publicity’ of reasons, in this case,
comes about, or, rather, is “created by the reciprocal exchange of inherently private
reasons, where … [the ‘publicness’ of reason] in turn is forced on us by the content of the
private reasons themselves.” 232 Yet, there is a problem here when we consider the
normative force of this argument, which moves from private reasons to public reasons:
Consistency can force me to grant that your humanity is normative for you just as
mine is normative for me. It can force me to acknowledge that your desires have
the status of reasons for you, in exactly the same way that mine do for me. But it
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does not force me to share in your reasons, or make your humanity normative for
me. 233
is, of course, poses a problem for Korsgaard. is argument forces us to recognize the
private reasons of others as normative for them, but it does not require us to make the
private reasons of others normative for us. I can observe the private reasons of others, but
I do not have to make them my own. e problem this line of argumentation poses for
Korsgaard needs to be addressed, since the KoE, as Korsgaard articulates it, is precisely
that space where we do take the reasons of others as normative for us. us, the argument
for publically recognizing the private reasons of others as their own private reasons will
not work in the KoE.
e solution to this problem posited by Korsgaard is “that reasons are not private,
but public in their very essence.” 234 ere are, she says, two ways in which reasons can be
inherently public. e ﬁrst way she identiﬁes as ‘publicity as objectivity.’ In this case,
reasons “are public because they are derived from or refer to certain objective features of
the public world, namely, objective values.” 235 is is an argument grounded in a form of
realism for Korsgaard, where the private claim that a reason is good for me is simply a
way of saying that this reason is objectively good for everyone. e second way in which
reason can be understood as inherently public is through ‘publicity as shareability.’ In this
case, the publicness of reason is “created by the reciprocal exchange, the sharing, of the
reasons of individuals.” is line of argument “acknowledges the point … [that if] these
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reasons were essentially private, it would be impossible to exchange or to share them. So
their privacy must be incidental or ephemeral; they [i.e. reasons] must be inherently
shareable.” 236 For Korsgaard, this is another way of saying that what “both enables us and
forces us to share our reasons is, in a deep sense, our social nature.” 237 If we are social in
this deep way, according to Korsgaard—not just incidentally social, or conveniently
social—then we ought to make use of this fact when we consider the constitution of
reason. If the KoE is to be realized, “then the kind of argument we need here is not one
that shows us that our private reasons somehow commit us to public ones, but one that
acknowledges that our reasons were never more than incidentally private in the ﬁrst
place. To act on reason is already, essentially, to act on a consideration whose normative
force may be shared with others.” 238
e shareability of inherently public reason, therefore, is what makes deliberation
in the KoE possible—as well as the KoE itself possible. Nevertheless, we must still ask the
question: Why must we deliberate in the KoE? Why must we deliberate about reasons in
the KoE? To address this question, Korsgaard turns to an analysis of the normativity of
language and meaning. “What obligates me is reﬂection,” she argues. “I can obligate
myself because I am conscious of myself. So if you are going to obligate me I must be
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conscious of you. You must be able to intrude on my reﬂections.” 239 us, the
deliberative, reﬂective process of reasoning presupposes that it is at least possible to be
aﬀected by the reasons of others. e normative obligations of internal, reﬂective
deliberation must also apply in external reﬂective deliberation. You must be able to
obligate me—to make your reasons normative for me—in the same way that I must be
able to obligate myself—to make my reasons normative for you. Language cannot be an
inherently private endeavor that happens to be public at times, but the reverse: it is an
inherently public endeavor that happens to be private at times. In support of this position,
Korsgaard turns to Wittgenstein and his Philosophical Investigations. Korsgaard’s claim
here, and her reason for turning to Wittgenstein, is that “the kind of normativity which
he [Wittgenstein] thinks characterizes language and the kind of normativity which I have
been attributing to practical reason” 240 are similar in an important way. Whereas
Wittgenstein believes that it takes a reﬂective, intersubjective relationship between two or
more people in order to make meaning through language, Korsgaard believes that it takes
a reﬂective, intersubjective relationship between two or more people in order to make
moral meaning (i.e. normativity) through practical reason. is public process of making
meaning through practical reason, argues Korsgaard, is mirrored privately in reﬂective
consciousness—the deliberative, reﬂective interaction between the thinking self and the
acting self.
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us, because our reﬂective consciousness obligates us, and obligates us
fundamentally in a public deliberation, it also obligates us privately. is process of
reﬂective deliberation is the precise form that interaction takes in the KoE. Here, in the
KoE—where we must employ language and meaning in order to undertake the reﬂective,
deliberative process that gives us both obligation and the moral law—we must be able to
use language and meaning normatively. For Korsgaard, the “space of linguistic
consciousness is essentially public” 241 and this means that the normative meaning we
share in the KoE via linguistic communication must be public—it must be shareable, not
just in the sense of recognizing that each of us has a separate, normative language game
for ourselves, but that, together, we share a normative language game, where our reasons
and meaning are accessible to, and even reﬂectively conﬁrmed by, the other members of
the KoE. As such, “the reasons of others have something like the same standing with us as
our own desires and impulses do,” 242 and this means that our reason, and our meaning, is
already, necessarily, shared. While this brings into relief the concept of obligation in the
KoE, what remains to be shown is the space of the moral law in the KoE.
To make this point about the moral law in the KoE, Korsgaard oﬀers an
illustrative example that moves from the question of obligation to the question of the
moral law. She asks us to consider a situation in which someone (Person A) is bothering
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someone else (Person B), and Person B asks Person A to stop being bothersome. How
does obligation in this case happen—the obligation, that is, upon Person A to cease being
bothersome. According to Korsgaard, the obligation occurs when Person B asks Person A
to stop being bothersome because Person B is implicitly asking Person A to consider how
they would like it if the same bothersome interaction were happening to them. is
interaction should not be read as a simple reiteration of the Golden Rule. Person B is not
asking Person A to take their reason—as a private reason—for not wanting to be bothered
into account. Person B is asking Person A to take up their (i.e. Person B’s) end as their
own (i.e. as Person A’s). at is to say, in this moment, Person B is obligating Person A,
not simply by asking them to cease the bothersome practice, but by asking them to
consider—reﬂectively—how they would feel if the same practice were directed against
them. Person A cannot simply go on being bothersome in the same way—though, of
course, they can continue being bothersome. ey have been called upon—as Korsgaard
would say, obligated—to reﬂect on what they are doing, to undergo the deliberative,
reﬂective process between their thinking and acting selves. If these actions were being
done to them—if they took up the reasons and position of Person B—how would they
like it? ere is an appeal to consistency of reasoning in this argument, but not the type of
consistency of reasoning that leads us down the road of publicity as objectivity (i.e. the
Golden Rule). In deliberating on the question of ‘How would I like it if this bothersome
interaction was directed against me?’ one is reminded, says Korsgaard, “of what the value
of humanity requires.” 243 It does not simply require me to recognize that you have your
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own private reasons for wanting me to stop being bothersome. It does not require us to
adopt and enact a ‘publicity as objectivity,’ or a form of ‘Golden Rule,’ ethics whereby
Person A ought only do unto Person B what they would want Person B to do unto them.
e logic of this ‘Golden Rule’ ethic requires us to adopt the position—which Korsgaard
rejects—whereby reasons are essentially private, and morality requires only that I respect
the normativity of your private reasons for you, even though they have no normative
force for me. While one may recognize another’s reasons, they would not provide one
with an obligation to stop being bothersome—the gap between private and public reason
would not be bridged. However, when one considers ‘what the value of humanity
requires’ from the perspective of ‘publicity as shareability,’ one is not simply being asked
to recognize the other’s reasons as her own private reasons. She is being asked to consider
the reasons that we share—the public reasons that have normative meaning for both of
us. We are not simply invited to consider the private reasons of others, which will not, in
the end, move us. e argument Korsgaard is proposing, which emphasizes the inherent
publicness and shareability of our reasons, “invites [one] to change places with [another],
and you could not do that if you failed to see what you and the other have in common.” 244
us, the space of this reﬂective deliberation constituted by ‘publicity as shareability’—the
space, in other words, of the moral law—is none other than the CI. is is why reﬂective,
deliberative reason provides us with public, normative reasons in the KoE: “Human
beings are social animals in a deep way. It is not just that we go in for friendship or prefer
to live in swarms of packs. e space of linguistic consciousness—the space in which
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meaning and reason exist—is a space that we occupy together,” 245 and the CI is our moral
law.
In light of this, we can see why the KoE, as the contextual space for both the FoH
and the FoUL, is so central to both Kant’s articulation of the CI and Korsgaard’s
interpretation of it. Responsibility, reciprocity, respect, reﬂective consciousness,
deliberation, and the normativity of meaning and language are all integrally intertwined
in the KoE. For Korsgaard, “holding others responsible is an inevitable concomitant of
holding ourselves so, both in particular personal relation and in more general moral
ones.” 246 erefore, “when we enter into relations of reciprocity, and hold one another
responsible, we enter together into the standpoint of practical reason, and create a
Kingdom of Ends on earth.” 247
Conclusion
Here, at the end of this chapter, the question ‘Where are we?’ returns. At the beginning of
this discussion, we followed Korsgaard in developing a standpoint from which an agent
could act in the world. e standpoint of practical reason “is a perspective … from which
we see the world in terms of the interests of humanity. We can describe these interests in
terms of rational action, the setting and seeking of ends, or even the free pursuit of
happiness. And from this perspective, it is the system of the ideal ends of practical reason
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that emerges as the end in view, the ideal ﬁnal good.” 248 Adopting the standpoint of
practical reason orients us when engaging in discussions and conversations of Kant’s
practical philosophy. We must ﬁrst think in terms of the universalization principle of the
CI—the FoUL. Kant is incredulous: the form of the CI—the form that a maxim must take
if it is to be a moral maxim at all—is the form of universality. Nothing, at least at this
stage of the process, gives content to the form of the maxim. All that it has to have is the
form of universalization.
What gives the CI its normative content—that is, the source of its normativity—is
reﬂective consciousness. What makes reﬂective consciousness normative, in turn, is the
dignity of humanity—the ‘matter,’ or content, of the CI. e dignity of humanity is the
source or ground—while universalization is the form—of normativity for both Kant and
Korsgaard. Constituted by autonomous reﬂective consciousness made possible through
the deliberative interaction between the thinking and acting selves, the dignity of
humanity is that which creates value in the world. By virtue of the dignity constitutive of
humanity, rational creatures create value in the world in and through their actions. To
make something one’s purpose is to value it, and at the core of any system of valuation
stands something that is valuable in itself. is, says Korsgaard, is identiﬁed by Kant as
the dignity of humanity.
A complete description of the dignity of humanity, however, requires recognition
of the others around us who are also constituted by the dignity of humanity—who are
also value-creating beings and, therefore, ends in themselves as well. In order that we not
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be understood as isolated, ‘autonomous’ beings who are exclusively self-interested,
Korsgaard brings out, in a compelling fashion, Kant’s third formulation of the CI:
autonomy in the Kingdom of Ends. rough her discussions of reason, deliberation,
normativity, language, meaning, reciprocity, and respect, Korsgaard oﬀers a clear and
compelling context within which the dignity of our humanity is both aﬃrmed and
conﬁrmed. We are not just isolated individuals, but we are members of a KoE. In the
KoE, we come to value and be valued as ends in ourselves, through the shareability—the
publicness—of our reason. Practical reason, as reﬂective endorsement, is the process by
which we are conﬁrmed in our humanity. It is the source of our dignity and moves us to
think rigorously and deeply about the human community to which we belong as
legislating members.
If the argument I have been articulating in this chapter is correct, then Kant may
well oﬀer ethics a communicable, shareable, normative source, or groundwork, for ethics.
It is in the dignity of humanity, so conceived by Kant and articulated by Korsgaard, that
the source of normativity lies. It must have the form of universalization, and be
embedded within the public, reﬂective, and deliberative context of the KoE; yet it falls to
humanity, as autonomous, rational, and reﬂective, to serves as the normative groundwork
for ethical reﬂection.
In the next chapter, I will take what has been discussed in this and the previous
chapter, and compare it to the groundwork provided for ethics found in the natural law.
My aim will be to compare and contrast these two ethical sources and ethical systems—
around such issues as reason, deliberation, normativity, community, etc.—in order to


draw out of them a robust and responsible Christian ethic. It is my contention that Kant
provides a more compelling groundwork from which to construct a contemporary
Christian ethic, but it will be for the next chapter to discuss and evaluate the merits of this
claim.

CHAPTER IV
PHILOSOPHICAL AND CATHOLIC ETHICS IN DIALOGUE
Introduction
Before we embark upon the ﬁnal analysis of this dissertation, I think it is important to
take stock of where we ﬁnd ourselves at this point. In the ﬁrst three chapters, I explored
various theories of the natural law in contemporary Catholic ethics, oﬀered a close
reading of Kant’s Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals as it pertains to his practical
philosophy, and interpreted Kant through the work of Korsgaard in order to highlight
those dimensions of his (and her) thought which pertain to contemporary questions of
normativity, dignity, humanity, and rights. Underlying this entire analysis—sometimes in
the foreground, sometimes in the background—is the perduring question of human
rights. What are they? How—if at all—do we have them? What is the
source/impact/justiﬁcation of human rights within a particularly Catholic ethics? In the
hopes of addressing these questions, this analysis has devoted itself to exploring the
foundations—or the groundwork—for such a discourse. In order to understand what
human rights are—and if we have them—we need to understand, as best we can, where
they come from. us, while the politics of human rights is the conversation this
dissertation hopes to contribute to, the content of this analysis has been deliberately more
interested in exploring the theoretical and practical underpinnings of human rights
discourse. us, this ﬁnal chapter will not attempt to articulate a new—or renewed—list



of human rights or, as Finnis would put it, basic human goods. What this chapter will
oﬀer, however, is a synthesis of the diﬀerent perspectives and foundations articulated thus
far. e objective here is not a refutation of one argument through the hermeneutic of
another, but rather a reﬂection of the beneﬁts and challenges present in each. is being
said, it is my belief—and part of the objective of this dissertation—to suggest to Catholic
ethics that the practical philosophy of Kant, interpreted through the reﬂective action
theory of Korsgaard, oﬀers us a compelling starting point for these reﬂections that we
ought to take more seriously, and consider in more detail, than we sometimes do. Too
oen, we defer to the tradition of the natural law for framing and constituting our ethics
without suﬃciently exploring alternative systems of thought. From an ethical perspective,
I believe that Kant oﬀers a system of thought that merits close, analytic reﬂection, and it
will be part of the task of this chapter to identify why.
All this being said, allow me to brieﬂy outline the structure of this chapter before
embarking upon my analysis. First, I want to return, for a moment, to Korsgaard. In
chapter three, I explored Korsgaard’s work as it related to her interpretation and analysis
of Kant. Yet, in addition to being an expert in Kant’s practical philosophy, Korsgaard is a
moral philosopher in her own right. In her book Self-Constitution: Agency, Identity, and
Integrity, 1 she oﬀers her own approach to practical, moral philosophy, and it is this
approach that I want to take up in greater detail. For Korsgaard, it is the task of selfconstitution that becomes the normative task of ethics—a self-constitution informed, to a
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large extent, by Kant’s practical philosophy and the three formulations of the CI. I want
to explore this work further in order to both situate and articulate the kind of ethical
project I understand both Korsgaard and Kant to be aer on the one hand, and, on the
other hand, oﬀer a constructive, ethical approach that allows us to speak of dignity,
humanity, and rights—for example—in a way that is both philosophically sound and
practically compelling. Properly understood, I ﬁnd Korsgaard’s analysis to be compatible
with, yet not uncritical of, a Catholic ethical approach to ethical reﬂection.
Second, I want to place the Kantian/Korsgaardian analysis I have been exploring
in this dissertation in dialogue with the three representative natural law theorists from
chapter one. Speciﬁcally, I want to explore the similarities and diﬀerences between these
approaches. As you will recall, the natural law theory oﬀered in Finnis places great
emphasis on the natural goodness necessary for ethical reﬂection. e good is the ground
of the right, and both are to be found in nature. Kant and Korsgaard, however, locate the
ground of ethical reﬂection in freedom, not nature. While there are many similarities
between Finnis, Kant, and Korsgaard, placing them in dialogue speciﬁcally on this issue
will bring to light not only those places where they diﬀer, but also those avenues for
further engagement that might inform how Catholic ethicists do ethics today. In the work
of Porter, it is in terms of virtue ethics that we ﬁnd the natural law expressed. Once again,
we ﬁnd both similarity and diﬀerence between Porter’s approach and the approaches of
Kant and Korsgaard. In both, practical reason and practical identity occupy a place of
central concern; however, in Porter’s approach to, and understanding of, practical reason,
virtue becomes an expression of the discovery of one’s own nature, whereas in


Korsgaard’s approach to practical reason—through self-constitution and practical
identity—virtue is not an expression of a discovered nature, but rather, an expression of
the reﬂective process constitutive of humanity, practical identity, and self-constitution.
Once again, an exploration of the similarities and diﬀerence here can prove illustrative
and informative for the practice of Catholic ethics today. In the work of Traina, we ﬁnd
the question of the particular and the universal placed in the fore of natural law thought,
through a critical feminist hermeneutic. Traina aims to strike a balance between the
experience and expression of particularity and ‘thick’ descriptions today with the more
(critically informed) universality oﬀered in the natural law theory that emerges out of
Aquinas. Central to Traina’s analysis—as it was in Porter’s –is the question of practical
reason. Again, Kant and Korsgaard are deeply interested in this question as well, and one
of the key areas in this discourse where Traina, Kant, and Korsgaard both meet and
depart is the question of practical reason as being either monological or dialogical—is
practical reason something I bring to ethical reﬂection, or is it something that emerges
within a community of reﬂection. Exploring and assessing these interpretations of
practical reason, in light of the persisting challenges of adequately bringing together the
particular and the universal in ethical reﬂection, will bring to light some of the key
characteristics of both practical reasoning and Catholic ethical discourse.
Finally, in the conclusion of this chapter, I will oﬀer a brief articulation of what
my own understanding of Catholic ethics looks like in light of this analysis oﬀered in this
project. My hope is that the approach to ethics I oﬀer in this section—as well as the
dissertation as a whole—can bring to the table of Catholic ethics further avenues for our


collective reﬂection on the sources, methods, and practical impact of ethics in the st
century. Additionally, in this section, I will also identify some of the challenges facing my
project and some of the further avenues for research that I see coming out of it. One of
the principal areas for further work I want to identify, here, is the area of theological
reﬂection. My dissertation project is decidedly ethical in its sources, methodological
approach, and form of argumentation. Nevertheless, I believe that the impact of this
project is both deeply ethical and deeply theological. While I will not go into the details of
the theological avenues I see this project traversing, I will raise up some of the principal
theological question at the heart of my analysis. Addressing and assessing these questions,
I believe, can both critically and constructively contribute to both the continuation of
Catholic ethical reﬂection and the continuation of those forms of Catholic theological
reﬂection that remain relevant to our st century perspectives.
Korsgaard and Self-Constitution
“Human beings are condemned to choice and action.” 2 is, suggests Korsgaard, is the
fundamental context within which we approach and understand the question of human
agency. It is a constitution that is at the same time both free and limited, both active and
passive. It is into such a situation that the human person is thrown, so to speak, or—in
Korsgaard’s language—condemned. ‘We cannot but…,’ as the saying goes. Still, such a
claim requires a clear investigation into the diﬀerent dimensions of human constitution
that both contextualize and nuance this standpoint. is is the task Korsgaard sets for
herself in her book Self-Constitution, and it is the task I will undertake to explore in this
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section. In presenting Korsgaard’s argument in this text, I will proceed as follows. First, I
will explore Korsgaard’s analyses of the concepts of agency, identity, and normativity.
Building on this, I will next explore Korsgaard’s arguments in favor of practical reason
and the roles of autonomy and eﬃcacy as constitutive of both agency and action. Finally,
I will look to the concepts of unity, personhood, and the form of self-constitution that
makes us citizens in the Kingdom of Ends. Once I have explored Korsgaard’s argument in
this text, we will return to the natural law tradition, as articulated in chapter one, in order
to engage the more traditionally Catholic form of ethical reﬂection (i.e. the natural law)
with a more robustly philosophical form of ethical reﬂection from Kant (and Aristotle
and Plato) and Korsgaard.
Agency, Identity, and Normativity
In considering the question of agency, Korsgaard concedes that both human and nonhuman animals act, but argues that “[only] human actions can be morally right or
wrong.” 3 ere is something about human action that makes it distinct from non-human,
or just general, acting. For Korsgaard, the distinctive feature of human action is
communicated in and through the concept of rationality. Reason, she says, “is a power we
have in virtue of a certain type of self-consciousness—consciousness of the grounds of
our own beliefs and actions.” 4 Reason is a power, and as such, it is not something we
have, but, rather, something we have the ability to do. Insofar as we are constituted by a
form of consciousness that enables us to be reﬂectively aware of our beliefs and actions—
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and to choose or reject them—we are able to determine our courses of action in day-today life. To put it another way, reason—on Korsgaard’s interpretation—is “the capacity
for normative self-government.” 5 is capacity for self-government requires agents to
have a normative self-conception. e reason for this, suggests Korsgaard, is that when an
agent chooses an action—when that action is attributable to that agent—then “you are
constituting yourself as the author of that action, and so you are deciding who to be.” 6
You—the agent—are developing a self-conception of who you are, and how you are to be
in the world, in the very act of self-constitution—of choosing, and endorsing your
actions. is normatively formed self-conception of oneself as an agent is alternatively
termed, by Korsgaard, as one’s practical identity. Within this notion of one’s practical
identity, we return to that distinctive feature of human agency that conditions our (i.e.
human) actions—whether or not the actions we chose to endorse and enact are good or
bad, right or wrong. For Korsgaard, a good action “is one that constitutes its agent as the
autonomous and eﬃcacious cause of her own movements.” 7 How do we determine action
that is autonomous and eﬃcacious? Korsgaard turns to Kant’s two imperatives of
practical reason: “Conformity to the categorical imperative renders us autonomous, and
conformity to the hypothetical imperative renders us eﬃcacious.” 8 Such a notion of
practical identity requires, at the same time, the self-constituted unity of the agent. In
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order for an action to be chosen by an agent, and therefore attributable to her, the action
in question must be attributable to the agent as a (uniﬁed) whole. Only then can this
understanding of practical identity attend to the question of morality. According to
Korsgaard, this notion of practical identity is inextricable from “a commitment to the
moral law [that] is built right into the activity that, by virtue of our being human, we are
necessarily engaged in: the activity of making something of ourselves.” 9 e inescapable
features of human action—goodness/badness, rightness/wrongness—constitute our
concept of humanity, and if we are condemned—as Korsgaard suggests—to choice and
action, then ethics and morality must reﬂect upon the concept of humanity at work in
this analysis. Humanity, for Korsgaard, becomes a constitutive—if not the deﬁnitive—
dimension of ethical and moral reﬂection, and this, I want to suggest, ought to be at the
core of the dialogue between contemporary Catholic and philosophical ethics. First,
however, we must explore Korsgaard’s analysis further, in order to understand how she
comes to her position.
I opened this section by quoting Korsgaard on the condemnation of human
persons to choice and action. Acting and choosing are simply that which we cannot but
do—they are necessary. Still, what kind of necessity is indicated here? Korsgaard is clear
that this necessity is not “causal, logical, or rational,” but rather “our plight: the simple
inexorable fact of the human condition.” 10 We can imagine—each of us in our own way—
an encounter with a choice or action that we would prefer not to make or undertake, yet
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we still make or undertake it. is is the kind of necessity—where we do not want to do
something, yet we choose to do it anyway—that interests Korsgaard. Sometimes, she says,
“we ﬁnd ourselves doing what we think we ought to do, in the teeth of our own
reluctance, and even though nothing obvious forces us to do it.” 11 ere is something in
this necessity of choice and action that compels us, and, for Korsgaard, it comes down to
the normativity of such necessity. us, Korsgaard names the normativity of an
obligation (to choose or act as we ought, rather than as we want)—the very operation of
normativity within us—necessitation (a term she borrows from Kant). 12 is concept,
notes Korsgaard, has fallen out of favor in moral and ethical theory of late, since it seems
to imply one of two undesirable models for human constitution: e (Reformed)
Miserable Sinner or e Good Dog. e model of e (Reformed) Miserable Sinner
depicts an individual “who must constantly repress his unruly desires in order to conform
to the demands of duty,” whereas the model of e Good Dog depicts an individual
“whose desires and inclinations have been so perfectly trained that he always does what
he ought to do spontaneously and with tail-wagging cheerfulness and enthusiasm.” 13
Both of these models fail, for Korsgaard, because they fail to provide a compelling
argument for why we are in fact necessitated. To put this in slightly more theoretical
language, Korsgaard wants to articulate her approach to necessitation and selfconstitution diﬀerently from either dogmatic rationalism (embodied in e (Reformed)
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Miserable Sinner model) or sentimentalist theories (e Good Dog model). In both these
schools of thought, it is the implicit eﬀortlessness of their goals (rationalism and
goodness, respectively) in relation to necessitation that is unsatisfying to Korsgaard. For
her, there is “a kind of struggle … involved in the moral life,” and this struggle is not
accurately portrayed in either of these models or approaches. For Korsgaard, “it is not the
struggle to be rational or to be good” that is of principal concern, but rather the “ongoing
struggle for integrity, the struggle for psychic unity” 14 that incorporates and articulates
the question of necessitation accurately. erefore, she suggests that “[the] work of
achieving psychic unity, the work that we experience as necessitation, is what I am going
to call self-constitution.” 15 Self-constitution, for Korsgaard, is the deﬁnition of action, and
it is to the explication of this point that we now turn.
Unlike John Stuart Mill and the utilitarian school of thought, Korsgaard wants to
suggest that action is not principally about production—about bringing something
about. 16 She would prefer to conceptualize action along a speciﬁcally Aristotelian-Kantian
line of thought. While this may appear strange at ﬁrst, Korsgaard explains why she brings
these two thinkers together in her action theory. For Aristotle, she argues, “actions, or at
least good actions, are chosen for their own sake, not for something they produce” 17—as
the utilitarians believe. What is important here, and what is a distinguishing feature of
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Aristotle’s analysis, is that in an action, both the act and the aim are inextricable from the
overall concept. As Korsgaard says, the “key to understanding Aristotle’s view is that the
aim is included in the description of the action, and that it is the action as a whole,
including the aim, that the agent chooses.” 18 Action thus understood is action for the sake
of the noble, and this is the key dimension of Aristotle’s thought that makes it “precisely
the same as Kant’s.” 19 Insofar as Aristotle’s concept of the noble represents actions that
contain both an act and an aim, it parallels Kant’s understanding of the Categorical
Imperative, which states that “the maxim of an action which is tested by it [i.e. the
Categorical Imperative] includes both the act to be done and the end for the sake of
which that act is done.” 20 is, argues Korsgaard, is what Kant means by an action being
done ‘from duty.’ is is a point that is much misunderstood in Kant’s philosophy. Acting
‘from duty,’ says Korsgaard, “is not an alternative purpose that we have in our actions,
but the characterization of a speciﬁc kind of value that a certain act performed for the
sake of a certain end may have.” She goes on: “e idea that acting from duty is
something cold, impersonal, or even egoistic is based on the thought that the agent’s
purpose is ‘in order to do my duty’ rather than ‘in order to help my friend’ or ‘in order to
save my country’ … [but] that is just wrong.” 21 Acting ‘from duty,’ for Kant, means acting
on a maxim that contains within it both an act (to be done) and its end (for the sake of
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which the act is done). Acting ‘from duty’ is simply the description of a maxim that one
reﬂects on endorsing through the Categorical Imperative. us, both Aristotle and Kant
(and Korsgaard along with them) distinguish between acts—making a false promise—and
actions—making a false promise in order to get some ready cash. For all three thinkers,
“it is the whole action that is strictly speaking the object of choice … [and therefore] it is
the action which properly speaking is morally good or bad, noble or base.” 22
In light of this understanding of action, Korsgaard articulates the following
understanding of agency (and, as we shall see, practical identity):
I believe that it is essential to the concept of action that an action is performed by
an agent … [one] must be able to attach the ‘I do’ to the action … [it requires]
someone to whom we can attribute the movement in question as its author. And I
also believe it is essential to the concept of agency that an agent be uniﬁed. at is
to say: to regard some movement of my mind or my body as my action, I must see
it as an expression of my self as a whole. 23
What Korsgaard is getting at here is the deep connection she sees between action and
agency. For an action to even be considered as such, it must be undertaken by an agent.
What is more, for an agent to be understood as such, she must undertake, and be
constituted by, her actions. is is not an uncontroversial point. Korsgaard argues that
“in [a] relevant sense there is no you prior to your choices and actions, because your
identity is in a quite literal way constituted by your choices and actions.” 24 Action and
agency are not simply related, but are, in fact, inextricably connected—we cannot have
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one without the other, and if one is to be considered as ‘prior’ to the other, it is action, not
agency, which takes this priority. How does Korsgaard defend this position? She begins
by noting that human beings—human agents—are constituted by a speciﬁc form of selfconsciousness—one that is distinct from other, non-human beings: “we [human beings]
are conscious of the grounds on which we act, and therefore are in control of them.” As I
have previously noted in Korsgaard’s work, a key diﬀerence between human and nonhuman creatures is the former’s ability to reﬂect on their incentives and choose to act (or
not) upon them, rather than being presented with an incentive and, at the same time,
acting on it, as in the case of the latter. e ability to reﬂect on our principles of action
prior to choosing them is the form of self-consciousness Korsgaard is interested in, and
the action of self-conscious reﬂection is what constitutes agency: “When you deliberately
decide what sorts of eﬀects you will bring about in the world, you are also deliberately
deciding what sort of cause you will be. And that means you are deciding who you are.” 25
Put another way, “[it] is as the possessor of personal or practical identity that you are the
author of your own actions, and responsible for them. And yet at the same time it is in
choosing your actions that you create that identity. What this means is that you constitute
yourself as the author of your actions in the very act of choosing them.” 26 is, says
Korsgaard, is the paradox of self-constitution.
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e paradox emerges out of an Aristotelian model of agency, whereby “a living
thing is a thing that is constantly making itself into itself.” 27 Accordingly, one ought not
think or speak about self-constitution in terms of production—of producing a self as a
commodity or a result or a thing. One ought to think and speak of self-constitution as the
“process that is the essence of life.” 28 is, suggests Korsgaard, is precisely what Kant is
aer when he speaks about being a ‘person’ in the Groundwork of the Metaphysics of
Morals, rather than being a ‘thing.’ Insofar as the distinctive feature of personhood, in
Kant, is rational activity, and rational activity, in Korsgaard, is “a form of self-conscious
activity,” then “personhood is quite literally a form of life, and being a person … is being
engaged in an activity of self-constitution.” 29 In light of this, the paradox of selfconstitution becomes less of a paradox. It is not the old ‘Which came ﬁrst, the chicken or
the egg?’ conundrum. e form of self-constitution at work in Korsgaard’s AristotelianKantian analysis is a form of self-constitution whereby “what it is to be a person, or a
rational agent, is just to be engaged in the activity of constantly making yourself into a
person.” 30 e paradox, says Korsgaard, is overcome, and in its place is a more robust
conception of practical identity. Such a conception recognizes the plurality and
particularity of our practical identities, yet aims to bring them together into a uniﬁed
whole.
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If, as I have argued, Korsgaard is correct in her articulation of the relationship
between action and agency, then one’s practical identity must contain within it both the
incentives and the principles that ground its normativity. Put another way, our practical
identities must be both our “standing sources of incentives, as well as [the] principles in
terms of which we accept and reject [them].” 31 As incentives, our practical identities are
contingent; as principles, our practical identities are necessary. is interplay of the
contingent and the necessary—and of trying to make the contingent necessary—“is one of
the tasks of human life” 32 and the principal task of practical identity. We engage in this
process because we must—it is the human plight to which we are condemned. “Carving
out a personal identity for which we are responsible is one of the inescapable tasks of
human life,” 33 argues Korsgaard, and, as such, determining which principles and
incentives we will endorse to constitute this identity requires the recognition of the value
of our humanity and the normativity of the principles of practical reason. Insofar as we
are the bearers of contingent practical identities who act to make ourselves whole, we are
implicitly recognizing our inherent value as rational beings in this process. By
determining which of our contingent practical identities we reﬂectively endorse, we are
endorsing “reasons that arise from a certain practical identity,” and this, consequently, is
just “to value yourself as the bearer of that form of identity.” 34 As Korsgaard says, “We
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owe it to ourselves, to our own humanity, to ﬁnd some roles that we can ﬁll with integrity
and dedication. But in acknowledging that, we commit ourselves to the value of our
humanity just as such.” 35 What, however, keeps this form of practical identity from
becoming relativistic—where any self-constitution is an acceptable self-constitution? e
answer lies in Korsgaard’s analysis of the normative dimension of practical identity.
“Action is self-constitution,” argues Korsgaard, and “what makes actions good or
bad is how well they constitute you.” 36 In determining our practical identity, there are
actions which we will wish to claim as either good or bad, right or wrong. ese claims
are normative claims, and it is important to remind ourselves where Korsgaard locates
the source of normativity. As we have just seen, our practical identity is the source of both
the incentives and the principles that contribute to our self-constitution. e inextricably
contingent dimension of practical identity means that we determine which incentives to
choose in order to make ourselves into who we are. Some incentives arising from our
practical identity will allow us to become who we are well, others will not. In order to
determine which incentives of our practical identity we will endorse, we need to have the
principles to make these determinations. is, as we saw in chapter three, is where the
hypothetical and categorical imperatives come onto the scene. e hypothetical
imperative tells us that we must choose an action that contains both a means and an
end—something to be done, and some way of achieving that to-be-doneness. e
categorical imperative tells us that any action we undertake must be at least potentially
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adoptable by any other person in the same situation. at is, it must be universalizable in
the sense in which Kant intends that term. us, the principle of practical reason—the
combination of the hypothetical and the categorical imperatives—is what aids an agent in
determining which incentives of practical identity are to be endorsed if we are to
maintain—as Korsgaard believes we must—a sense of uniﬁed practical identity. e
normativity of this principle lies in its inescapability. Insofar as we are human agents, we
are condemned to action; insofar as we are condemned to action, we must determine
which actions to undertake, and which to avoid; insofar as we must determine which
actions to undertake, we require principles for making such determinations. us,
according to Korsgaard, the “principles of practical reason are normative for us … simply
because we must act.” 37 In light of this, what remains to be explicated is not that these
principles of practical reason are normative—Korsgaard has already made this point—but
rather precisely how these principles of practical reason are normative. More speciﬁcally,
what remains to be explicated is how these principles of practical reason serve to unify
our practical identities and constitute our wills. It is to this task that we will now turn.
Practical Reason and the Roles of Autonomy
and Eﬃcacy in Agency and Action
When considering the question of how the principles of practical reason are normative,
Korsgaard begins by identifying two prominent accounts of normativity that, in her
analysis, fall short of fully convincing. ese two accounts of normativity, which I will
brieﬂy discuss in turn, are the empiricist account and the rationalist account. A brief
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reﬂection on each account will help illustrate the key features of an account of
normativity that Korsgaard believes her Kantian analysis to more adequately address.
According to Korsgaard, empiricists “have standardly assumed that hypothetical
imperatives either are automatically normative or do not need to be normative because
they are automatically motivating.” 38 A prominent representative of this position is David
Hume, whose empirical analysis we addressed in chapter three. For Hume, a hypothetical
imperative—which states that one must take the means to one’s end—is a self-motivating
principle. Insofar as we pursue an end, we take the necessary means to that end. In fact,
pursuing an end requires its means in such a way that to not pursue the means to an end
is not to pursue that end at all. e descriptive account here is similar to Korsgaard’s and
Kant’s accounts of the hypothetical imperatives, but what makes them diﬀerent from
Hume is that this is not where they locate the question of normativity. For Hume—and
the empiricist position that he represents—the question of normativity is grounded in the
hypothetical imperative, in the requirement that when we pursue an end, we necessarily
take the means to that end. e problem, however, is that this does not serve as a solid
ground for normativity. If, in setting an end, one must take the means to that end—and
this, in turn, is the source of its normativity—then not taking the means to an end is
simply not to actually take the end in question. In other words, the ground of normativity
becomes free-ﬂoating on this account, because whatever one chooses to do, and actually
does, is normative insofar as one has taken the means to the end under consideration. If
one does not take the means, then the end in question simply was not actually the end
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one chose to pursue. Korsgaard’s diﬃculty, here, comes through the prism of the ‘ought.’
In this empiricist account, there is no place for the ‘ought’ because there can never be a
conﬂict between what one does and what one ‘ought’ to do. In the empiricist account,
suggests Korsgaard, “what looks like the principle of instrumental reason [i.e. the
hypothetical imperative as the source of normativity] turns out simply to be a description
of the inevitable eﬀect that a certain kind of judgment has on the human will.” 39
Ultimately, this is an insuﬃcient ground for the question of normativity, and for this
reason the empiricist account of normativity remains unconvincing for Korsgaard. What
is not unconvincing, and what we need to keep in mind for Korsgaard’s constructive
account of normativity, is the operation of the hypothetical imperative. In pursuing—or,
more accurately, willing—our ends, that we must take the means necessary to those ends
is a constitutive principle of rationality. While by itself it is an insuﬃcient ground for the
question of normativity, Korsgaard will argue that, combined with the categorical
imperative, the hypothetical imperative nevertheless remains a constitutive feature of
normativity.
Alternatively, Korsgaard identiﬁes the rationalist approach to normativity as “a
step in the right direction,” 40 but one that, nevertheless, fails to suﬃciently ground the
question of normativity. She takes the rationalist to be akin to the externalist or the
substantive realist—one, as noted in chapter three, who “supposes that there are eternal
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normative verities of some sort” 41 which are out there in the world. at is to say, there
are ‘facts’ that are ‘real’ and, as such, carry normative weight in virtue of their ‘reality.’ e
problem with this position, however, is that “the very phenomenon we are trying to
explain” in exploring the question of normativity (i.e. the question of rational
requiredness) “must be, so to speak, front-loaded into the picture.” 42 e rationalist
analysis must presume that which it is trying to prove, by smuggling the conclusion into
its premise. is makes the rationalist articulation of the ground of normativity
insuﬃcient. Additionally, the rationalist account also misconstrues the question of the
hypothetical imperative along the same lines. As Korsgaard notes, “we cannot explain
how we are motivated to act on the hypothetical imperative, much less how we are bound
by it, by appealing to the hypothetical imperative itself…. [e] hypothetical imperative
cannot be a normative truth that we apply in practice, because it is the principle in
accordance with which we are acting when we apply truths in practice.” 43 e specter of
smuggling the conclusion into the premise appears once again. Like the ‘facts’ that allege
normativity, the claim that the hypothetical imperative itself constitutes the ground of
normativity is incoherent, since the hypothetical imperative is not a thing to be applied to
a given situation. It does not operate in the realm of application; rather, it operates in the
realm of principles. e problem of the rationalist position, suggests Korsgaard, “rests in
thinking of the principles that deﬁne the obligatory and the forbidden as standards we
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apply when we are deliberating about what to do.” 44 Such principles cannot be applied
because they are, ﬁrst and foremost, what we engage when we want to apply a normative
truth in practice. To engage these principles in order to apply normative truths, and then
to turn around and invoke these same principles as normative truth, is to succumb to
Korsgaard’s critique—that such a position includes the conclusion in the premise. As she,
herself, says: “e argument I’ve just given against the rationalist account of normativity
amounts to an argument that the principles of practical reason cannot obligate us to act if
they enter into practical deliberation as premises.” 45 In light of the insuﬃciency of both
the rationalist and the empiricist accounts of normativity and the principles of practical
reason, Korsgaard oﬀers her own, Kantian account of normativity and the principles of
practical reason by recognizing the rational necessity of the hypothetical imperative, but
only when it is coupled with the categorical imperative.
To understand Korsgaard’s position on the normativity of practical reason, we
must ﬁrst be clear about how she understands the hypothetical imperative. We have seen,
in her analyses of the empiricist and rationalist account of normativity, how we ought not
understand the hypothetical imperative, but it is important to see how she does
understand it. e hypothetical imperative is, for Korsgaard, a straight-forward, clear-cut
analytic principle: “ey hypothetical imperative says that if you will an end, you must
will the means to that end.” 46 e hypothetical imperative, then, becomes the constitutive
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principle of willing—as opposed to simply wishing or wanting. To will something—to
choose to bring something, some end, about—is to adopt the hypothetical imperative as
your principle. Consequently, “the person who wills an end constitutes himself as the
cause of that end.” 47 us, the hypothetical imperative is a normative principle insofar as
it is a constitutive principle of action. How, though, does this square with the analysis of,
and warnings against, adopting the hypothetical imperative as one’s normative principle
that Korsgaard has recently identiﬁed? e hypothetical imperative “describes what you
do when you will an action: you determine yourself to be a cause, the cause of some
end.” 48 e emphasis here is on the cause, but the question still remains: What is this
cause? Korsgaard’s answer—and the dimension of her normative account that
distinguishes it from the aforementioned accounts—is that the cause in question is you.
While the hypothetical imperative tells us that you are the cause of some end, there is yet
another, related principle that tells us that you are the cause of some end. at principle is
the Categorical Imperative. As Korsgaard argued in her analyses of the empiricist and
rationalist accounts of normativity, “we never make a choice that is governed only by the
hypothetical imperative.” 49 To do so would be to undermine the very concept of
normativity. On her account, “every choice we make is governed by the categorical
imperative.” 50 In this way, Korsgaard argues that the hypothetical imperative ought not
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be thought of as a principle in its own right; rather, the hypothetical imperative ought to
be thought of as a dimension of the Categorical Imperative because it “captures an aspect
of the categorical imperative: the fact that the laws of our will must be practical laws.” 51
us, we come to see how the Categorical Imperative—as a principle which incorporates
the hypothetical imperative as a constitutive aspect of it—serves as the principle of
practical reason. “To act is to constitute yourself as the cause of an end” 52 argues
Korsgaard. On the one hand, “the hypothetical imperative picks out the cause part of that
formulation: by following the hypothetical imperative, you make yourself the cause.” 53 On
the other hand, “the categorical imperative picks out another part of that formulation—
that the cause is yourself.” 54 Together, these two imperatives—which are really one in the
principle of practical reason—ground Korsgaard’s account of normativity. We can now
see more clearly the relationship between the hypothetical and the categorical
imperatives, and how they, together, constitute the principle of practical reason. How,
then, does this principle constitute each of us as agents, as Korsgaard believes it must? To
answer this, we must now turn to the questions of action and agency, of autonomy and
eﬃcacy. rough elaborating Korsgaard’s arguments on these points we will be able to
articulate a fuller description of the concept of self-constitution—and the consequent
unity of the self—which she takes to be at the heart of her analysis.
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As I have just argued, for both Korsgaard and Kant “the hypothetical and
categorical imperatives are constitutive principles of volition and action.” 55 e concept
of action to which they both subscribe says that action is “determining yourself to be the
cause of some end.” 56 Insofar as action and volition are constituted by the principle of
practical reason (that is, by both the hypothetical and the categorical imperatives), “[the]
hypothetical imperative binds you because what you are determining yourself to be when
you act is the cause of some end. e categorical imperative binds you because what you
are determining to be the cause of some end is yourself.” 57 As the principle of practical
reason, these two imperatives operate together, each attending to diﬀerent aspects of the
same maxim. us, the categorical imperative really does serve, for Korsgaard and Kant,
as the one and only law of practical reason. If their analysis is correct, then how does this
principle of practical reason make sense of the concept of self-constitution that Korsgaard
has placed at the heart of her analysis? “[Action] is self-constitution,” 58 she argues, and
the essential characteristics of the self-constituted agent—the agent who chooses her
actions—are autonomy and eﬃcacy. Yet, what does Korsgaard mean by this? Why
autonomy and eﬃcacy?
First, it is important to understand what these terms mean within Korsgaard’s
analysis. When speaking of eﬃcacy, she means “an agent is eﬃcacious when she succeeds
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in bringing about whatever state of aﬀairs she intended to bring about through her
actions.” 59 When speaking of autonomy, she means that “[an] agent is autonomous when
her movements are in some clear sense self-determined or her own.” 60 ese two features
of agency—eﬃcacy and autonomy—are guided by Kant’s two imperatives: “e
hypothetical imperative commands us to be eﬃcacious, and the categorical imperative
commands us to be autonomous.” 61 So the principle of practical reason—the Categorical
Imperative with the hypothetical imperative as an aspect of it—is an agent’s principle for
action, which for Korsgaard, is deﬁned as self-constitution. Yet the question of agency
still remains opaque. On the one hand, to be an agent is to act, and to act is to “insert
yourself—your ﬁrst-personal, deliberating self—into the causal network” 62 of existence.
Kant’s account of freedom is central to this entire analysis, but we cannot avoid the
looming specter of determinism. For, as Korsgaard says, agents act in freedom, but “then
you look back, over your shoulder … and there they are: the prior causes.” 63 e freedom
necessary for agency and action appears to be an illusion, particularly when we move—as
Kant does—away from the concept of the individual, isolated agent and toward the
concept of the individual agent in and among other individual agents. Korsgaard,
however, does not think that freedom becomes an illusion or that the necessary
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contextualization of the individual agent among other individual agents requires
determinism to reign. While I want to say more about this community of autonomous
and eﬃcacious agents—what Kant and Korsgaard refer to as the Kingdom of Ends—I,
ﬁrst, want to further ﬂesh out Korsgaard’s notion of action. Her argument, as we have
seen, is not immediately intuitive—an agent is constituted by her actions, rather than the
other way around—but, upon reﬂection, her argument is a strong one, and one that will
be essential to understanding how the community of individual, autonomous, and
eﬃcacious agents—the moral community, the Kingdom of Ends—operates and attends to
the question of normativity.
Actions, for Korsgaard, are characterized by three features. First, “action is an
intelligent movement.” 64 By intelligent, of course, Korsgaard does not mean something
laudatory or praiseworthy. Intelligent means that an agent—human or non-human—
responds “to representations or conceptions of their environment.” 65 Korsgaard uses the
example of a spider moving toward a moth caught in its web. e spider’s movements are
intelligent—they respond to the spider’s conception of its environment. By movement,
Korsgaard also means something rather particular. She does not want to limit the concept
of movement exclusively to physical phenomena. Rather, movement, for her, is “to render
a change in the world (or in the limiting case, to prevent or forestall one).” 66 It is not the
physical phenomenon that constitutes the movement, but the change or eﬀect it has in
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the world. e second feature of action is that “action has intentional content.” 67 Action
must be done ‘on purpose’ because this is what makes action “subject to a normative
standard of eﬃcacy.” 68 Action must be subject to the judgments of success or failure—
particularly if action is self-constitution—and this can only be the case if action is done
for some purpose. us, with two of its three features before us, we can say—with
Korsgaard—that “action is an intentional movement of an animal that is guided by a
representation or conception that the animal forms of his environment.” 69 e third
feature of action is attribution. It is here that Korsgaard explains why “the most essential
part of the person is constituted by her actions,” 70 rather than her actions beings
constituted by her person. An action is attributable to an agent if it is attributable to her
form; that is, if it is attributable to her functional organization—her self-maintenance or
her self-conception. is form is what “uniﬁes [the agent] into an individual object.” 71
Action—as intelligent movement guided by one’s conception of one’s environment—is
therefore attributable to the agent, or put another way, the agent is “formed … so as to
produce a movement of that kind.” 72 For a non-human animal, this means that his
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actions are self-determined “when they are governed by his instincts … [which] are his
will, the laws of his own causality.” 73 Human animals, however, operate diﬀerently.
Rather than acting on instincts, human animals—human persons—act on a
combination of incentives and principles. An incentive, according to Kant, is “a
motivationally loaded representation of an object.” 74 Whereas non-human animals act on
their instincts and incentives, human persons act on principles of reason and rationality.
It is important, here, to recall that for both Kant and Korsgaard rationality “is
distinguished from everything else in nature by the fact that it acts not merely in
accordance with laws, but in accordance with [the rational being’s] own representation or
conception of a law.” 75 e power of rationality—the power of being a human person—is
the power of self-determination. us, self-determination in this rational sense requires
more than just incentives—it requires principles. A principle, says Korsgaard, “tells us
what [an agent] does in the face of the incentives that are presented to her, rather than
merely describing the eﬀects which those incentives have on her mind.” 76 Principles are
not simply rules or regulations that we ﬁnd collected into a legal document or rulebook;
rather, they “describe something essential to the mental economy of an active or selfdetermining being.” 77 Does this mean that non-human (non-rational) animals do not act
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on principles? Not exactly. e incentives of non-rational, non-human creatures—their
motivationally loaded representations of objects—simply are their principles. at which
is an incentive is, at the same time, a principle for action. is is not the case for human
persons, whose incentives are not their principles for action. Why not? Whereas nonhuman animals do not choose their principles of causality—that which is their incentive
is necessarily their principle for action—“human beings on the other hand do choose the
principles of our own causality.” 78 at is to say:
there are actually two senses of autonomy or self-determination. In one sense, to
be autonomous or self-determined is to be governed by the principles of your own
causality, principles that are deﬁnitive of your will. In another, deeper, sense to be
autonomous or self-determined is to choose the principles that are deﬁnitive of
your will. is is the kind of self-determination that Kant called “spontaneity.”
Every agent, even an animal agent, is autonomous and self-determined in the ﬁrst
sense…. Only responsible agents, human agents, are autonomous in the second
and deeper sense. 79
What, however, is the ground for the spontaneity that gives rise to this deeper sense of
autonomy? For Korsgaard, it is our capacity for reﬂective deliberation.
Human creatures have self-consciousness in a particular way—that is, in a way
distinct from non-human creatures. As I just noted, when it comes to action, we—like all
creatures—are presented with an incentive about which we must choose. We choose
based on principles. e particularity of human self-conscious, however, is this: “once we
are aware that we are inclined to act in a certain way on the ground of a certain incentive,
we ﬁnd ourselves faced with a decision, namely, whether we should do that. We can say to
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ourselves: ‘I am inclined to do act-A for the sake of end-E. But should I?’ ” 80 What this
‘But should I?’ opens up in Korsgaard’s analysis is the space of reﬂective distance. It is in
this space that we recognize that instincts operate within us, yet they “no longer
determine how we respond to [our] incentives.” 81 If instincts no longer serve to determine
our incentives, then, suggests Korsgaard, we need something to take their place, and this
is where principles enter the scene. In order to answer the question presented to the
human persons by her incentive, we need, says Korsgaard, “principles … which
determine what we are to count as reasons. Our rational principles replace our
instincts.” 82 rough the concept of reﬂective distance—through asking the question But
should I?—we are brought to the question of normativity. Neither instincts, incentives,
nor principles alone answer the normative question; it is only within the space of
reﬂective distance, opened up in the interaction among them, that normativity rests. e
actions undertaken by human agents, therefore, must answer the normative question. We
require the assistance of instinct, incentives, and principles, of course, when considering
the question of normativity, but what the space of reﬂective distance really opens up for
us—and what remains constitutive to Korsgaard’s analysis—is the question of our own
self-understanding, our own self-constitution. erefore, in the ﬁnal move of this section,
we will turn to Korsgaard’s concepts of unity, personhood, and the form of selfconstitution that makes us citizens in the Kingdom of Ends.
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Personhood, Self-Constitution, and the Kingdom of Ends
In the previous section, I argued that the space of reﬂective distance constitutive of
human psychology and human agency is the space in which the question of normativity is
addressed. Reﬂective distance—through the exercise of practical reason—permits your
agency to be directed by your actions—the ‘I’ of the agent, following Aristotle and Kant, is
constructed by the actions that constitute it. Reﬂective distance achieves this by
negotiating between the incentives and the principles that form your response to the
normative question: Ought I to do this? Another way to speak about the space of reﬂective
distance, argues Korsgaard, is to speak about self-consciousness. Self-consciousness, she
says, “opens up a space between the experience of the incentive and what previously had
been the instinctive response.” 83 is is a deliberative space, and one in which we must
decide both how we are going to act and how we are going to act as a uniﬁed agent. us,
both self-consciousness and reﬂective distance require principles through which both our
actions and our agency are guided. As we have said before, action—in this
Kantian/Korsgaardian sense—requires both an incentive and a principle. “[e] principle
describes the agent’s contribution to the action,” 84 whereas the incentive presents itself to
the agent as an object of choice—to be done or not to be done. When you make a decision
about how to act (or not) on an incentive, “that decision may be described as your
principle.” 85 e space of self-consciousness—the space of reﬂective distance—is a unique
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feature of human beings and makes us “capable of choosing … what we sometimes call a
‘way of life.’ ” 86 is ‘way of life’ is deeply characterized by the necessity of choice in
action and agency. Consequently, the notion of personhood found in both Korsgaard’s
and Kant’s writing becomes “quite literally a form of life.” e ‘form of life’ that
personhood describes—the ‘form of life’ constituted by reﬂective distance and choice—is
that of being engaged in the activity of self-constitution: “Our chosen actions constitute
us as persons.” 87
Another way to speak of personhood—that speciﬁc form of life constituted by
reﬂective distance and choice—is to speak of practical identity. e identity of a person,
says Korsgaard, “is constituted by his choices.” 88 us, the identity of a person is ‘deeper’
because, unlike animals, for example, a person “is consciously involved in its [i.e.
identity’s] construction.” 89 is is what makes our identity practical—it is the kind of
identity that allows us to “hold one another responsible, answerable, for what we do and
what we are.” 90 is is also what sets personhood—as a ‘form of life’—apart from other
forms of life (say, animality). Korsgaard believes that “the form of the human person is
precisely the form of the animal that must create its own form … [and consequently]
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every person must make himself into a particular person.” 91 is is achieved, says
Korsgaard, by pulling yourself—as a particular person—together in order to undertake
choice or action. Yet, more needs to be said about what this ‘pulling yourself together’
looks like, and how it is achieved, for Korsgaard, in and through deliberation. Central to
this notion of ‘pulling yourself together’ are Kant’s hypothetical and categorical
imperatives. ey create the normative space of reﬂective distance that allows the agent—
the person—to be self-consciously self-constituted, and it is to this notion of constitution
that we now turn.
Korsgaard oﬀers two models for describing the moral psychology of the soul, as a
prelude to her analysis of self-constitution: the Combat Model 92 and the Constitutional
Model. Both of these models aim to arrange, and describe, the practical identities of
human persons, but Korsgaard believes that only the constitutional model serves to
arrange and describe practical identity in a way that is coherent with both the dignity of
the human person and the normativity of ethical reﬂection. She also believes that Kant’s
account of the soul—his moral psychology—subscribes to the constitutional model.
When we consider the normative question—that is, the question of what we ought to
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do—and consider it in light of the principle of practical reason—that is, the categorical
imperative with the hypothetical imperative as an aspect of it—it is not through the
model of combat that our encounter ought to be understood. When an agent deliberates,
on the Kantian account, “[inclination] presents [a] proposal; reason decides whether to
act on it or not, and the decision takes the form of a legislative act.” According to
Korsgaard, such a procedure “is clearly the Constitutional Model.” 93 rough this
constitutional model, suggests Korsgaard, Kant is able to counter the claims of those who
wish to paint him as a dogmatic rationalist. e human person is not identiﬁed with
reason as the constitutive feature of their practical identity. Following from Kant—and
Plato before him—Korsgaard suggests that in the reﬂective, self-conscious process of
deliberation constitutive of practical identity, the person in question “identiﬁes, not
directly with his reason, but with his constitution.” 94 Further, this person must identify
fully with her constitution—she must be uniﬁed in and by her constitution—and this
resulting unity of agency, suggests Korsgaard, is a requirement of action. Korsgaard and
Kant reject “the despotism of reason” 95 which identiﬁes the human person with her reason
as her constitutive principle for action. Yet, if we identify with the voice of reason—which
Korsgaard, Kant, and Plato all say we do—“it is only because we identify with our
constitution, and it says reason should rule.” 96 While the analysis up to this point has
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identiﬁed diﬀerent features of self-constitution, there is a specter we ought to be wary
of—one that has haunted Kant’s practical philosophy for some time. is is the specter of
the ‘autonomous,’ isolated individual who is determined by her reason and self-sustaining
in her actions and agency. Much of what has been said up to this point rejects this
misreading of Kant’s analysis. Korsgaard, however, goes beyond mere rejection, and
oﬀers us an interpretation of Kant’s practical philosophy that shows how central the
concepts of interaction and community are to his overall project. is comes out most
clearly, as we shall see, in her articulation of Kant’s Kingdom of Ends.
Kant’s theory of interaction attempts to remedy an apparent tension within his
own thought—a tension which comes to the fore when we consider “how you can devote
yourself to the happiness of someone else without losing track of your own.” 97 e
solution, as Kant sees it, “involves a reciprocal exchange that leads to a uniﬁcation of …
wills.” 98 Kant is deeply indebted to Rousseau’s concept of the General Will 99 for
conceptualizing his theory of interaction. e idea, here, is that in setting myself an end, I
also, and necessarily, set myself the end(s) of those with whom I am interacting. Likewise,
when they set an end, they also, and necessarily, include end(s) which I could adopt as my
own. e ends we pursue, then, become shared ends—constitutive both for the individual
conceiving of them and for the community with, and within, which she interacts. e
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uniﬁcation of wills and the sharing of ends, suggests Korsgaard, are necessary
components of Kant’s understanding of deliberative decision making: “When we interact
with each other what we do is deliberate together, to arrive at a shared decision.” 100 One of
the key elements of Korsgaard’s interpretation upon which this analysis relies is her
understanding of the inherent publicness of reasons in any communicative, deliberative
setting. I noted the importance of this discussion in chapter three, so I will simply say,
here, that Korsgaard believes all reasons are, and in fact must be, public reasons. When
we deliberate with others about shared ends, we are only able to do so because the reasons
about which we deliberate and communicate are public. Additionally, it is the necessary
publicness of reasons that makes them universalizable, and it is this universalization
requirement—seen in the ﬁrst formulation of the CI—that “[gets] us into moral
territory.” 101
Another important feature of this analysis of the publicness of reasons is what this
analysis says about the sources of these reasons—i.e. the individuals who are reasoning
together. In this context of uniﬁed wills and shared ends, we must treat the reasons of all
those involved in the deliberation as having normative force for all involved. My reasons,
which are normative for me, must also be normative for you, just as your reasons, which
are normative for you, must also be normative for me. To this extent, then, “I must also
treat you as what Kant called an end in yourself—that is, as a source of reasons, as
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someone whose will is legislative for me.” 102 is, of course, is an articulation of Kant’s
second formulation of the CI—the Formula of Humanity. We must be able to take the
reasons of others as normative for ourselves, and in so doing, recognize that the humanity
in their persons is that which is constitutive of their being ends in themselves. Korsgaard’s
stance on this is important because it has bearing on how she understands the shared,
deliberative process of reasoning together to take place. As she says, “[the] aim of the
shared deliberation … is to ﬁnd (or construct) a shared good, the object of our uniﬁed
will, which we then pursue by shared action.” 103 It is not that we aim at a best-casescenario or compromise position (this might be the case in Hume’s Combat Model, but
not in the Constitutional Model), but that we aim at a good—a shared good. What that
good looks like requires shared deliberation about shared ends, and the recognition
that—as ends in themselves—our interlocutors present us—as we present them—not with
reasons to be overcome, but with reasons whose normativity is constitutive for our
deliberation. Treating, and responding to, others’ reasons as normative is, and ought to
be, our ‘default position,’ says Korsgaard, “just like hearing another’s words as
meaningful is the default position.” 104
In the end, what this discussion oﬀers us is a description of what deliberating,
communicating, deciding, and acting looks like in the Kingdom of Ends. For successful
shared deliberation, for the achievement of a shared good, two conditions of interaction
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must be met—“respect for the … humanity [of others], and the treatment of her reasons
as considerations with public normative standing.” 105 It is important to remember that
the humanity of others is not ‘owned’ by them, in an individual sense. “What is your
own,” says Korsgaard, “is not your humanity but what you make of it, your practical
identity.” 106 With regard to the treatment of the reasons of others, it should be clear from
the analysis above—and from chapter three—that reasons, if they are to have any
normative force, must be public in the sense of being shareable. “Unless reasons are
public,” says Korsgaard, “they cannot do their job.” 107 us, the Kingdom of Ends, as
Korsgaard and Kant conceive it, is the space of this shared deliberation and its
consequent shared good(s). e Kingdom of Ends is an ideal, to be sure. As Korsgaard
notes, like a promise, any shared agreement—about ends, about goods, etc.—is not an
empirical event in the phenomenal realm. erefore, as in the case of promising, a shared
agreement—such as the kind of agreement we are considering in the Kingdom of Ends—
“cannot take place under the conditions of space and time … as exercises of freedom,
choices [and promises, and agreements] take place in the noumenal world.” 108 erefore,
when we make an agreement, according to Korsgaard, “we meet in the noumenal
world.” 109 is meeting outside the strictures of space and time characterizes the ideal of
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the Kingdom of Ends. It is not a physical, empirical place, but rather the description of
the space in which reﬂective agents, constituted by their individual practical identities,
encounter other such agents and deliberate about, and decide upon, shared goods and
shared actions. us, Kant’s concepts of agency and interaction are not mutually
exclusive. Kant’s reﬂective agent is not an isolated individual, unaﬀected by what is going
on around her. She is a deeply communal agent, who—in the realm of morality and
normativity—acts and reacts only insofar as she understands her actions to be
constitutive of not only her self-constitution, but the self-constitution of all the other
reﬂective agents in her community. e Kingdom of Ends is what makes morality
possible because it is what brings autonomous agents into shared, communal life.
Here, at the end of my analysis of Korsgaard’s Self-Constitution, I want to recap
what I have argued before we turn back to our natural law interlocutors. Human
creatures are rational agents and, as such, “are aware of the grounds of [their] beliefs and
actions” 110—at least potentially. Insofar as an agent is aware of the grounds of her beliefs
and actions, she is self-conscious, and this self-consciousness divides the agent by
separating her “perceptions from their automatic normative force.” 111 What this means is
that when considering an object, the agent considers said object on two diﬀerent levels.
First, there is the level of perception, where the object is considered as it presents itself—
say, for example, as something to be ﬂed from. Second, there is the level of reason, where
the agent’s response to the object is considered—so, in the same example, the level on
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which you determine whether or not you will in fact ﬂee from the thing-to-be-ﬂed-from.
In order to pull this self-consciously divided agent back together, she must make a choice.
Such a choice calls for a principle of action, and one that comes from the agent herself.
An agent, says Korsgaard, “is the autonomous and eﬃcacious cause of her own
movements.” 112 One is autonomous when “the movements you make have to be your
own,” and one is eﬃcacious when “your movements are the way in which you make
things happen in the world.” 113 If autonomy and eﬃcacy are constitutive of agency, then
the categorical and hypothetical imperatives (respectively) must be the constitutive
principles for action. e hypothetical imperative tells us what we will when we will the
means to our ends, while the categorical imperative tells us that we are the ones who will.
As such, the hypothetical imperative is best understood as an aspect of the categorical
imperative and, together, they make up the principle of practical reason. Now, in order to
exercise the principle of practical reason in action, we need to be uniﬁed agents—agents
to whom actions can be attributed, and by which they are constituted. Since we are selfconsciously divided and require uniﬁcation, deliberation enters the scene as you “attempt
to reunite yourself behind some set of movements that will count as your own.” 114
Deliberation is the process of choosing these movements, and they are chosen under the
auspice of your self-constitution—one that tells you that you can only will in accordance
with the categorical imperative. Otherwise, you are not actually willing in an eﬀective,
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autonomous, and normative way. What this means is that “every rational agent must will
in accordance with a universal law … and the reasons that you legislate when you will the
law have to be public … have to have normative force that can be shared by all rational
beings.” 115 us, for Korsgaard, the question of normativity is intimately tied to the
interrelated questions of action and agency, of eﬃcacy and autonomy, and of selfconstitution in the Kingdom of Ends. e moral law, says, Korsgaard, is the law of selfconstitution—it is the law of making yourself into yourself. As she says at the end of this
book:
in the course of this process, of falling apart and pulling yourself back together,
you create something new, you constitute something new: yourself. For the way to
make yourself into an agent, a person, is to make yourself into a particular person,
with a practical identity of your own. And the way to make yourself into a
particular person, who can interact well with herself and others, is to be consistent
and uniﬁed and whole—to have integrity. And if you constitute yourself well, if
you are good at being a person, then you’ll be a good person. e moral law is the
law of self-constitution. 116
Having argued—alongside Korsgaard—for the normativity of the moral law as selfconstitution, we must now return to a conversation we began back in chapter one. We
must explore, once more, the question of normativity in the natural law and ask our
interlocutors: Is there anything we can learn from Korsgaard’s analysis of Kantian ethics
that might require us to rethink how we approach the question of normativity in
Christian ethics today? More speciﬁcally, can we explore—together—the questions posed
by contemporary human rights discourse through the prism of this analysis? Where are
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the points of distance between our analyses, and—perhaps more importantly—where are
the bridges that exist between these frameworks which open up avenues for further
discussion in the future. In order to tease out of this analysis all these diﬀerent threads, I
want to begin by exploring those places where the Kantian/Korsgaardian model appears
to be at odds with omas’s natural law model. Following this exploration, I then want to
focus on setting the groundwork for possible bridges between these two models. While
there will certainly remain, between these two positions, irresolvable questions and
conﬂicts, such recognition ought not exclude the possibility of common ground being
achieved in other areas. erefore, let us turn, now, to those questions that—at least
potentially—appear to pose irresolvable conﬂicts between these two models.
Kantian Ethics and the Natural Law: Noticing the Gaps
In light of this analysis of Korsgaard’s Self-Constitution, we are now in a place where we
can take our exploration of the question of normativity in both Kantian and the natural
law ethics to the next level. Part of the task of this project is to present—or, perhaps,
represent—to Christian ethics the Kantian paradigm for grounding the question of
normativity. In order to do this, I sketched out, and explored, in chapter one three
diﬀerent models for contemporary natural law ethics. At this point—aer exploring both
the Kantian and the natural law paradigms—I want to make a case for the continuing
relevance of, and constructive possibilities for, adopting a form of Kantian ethics—the
form articulated by Korsgaard—into the Catholic/Christian ethical framework. As I said
at the outset of this project, the dominant framework for Catholic/Christian ethics today
remains the natural law, and this is why natural law ethics has been my interlocutor, so to


speak, throughout this project. In order for Kantian ethics—of any form—to be
considered as both a responsible critic and a viable dialogue partner for natural law ethics
within the Catholic/Christian tradition, it must demonstrate that it is up to the task of
grounding a robust form of ethical reﬂection. It is my contention—and has been in the
background of my argument throughout this project—that Kantian ethics, interpreted
through Korsgaard’s own practical philosophy, can be—and is—a suﬃciently robust,
ethically normative, and practically compelling ground for ethical reﬂection in the st
century. e task that lies before us now—and the task that will serve to bring this project
to a close—is to support this claim through a reﬂection on the arguments explored in the
ﬁrst three chapters. More speciﬁcally, the following two sections will aim to identify two
important themes: where the discourses of natural law ethics and Kantian ethics diverge,
and where the discourses of natural law ethics and Kantian ethics converge. is section
will look at those places within natural law ethics where there appears to be a tension
between it and the Kantian ethics I am trying to retrieve. Following this section, however,
we will then turn to those places within these two ethical frameworks where, I will
propose, we can build bridges between the two discourses. While the tensions identiﬁed
in this section will remain, that does not preclude us from recognizing, articulating, and
reﬂecting upon those areas where there may be more in common between these two
forms of ethical reﬂection than we may have originally imagined. What all of this means
for the question of human rights and human dignity will be addressed in the concluding
chapter of this project. First, however, we will turn to those areas within the natural law
tradition that stand in apparent tension with the tradition of Kantian ethics.


e Question of the Law in John Finnis
While the question of the law features prominently in the works of Aquinas, Kant, and
Korsgaard, it also features quite prominently in the work of Finnis. us, the law is a
point of convergence for both Finnis and the Kantian tradition, yet it is also a point of
divergence insofar as these two perspectives narrate the grounds and process of the law
quite diﬀerently. For Finnis, the law is grounded in a metaphysical conception of the
good, whereas for the Kantian tradition, the law is grounded in autonomy and freedom.
While I will return to the points of convergence between these two traditions in the next
section, I want to spell out a little more clearly what is at stake in each of these positions
and why it is important to the broader questions of this project—the questions of
normativity, dignity, and human rights.
As we saw in chapter one, Finnis’s notion of the good is deeply shaped by how he
understands Aquinas’s notion of the good. at ‘good is to be done, and evil avoided’ is
the self-evident, indemonstrable ﬁrst principle of practical reason. It is the inherent
desirability of the good—a feature that it contains within itself, prior to reﬂection—that
makes it normative, and the impact of its normative force is felt because of this ﬁrst
principle of practical reason. e goodness of the good is good, for Aquinas, because of its
desirability. If something possesses the quality of desirableness, it is because that
‘something’ is good—it is to be pursued, while its opposite (i.e. evil) is to be avoided. For
Aquinas, this concept is not without limitation. e good—which is the individual good
for Aquinas—is contextualized within, and limited by, the common good. e common
good is what prevents the (individual) good from becoming a purely solipsistic good. Yet,


the question remains as to what grounds this good. Where does the regressive line of
questioning—Why is this a good?—come to an end? For Aquinas, this regressive line of
questioning is brought to a close by positing a state of aﬀairs—of which we have no
experience—in which the question ‘Why?’ no longer makes sense to ask. is is where we
can locate Aquinas’s—and Finnis’s—metaphysics of the good. e good—as we intuit
and experience it—is known to us, is recognized by us, because of the pre-existing state of
aﬀairs that is a metaphysics of the good. is state of aﬀairs is, therefore, the original state
of aﬀairs from which all other states of aﬀairs ﬁnd their grounding and their impetus.
Another way of putting this, which Aquinas adopts, is to speak about the uncaused cause
of all states of aﬀairs in (causal) existence. As we noted in chapter one, this uncaused
cause in Aquinas—and in Finnis—is another way of identifying and describing God.
us, in Aquinas, it is God that serves as the ultimate ground for a metaphysics of the
good. God is the source of the good, and all human good(s) are part of, and causally the
result of, God’s original, uncaused good.
Finnis takes up this metaphysics of the good from Aquinas, and formulates his
approach to ethics in light of it. While the good is grounded in the uncaused cause of
goodness, what is central to Finnis’s analysis is how this goodness is actualized in the
physical, causally linked, phenomenal world. e concept of the good he takes from
Aquinas is the ‘theoretical possibility’ that grounds the actualization of the good in
practice. So, for Finnis, the question of normativity is answered in this theoretical
possibility—the normativity of the good is grounded (and contained) within this
metaphysics, and the good(s) we see in the world—the phenomenal embodiments we


identify and label as ‘good’—are simply proof-positive, or veriﬁcation, that the good, as a
theoretical possibility, is, in fact, an actuality. e turn, in Finnis, to the eﬀects (in the
world) which we call good and which, therefore, justify our commitment to a metaphysics
of the good belies Finnis’s own interests in ethical reﬂection. He is less interested in
investigating whether or not this metaphysics of the good is a suﬃciently developed
foundation for ethical reﬂection, and more interested in evaluating the eﬀects of this good
in the observable world. For this reason, argues Finnis, ethics is a discourse whose
practical understanding “is to be found in activity.” He continues: “Even when the activity
is constituted by contemplation, attentiveness, waiting … it is still radically
distinguishable from the pure passivity of an experience [in the experience machine].” 117
is is why, at the heart of his analysis of the good, Finnis oﬀers his seven ‘basic human
goods.’ In order to approximate the good, he says, we must practically appropriate and
enact the basic human goods in a way that recognizes all of them, without diminishing
any of them, and that respects their self-evident irreducibility not only in ourselves, but in
others as well. For Finnis, the relationship between the basic human goods and the good
is articulated in and through the natural law. e natural law is what connects the
particularity of the basic human goods with his broader metaphysical notion of the good.
____________
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us, the natural law becomes necessary for ethics insofar as it allows us to make sense of
our basic human goods and enact them responsibly, which means in accordance with the
good, metaphysically understood. In light of this, suggests Finnis, any investigation of the
natural law ought to be an investigation into its principles of enactment, rather than its
grounding principles. When we inquire into the normativity of the natural law, then,
Finnis tells us that the normativity of the natural law is, on the one hand, self-evident and
indemonstrable insofar as it is grounded in a omistic metaphysics of the good; on the
other hand, we know that the natural law is normative because of the eﬀects of its
principles in the observable world—particularly the eﬀects of its principles on the good,
both common and individual. is is a diﬀerent narrative than the one we ﬁnd in Kant
and Korsgaard, and it is worth recalling what they say on this question of normativity and
the (natural) law.
For both Kant and Korsgaard, the law is grounded in freedom and autonomy, and
it is Kant’s critique of metaphysics that lays the groundwork for the possibility of
freedom. In a nutshell, Kant believes that we cannot bridge the divide between the
noumenal and phenomenal realms. While we can think the noumenal realm, we cannot
know it in the way we know the phenomenal realm. is does not make the noumenal
realm completely ineﬀectual for us, but rather holds it out as a possibility, or a hope, that
cannot be indisputably proven or indisputably disproven. For Kant, when we consider the
phenomenal realm—the realm of things as they appear to us—we must acknowledge that
such a realm is causally determined. For every act we undertake, he says, there are a host
of prior causes that determine it. Our inability to escape the causal determinism of the


phenomenal realm makes the possibility of freedom seem unlikely. And, for Kant, it is—
in the phenomenal realm. However, if we think of freedom in the noumenal realm, then
we are in a diﬀerent position. e noumenal realm considers (at least the possibility of)
things as they are in themselves. While we can say regarding our phenomenal selves that
we are causally determined, we need not say the same regarding our noumenal selves.
Our noumenal self retains the possibility of freedom given the diﬀerent standpoint taken
up. is is what makes freedom possible—that it can reasonably be thought of our
noumenal selves. is is why Kant calls freedom a postulate of practical reason.
Nevertheless, what makes freedom actual, for Kant, is its practical necessity in the
phenomenal realm. When we act, we must act in freedom, or at least believe ourselves to
be acting in freedom. Since there is nothing in the phenomenal realm to lend legitimacy
to such a claim (of freedom), we must, in the process of acting, conﬁrm the ‘reality’ of
noumenal freedom if our action is to be recognizable as such. us, for Kant, freedom is
not just a possibility, but rather an ‘actuality’ insofar as it is a constitutive principle for
action, not simply because it is possible (though it is), but—more concretely—because it
is actual (through its being necessary for action). e law (nomos), for Kant, is grounded
in this understanding of freedom; yet, the law itself, if it is to be law in a practical sense, is
articulated by Kant in a particular sense: in order for nomos to be nomos, it must be autonomos. To explicate this point, let us turn to Korsgaard.
Autonomy, says Korsgaard, is the giving of law to oneself. In order for law to be
law in Kant’s sense—that is, in freedom—we must be the source of that law; it must come
from us and we must, in turn, give it to ourselves (and, as we shall see, to others in the


Kingdom of Ends). Without this autonomy grounded in freedom, law becomes
heteronomous—something we are given from outside ourselves and, therefore,
something that determines us—and our actions—from the outside. Along this trajectory
of thought, we are limited to the phenomenal realm, where everything is determined by
prior causes. e possibility of freedom—which is necessary for action—evaporates
because we cannot act autonomously—we are simply determined by outside forces. is
is why it is so important for Kant to articulate the law in terms of auto-nomos. Without
such an articulation, we are no longer free, we are no longer responsible, and,
consequently, we are no longer agents. Our humanity becomes an illusion and our
actions become only the appearance of what we believe them (falsely) to be. Autonomy,
therefore, becomes central to any reﬂection on ethics, normativity, and the law for Kant
and Korsgaard. For Finnis, however, this emphasis on autonomy is misplaced. As he sees
it, there is a fundamental diﬀerence between Kant’s central principle for action—“Treat
humanity as an ends and never merely as a means”—and his own central principle for
action—“Respect every basic human good in every one of your acts”—and the diﬀerence
is this: “Kant’s conception of the ‘humanity’ which is to be respected in every act is
restricted, fundamentally, to only one aspect of human ﬂourishing or human nature.” 118
is ‘one aspect,’ according to Finnis, is rationality. For Kant, he argues, humanity
“means ‘rational nature,’ i.e. the powers necessarily associated with rationality and ‘the
power to set ends’ (i.e. free will or … autonomy).” 119 So according to Finnis, Kant’s
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grounding of the law in freedom and autonomy misses the point, or at least
mischaracterizes it. To say that humanity is at the heart of law and normativity (and
ethics) is to focus one’s attention on the wrong thing. It is not humanity that ought to be
at the center of the discussion, but rather the basic human goods as a whole, and of which
humanity—as rationality—is a part. Kant’s analysis, therefore, is too narrowly focused.
His reﬂections—and, by extension, those of Korsgaard—ought to focus on basic human
goods. Here, we see a clear example of an irreducible diﬀerence between these two
positions. While Kant and Korsgaard want to ground the question of normativity and the
law in freedom and autonomy, Finnis wants to ground these same questions in a
metaphysics of the good. is diﬀerence is fairly stark, and does not lend itself to a
compromise position (since both positions adopt very diﬀerent starting positions).
Finnis’s critique of Kant is not very convincing, because—at heart—his criticism of Kant
is that he (Kant) does not adopt his (Finnis’s) starting point. Additionally, Finnis’s
characterization of reason and rationality in Kant is problematized by Korsgaard, as we
saw at the beginning of this chapter. Korsgaard articulates Kant’s concept of reason not as
a possession of we ‘own’ by virtue of our humanity (as Finnis does), but as something we
do—a deliberative activity constitutive of human agency. Kant, it must be noted, is not
interested in Finnis’s starting point either, because he believes it to simply be beyond our
capacities as human creatures—we cannot have a metaphysics of the good in the way
Finnis wants us to. As Kant and Korsgaard will ﬁnd no acceptable grounding for
questions of normativity and the law in a metaphysics of the good, neither will Finnis ﬁnd
an acceptable grounding for these same questions in a description of noumenal freedom


and the autonomy necessary to it. Nevertheless, Kant, Korsgaard, and Finnis do want to
talk about the eﬀects of the law and, in the following section, we will explore what
constructive arguments might be forged between these two positions, even though they
will not ﬁnd a resolution between their diﬀerent starting points. First, however, we must
look at the gaps between the Kantian/Korsgaardian position and those of Porter and
Traina.
e Question of eology in Jean Porter
While the tensions between the positions of Finnis and Kant/Korsgaard coalesce around
the question of law, the tensions between the positions of Porter and Kant/Korsgaard
coalesce around more theological concerns. For Porter, the theological dimension of
Aquinas’s—and the Scholastics’—theory of the natural law is inseparable from its history,
its methodology, and its normativity. us, if we turn to natural law theory today in our
ethical reﬂections, we are compelled to turn to the theological framework and foundation
upon which this theory is built. is is a course of action that Kant and Korsgaard cannot
follow, and, therefore, before we explore the possible bridges between the positions of
Porter, Kant, and Korsgaard, we must recognize the gaps between their positions that
cannot be bridged. We will look at four speciﬁc areas of dissonance, or gaps: subjectivity,
practical reason and the will, virtue, and the place of Scripture/revelation.
For Porter, Aquinas, and the scholastics, one of the constitutive features of the
natural law is its underlying metaphysics of order and continuity—that is, the natural. For
them, there is a fundamental continuity between Creator and Creation, between God and
the cosmos. is makes nature both intelligible and normative for human persons since


what we ﬁnd in (and from) nature is of a part with what we ﬁnd in (and from) God.
Further, insofar as human beings are the imago Dei—the very image of God—in creation,
we, therefore, occupy a unique place in relation to both God and nature. us, when we
consider the question of subjectivity in the natural law, we are considering it in light of
this general metaphysics of order and continuity that allow us to ﬁll the role of imago Dei
set out for us by God. is raises questions for how Porter and the natural law tradition
understand the concepts of agency and autonomy—two key features of subjectivity in the
Kantian/Korsgaardian tradition. Within the natural law tradition, the questions of agency
and autonomy are circumscribed by the metaphysics that make the natural law possible.
All of creation is continuous with its Creator and, consequently, we can—and must—
presume creation to be good, intelligible, and directed toward its ultimate goal—i.e. the
Beatiﬁc Vision (ultimately) and the practice of the virtues in this life (a point we will turn
to shortly). e concept of agency, as we understand it today, stands in tension with this
vision. In Porter’s analysis, agency is constituted by, and grounded in, its createdness.
Agency is not something we do, but something (predetermined) we must be. is will
appear similar to Korsgaard’s understanding of agency which, as we will recall, is selfconstitution. Yet, there is a diﬀerence between the positions here that is key. For Porter,
to be an agent is to situate oneself within the natural—i.e. good, intelligible, teleological—
order of creation that we are given. Agency is not self-constitution in the sense of
constructing one’s own practical identity intersubjectively and in community, searching
for an undetermined Kingdom of Ends in which one’s practical identity can become
something it was not before—namely, recognized as one’s own by oneself and others.


Agency is our discovering of our roles in the intelligible order of creation and then
participating in that order under the auspices of the good that is both our ground and our
goal. A successful agent in Korsgaard’s analysis is one who constitutes her own identity in
community with others, undetermined by the conﬁnes of a pre-supposed common good.
A successful agent in Porter’s analysis is one who comes to know her identity through the
community of the common good—and the practice of the virtues—as happiness.
A similar discrepancy arises when we consider the concept of autonomy.
Certainly, as Porter notes, the concept of autonomy as we have it today (through Kant)
was not on the minds of Aquinas or the Scholastics; nevertheless, insofar as we do have a
concept of autonomy today—and one which human persons are compelled to recognize
rationally, if not subscribe to necessarily—we must consider any contemporary reﬂection
on subjectivity in light of it, even when we are discussing ﬁgures like Aquinas. To be
autonomous, according to Kant and Korsgaard, is to be self-legislating, to give the law to
oneself. is concept of autonomy is clearly at odds with a concept of autonomy along
omistic lines. On Porter’s analysis, the human person is one who acts in accordance
with an intellectual apprehension of the good. e good ‘sets the stage,’ so to speak, from
which the human person can approximate autonomy, but there remains a deeply
heteronomous dimension within this approach. As we have already noted, Porter follows
Aquinas in understanding the nature of the human person in creation as imago Dei.
While the recognition of this opens the human person to the possibility of fulﬁlling her
God-given role in the cosmic order, it does not necessarily (or, perhaps, at all) open her to
the possibility of fulﬁlling her self-given role. As we have said, neither Kant nor


Korsgaard go down the road of isolated individualism, but if we are to consider the
concept of autonomy in any recognizable fashion, then we must recognize the diﬀerence
between giving oneself the law and being given one’s law by something outside oneself—
be it nature, creation, or God. Both Aquinas and Porter believe that the human person
acts on behalf of her ultimate end—happiness. us, if one pursues happiness as her
ultimate end (in either its natural or supernatural form), then we must acknowledge that
she stands in a complicated (and, perhaps, impossible) relation to any form of autonomy
we would recognize as such. While agency and autonomy are important to Porter, Kant,
and Korsgaard, approaching these features of human being with the natural law tradition
leaves many questions unresolved—and perhaps permanently so. Before coming back to
the idea of happiness just mentioned, let us look at another area where there appears to be
a gap between the understanding oﬀered by Porter and that oﬀered by Kant and
Korsgaard: practical reason and the will.
e question of subjectivity—through agency and autonomy—brings us to
another, related question: the question of action. While I will say more about the possible
points of connection between the Aquinas/Porter theory of action and the
Kant/Korsgaard theory of action later, we must ﬁrst look at the gaps that exist between
these two theories. To highlight some of these gaps, we will focus on two constitutive
features of action: practical reason and the will. Kant and Korsgaard oﬀer very speciﬁc
understandings of both practical reason (i.e. that which gives rise to the will) and the will
(i.e. the capacity for the free choice of maxims of moral action). Aquinas and Porter,
however, also articulate speciﬁc understandings of both practical reason and the will, and


they are understandings that stand in fairly stark contrast to that of Kant and Korsgaard.
Whereas for Kant and Korsgaard, the ﬁrst principle of practical reason is the categorical
imperative (with the hypothetical imperative as an aspect of it), for Aquinas and Porter,
the ﬁrst principle of practical reason is happiness: “all persons naturally seek happiness,
that is, the fullest possible enjoyment of the good(s) that each believes will perfect and
fulﬁll him or her as a human being.” 120 e diﬀerence here is clear. On the former
account, the ﬁrst principle of practical reason is a formal principle—a discursive space for
evaluating action consistently, but without providing a determined end; on the latter
account, the ﬁrst principle of practical reason is an end—a predetermined goal that
shapes our actions and evaluates them based on how well (or poorly) they achieve that
already-determined end. us, for Aquinas and Porter—and the natural law tradition
they propose—practical reason aims at bringing about the fullness of happiness for the
human person by navigating and negotiating the contours speciﬁc to an objective state of
happiness. is understanding of happiness as the end or aim of practical reason follows
from both Aquinas’s and Porter’s account of the metaphysics of order and continuity that
underlie not only the natural law, but all of creation. Happiness, in both its natural and
supernatural forms, is the goal of practical reason—it is the end that human persons
pursue. Practical reason, therefore, becomes the means for achieving one’s end(s). is is
perhaps one of the starkest diﬀerences between Porter’s natural law tradition and
Korsgaard’s Kantian tradition when it comes to practical reason.
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In addition to the gap between the natural law tradition and the Kantian tradition
on the question of practical reason, there also remains a gap between these two traditions
when it comes to the will. In the Kantian tradition, the will describes the process of
selecting and endorsing maxims of action that possess the formal capacity of universality
and the material content of being grounded in humanity. In Aquinas’s natural law
tradition, the will—rather than describing the process for choosing (and, consequently,
endorsing) inclinations—is, itself, an inclination, or, in the language of Aquinas, a desire.
e will, as a desire, is considered under the category of appetite, alongside passion. e
will seeks out the good, but does so through the use of reason, rather than, as with
passion, through the senses and imagination. us, will is equal to passion in Aquinas,
though they operate along diﬀerent trajectories and employ diﬀerent means for achieving
their ends. In the language of Korsgaard, this argument embodies the combat model,
rather than the constitutional model, of the soul—or, in this case, the will. Both the
passions and the will are spontaneous for Aquinas—that is, they are their own grounding.
While there is a certain resonance between the spontaneity of the will in Aquinas and the
spontaneity of the will in Kant (which we will address later on in this chapter), we can,
nevertheless, see that the concepts of the will operative in each tradition are—like
practical reason—in fairly stark contrast. In Aquinas’s natural law tradition, as
interpreted by Porter, both practical reason and the will are conditioned by the overall
metaphysic of continuity that underlies the project. We know our ‘end’ (i.e. both natural
and supernatural happiness) because creation is a continuation between the natural and
the supernatural. In that God is the Beatiﬁc Vision (the supernatural end of happiness), it


is our task in this life to approximate that end as best we are able, and to do so through
the natural end of happiness—i.e. the practice of the virtues.
Aquinas’s theory of the virtues—as interpreted by Porter—is a unique feature of
his natural law approach. In his belief that the proper end of all human persons is
happiness, Aquinas recognizes a challenge. e ultimate end of happiness is a
supernatural end—the Beatiﬁc Vision. However, we cannot come to this vision, at least
insofar as we are living our terrestrial existence (and certainly not without a concept of
grace). erefore, the happiness that is the goal of human life is unattainable so long as we
continue on our life’s terrestrial pilgrimage. While, in the end, Aquinas recognizes that
the Beatiﬁc Vision is the ultimate goal, he also recognizes that there must be a
terrestrial—or in his language, natural—form of happiness as well (one that is attainable
in this life). Porter argues that this natural form of happiness is the practice of the virtues.
is natural form of happiness—this natural end—is constitutive of Aquinas’s natural law
theory: without a natural form of happiness, the precepts of the natural law are without
structure or foundation. e natural law requires a natural end of human happiness. It is
found, Porter argues, in the practice of the virtues. e practice of the virtues, therefore,
becomes both the means and the end of natural happiness. It is not as if the practice of the
virtues leads us to some other natural end or goal, but it is precisely in the practice of
practicing the virtues that happiness consists. In light of this, Porter argues that the virtues
must become habituated if their practice is to bring us to the good of natural happiness.
To be habituated, for Porter, means that the virtues must become stable dispositions, or
capacities, of the human person. How do they become so? By practicing them. us, the


natural end of happiness is not contained in something that the practice of the virtues
achieves, per se; the natural end of happiness is contained in the practice of the virtues
themselves. us the natural end of happiness is the practice of the virtues, and this is so
because nature is, as we have said, ordered, continuous, and good. e practice of the
virtues is a manifestation of the order of nature, and its goodness is, in Porter’s terms,
transcendental. at is to say, according to Porter, something (e.g. goodness) is
transcendental if and when its ubiquity and generality are such that the concept in
question can be applied to anything whatsoever—in any category of existence. Goodness,
of course, is such a concept. Again, the continuity that characterizes the relationship
between the supernatural and the natural give rise to the necessary ubiquity of the
concept of goodness (since God is good, and creation is continuous with God, creation,
too, must be good). is, according to Porter, is what makes goodness transcendental.
e gaps between this position and that of the Kantian/Korsgaardian perspective
are wide. While Kant, in the Metaphysics of Morals, oﬀers a substantial reﬂection on the
concept of virtue, it is a concept that does not resonate with that of either Aquinas or
Porter. Kant, himself, says that “virtue is not to be deﬁned and valued merely as an
aptitude and … a long-standing habit of morally good actions acquired by practice.” 121
Virtue, for Kant, is the moral courage to do one’s duty, even when it appears to conﬂict
with what one wants to do. For Porter, of course, to practice of the virtues, generally, is to
practice the cardinal and theological virtues, speciﬁcally. What underlies the diﬀerence of
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perspective, here, is the diﬀerence of the approaches each tradition takes toward the
question of the purpose of the virtues. For Kant, virtue describes what we must do in the
face of desires and inclinations to the contrary. Virtue comes onto the scene at a moment
of rupture—a struggle in which our desires lead us away from the moral law and into the
compromised position of bad (i.e. determined, un-reﬂective, and un-endorsed) action.
For Porter and Aquinas, virtue describes how we participate in the goodness and
continuity of creation. It is not a scene of rupture, conﬂict, or struggle, but rather a scene
of perfection and—ultimately—happiness. What Aquinas and Porter take for granted—
that is, the continuity between the supernatural and the natural that makes the pursuit of
happiness possible—is precisely what Kant wants to claim as impossible. For Kant, the
natural/terrestrial/phenomenal search for happiness is a question of duty and struggle,
not of practice and continuity. For Aquinas and Porter, we practice the virtues in order to
bring about the natural happiness that, in some way, participates in the supernatural
happiness of the Beatiﬁc Vision. For Kant and Korsgaard, we can hope in the
possibility—in the als ob 122—of something like the Beatiﬁc Vision, but we cannot
presume that it is either continuous with anything we do in the phenomenal realm or that
the hope of its possibility suﬃciently grounds any constitutive feature of, or framework
for, ethical reﬂection. us, the theory of the virtues found in Aquinas, and articulated by
Porter, is at striking odds with the concept of virtue found in both Kant and Korsgaard.
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e ﬁnal gap between these two traditions I would like to highlight coalesces
around the role of Scripture/revelation at the normative level of ethical reﬂection. As
noted when we discussed the role of reason in Porter’s theory of the natural law, reason is
an intrinsic characteristic of both the human and natural world. Reason, however, is not
to be understood along ‘Kantian’ lines. at is to say, reason is not a stand-alone category.
It is constitutive of human persons, yet one that must be put through the ‘sieve of the
norm’ of a separate, but nevertheless normative, source of moral knowledge: revelation.
Revelation—or, as Porter and the Scholastics put it, Scripture—is an independent source
of moral know that operates alongside of reason and nature. Each of these sources oﬀers
its own contribution to the overall ‘fund’ of moral knowledge; nevertheless, there is an
implicit hierarchy between them. Reason, while a legitimate source of unique moral
knowledge, is at the bottom of the hierarchy, being normed by both Scripture and nature.
e relationship between Scripture and nature is more nuanced, but, in the end, it is
Scripture that serves as the norm to which even nature is subject. e diﬀerence, however,
between the relationship of Scripture to nature and Scripture to reason is that Scripture
and nature are, so to speak, two forms of the same revelation. What Scripture reveals is
conﬁrmed by nature, and what nature reveals is conﬁrmed by Scripture (at least, when it
comes to moral knowledge). Reason, too, is its own source of this knowledge, but the
determinations of reason are always subject to the norms of nature on the one hand and
Scripture on the other. What is ‘reasonable’ must be conﬁrmed (or corrected) by
Scripture. is is because it is through Scripture and revelation—more than through
reason—that we come to know the natural law. Reason provides reﬂection that can


conﬁrm what we come to know through Scripture, but it is, nevertheless, through
Scripture that we come to know the natural law in a more direct and immediate sense.
Once again, it is through the underlying metaphysics of order and continuity that this
claim rings true for the Scholastics, Aquinas, and Porter. Scripture—and, to be clear, we
are speaking here of the Christian Scriptures—reveals something of the good God who is
continuous with nature along the natural/supernatural spectrum and who implants us
with the capacity to reason because we are—and this, again, is conﬁrmed through
Scripture—the very imago Dei in creation. is all speaks to the deeply theological ﬂavor
of Natural law theories, and this is no coincidence. Porter takes natural law theory to be a
deeply theological—and speciﬁcally Christian—project precisely because it locates the
role of Scripture on the level of normativity. Following Aquinas, she argues that one
cannot understand the natural law unless one understands that the natural law relies on
Scripture as one of its normative sources (and, more to the point, as the norming norm of
those sources). Scripture provides the natural law with both a revealed source of moral
knowledge and an orientation toward the practice of this moral knowledge: “the natural
law is fundamentally a capacity or power to distinguish between good and evil; it is
intrinsic to the character of the human soul as made in the Image of God, … and it is
expressed or developed through moral precepts which are conﬁrmed, as well as being
completed and transcended, through the operation of grace.” 123 e natural law is a
deeply theological project that takes its normative force not only from rational reﬂection
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and the natural world, but also from the special revelation—through Scripture—of the
Christian tradition. In light of this, suggests Porter, when we seek to understand the
natural law, we must understand that it “is meant ﬁrst of all as a theologically informed
interpretation of human morality considered as a natural phenomenon and therefore as
an expression of the distinctively human form of created goodness, and secondly as a
theology of the moral life that locates and contextualizes it in relation to other central
scriptural and doctrinal concerns.” 124
e normative role given to Scripture, in this account, is also deeply problematic
for Kant and Korsgaard. While religion and the religious imagination play an important
role in Kant’s overall philosophy, this role does not exist at the normative level of ethical
reﬂection. Korsgaard—who gestures toward, but does not really pursue, some deeply
theological themes and ﬁgures, such as St. Augustine—is also willing to grant space for a
form of theological reﬂection, but neither she nor Kant gives religion, theology, or
Scripture/revelation the central role that Porter, Aquinas, and the Scholastics do. is is,
of course, in part because Kant and Korsgaard are philosophers, and Aquinas and
Porter—as well as the Scholastics in question—are theologians. Nevertheless, when
assessing the continuing relevance of the natural law for contemporary ethical reﬂection
we must seriously consider whether or not an ethical framework that adopts a decidedly
exclusive language game—Scripture might well be normative for (Catholic?) Christians,
but that is to say nothing about its normativity for non-Christians—as both foundational
and normative is capable of sustaining both itself—as a discursive ethical reﬂection—and
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the broader questions of ethical reﬂection facing ethics generally—and Christian ethics
speciﬁcally—in the st century. If we are inquiring into the sources of normativity for
ethical reﬂection, and striving to oﬀer a groundwork for ethical reﬂection that is both
responsibly ethical and responsibly theological, then it seems that the role of Scripture in
ethical reﬂection cannot be on the normative level. Kant and Korsgaard would certainly
agree, but Aquinas and Porter would certainly not. e gap identiﬁed by this question of
Scripture’s role in ethical reﬂection raises a problem—namely, if Scripture cannot be
addressed on the level of normativity in Christian ethics, where, then, can it be addressed
without being reduced to an at best marginal, at worst irrelevant, feature of Christian
ethical reﬂection? While the Kantian/Korsgaardian perspective I am trying to oﬀer in this
project is fairly mum on this question, I think that it is an answerable one. eology is not
defeated if the normativity of Christian ethics is not grounded in Scripture/revelation. I
will turn to a more explicit articulation of this point when we turn to the potential bridges
that we ﬁnd within both the natural law tradition and the Kantian tradition.
e Question of Normativity in Cristina Traina
Traina is interested in ﬁnding common ground between two apparently disparate
discourses: natural law ethics and feminist ethics. In fact, Traina argues that these two
discourses do not simply share common ground, but are mutually informed and mutually
dependent on each other. What natural law ethics lacks, feminist ethics provides; what
feminist ethics lacks, natural law ethics provides. What Traina develops, then, is a form of
natural law feminism that combines “feminist convictions with a clear, telic
anthropology, a method of practical moral reason, and theories of integrity and social


justice that connect all dimensions of social and individual ﬂourishing
eschatologically.” 125 In articulating this position, Traina makes a clear turn to Aquinas
and away from Kant. Yet, much of her analysis ﬁnds resonances within Korsgaard’s
explicitly Kantian project. erefore, in this section we will explore those areas of
dissonance between Traina’s natural law feminism and the Kantian/Korsgaardian
position, before turning to those areas of resonance between these two positions in the
next section. e dissonance between these two positions coalesces around two key
features of the natural law: nature and teleology.
As we have already identiﬁed through the work of Finnis and Porter, Aquinas’s
notion of nature operates at the heart of his theory of the natural law. Speciﬁcally, it is the
understanding of the human person as imago Dei that allows Traina to ground ethics—a
particularly agential category—in a particular, religious (i.e. Christian) concept of nature
articulated in natural law theory. is is so for two reasons. First, the natural law provides
an articulation of the inherently telic nature of human anthropology. Human persons are
naturally—in their role as imago Dei—oriented toward their end in God. is orientation
is part of our very being—our essence—and although this essence contains within it a
latent potentiality (which we will address in a later section), it nevertheless remains the
case that ethics, on this line of argument, becomes grounded in human nature. erefore,
when we consider the task of an ethics grounded in nature, we are also considering the
task of practical moral reason. For Traina, practical moral reason is a ‘how to’ manual for
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ethics. is, too, emerges out of the claim that ethics is grounded in human nature. Since,
according to Aquinas and the natural law tradition, nature is given to us, we must infer
from it the tools and procedures necessary for living out our natural essence—our human
being. In such a framework, ethics—as the repository for these tools and procedures—
becomes a ‘how to’ manual for properly navigating the realities of human existence in line
with the proper orientation, or end, of human being. In Traina’s natural law feminism,
the role of nature is critiqued for the binaries and hierarchies it, more oen than not,
imposes, but it is not abandoned. Feminist ethics, suggests Traina, provides the necessary
critique that prevents nature in the natural law model from becoming oppressive. Such a
concept of nature, articulated through the natural law, but corrected by feminist ethics,
attends to both the universal dimension of nature—that there is something in all human
beings that is the same, i.e. the imago Dei—and the particularity of individual human
beings, who in their contexts and capacities are fundamentally diﬀerent from one
another.
e grounding of ethics in nature, as articulated above, stands in fairly stark
contrast to the grounding of ethics in the Kantian/Korsgaardian tradition. Korsgaard, in
particular, wants to emphasize—it is, in fact, central to her argument—the normativity of
ethics, but she does not turn to nature and the ‘how to’ model to do it. Korsgaard, like
many Kantians, turns to reason, but, as we have seen, a particular form of reason
grounded in autonomy. Grounding ethics in a concept of nature—even a concept of
nature critiqued by feminist ethics—presumes a foundationalism that Korsgaard wants to


avoid. Like Onora O’Neill, 126 Korsgaard oﬀers a non-foundationalist reading of Kant’s
ethics—a reading that does not presume stable, attainable knowledge qua factum, but
approaches ethics as a more hermeneutical task. One of the most notable features of
Kant’s ethics—the Categorical Imperative—is not the ‘foundation’ of ethics, as such. As
O’Neill argues, the categorical imperative is a strategy—a procedure, a hermeneutic—
rather than an algorithm for ethical reﬂection. 127 is is all to say there is a clear
distinction between an approach to ethics that grounds reﬂection in nature, and an
approach to ethics that grounds reﬂection in a strategy, or a deliberation. For Korsgaard,
what makes ethical reﬂection normative is not to be found in a particular ‘thing’ (in this
case, nature), from which the tools for cultivating an ethical life take root and grow;
rather, what makes ethical reﬂection normative is the dialectic between the formal and
material dimensions of autonomous, reﬂective deliberation. To a very real extent, it is in a
form of discourse, rather than in a collection of data, that ethics ﬁnds its grounding. is
is why, when we consider practical (moral) reasoning in Kant, as opposed to Aquinas and
the natural law, we do not come out with a ‘how-to’ manual to be performed and enacted
within a particularly casuistic logic; rather, when we consider practical (moral) reasoning
in Kantian terms we are considering a strategy for ethical deliberation that is not
grounded in a pre-existent ‘fact,’ but rather in the rationally required components of the
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deliberative procedure itself. us, while Traina wants to suggest that a natural law
feminist ethics provides a normative foundation for reﬂection in a concept of nature,
Korsgaard wants to suggest that the question of normativity is not founded in something
static, like nature, but rather in something dynamic and discursive, like the dialectic of
form and matter articulated within the strategy of the Categorical Imperative.
ere is another area where we ﬁnd a gap between the natural law position of
Traina and the Kantian position of Korsgaard. While this gap is related to the previous
exploration of nature, it merits its own investigation. at is to say, the gap between these
two traditions presented by the concept of teleology is a substantial problem in ethical
reﬂection. As we have seen, the human person—in her nature—is teleologically oriented
according to Traina’s natural law feminism. Yet—and this must be recognized—
Korsgaard and Kant, too, take up the question of teleology in ethical reﬂection.
Korsgaard, in fact, makes the argument that the hypothetical imperative—that one takes
the means necessary for achieving one’s ends—is a constitutive feature of the Categorical
Imperative. Without it, the categorical imperative becomes the empty, formal principle
that so many accuse it of being. erefore, even according to Kant and Korsgaard, we
need a concept of teleology in ethics. So what is the diﬀerence between the teleology of
Traina and that of Kant and Korsgaard? I want to suggest that the diﬀerence lies not in
teleology itself, but in the way teleology is characterized and deployed. I agree with
Korsgaard: all actions require ends for which they are done. is simply is the way action
operates. Without the concept of an end included in one’s conceptualization and pursuit


of a particular course of action, things like unity, agency, and practical reason make no
sense.
Nevertheless, the diﬀerence between Korsgaard’s position and that of Traina is the
extent to which the teleological argument extends. For Traina, as we have seen, teleology
is grounded in human anthropology—to be a human person is to be oriented toward an
end. For Korsgaard, however, teleology functions as the operation of the hypothetical
imperative. e diﬀerence here is that teleology on Traina’s account is a condition of
human being; on Korsgaard’s account, teleology simply describes how human persons set
and achieve their ends. Teleology, in Korsgaard, has a very limited role that does not
carry in its wake certain necessary features of human being or nature. Our ends can
change, and, therefore, the concept of teleology in Korsgaard does not articulate a
necessary feature of human being. For her, teleology is best understood as ‘open.’ An
open teleology says that things are arranged for the best (i.e. the successful achieving of
ends), but this arrangement is not independent of human persons—our actions do have
an eﬀect on the ends we set and our success (or failure) in achieving them. If the concept
of an open teleology best describes the teleological task in Korsgaard’s ethics, then when it
comes to Traina’s concept of teleology, it might be most appropriately described as
‘closed.’ ere is no moral evaluation of terminology here—simply a description of the
operation. Traina’s notion of teleology, which comes out clearly in her natural law ethics,
is grounded in human nature—a nature created, not by human persons, but by God. is
is a concept of teleology that has a distinct beginning and distinct end. Human persons
perform a myriad of potentialities within the bookends of this concept, but the bookends


remain. us, according to the concept of a closed teleology, things are not arranged, but,
rather, occur for the best (i.e. the successful achieving of ends) independently of human
action, which, again, possesses some ﬂexibility within the overall teleological structure,
but does not contribute to this overall structure as such. Traina’s concept of teleology
relies—as does the method and framework of natural law theory—on a deep metaphysical
concept of nature. As we saw in Porter, nature—as continuous, though not identical, with
super-nature—can serve as a suﬃcient ground for a teleological (or, in her case, virtue)
ethics because nature in general, and human nature in particular, is a stable, ordered
reality instituted by God. Whether as creation, broadly understood, or as the imago Dei,
nature provides a foundation and framework for a natural law ethic that is, at the same
time, a teleological ethic. us, while both Traina and Korsgaard turn to teleology as a
constitutive feature of ethical reﬂection, the speciﬁc form of teleology they turn to is, in
fact, quite distinct.
One ﬁnal area to explore when considering the gaps between these two positions
comes to the fore in Traina’s analysis of the relationship between the natural law and
feminist ethics. As we have seen, Traina explores the textures of these two discourses and
asks the question: How, if at all, are they related? She ﬁnds that there is a way to see these
two discourses as not only complementary, but deeply interdependent. ere is much,
she says, in the tradition of the natural law that correlates with the methods, grounds, and
goals of feminist ethics; feminist ethics, too, shares many of the foundations and
objectives of the natural law. Most speciﬁcally, she argues that the natural law and
feminist ethics exist in an interdependent, even symbiotic, relationship. Feminist ethics,


as articulated by Traina, is a pluriform discourse that brings together a variety of
positions under the auspices of the concept of ‘feminism’ or, perhaps better, ‘feminisms.’
What this particular discourse oﬀers contemporary ethical reﬂection is not merely a
reminder (though it is that as well), but a methodology, a foundation, and action guiding
objectives that bring ethics ‘down out of the raers.’ It immerses the discourse of ethics in
the particularity of life—in the thick descriptions that both texturize and contextualize
practical ethical reﬂection. Feminist ethics, according to Traina, provides an entrée into
the question of particularity—contingency, historicity, embodiment—that is essential to
the task of ethical reﬂection. is is what feminist ethics oﬀers to the natural law—
particularity. e natural law, on the other hand, considers not only the grounds but the
overall framework within which ethics is reﬂected, deliberated and enacted. e natural
law provides more than a sounding board for evaluating the particularities of ethical
thought. For Traina, the natural law oﬀers us a ﬁrm foundation for ethical reﬂection—it
provides ethics with the grounds for its normative claims. us, the natural law speaks to
the universal dimension of ethical reﬂection and ethical claims. Where better, suggests
Traina, to ground the universal, normative dimension of ethics than in a tradition that
grounds itself in the natural, created order? Insofar as the natural law is a discourse
imbued with normative force because of its construction and constitution, it only makes
sense to turn to such a discourse when trying to articulate the universal dimension of
ethics. erefore, what the natural law oﬀers to feminist ethics is this universality. It
provides feminist ethics with a framework that protects it from the tendencies toward
relativism inherent in some of its more post-modern articulations. For feminism to be an


eﬀective critique, it must go beyond the paralysis of radical deconstruction. It requires an
eﬀective, universal framework to ground normative claims and guide ethical reﬂection.
e natural law, suggests Traina, oﬀers such a framework.
What this overall narrative provides, then, is an approach to ethics that attends to
both the universal claims ethics needs to make (through the natural law) and, at the same
time, attends to the particularity of time, place, history, context, etc., that is equally
required of ethical reﬂection if it is not to become detached and abstracted. Traina’s
natural law feminism, then, provides an approach to ethics that attempts to balance the
universal and the particular by interweaving them into a single, yet still critically
corrective, approach to ethics. e question becomes: Why is it that the natural law is the
most compelling universal, normative discourse for ethics today? For Traina, the central
claims of the natural law—critically corrected by feminist ethics—most convincingly and
most eﬀectively meet the requirements of contemporary moral reﬂection. Korsgaard,
however, will provide a diﬀerent answer to this question. It is not to Aquinas and the
natural law that she will turn in order to articulate the normative dimension of ethical
reﬂection, but to Kant and Aristotle. In this, however, we can already catch a glimpse of
the bridge that might bring these two discourses together. When we return to Traina’s
analysis and the possible bridges that can be constructed between she and Korsgaard, we
will return to this question of the universal and the particular and see if the natural law is,
in fact, the most compelling source of normativity for ethical reﬂection.


Kantian Ethics and the Natural Law:
Building Bridges for Ethical Reﬂection
Law and Rights in Finnis, Kant, and Korsgaard
As we noted in the previous section, Kant, Korsgaard, and Finnis adopt diﬀerent—and
rather incompatible—starting points in their reﬂections on the question of the law. Finnis
grounds the law and all normative, ethical reﬂection in a metaphysics of the good, while
Kant and Korsgaard ground the law and all normative, ethical reﬂection in freedom and
autonomy. Despite these very diﬀerent starting points—and the consequent diﬀerences of
method and approach to the question of the law—all three of these ﬁgures nevertheless
share certain concerns over the eﬀects of their reﬂections for the broader task of ethics.
While the grounding of law in these traditions remains incongruent, they both,
nevertheless, wish to articulate their understanding of the law within the contemporary
discourse of rights. erefore, in order to explore this shared space of rights, which both
the Finnis/natural law tradition and the Korsgaard/Kantian tradition wish to claim, we
will turn here to those features of the discourse of rights that both traditions oﬀer as
essential to it: practical reason, self-constitution, and the communities within which they
operate.
As noted in chapter one, Finnis takes the entirety of his analysis in Natural Law
and Natural Rights to be concerned with the question of human rights. us, for him, the
question of the law—and the speciﬁc question of the natural law—is fundamentally a
question about rights. e understanding of rights he is aer, however, is an
understanding deeply dependent upon an articulation of the law as grounded in the good


and, more speciﬁcally, in his notion of ‘basic human goods.’ e very question of rights,
suggests Finnis, becomes important to us because of the underlying metaphysics of the
good that grounds it. Distancing himself from two paradigms of human rights discourse
which he ﬁnds unsatisfactory—that is, rights as individual choice and rights as individual
beneﬁt—Finnis oﬀers a concept of rights as individual need. Finnis argues that the basic
human goods can be understood as basic reasons for action—basic reasons that motivate
us to act and interact in speciﬁc ways. More to the point, these goods/actions can be
understood as basic human needs and, as such, these basic human needs can and must be
met with a concept of corresponding basic human rights. Rights, therefore, are not
primarily a matter of choice or beneﬁt (though choice and beneﬁt do ﬁgure into the
picture later on) but, rather, they are primarily a matter of need. Rights respond to the
needs of individuals whose lives are said to ﬂourish when these needs are met. Key to this
concept of ﬂourishing in Finnis is the concept of dignity. e dignity of each human
person is what gives them rights—especially absolute (inviolable) rights. What is the
source of this dignity? For Finnis, the source of dignity of the human person is the soul.
erefore, on Finnis’s account, the soul is what grounds the dignity, ﬂourishing, and
rights human persons claim as their own. e soul—insofar as all human persons have
one, which Finnis believes that they do—also grounds the freedom and equality that
make us the subjects of rights.
While rights are inherently individual for Finnis, he, nevertheless, recognizes the
social constitution of human persons. us, the common good becomes the framework
within which rights must be understood (and claimed, and granted, etc.). As noted in


chapter one, the model for the common good which Finnis adopts is the model of
friendship. It is in friendship that the freedom, equality, and mutuality characteristic of
his rights discourse take shape. As in genuine friendship, the common good is
understood not as a situation in which each person pursues their own good amongst
others pursuing their own goods. Rather, friendship and the common good are each
constituted by the individuals involved, pursuing not only their individual goods, but the
good of others as the goods of others. e good of individual A, says Finnis, must be an
end for both individual A and her friend, individual B; and vice versa. is, too, is how
the common good works: the good of the individual must be pursued by both the
individual herself and the community of which she is a part; and vice versa. Both
friendship and the common good, says Finnis, are coordinated for the purposes of selfconstitution, self-fulﬁllment, and self-realization. Since, on his reading, selfconstitution—and self-fulﬁllment, self-realization, self-possession—are the task of
practical reason, it is important to remember what Finnis means by that term. For him,
practical reason pertains to choice, action, and the freedom necessary for both—it is
about agency, action and freedom. Nevertheless, for Finnis, practical reason is only one
element of his broader ‘basic human goods’ approach to natural law ethics. Speciﬁcally,
practical reason is the element that considers the agent’s self-constitution. erefore,
Finnis’s reﬂections on practical reason can be seen as an extended reﬂection on the
workings of conscience. According to Finnis, when reﬂecting on the good, when engaging
in practical reasonableness, one must (ultimately) follow the dictates of one’s conscience.
is is all to say that, for Finnis, rights discourse must attend not only to individual need


(though this is, at heart, the core of his analysis) but to how this individual need is
articulated in and among others through a concept of the common good.
Like Finnis, Kant and Korsgaard are deeply interested in the connection between
the question of law and the question of rights. It is true—as we have seen—that whereas
Finnis grounds the law (and rights) in a metaphysics of the good, Kant and Korsgaard
ground the law (and rights) in freedom and autonomy. Yet, all three thinkers—and the
traditions they represent—adopt certain features of rights discourse that bring them into
closer proximity than might at ﬁrst appear. I want to highlight a few of these features in
order to identify speciﬁc discursive spaces in which natural law ethicists (a la Finnis) and
Kantian ethicists (a la Korsgaard) might engage dialogically about rights and the law.
e concept of practical reason that emerges from Kantian ethics, for example,
gets articulated in terms of the hypothetical and categorical imperatives. e hypothetical
imperative tells us that in order to act, we must not only set, but will, an end. e
categorical imperative tells us that in setting and willing an end, we must do so based only
on a maxim (‘I will do action-A for end-E’) that can be adopted by every person in a
similar situation, time, place, etc. (i.e. the maxim must be universalizable). Practical
reason is a discursive, dialogical endeavor. It is not, as such, a pre-determined principle
we apply to a particular situation, but rather describes the discursive encounter from
which action emerges. e legal quality of practical reason comes through its formalism.
at is to say, the feature of practical reason which embodies its law-like quality is its
universality. If I can adopt a particular maxim for action as my maxim for action, then I
must also acknowledge that this maxim ought to be adoptable by every person in the


same situation. us, the law-like quality of practical reason is not ‘legal’ in the sense of
being determined from the outside and, then, applied to all persons in all situations.
Rather, the law-like quality of practical reason indicates a procedural formalism that
emerges from a subjective standpoint and is then conﬁrmed from an objective
standpoint—the latter standpoint, as I will explain below, being that of a citizen in the
Kingdom of Ends. Practical reason, therefore, is inherently dialogical—it emerges from
reﬂection, rather than being a presupposed factor. Korsgaard notes that many
contemporary approaches to the concept of practical reason understand it to be a premise
for normative reﬂection. It does not emerge from the conversation, so to speak, but is
presupposed by it. Finnis, in fact, appears to do this. Practical reason is, for him, a
criterion necessary for human ﬂourishing through the basic human goods. It is a premise
for normative reﬂection, rather than something that emerges from it. It is also, however,
the process one goes through in normative reﬂection. It is, therefore, both premise and
procedure. While the dual roles of practical reason in this account is problematic for
Korsgaard, she, Kant, and Finnis, nevertheless, give an important place to practical reason
in ethical reﬂection. Foregrounding practical reason as both traditions do gives rise to
another feature of rights discourse on which Finnis and Korsgaard converge: the concept
of self-constitution.
For Korsgaard, self-constitution means choosing and endorsing of your actions. It
is the work of achieving your own psychic unity—of recognizing that there is a ‘you’ that
exists, acts, and chooses—over and above the speciﬁc, day-to-day, physical dimensions of
your practical identity. Self-constitution is, in brief, action—the action of making yourself


into yourself. Whereas the concept of practical identity speaks to the speciﬁc contours of
one’s person—how one identiﬁes oneself within and among the diﬀerent potentialities of
one’s life—the concept of self-constitution speaks to the broader task of life. It is a
concept that appears paradoxical at ﬁrst blush: it speaks to the choosing of actions prior
to agency, whereas we oen think of agency as preceding action. Nevertheless, Korsgaard
argues that self-constitution is the task of making myself into myself, and, therefore,
focuses on the action that makes agency possible. Action, she says, is what we are
condemned to—it is the unavoidable and inevitable situation we ﬁnd ourselves in. Only
by attending to this question of action are we able to form our agency and, thus, form
ourselves into not just persons—which is the task of practical identity—but into
ourselves. If practical identity speaks to what is unique in each human person (i.e. our
personhood), self-constitution speaks to that activity of being we all share (i.e. our
humanity). Self-constitution, then, contains an inextricable element of abstraction. While
it is the action of making myself into myself, it is also an action that extends beyond any
speciﬁc person. e activity of self-constitution lies within our humanity, and, therefore,
goes beyond our individual persons. Still, suggests Korsgaard, we must consider the
question of whether or not there exists a limit on the action that is self-constitution. She
suggests that there is, and the limit of self-constitution is the principle of practical
reason—the categorical imperative with the hypothetical imperative as an aspect of it. As
an agent’s principle for action, the principle of practical reason is the principle of selfconstitution. In this way, our concept of self-constitution avoids the pitfall of relativism.
Not every form of self-constitution can reasonably be pursued, and the source of this


corrective—of this limit—comes through the inherently communal and social dimension
of practical reason. Accordingly, this move into the communal and social is a move into
morality. As Korsgaard has argued, the moral law is the law of self-constitution and it,
therefore, remains to us to articulate this moral community, in which the law of selfconstitution takes its shape: the Kingdom of Ends.
As noted above, self-constitution is not a concept that pertains to isolated
individuals. e concept of practical identity gives rise to our personhood—those
distinctive features of our agency that make us who we are as individuals. Selfconstitution, however, gives rise to our humanity—that constitutive feature of our being
which makes us moral agents, capable of choice and action. erefore, the concept of selfconstitution requires a moral community—i.e. a community of autonomous, free, and
practically identiﬁed agents—within which it can take its bearings. is community—
necessary for agency, identity, and morality—is described by Kant and Korsgaard as a
Kingdom of Ends. While the Kingdom of Ends was discussed in chapter three, it is
important to recall its features here if we are to, on the one hand, recognize what makes it
distinctive, while, on the other hand, bringing it into constructive dialogue with another
articulation of a moral community of agents—one that is more common in the discourse
of Christian ethics: the Common Good. As noted earlier in this chapter, the Kingdom of
Ends is an ideal—it is not found in the phenomenal realm (i.e. it is not a physical space,
governmental order, etc.), but it is a ‘meeting space’ in the noumenal realm. It is a space
where deliberating, communicating, deciding, acting agents meet in community to
formulate the normative standards that make ethics and morality possible. As we saw in


chapter three, this meeting space of the Kingdom of Ends is characterized by
responsibility, reciprocity, and respect. Only with these three features of its constitution
in mind can we articulate the kind of meeting space the Kingdom of Ends describes—that
is, a moral meeting space. e concept of morality, in Kant and Korsgaard, pertains to
communities—it describes the way(s) in which individuals act and interact with each
other. In more robustly Kantian language, morality describes the way(s) in which
legislating citizens interact in the Kingdom of Ends. ere are clear points of similarity
between this concept of the Common Good—found in Finnis—and the concept of the
Kingdom of Ends—articulated in Korsgaard. Both concepts—both spaces—address
themselves to the question of how individual agents, each with their own practical
identity, act and interact with others responsibly, reciprocally, and respectfully in
community. Both the Common Good and the Kingdom of Ends prioritize ﬂourishing,
dignity, and rights as constitutive features of reﬂective deliberation. Still, an area of
diﬀerence between them must be noted. e Common Good is a concept that asks us to
consider, in a given situation or deliberative moment, not only our individual good, but
also the good of the whole (the wider community). Our choices and actions, therefore, are
made not only with an eye to what is good for us, but what is good for the persons and
world we encounter and inhabit. Unsurprisingly, this concept focuses on an
understanding of the good—an understanding of a whole that we contribute to in our
thoughts and actions. Our contributions are ‘good’ insofar as they make the good of the
whole more complete; they are ‘bad’ insofar as they do not. e concept of the Common
Good, therefore, asks us to choose and (inter)act with an eye to the good that, as Finnis


has argued, is the ground and source of all our actions. While the concept of the Kingdom
of Ends shares many of these concerns with the concept of the Common Good, it also
departs from it in key ways. e Kingdom of Ends is the space of morality. Morality, here,
ought not be understood as a pre-determined set of rules that make action and choice
good or bad, based on how well or ill they correspond to our preapprehension of the
good. Rather, morality describes a kind of deliberative encounter between practically
identiﬁed individuals attending to a normative, constitutive feature of being: action as
interaction. Recall that, for Korsgaard, we are condemned to action—it is fundamentally
unavoidable. us, when we constitute our practical identity, we cannot but recognize
that any articulation of my practical identity necessitates the recognition of at least the
possibility of your articulation of your practical identity. is is how interaction becomes
a way of thinking about normativity. e question of normativity is not answered by X—
where X is a static fact—a ‘thing’ in Kant’s sense—that is simply applied in all times and
places. e question of normativity is answered by the interactive process of reﬂective
deliberation. Reﬂective deliberation does not provide answers, but, rather, it describes the
normative procedure for ethical and moral reﬂection. Here, we are brought back to the
concept of the Kingdom of Ends. is ‘meeting space’ describes the space of morality—
that is, it describes the space where the question—the process—of normativity is
addressed. e Kingdom of Ends diﬀers from the Common Good in that in the Kingdom
of Ends, the question of normativity is described, evaluated, and addressed. Its source is
not a preexistent good, or a concept of a greater whole into which one must insert oneself
and one’s good/bad actions. Its source is the very process of deliberative reﬂection that


creates meaning as it goes. e source of normativity in the Kingdom of Ends is not some
thing, but, necessarily, some one or ones—the intersubjective, interactive legislating
citizen(s). erefore, while both the Common Good and the Kingdom of Ends share
similar goals, they ground themselves in diﬀerent discursive starting points. If we can’t
bring these two discourses together—which, given their very diﬀerent starting points, I
am reluctant to say that we can—then what remains for Christian ethics is to seriously
consider each discourse in light of our contemporary (ethical, moral) situation. If the
concepts of human ﬂourishing, dignity, and rights are constitutive features of
contemporary Christian ethical reﬂection, as I believe they are, then we ought to reﬂect
on the contours of the space in which we undertake this reﬂection and deliberation and
ask whether or not the more popular discourse of the Common Good is the optimal space
for having such a discussion, or whether the Kingdom of Ends might not provide a more
suitable concept for this reﬂective task.
Jean Porter and the (Revised) Role
of eology in Ethical Reﬂection
As a deeply theological project, we have noted some of the challenges—or gaps—that
exist between the natural law tradition articulated by Porter and the Kantian tradition
articulated by Korsgaard. Yet, despite the diﬀerences between these two traditions, there
remain certain features of their thought that might serve as constructive bridges for
further dialogue. While we will not be able to bridge all the gaps identiﬁed in the previous
section, we can still reﬂect on those shared spaces between these traditions that might
lead to constructive conversation on the future of Christian ethics. ere are three speciﬁc


areas that I would like to highlight as shared, discursive bridge spaces: the unity and
sociality of the agent, the role of virtue in ethical reﬂection, and the possibility of a revised
theological approach to Christian ethics.
In both the natural law and the Kantian traditions there is a central place given—
when reﬂecting on ethical normativity—to the concept of unity in both action and
agency. As we have noted previously, the speciﬁc contours of both action and agency in
these two traditions diﬀer, sometimes greatly. Nevertheless, both traditions emphasize the
importance of unity in thinking about agency and action. Porter, for example, recognizes
that in the Scholastic tradition, unity of action and agency is intimately linked with the
overall concern for articulating a metaphysics of order and continuity; a metaphysics
which undergirds the entire Scholastic project, especially when it comes to the question of
ethics. What this in turn gives rise to—when we consider the question of unity—is the
belief that as the cosmos manifests the order and of God, so too the human person, as the
imago Dei, must manifest an analogous ordering. at actions must ﬁt into the overall
‘plan’ for creation and agency—if they are to truly manifest the imago Dei—is part and
parcel of the project as well. Agents must be uniﬁed, in Scholastic logic, if they are to
engage in actions appropriate to their nature, as well as the nature of God. Like God,
whose form is one of relationality and sociality, the human agent must also be both
relational and social because she is a manifestation of God’s creative nature in the world.
e Scholastic conception of rationality, too, plays a part in this commitment to
the unity of the agent. It is rationality, as a natural capacity of the human agent, which
makes this unity intelligible. is rationality and intelligibility, found in God and


mirrored in the human person, makes agency possible and, as such, requires an overall
uniﬁed notion of human agency and action. Aquinas, too, argues for a sense of unity of
action and agency. Aquinas’s theory of morality, as noted in chapter one, relies on the
concept of action, the constitutive features of which are practical reason and the will. e
operations of practical reason and the will in this tradition rely on the natural orientation
of the human person toward her ﬁnal end: happiness. Any approximation of (natural)
happiness in Aquinas depends upon a theological commitment to the fullness of
happiness found in God. If we are to approximate happiness in this life, it is through the
practice of the virtues, which in turn require an understanding of the practicing agent—
the human person—and the actions she undertakes to be uniﬁed in a way that reﬂects, or
mirrors, the unity of God. Only then can practical reason do its job of bringing us toward
happiness. is is also the case when we consider the precepts of the natural law. For
Aquinas and Porter, while there may be many precepts of the natural law, there
nevertheless remains a more fundamental sense in which they are all one—all uniﬁed—
because of the underlying metaphysics of order the natural law presumes. us, the
concept of unity in action and agency is central to the task of ethical reﬂection in the
natural law tradition—at least as it is articulated by Porter.
Kant and Korsgaard, too, prioritize the concept of unity in action and agency, and
their clearest articulation emerges from Korsgaard’s notion of practical identity. She
traces the roots of this concept back to Kant’s understanding of ‘person.’ On her reading,
Kant’s concept of ‘person’ describes a self-conscious, rational activity—a form of life. is
self-conscious, rational activity—this ‘form of life’—is our practical identity, which, in


turn, undertakes the process of making oneself into oneself—the process of selfconstitution. erefore, this concept of practical identity requires a form of unity in the
person who is making herself into herself. Without this sense of unity—this ability to
attribute to oneself the choices and actions one endorses and undertakes—we will have a
very hard (if not impossible) time establishing a practical identity. Practical identity is
what allows us to attach the ‘I do’ to our actions, and, in turn, is what permits us to say
that a particular action is my action. Speaking in terms of ‘I’ and ‘my’ necessitates the
recognition that there is, in fact, an ‘I’ who is constituting herself through her (or, from
the ﬁrst person perspective, my) action. For Korsgaard, as we have seen, there is no ‘I’
prior to action, yet this ‘I’ plays a decisive role in sustaining the practical identity of the
self-constituting person. If this is the case, then we must consider how this process of selfconstitution actually constitutes the practical identity of the ‘I’ and keeps it from going oﬀ
the rails. If there is no ‘I’ prior to action, then what is to prevent practical identity from
degenerating into a form of relativism? It is here that we return to the concept of unity—
the concept that the self-constituting actions of the ‘I’ bring the agent together, rather
than pull her apart. e necessity of this concept is not merely as a convention adopted to
avoid an otherwise unstoppable degeneration of the agent into a mere heap, as Aristotle
says. e necessity of this concept of unity emerges from Korsgaard’s ‘two standpoints’
position regarding the noumenal and phenomenal worlds. Phenomenally, the human
person could become a mere heap of actions—each unconnected with the other and,
ultimately, leading to a concept of ‘agency’ where the ‘I do’ is as irrelevant as it is illogical.
We cannot attribute choice and action to a person if that person may, at time point A, do


action X, but, at time point B, may not and have no connection to action X. We require
something to link the actions of an agent back to her if ethics and normativity are to be
possible at all. It is not from the standpoint of our phenomenal selves that we can
conceive of the unity of our agency and actions; rather, it is only from thinking ourselves
from the noumenal standpoint that this becomes possible. Unity is required for any
concept of the ‘I’ over time who is imputable, and it is though thinking of ourselves from
the noumenal standpoint—rather than the phenomenal standpoint—that such selfdescription and self-identiﬁcation are possible. Practical identity, then, is the phenomenal
way we make sense of the noumenal unity that is required of us not by convention, but by
rationality. Practical identity brings the plurality of actions that constitute my agency
together, and the process of self-constitution—the reﬂecting upon, choosing, and
endorsing of my practical identity—illuminates, from the noumenal standpoint, the unity
necessary for not only becoming a person, but for recognizing the (rational) necessity of
the concept of unity, not only for myself, but for the concept of humanity as well.
Another area where both the Aquinas/Porter and Kant/Korsgaard traditions meet
is in the space of virtue. As we have noted, there are distinctive gaps between these two
positions when it comes to how they understand virtue and the practice of the virtues.
Nevertheless, virtue remains a concept that both traditions take to be integral to their
overall practical ethics. e practice of the virtues is at the heart of the natural law’s
ethical approach. Happiness is the end which all human persons desire and work to bring
about. e fullness of happiness is contained in the Beatiﬁc Vision, and the natural law
approach recognizes that this is not an attainable end in our terrestrial lives. erefore,


there must be an end in our worldly lives that approximates the fullness of happiness in
the Beatiﬁc Vision, yet remains on the natural end of the continuum between the creator
and creation. is, as we have seen, is the practice of the virtues. In practicing the virtues,
we begin to habituate ourselves to the form of (ethical) living that coheres with the
natural end—and approximates the supernatural end—of creation. is formulation of
what it means to live and act virtuously takes two deeply Kantian themes as central:
rationality and autonomy. As Porter reminds us, reason is a natural capacity for the
human person—it both mirrors and manifests the intelligible order in our own humanity
and the intelligible order in the wider created world within which our lives are embedded.
For Aquinas and the Scholastics, she reminds us, all of creation acts—and must so act—in
accordance with the rational, intelligible principles which are given to, and order,
creation. Human agents, however, are unique among this creation through being the
imago Dei therein. We not only act in accordance with the rational and intelligible
principles of creation (as do all other animals, plants, etc., in the created cosmos), but we,
alone, have the capability of choosing to follow these rational principles. Korsgaard, who
would ﬁnd much to agree with in this last statement, would say this is an exercise of the
will—choosing and endorsing the principle of action that allows us to constitute our
agency. Porter, however, says that this all takes place within the practice of the virtues.
is is why she considers the practice to be rational—it reﬂects the rationality found in
nature and the natural world. What is more, this practice is also autonomous. For Porter,
insofar as the practice of the virtues pursues the end of happiness in our terrestrial lives,
insofar as the practice of the virtues articulates how we live the imago Dei in creation,


insofar as the practice of the virtues governs the principles of our causality in the
ethical/moral life—the practice of the virtues is autonomous.
Here, Porter and Korsgaard share an emphasis on autonomy related to virtue, but
there is a diﬀerence between them as well. When considering the concept of autonomy,
we can consider it in two ways. First, there is the sense of autonomy in which one is
governed by the principles of one’s own causality. is is a form of autonomy that exists
across the spectrum of agency—insofar as one is governed by the principles of one’s own
causality, one is autonomous. is ﬁrst sense of autonomy appears to be the sense in
which Porter employs the concept: insofar as the causality of our actions is constituted by
the practice of the virtues (good action is caused by the proper practice of the virtues, bad
action by the improper practice of the virtues), then we are autonomous. Korsgaard
would agree with this, to be sure. However, this sense of autonomy does not, for
Korsgaard, pertain speciﬁcally to human agents—it pertains to all manifestations of
agency. Human agency requires another, deeper sense of autonomy—a sense in which to
be autonomous is to choose the principles that are deﬁnitive of one’s will. How does the
autonomous agent—in this second sense—choose such principles? According to Kant,
she chooses through the ‘spontaneity’ of reﬂective deliberation. us, both Aquinas and
Kant, Porter and Korsgaard, are interested in the rational and autonomous dimensions of
virtue—though each articulates their position a little diﬀerently. If we return to the
concept of practical identity for a moment, we can see that for Aquinas and Porter, one’s
practical identity—that of a human person as imago Dei in creation—is pursued through
the practice of the virtues and is, therefore, rational—insofar as it is in the practice of the


virtues that our natural happiness is achieved—and autonomous—insofar as the practice
of the virtues is governed by the principles of our own causality. While still occupying the
shared space of virtue, rationality, and autonomy, Kant and Korsgaard narrate an
alternative concept of practical identity. One’s practical identity, speciﬁcally along
Korsgaardian lines, is constituted by the rational deliberation which makes it possible.
Practical identity is rational insofar as it brings together, into a coherent unity, the
elements of the ‘I’ who wills maxims of action that attend to the plurality of its context,
while also attending to the overall self-conception the ‘I’ possesses (the one who does not
so will, does not have a practical identity). It is autonomous not because it is governed by
the principles of its own causality (though it is that), but rather, it is autonomous because
it deﬁnitively chooses the principle of one’s own will—which is, for Korsgaard, selfconstitution. us, both traditions share common questions and concerns about the
concept of virtue and the concomitant concept of practical identity. While their
conclusions may diﬀer, virtue and practical identity remain bridging concepts between
the natural law tradition and the Kantian tradition.
Finally, I want to look at another discursive space that, as noted earlier, is one
which appears to constitute a sizeable gap between the natural law and the Kantian
traditions, but which, on further critical reﬂection, might actually serve as a bridge
between them: theology. To be sure, the (speciﬁcally Catholic) theological task is taken up
by Porter and the natural law tradition more explicitly and systematically than by
Korsgaard and the Kantian tradition. Nevertheless, they both remain open to theology,
even if their engagements with it proceed along markedly diﬀerent lines. One of the


clearest theological moves that Porter makes in her interpretation of the natural law is to
ground it—normatively—in revelation and Scripture. As noted before, Porter locates
Scripture at the heart of the natural law, as the ‘norming norm’ of both nature and reason.
While each of these dimensions of natural law thinking oﬀers their own unique
contribution to the discourse, it is Scripture that serves to ground and validate their
‘ﬁndings.’ us, the normativity of the natural law is deeply connected to Scripture and
revelation. It cannot, in fact, function morally without it. Morality, for Porter, is a
fundamentally human phenomenon. It is not a site for transcendence, but rather the
space in which we participate in the goodness of human nature. e goodness of human
nature, however, is revealed to us through Scripture. us, not only the question of
normativity, but the question of morality is deeply connected to the question of Scripture.
I have already noted some of the challenges facing this position and the very real
challenge this position creates for the question of normativity in ethics. Nevertheless, I do
not think that this necessarily means that theology is not, or cannot be, part of this
conversation. eology can be a constructive interlocutor when it comes to ethics and
normativity, but not if it turns exclusively to Scripture in order to answer the question of
normativity. While this is not the form of theology that either Porter or Aquinas oﬀers in
their natural law theories, there are alternative theological forms that might be better
suited to a constructive conversation on ethics and normativity.
eology is not defeated if Scripture does not operate on the level of normativity.
Korsgaard does not address Scripture—on the level of normativity or elsewhere—in her
philosophical investigation of practical identity and self-constitution. e theological


does not serve as the ground for any argument, nor does Scripture serve to ‘norm’ the
operation of reason or the process of self-constitution. One may be inclined to say, then,
that Korsgaard’s Kantian approach to ethics has no place for theology. Yet, in SelfConstitution, Korsgaard does articulate a central part of her project in theological terms.
As I have already noted, Korsgaard opens her analysis in Self-Constitution with the
following sentence: “Human beings are condemned to choice and action.” 128 Here, there is
a clear sense in which choosing and acting are the inescapable conditions of humanity—
insofar as we are human persons, we must choose and act as constitutive features of our
humanity. e narrative she turns to, as an illustration of this human ‘condition,’ is the
expulsion from the Garden of Eden, found in the Book of Genesis. 129 By raising this
point, I am not trying to suggest that Korsgaard is a crypto-theologian or even that she
intends to slip into an otherwise philosophical discourse a theological argument. I do not
think this is the case at all. Korsgaard turns to this narrative of the expulsion in order to
illustrate the kind of situation human agents ﬁnd themselves in. We do not live in the
‘Garden’ (and whether or not we ever did is irrelevant). We live in the ‘wasteland,’ where
we must live together and act responsibly as autonomous, self-determined agents living,
choosing, and acting among other autonomous, self-determined agents. e fallen
condition of humanity is the narrative that Korsgaard takes to be constitutive of (i.e.
____________
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normative for) all choice and action. Once again, I raise this not to suggest that Korsgaard
is doing a kind of crypto-theology, but to point out that in her account of normativity, the
expulsion from the Garden is a narrative that provides a hermeneutic for understanding
the human condition. It is not Scripture qua revelation that she turns to, but Scripture
qua story. In this narrative of the expulsion from the Garden, Korsgaard ﬁnds the
resources for describing a particular situation, but not—at this level—for articulating
normative claims about navigating such a situation.
Korsgaard is not alone in turning to Scripture on a level (in this case, the
descriptive) other than the normative. Many theologians and ethicists in the Catholic
tradition have made a similar move—not rejecting the role of Scripture in theological
reﬂection, but addressing it on a diﬀerent level than that of the normative. Hille Haker,
for example, incorporates Scripture into her critical, narrative approach to ethical
reﬂection. 130 Rather than addressing Scripture as a source of rules and regulations, from
which our ethically normative claims are derived, Scripture serves as a narrative from
which the identity of a particular person or community emerges. Scripture, and religion
more generally, do not provide proof-texting for what one ought and ought not to do;
rather, Scripture and religion contextualize the agent within both chosen and unchosen
____________
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stories that allow the agent to make normative claims in line with her identity, but which
do not serve as the ground for such claims. As Haker notes, “[the] stories of oneself are
embedded in the knowledge systems, social relations and normative orders of, among
others, particular cultures, legal traditions or religions, from which we all take up words,
symbols, rituals, and actions, in order to give our identities new constructive shape.” 131
Dietmar Mieth, too, incorporates Scripture into his theological reﬂections in a space other
than the normative. Against an approach like Porter’s—but, nevertheless, interested in
the question of virtue—Mieth wants to avoid the ‘essentialism’ found in the natural law.
He addresses the concept of virtue along Kantian lines, suggesting that virtue can be
understood “as harmony of the will with the morally right, based on the resolve to do what
has been discovered to be morally right.” 132 While interested in contextualizing his valueorientation approach within the theological concepts of hope, love, justice, and faith—
much like Porter and Aquinas—he does not make the claim that Scripture serves as the
normative source of these virtues. Scripture can help agents narrate and contextualize
ethical normativity along theological lines, but is does not presume that Scripture is their
ultimate source. Scripture, then, becomes a language for narrating ethical normativity,
without being its source. Finally, John Caputo oﬀers a philosophical approach to a form
of event-theology that ﬁnds in Scripture a form of prayer—or, better, a form of poetics—
that oﬀers a hermeneutical approach to the reﬂective task of Christian theology and
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ethics, without thereby determining them. On his approach, “the Scriptures are treated as
hermeneutically explicative or phenomenologically disclosive or revelatory about a mode
of being-in-the-world…. ey disclose something about the structure of experience
without pretending to represent facts of the matter.” 133 e ‘truth’ of Scripture, then, is
poetic, rather than propositional. As poetic, Scripture—as an event—“wants to become
true, to make itself true, to make itself come true, to be transformed into truth … [it] is
true the way a novel is true … or the way a poem is true without picturing a fact …
[Scripture] does not record the strong force of hard facts; it describes the weak force of a
call for the kingdom.” 134 Much more so than Korsgaard, these ﬁgures strive to
incorporate Scripture into their ethical, philosophical, and theological projects without
identifying it as the ground for ethical normativity. Scripture is a companion, a guide, a
teller of stories that remains both true and formative for Christian ethics, without being
reduced to a collection of do’s and don’ts from which our ethical projects and ethical
pursuits are derived. While there is a signiﬁcant gap between these positions, to be sure, it
remains the case that Scripture—in the readings of all these ﬁgures—can be seen as a
potential bridge between these positions. Scripture is intimately linked to the method and
task of Christian ethics—just not at the level of normativity. us, theology remains a
central concept in any articulation of Christian ethics. It can serve as a bridge between the
natural law and the Kantian traditions, but only if we critically re-imagine it as a
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hermeneutic for articulating ethical normativity, rather than as a source for founding
normative claims.
Normativity Revisited: Traina,
Korsgaard, and the Future of Ethics
One of the constitutive features of normative reﬂection in both Traina and Korsgaard, as
we have seen, is the question of agency. While both Traina and Korsgaard oﬀer diﬀerent
articulations of the agent—her embodiment, her identity, her constitution—they,
nevertheless, give a central role, in their ethical reﬂections, to the agent and the concept of
agency. erefore, I want to draw out of these two analyses areas, and lines of thought,
that might serve to bridge the gap between the discourses of natural law ethics and
Kantian ethics through an exploration of their shared interests. One of the principal
features of agency according to Traina’s natural law feminist ethics is the notion of the
agent as potentiality. at is to say, the notion of the agent as containing within herself
myriad possibilities pertaining to, amongst other things, choice, action, and agency. e
agent is not predetermined. She remains open—constitutionally—to the possibilities of
the actions, interactions, and encounters that constitute her subjectivity. As we noted
before, one of the gaps between Traina’s position and that of Korsgaard is the concept of
nature. While a critically corrected concept of nature—teleologically organized and ﬁxed
in the natural law tradition—grounds ethics, and feminist ethics in particular, in Traina’s
analysis, Korsgaard turns to the deliberative, reﬂective process of practical reason in order
to situate ethics. e diﬀerence, here, speaks to how each thinker imagines that space of
ethics. According to Traina, ethics in the natural law tradition is applicational—a ‘how to’


manual; for Korsgaard, ethics in the Kantian tradition is reﬂective—a deliberating,
conﬁrming, choosing, and enacting process. In other words, the ground for ethics in
Traina is ﬁxed and static, whereas the ground for ethics in Korsgaard is intersubjective
and dynamic. However, to simply articulate Traina’s position as ﬁxed and static—and to
leave the conversation there—is to short-circuit the overall ethical process embodied in
Traina’s analysis. True, the bookends of ethics are set—its beginning and its end.
However, between these two bookends remains a varied and dynamic interplay of ethical
choice and action. e natural law does not determine each and every ethical choice we
make; rather, it remains open to a broad plurality of possible choices and actions, all of
which are open to the agent. e task of the (ethical) agent, then, is to choose those
actions that contribute to her overall self-development and ﬂourishing as the entrée into
the concept of good that both underlies and orients agency itself. In a very real way, this is
just another way of articulating the feminist contribution to natural law theory. e
natural law, as we have said, is concerned with the question of universality when it comes
to ethics. Feminist ethics, on the other hand, is concerned with the particularity of ethical
agents—agents who must understand themselves within the histories, geographies,
genders, and classes they embody. Feminist ethics, then, refuses a strictly static notion of
agency in general, and within natural law theory in particular. e form of agency
identiﬁed by feminist ethics—dynamic, particular, embodied—is what serves as the
critical correction to the natural law’s more universalized orientation. According to
Traina, this approach to particularity is not imposed on the natural law, but is, in fact, an
inextricable feature of it, which is identiﬁed and developed in, and through, feminist


ethical reﬂection. According to this interpretation of Aquinas’s natural law theory,
creation does, in fact, have both a set beginning and a set end; yet, creation itself is a
potentiality, and is constituted by a myriad of potentialities within it. It is, suggests
Traina, a potentiality of ends. us, critically corrected by feminist ethics, the natural law
ought not be conceived of as merely static, but rather as both static and dynamic and,
consequently, both universal (as the natural law understands this term) and particular (as
feminist ethics understands this term). us, according to Traina, the question of agency
is best articulated through the dialectics of casuistry and personalism. e former being
the logic (the ‘how to’ manual) of the ethical endeavor in natural law thinking, while the
latter becomes the critical correction of that tradition that is not alien to it, but deeply
embedded in it (and articulated through feminist ethics).
Korsgaard’s concept of agency develops along a diﬀerent trajectory of thought,
but, nevertheless, explores the same space as Traina. is is not merely a case of
coinciding terminology, but rather both thinkers—and the traditions they represent—
require a conceptualization of the human person as agent in order to make sense of ethics
in the ﬁrst place. In Traina, agency is described in terms of potentiality; in Korsgaard,
agency is described in terms of the ‘openness’ of self-constitution. Agency, in Korsgaard,
is constituted by action. In order to identify an agential ‘I’ there must be actions that
precede it. Korsgaard turns to Aristotle here, in order to articulate the kind of action
under consideration. Speciﬁcally, and along Aristotelian lines, the action under
consideration—the action that gives rise to the agential ‘I’—is the action of constantly
making oneself into oneself. Agency, then, can be described in terms of self-constitution:


agency makes ‘sense’ out of the actions that give rise to personhood and practical identity.
Personhood is a form of life, and one’s practical identity is the way one navigates the
plurality of possibilities available in the world of choice and action. What makes all of this
possible is that human persons—human agents—are rational. Rationality is, for
Korsgaard, the exercise of reason, which, in turn, is the exercise of a power we possess in
virtue of the kind of self-consciousness constitutive of our being. at is to say, reason is
not something we have, but something we have the ability to do. Reason and rationality
are what guide us in determining good action from bad action. Insofar as our actions are
autonomous and eﬃcacious, says Korsgaard, then they are good actions. Such good
actions will, in turn, contribute to a good practical identity and good self-constitution.
Agency and action, then, are inextricably linked in Korsgaard, and in this, we can ﬁnd a
bridge between her position and that of Traina. In Traina’s analysis, the question of
particularity is answered in the methodology of feminist ethics. An emphasis on
historicity, contextuality, gender, etc., gives the concept of agency Traina oﬀers deep ties
to the plurality of everyday life. Further, the question of particularly is complemented by
the question of universality through the natural law and, more speciﬁcally, the concept of
the imago Dei, which serves to unify our particular choices and actions into a form of
agency. us, it is in the interplay between the plurality of everyday life and the imago Dei
that our agency emerges.
For Korsgaard, it is in the interplay between practical identity/personhood—as
that which navigates the plurality of everyday life and action—and humanity—as that
which brings the diﬀerent elements of our practical identity into a uniﬁed whole—that


agency emerges. Kant’s concept of humanity, therefore, performs a similar function in
Korsgaard’s analysis to the function of the imago Dei in Traina’s. Each attempts to unify
the agent in order to make ethics possible. For Kant and Korsgaard, humanity, so
described, is an end in itself, and it provides the materiality of, and for, ethical reﬂection
(in conjunction, of course, with the formal principle of ethical reﬂection:
universalization). For Traina, it is the imago Dei that serves this function. While the
diﬀerences between these two positions remain, we can nevertheless say that both Traina
and Korsgaard turn to the concept of agency in order to navigate two interrelated tasks:
ﬁrst, the perennial ethical challenge of the relationship between the universal and the
particular, and, second, the concept of unity which both thinkers argue is necessary for
ethical reﬂection. Without a robust concept of agency—one which accounts for both
particularity and universality—ethical reﬂection becomes either empty formalism (i.e.
universality without particularity) or unchecked relativism (i.e. particularity without
universality). Consequently, the concept of normativity—constitutive to the task of
navigating the space between the universal and the particular—will no longer have a place
within ethical reﬂection. Both Traina and Korsgaard, as we have seen, are deeply
concerned with the question of normativity in ethics. erefore, and in light of the
previous analysis, we will now turn to the question of normativity as another possible
space for bridging these two discourses.
One of the principal concerns underlying Traina’s natural law feminism is the
question of normativity. e specters of formalism and relativism loom on the horizon. If
ethics does not concern itself with the particularity, contextuality, and embodiment of


thick ethical descriptions and reﬂections, then it risks becoming an empty formal
category—theoretically and speculatively derived, but irrelevant to the practical
dimension of ethics. Likewise, if ethics does not concern itself with articulating its
universal relevance, it risks becoming relativist—‘anything goes’ so long as it is conceived
of by an individual thinker. Neither of this options are—or ought to be—acceptable for
genuine ethical reﬂection. Traina is right to both identify and problematize these
unsatisfactory alternatives in her analysis. Her solution to the problem, as we have seen, is
to locate the normativity of ethics within her understanding of natural law feminism.
Within this framework, she says, the question of normativity is responsible to both the
particularity embodied in feminist ethics and the universality embodied in the natural
law. Korsgaard would agree with Traina’s location of the normative question in the
dialectic between particularity and universality, but she would, of course, identify the
features of this dialectic a little diﬀerently. Whereas Traina turns to the natural law in
order to frame the formal, universal dimension of ethics, Korsgaard turns to Kant’s ﬁrst
formulation of the Categorical Imperative: act only in accordance with that maxim
through which you can at the same time will that it becomes a universal law. e diﬀerence
between these two positions being, in the former, the universal component of ethics is
provided for us by the natural order of creation; in the latter, the universal component of
ethics is autonomously chosen by the agent in accordance with the simple formality of the
principle. In Kant’s formulation, we can say nothing (based on this ﬁrst formulation
alone) about what is normative—all we have here is the formal principle we need in order
to decide if something is normative. In Aquinas’s natural law, what is normative is


provided for us in the order of creation; in Kantian ethics, what is normative emerges
from the process of reﬂective deliberation under the auspice of the categorical imperative.
e question of normativity requires universalization, which both Traina and Korsgaard
recognize; similarly, the question of normativity also requires attention to particularity,
and both Traina and Korsgaard articulate this attention to particularity in terms of the
contingency of life.
Traina’s concern with particularity in ethics comes out of her belief that the
principal ﬁeld of ethics is that of contingency, not necessity. e universal principles are
necessary, but they are not where we begin. We begin with the contingent—the sensible,
the human, the embodied. is starting point for ethical reﬂection is most ardently and
comprehensively articulated in and through feminist ethics, and this is why it occupies
such a central place in Traina’s natural law analysis. Korsgaard’s concern with
particularity in ethics also comes out of her belief that contingency is central to any
ethical analysis. If ethics is the task of self-constitution—if ethics contributes to the
process of how we make ourselves into ourselves—then ethics must be concerned with
our concept of practical identity insofar as it is our practical identity that brings together
the contingent dimensions of our agency into a necessary whole. It is, in fact, the
interplay of the contingent and the necessary—and, more importantly, of trying to make
the contingent necessary—that is one of the central tasks of practical identity. So both
Traina and Korsgaard want to aﬃrm, and account for, the role of the contingent in
ethical reﬂection; nevertheless, they also want to emphasize the role of necessity if ethics


isn’t to become a simple collection—or, as Korsgaard says, a mere heap—of
contingencies.
Korsgaard takes the phrase ‘mere heap’ from a ﬁgure who Traina, Korsgaard,
Kant, and Aquinas all want to claim as a predecessor of their own ethical systems:
Aristotle. e importance of Aristotle to all four thinkers has been noted already, but one
element of his thought bears repeating here. When considering action, for example,
Aristotle notes that it must have both a form and matter. e concept of form speaks to
the proper arrangements of the parts of an action for its proper functioning—to allow it
to do what it is formed to do. e concept of matter, on the other hand, speaks to the
diﬀerent necessary parts that go into making an action the particular kind of action it is.
Once a particular collection of matter is properly formed into the action it is meant to be,
then we can properly identify it as the action it is. Without both form and matter, action
is impossible. As both Traina and Korsgaard recognize, ethics has both form and matter.
For Traina, the form of ethics is the natural law, while the matter is articulated in the
concerns and the particularities of her feminist critique. Hence, Traina identiﬁes the
proper understanding of ethics as natural law feminism—a description of the ethical task
that attends to both its form and its matter. For Korsgaard, the form of ethics is
universalization (through the ﬁrst formulation of the CI), while the matter is humanity
(through the second and third formulations of the CI). Hence, Korsgaard articulates the
proper understanding of ethics along reformulated Kantian lines. Despite the diﬀerence
here, both Traina and Korsgaard trace the roots of their ethical formulations back to
Aristotle, and this provides a bridge between the two discourses.


As we have already seen, the question of normativity in both Traina and
Korsgaard takes special account of the concept of teleology. I have previously
characterized their approaches as closed, in the case of Traina, and open, in the case of
Korsgaard. While the gaps between these two positions have already been spelled out,
there remains a possible bridge between them through their use of practical moral reason
and reﬂection. Both Traina and Korsgaard adopt the standpoint of practical reason as the
standpoint of ethics. Whereas for Traina, ‘practical’ means ‘applicational,’ for Korsgaard,
‘practical’ means ‘giving rise to the will.’ e diﬀerence here is important. For Traina, the
term practical implies that when we engage in ethical reﬂection, we concern ourselves
with developing a guide for pursuing good ends and avoiding evil ones. To be practical in
ethics is to provide a map for the successful selection of ends that promote and endorse
the inherent goodness of creation, and our place in it. Ethics, practically speaking, ought
to provide agents with the appropriate and necessary tools for both self-development and
the full ﬂourishing of human persons within our created order. For Korsgaard, the term
practical refers to a reﬂective stance—an orientation—one adopts when one is choosing
and deciding. Ethics, practically speaking, does not provide us with a map or tools for
achieving the good, but rather orients the exercise of our wills toward what constitutes us
as the agents we are and want to be. Flourishing and self-development—or selfconstitution—are central here, but not in the sense of directing us toward the good of our
created being. Flourishing, self-development, and self-constitution speak to the success
(or failure) of how we orient ourselves in ethical reﬂection. It is not a question of what we
choose, but a question of how we choose. e question of ‘what’ is important for


Korsgaard, but only as a secondary concern. e ﬁrst question we must address is ‘how’—
it is a question of reﬂective distance.
Neither Korsgaard nor Traina are interested in making ethical reﬂection qua
practical reasoning a speculative activity. In both thinkers, the practical concerns itself—
and us—with action. e question ‘What ought I to do?’ is a practical one—a normative
question that requires an answer that gives rise to action. Once again, while they may
diﬀer in the details, both Traina and Korsgaard recognize the centrality of reﬂection, over
speculation, to ethics. is is what makes both discourses teleological—at least to a
certain extent. What ought I to do? Traina argues that the agent in this position ought to
act in such a way that they bring about the ends of self-development and human
ﬂourishing as the morally good ends of created human nature. Korsgaard argues that the
agent in this position ought to orient herself in such a way that when she wills a maxim of
action she does so in accordance with the contours of the proper standpoint of
deliberative ethical reﬂection, that is, the standpoint of practical reason. Both Traina and
Korsgaard want to organize the ‘matter’ of action in such a way as to properly achieve its
end. For Traina, this end is most clearly articulated in and through the concept of the
imago Dei. For Korsgaard, this end is most clearly articulated in and through the concept
of self-constitution. Despite their diﬀerences, both Traina and Korsgaard recognize the
important role teleology plays—whether closed or open—in the formulation and framing
of ethics.
Finally, when considering the question of normativity we must also consider the
agent as the subject of normativity. For Traina, when considering the question of


normativity and the question of agency, we must also consider one of the two key
methodological features of natural law feminism. One feature, which we will not explore
in great detail here, is casuistry. 135 On Traina’s critically corrected reading, casuistry aims
“to discern what is good, both existentially and concretely, in a given situation and for
particular actors.” 136 It is a methodological approach that gives natural law ethics its
grounding and legitimacy. e second feature of natural law feminist methodology,
which we will consider here, is personalism. As noted earlier, in chapter one, if casuistry
asks the question of what/whose good is at stake in a moral norm, personalism provides
the answer: “a legitimate norm advances the integral good of particular persons.” 137 If
casuistry speaks to the universal side of natural law feminist thought, then personalism
speaks to the particular side—emphasizing the human person as an individual agent
whose historicity and embodiment constitute ethical realities that must impact the
construction of moral norms. Personalism, then—with its emphasis on the particularity
of embodied experience and its role in the construction of moral norms—becomes the
entrée point of natural law feminism into the modern language of human rights. e
concept of dignity—constitutive for understanding the human person as imago Dei in the
natural law feminist account—operates in personalism as the source of normative rights
claims, as the foundation for the two constitutive features, and goals, of our teleologically
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oriented human agency: self-development and ﬂourishing. Personalism “steadfastly
directs ethics toward supporting the integral goods of individuals, comprehensively
considered.” 138 It is in the particular, historical, embodied, thick descriptions of the
human person that natural law feminism grounds normativity, and this grounding is
what allows natural law feminism to speak about human rights. Traina proposes this as a
normative model for a speciﬁcally Christian ethical interpretation of human rights, but
one that is open to those who ﬁnd in this discourse a compelling articulation of what it
means to develop and to ﬂourish as a human person who is embedded in the created
order.
Korsgaard, too, attends to the question of agency and normativity. Whereas
Traina turns to the language of personalism in order to articulate the form of natural law
feminism that can take on a normative role in the discourse of human rights, Korsgaard
will turn to the language of dignity and rights thought the concept of humanity. It should
be noted, however, that—in the spirit of ﬁnding shared space for dialogue between these
two positions—Traina’s argument for a personalist approach to ethical reﬂection can, and
perhaps ought, to critically correct Korsgaard’s position. While Korsgaard is clearly
concerned with questions of embodiment, particularity, and embeddedness (since they
are all constitutive features of ethics), her analysis can arguably be said to gravitate toward
the a-historical, rather than the historical; to the ‘abstract’ rather than the ‘concrete.’
Korsgaard does not go to the particularity of embodied experience in order to construct
moral norms—and for a variety of reasons we have already noted and discussed.
____________
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Nevertheless, Traina’s attention to historicity and context provides a helpful corrective to
Korsgaard’s analysis, and one that any Korsgaardian ethics ought to take seriously.
Keeping this corrective in mind, let us return to what Korsgaard herself says about
dignity and humanity. We know that it is from Kant that Korsgaard draws her
understanding of both concepts. Like Traina, Korsgaard believes that dignity is at the
heart of the question of normativity in ethics and, following Kant in the Groundwork, she
argues that the concept of dignity is intricately linked to the concept of humanity.
Dignity, in Kant, describes the absolute value that persons—as opposed to mere things—
possess in virtue of what they are. What persons are, are ends in themselves. e absolute
worth of the person—their status as an end, and not merely a means—comes through
their ability to be autonomous—to create the law for themselves and to be subject to it as
well. However, Kant’s notions of dignity, agency, and autonomy require the recognition
that these agents are not isolated individuals. ey are, rather, members of the Kingdom
of Ends. What this means is that Kant’s notion of autonomy is fundamentally
intersubjective. Autonomy is not simply giving oneself the law in isolation; rather, it is
giving oneself the law within a community of other autonomous beings who are
constituting themselves in the exact same way. It is not enough to say that I am giving
myself the law, and therefore I am autonomous. Rather, I must give myself the law in the
context of the wider community of autonomous law-givers. erefore, the law that I give
to myself must be a law that any other member of the Kingdom of Ends—in the same
position as I—could reasonably adopt as well.


But why should I? Why not simply give myself the law and be done with it? For
Korsgaard, the reason that we can give the law to ourselves and be subject to it is because
we recognize the absolute value of our self-given law. In doing this, however, we must
also recognize this process of self-giving of law in others. It is a basic requirement of
rationality if we are not to make an exception of ourselves (something neither Kant nor
Korsgaard believe we ought to do). How, then, should we describe this requirement of
rationality—that the absolute value of each person—articulated in their practical identity
and uniﬁed in their self-constitution—must be accounted for in each and every act of
autonomous self-legislation in the Kingdom of Ends? According to Korsgaard, what we
have just described is the concept of dignity. is dignity, she suggests, does not reside in
each human person as such—a point on which she would disagree with Traina and the
natural law tradition. Dignity, says Korsgaard, resides in the shared description of
autonomous beings in the Kingdom of Ends. It resides in the shared description of those
beings as those with the power to autonomously set, and be subject to, ends through the
process of self-constitution. In other words, dignity, as we have articulated it, resides in
humanity. ere is a clear point of departure, here, between the positions of Traina and
Korsgaard. Traina wants to ground the concept of dignity in a ‘thick’ description of the
human person as imago Dei. Korsgaard, on the other hand, understands dignity to be an
expression of the self-constituting process constitutive of humanity. Korsgaard’s account
is more ‘thin’ and abstract than Traina’s, but we must be clear about what this ‘thin-ness’
and ‘abstraction’ mean in the context of Korsgaard’s account and in the wider context of
ethical reﬂection.


As Onora O’Neill points out, “[abstraction], taken straightforwardly, is a matter of
bracketing, but not of denying, predicates that are true of the matter under discussion.” 139
is is an important part of ethical reﬂection, and ought not be avoided for fear of
confusing it with an inverse principle: idealization. Idealization, which we ought to be
wary of, “ascribes predicates—oen seen as enhanced, ‘ideal’ predicates—that are false of
the case in hand, and so denies predicates that are true of the case.” 140 Korsgaard’s
articulation of the dignity of humanity in more abstract terms, therefore, is not an
attempt to create an idealized form of humanity that contains within it all the positive,
desirable predicates that we, more oen than not, attribute to ‘humanity.’ What
Korsgaard is trying to do, in describing humanity in abstract terms, is identify the power
inherent in each human person—the power to set ends and constitute oneself—that
makes us ends in ourselves, not in individual isolation, but in community, in the
Kingdom of Ends. us, it is through the concept of dignity—as the expression of selfconstitution and the power to set ends—that Korsgaard articulates and describes the
question of normativity, and it is through the Categorical Imperative that Korsgaard
grounds the form (universalization) and the matter (humanity) of ethical reﬂection.
While Korsgaard does not go to ‘thick’ descriptions as Traina does to illuminate
the normativity of ethical reﬂection—as noted earlier, both a constructive and a critical
feature of her project—she, nevertheless, would agree with many of the embodied
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outcomes of Traina’s own ethical project in its relationship to the question of dignity.
us, both thinkers recognize that there is something in a conceptualization of dignity—
whether constituted by the imago Dei or humanity—that makes ethics possible and,
simultaneously, makes rational agents the subject(s) of normativity in ethics.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION: THE PATH FORWARD:
CATHOLIC ETHICS AND THE DISCOURSE OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Before moving forward into the discourse of human rights, I want to look back—brieﬂy—
over the ground we have traversed throughout the course of this project and try to draw
together some concluding remarks on what we have accomplished, what remains to be
explored, and how it all relates back to the question of normativity in Catholic-Christian
ethics. We began with a question: What is the source of normativity in Catholic-Christian
ethics? In order to explore this question, we began by looking at one of—if not the—most
widely engaged, and relied upon, systems of ethical reﬂection in Catholic ethics today: the
natural law. Grounded in the work of omas Aquinas, we looked at three contemporary
instantiations of the natural law—Finnis, Porter, and Traina—in order to explore the
diﬀerent perspectives each thinker oﬀered this investigation. Each of these thinkers is
interested in the question of normativity, and in articulating normativity within
Aquinas’s notion of the natural law. Finnis oﬀered us a reading of the natural law that
emphasized its law-like nature, and the consequent system of basic human goods and
rights that emerge from it. Porter oﬀered us an interpretation of the natural law that was
more contextualized, and more theological, than Finnis. She interpreted the question of
normativity through the three sources found in the natural law tradition: nature, reason,
and revelation. Turning to Aquinas’s notion of virtue, Porter’s analysis oﬀered us a



foundation for developing a speciﬁcally theological account of the normativity of ethics.
Traina, too, oﬀered us a reading of Aquinas’s natural law that stressed the CatholicChristian ﬂavor of Aquinas’s project. e question of normativity, however, could not
simply be answered—as, perhaps, Porter thought it could—by reconstructing Aquinas’s
argument by itself. e natural law is not a perfect system, suggests Traina, and it requires
critical correction if it is to be suﬃcient as a framework for contemporary CatholicChristian ethics. is critical correction is provided, argues Traina, in an exemplary way
through a feminist critique and a feminist ethics. Only by bringing the natural law
together with a contextual perspective can we develop a framework for Christian ethics
that is both suﬃciently universal and suﬃciently particular. It is in the interplay of these
two dimensions of ethical thought that normativity emerges, and this is the very task of
the natural law feminism Traina oﬀers. Each of these analyses highlighted the
compatibility of the natural law with contemporary ethics, and suggested that—properly
understood—the natural law can serve as a suﬃcient framework for exploring and
grounding both contemporary Catholic and Christian ethics.
Having explored these alternative interpretations of the natural law, we were still
le with questions about the lasting ability of the natural law to address our
contemporary ethical challenges. True, if we adopted the standpoint of Aquinas and the
natural law, we found areas where compatibility with contemporary ethics was clear.
However, we were also faced with a number of outstanding ethical challenges that were
not suﬃciently addressed within the framework of the natural law. What if contemporary
Catholic-Christian ethics no longer treads the same metaphysical ground as Aquinas?


What happens when nature is no longer a stable foundation for ethical reﬂection? How is
Catholic-Christian ethics, speciﬁcally, to participate in more general, contemporary
ethical deliberation if the premises of natural law theory are not granted? In an attempt to
explore alternative forms of ethical reﬂection that could, more adequately, attend to these
questions and challenges, we turned to, and explored, the work of Immanuel Kant. Kant’s
philosophical ethics has great purchase within the boarder disciplines of philosophy and
ethics today, yet it is a form of ethical reﬂection that is frequently marginalized—if not
outright maligned—within the Catholic-Christian tradition. erefore, in order to
explore the possibility of a Kantian contribution to the question of normativity in
Christian ethics we turned to an analysis of Kant’s practical philosophy—speciﬁcally, his
argument in the Groundwork. Here, we investigated Kant’s account of the normativity of
ethics in order to determine whether or not Kant oﬀered a viable alternative to the natural
law. I argued, in chapter two, that he did. Kant provides us with a deeply ethical and
philosophical account of normativity, but not one as explicitly theological as some natural
law proponents might prefer. Nevertheless, Kant’s ethical analysis resonated deeply with
some of the key themes in contemporary ethical reﬂection, and with many of the key
features of the natural law tradition as it was presented in the works of Finnis, Porter, and
Traina: law, rights, the good, virtue, normativity, dignity, humanity, etc. However, like
turning to Aquinas, turning to Kant requires a critical hermeneutic for excavating his
thought and interpreting it in light of st century concerns. For this interpretive task, we
turned to Christine Korsgaard.


Korsgaard’s project is deeply Kantian, and seeks to oﬀer a reading of Kant that is
oentimes lost to more casual Kant interlocutors. Korsgaard’s project is to oﬀer a
contemporary ethics in a Kantian key—keeping the core elements of Kant’s analysis, but
reinterpreting them in line with Korsgaard’s own interest in practical philosophy,
normativity, and ethics. For Korsgaard, Kant proves an essential interlocutor when
reﬂecting and deliberating ethically. In his Groundwork, he oﬀers both form and matter
to ethical reﬂection through a formal universality necessary for normative ethical
thought, and through an attention to the human particularity and contextuality necessary
for ethical relevance. Kant’s ethics is located squarely in his practical philosophy—it is
concerned with, and oriented toward, action. e Categorical Imperative—perhaps
Kant’s most signiﬁcant contribution to ethics—is, suggests Korsgaard, a strategy for
engaging in ethical reﬂection. e three formulations of the Categorical Imperative oﬀer
us three constitutive components for a constructivist account of ethical reﬂection: formal
universality of maxims, humanity as an end in itself, and autonomy in the Kingdom of
Ends. Without attention to all three features of the Categorical Imperative, we lose sight
of—and oen misinterpret—Kant’s lasting contribution to ethics. e question of
normativity in Kant is deliberated, suggests Korsgaard, within the strategy, the method, of
the Categorical Imperative. is strategy, in turn, ﬁnds its normative grounding in the
concept of autonomy. Still, a lingering question remains as to whether or not his analysis
provides a suﬃcient strategy and grounding for ethics within a more explicitly CatholicChristian paradigm. If we follow Korsgaard’s interpretation, he might, but it will require
further analysis and a more deliberate articulation of his project in terms of the questions


and concerns Catholic-Christian ethics seeks to address. While Korsgaard herself remains
within the discourse of practical and moral philosophy, her interpretation of Kant
provides various avenues for interpreting and understanding his work that occupy
common space—that share similar concerns and questions—with contemporary
Christian ethical discourse.
In the ﬁnal chapter of this project, we explored both the gaps and the bridges that
exist between diﬀerent contemporary interpretations of natural law and Kantian ethics.
Aer exploring one of Korsgaard’s most recent works—where she most clearly develops
her own, constructivist account of ethics in line with Kant, 1 but also in the shadows of
Plato and Aristotle—we were better able to assess and evaluate the arguments presented
in and through these two traditions. What we found was that there were many areas
where natural law ethics and Kantian ethics simply did not—and could not—meet. e
gaps were too large, at times, and this required us to acknowledge that there were
moments in the encounter between these two ethical traditions where common ground
simply could not be achieved. However, we also discovered areas in both of these
traditions where shared concerns or shared questions could, actually, serve as a
constructive space for building bridges between these two discourses. e question
remains, then, as to which tradition of normative ethical reﬂection provides us with the
most compelling groundwork for ethics today. It is my contention that ethics in general—
____________
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and Catholic-Christian ethics in particular—are best served, in their desire to contribute
to contemporary ethical discourses, by adopting a more Kantian approach to the question
of normativity and ethics. In support of this position, I would like to turn, now, to a
particular discourse within the broader discipline of ethics that, I believe, manifests my
claim—the discourse of human rights.
To be sure, the discourse of human rights is a broad and sweeping ﬁeld of both
study and action. It is not my aim to encompass the entirety of this discourse in my
remarks here, but rather I want to look to the discourse of human rights as a
contemporary framework for understanding and, more importantly, undertaking ethics
today. e discourse of human rights is a shared, public discourse that unequivocally
counts among its advocates and adherents—to only name a few—theologians,
philosophers, and ethicists. erefore, the discourse of human rights is an appropriate
and ﬁtting place to turn to in order to explore and evaluate the claim I have been making
in this project—that Catholic-Christian ethics would be well served—and, consequently,
well equipped—to engage in contemporary ethical reﬂection if it transitioned its modus
operandi from the natural law to a more Kantian model of ethical reﬂection. In order to
make this point more clearly, I want to turn to a recent contribution to the discourse of
human rights, from the standpoint of Christian ethics, as an illustration of where
Christian ethics actually ﬁnds itself in relation to human rights today. e text I will turn
to is Linda Hogan’s recently published book, Keeping Faith with Human Rights. 2 rough
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an exploration of Hogan’s main arguments and critiques, we will be able to reﬂect on the
standpoint and impact of Catholic-Christian ethics on, and in terms of, human rights.
erefore, we can evaluate which of the two ethical discourses presented in this project—
the natural law and the Kantian—frame Catholic-Christian ethics in a way amenable to a
discourse—i.e. human rights—which both natural law and Kantian ethicists lay claim to.
Hogan’s text is not meant to be the deﬁnitive account of the discourse of human rights,
but it is an account that represents both the goals and tensions of the discourse fairly and,
to my mind, accurately.
Keeping Faith with Human Rights?
“Human rights represent one of the great civilizing projects of modernity.” 3 So opens
Hogan’s analysis in Keeping Faith with Human Rights. is clearly locates Hogan on one
side of the intellectual spectrum when it comes to the question of human rights. As she
notes, some have dismissed the discourse as unreasonable, illogical, or simply as a
lingering vestige of the (failed) Enlightenment project. 4 ese voices, however prominent
they are in themselves, represent a minority position within the discipline of ethics today.
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Nevertheless, Hogan takes their criticism with the utmost seriousness, and attempts to renarrate the discourse of human rights so as to either avoid or answer these objections.
Hogan’s analysis is constructivist, and she speciﬁcally articulates this position in
contradistinction to two others: natural law and (Christian) deontology. is is a point to
which we will return later. Instead of drawing on, principally, the trajectories of the
natural law or Christian deontology, she claims to be drawing “on the constructivist
strand in political philosophy to argue that human rights are best conceived in a threefold
manner: as ethical assertions … as an emerging consensus … and as emancipatory
politics … [or, in other words, as] the normative, the dialogical, and the political.” 5 is
move to a constructivist articulation—and defense—of human rights gives Hogan the
intellectual and imaginative space to re-conceive the discourse in a way that takes
seriously the notion of ethical pluralism, which she believes underlies contemporary
ethics, and re-articulate ethics in terms of the alterity/otherness constitutive of any
morality that takes seriously the inherent sociality of its members. All of this leads Hogan
to oﬀer an intellectual, but also an imaginative, assessment of the discourse of human
rights. As she notes, “it may be that, ultimately, it will be not so much our ability to
engage in intellectual debate but rather our capacity to imaginatively inhabit the world of
the other that will secure the kind of shared political culture about which we have
spoken” 6—i.e., the shared, discursive space of human rights.
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e two great challenges facing the discourse of human rights today, according to
Hogan, pertain to the roles of both nature and universalism within the discourse itself. I
will address each of these features of Hogan’s analysis in turn. First, Hogan argues that
the concept of human rights, classically conceived, “is premised on the belief that all
human beings share a ﬁxed and essential nature from which one can determine the
existence of certain universal human rights.” 7 However, this belief in a ‘ﬁxed and
essential’ human nature is untenable in contemporary ethical discourse because of the
criticism this position has received from two contemporary standpoints in philosophy:
the communitarian and the post-modern. e communitarian critique of the underlying
human nature presupposed by the discourse of human rights is that this concept of
nature privileges a vision of the human person as “detached, autonomous, and free” 8—as
if one’s true nature, their true essence, stands outside of time, history, and community.
For communitarians, this is impossible. e myth, as Michael Sandel identiﬁes it, of ‘the
unencumbered self ’ is a myth that persists in human rights thinking, yet only to its
detriment. No self is an unencumbered self—we all have histories, contexts, associations,
and aﬃliations that we did not choose, but that we are, nevertheless, responsible to and
for. According to the communitarian critique of human rights—which they take to
presume the notion of the unencumbered self as its subject—there is no “idea of an
essential self, or nature, upon which identity is inscribed … [communitarians] argue
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instead that our identities are shaped in and through the multifaceted commitments and
contexts that ground us.” 9
e second critique of the concept of nature presumed by human rights discourse
comes from the post-modern standpoint in philosophy, exempliﬁed—according to
Hogan—in the work of Michel Foucault. Foucault’s critique of the concept of nature that
undergirds classical human rights discourse is, on one level, similar to the communitarian
critique. According to Hogan, Foucault’s critique is that “human life cannot be
understood apart from the cultural practices through which it is constructed.” 10
erefore, akin to the communitarian critique, the post-modern critique recognizes that
the myth of the unencumbered self is no longer tenable—“the modern understanding of
the subject as autonomous and rational is no longer convincing.” 11 We are not isolated,
individualized, ‘autonomous’ selves as modernity wanted to claim—participating in a
metaphysics of nature that could be safely and rationally presumed. e human subject,
as Foucault suggested, was ‘made not born.’ us, according to Hogan, the post-modern
critique of the discourse of human rights is principally leveled against the concept of
nature that (allegedly) underlies it. While diﬀerent strands of post-modernism—as we
will see—will critique diﬀerent elements of human rights discourse, this ﬁrst, and serious,
critique remains relevant to any discussion of a natural grounding for human rights.
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While a critique of the discourse of human rights has been leveled by some against
a presumed, underlying concept of nature, there is another critique which Hogan
identiﬁes as hitting at the heart of this discourse: the critique of universalism. Like the
concept of nature, Hogan identiﬁes the concept of universality as being integral to
classical articulations of the discourse of human rights. If we are going to make a claim
about a human right—or the very notion of human rights in general—then this claim will
require universal applicability, it must make a universal claim upon the subject(s) of such
rights. While Hogan recognizes—in a way, perhaps, that she does not regarding the
concept of nature—that this feature of human rights is so embedded in the discourse that
it is almost impossible to think about human rights detached from universalism, she
nevertheless wants to rethink how it is we understand universalism and what this
understanding might mean in our increasingly pluralistic context.
e discourse of human rights, argues Hogan, “advances one of the fundamental
errors of enlightenment thinking—a claim to universality…. e idea of an abstract and
universal rationality that exists independent of the social matrices in which it is exercised
is rejected today not only by MacIntyre and other communitarian critics of liberalism but
also by feminist and postcolonial scholars.” 12 e critique, here, is that while Modern,
Enlightenment thinking presumed a form of rationality that was universally shared
among all human persons—the way persons might share traits or characteristics—
scholars in the post-modern era have problematized this presumption, and have argued
that a presumed ‘abstract and universal rationality that exists independent of [its] social
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matrices’ is not actually a shared capacity or feature of human being, but an imposition of
the western, European philosophical paradigm. Moral reasoning ought not be concerned
with transcendental ideals, but rather with the tradition dependent communities from
which such reasoning emerges. Yet, in spite of this, many critics of liberal conceptions of
universal rationality still wish to maintain—in order to preserve the discourse of human
rights—a form of universalism outside of the classical philosophical paradigm. us, as
Hogan points out, “although dismissive of universalist positions that are derived from
abstract, transcendent reason, many critics retain a realist conception of truth and
endorse a pluralist stance regarding moral values.” 13 Hogan, for example, sees herself as
one such critic, but another, I would argue, would be Traina.
For these, and other, critics, it is the concept of abstraction, rather than the
concept of universalism “that is the basic stumbling block” 14 that needs to be rethought.
is rethinking and re-envisioning of universalism that takes into consideration the
ethical pluralism from which moral reasoning emerges today—argues Hogan—becomes a
form of embedded universalism. Rather than a universalism that concerns itself with
abstract rationality or transcendental ideals, embedded universalism emerges from within
communities and traditions. Citing agreement between herself and such diverse ﬁgures as
Jeﬀrey Stout, Stanley Hauerwas, Gianni Vattimo, and Kwok Pui-lan, Hogan argues that
“we must give up this unhealthy obsession with the idea of absolute truth in ethics and
make peace with the reality that our ethical discourse is constructed and narrated through
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the cultural and religious worlds we inhabit.” 15 Along with a strong critique of any
metaphysical position that allows for a correspondence theory of truth—which Hogan
ﬁnds no place for in ethics—the move to an embedded universalism makes the discourse
of human rights about “a form of situated knowledge,” rather than “a global version of
public reason.” 16 As a result, the question of universality is “better understood in terms of
being particular or local expressions of universalist claims that over time and as a result of
the persuasiveness of their appeal have evolved into a global moral language.” 17 In the
end, for Hogan and the critics of the form of universalism they take to be tied to the
discourse of human rights, “human rights claims are not, in the end, grounded in an
abstract or universal conceptualization of rationality but rather emerge from the complex
interactions of multiple situated communities who … articulate claims that they believe
to have universal purchase. Human rights norms express the settled consensus as it is
currently.” 18
Hogan wants to maintain the discourse of human rights, but recognizes that this
discourse faces many hurdles as it transitions from its nascent stages in western European
Enlightenment thinking to its manifestations in contexts of ethical pluralism and global
diversity in the modern world. e heart of her critique identiﬁes two of the classical
pillars of the discourse of human rights—a shared nature and universalism—as being in
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need of revision in order for the discourse to remain relevant. We must think about
human rights, today, in terms of constructed identity and embedded universalism if the
discourse is to survive the critiques leveled against it. e discourse of human rights is a
discourse that ought to be maintained, argues Hogan, and in order to do so, “human
rights must be radically rethought as ethical assertions about the critical importance of
certain values for human ﬂourishing, as an emerging consensus generated by situated
communities who are open to internally and externally generated social criticism, and as
emancipatory politics whose modus operandi is ultimately that of persuasion. Only in
this way will [the transformative potential of the discourse of human rights] be
realized.” 19
Normativity, Human Rights, and Christian Ethics
Having brieﬂy laid out the analysis of the discourse of human rights oﬀered by Linda
Hogan, I want to look at her two principal claims—that the discourse of human rights
needs to rethink its concept of nature and its dependence on universalism—in light of the
analysis I have oﬀered in this dissertation. As I previously noted, while Hogan’s analysis
does not encompass the entirety of the discourse of human rights, she does provide an
open and honest critique of two integral features of that discourse. ese two features—
nature and universality—have been integral in the overall analysis I have provided of both
the natural law and the Kantian traditions in ethical reﬂection. is is no coincidence.
Natural law and Kantian ethics have both contributed to, and claimed to be in line with,
the discourse of human rights. Hogan recognizes this, when she identiﬁes both the
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Kantian and the natural law traditions as contributors to our contemporary
understanding of the universality and naturalism, respectively, upon which the discourse
of human rights depends. 20 erefore, in this ﬁnal section, we will look back at Hogan’s
analysis in light of the argument of this project in order to ascertain, ﬁrst, how each of
these ethical traditions—the natural law and Kantian—are represented by Hogan and her
interlocutors, and, second, whether or not the reformulated approach to CatholicChristian ethics I have been exploring provides a constructivist approach to the discourse
of human rights that retains the positive dimensions of Hogan’s analysis, while taking a
critical stance toward those areas of her analysis that remain problematic.
Hogan ﬁrst addressed the question of nature in classical formulations of the
discourse of human rights. Insofar as human persons share a common human nature,
said nature serves to ground the normativity of, and to justify, all human rights. However,
Hogan problematizes this feature of human rights discourse by narrating contemporary
critiques of the ‘natural’ that bring into question—and at times, even outright reject—the
surety and stability of the natural with regard to human rights. I think Hogan is right to
identify the concept of nature as a classic pillar of human rights discourse and, as I have
sought to explain in this project, I also agree with her critique that this classic pillar of
human rights discourse is no longer characterized by the surety and stability it once
possessed. In turning to both the communitarian and post-modern critiques of nature,
Hogan presents a strong argument in favor of rethinking—or, even, moving away from—
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the natural as a reliable concept when conceiving of the discourse of human rights. As we
have seen throughout this project, the concept of nature resonates within a particular
form of thinking that relies on a robust, accessible, and theological metaphysics of
creation.
When we look to Finnis, it is a particular concept of nature—articulated through
the natural law—that grounds the basic human goods operative at the heart of his
argument. We can speak of, and act in light of, our basic human goods because they are as
natural to us as the ﬁrst principle of the natural law: do good, and avoid evil. For Finnis,
this ﬁrst principle is not deducible, but rather stands as a self-evident principle of action.
e proof of this principle comes not from a logic internal to it, but rather emerges and is
conﬁrmed, a posteriori, from the fruits of our actions. Relying on Aquinas’s (theological)
concept of nature, Finnis builds his argument upon this self-evident premise—that a
concept of nature must be presupposed in ethical analysis, and this presupposed concept
of nature is inherently, though not provably, good. Human rights emerge from the basic
human goods constitutive of our personhood. erefore, we are said to have dignity and
rights when we have access to the basic human goods necessary for our ﬂourishing, and
our dignity and rights are aﬀronted when we do not have such access.
When we look to Porter, we see that she develops, and defends, this concept of
nature along more explicitly theological lines. Relying, too, on Aquinas, she argues for a
concept of nature that emerges from a theological account of creation. One of the
constitutive features of this account is the metaphysics of order and continuity that
ground nature. Porter argues that there is a fundamental continuity between Creator and


Creation, between God and the cosmos. is makes nature both intelligible and
normative for human persons since what we ﬁnd in (and from) nature is of a part with
what we ﬁnd in (and from) God. Further, insofar as human beings are the imago Dei—the
very image of God—in creation, we occupy a unique place in relation to both God and
nature. us, for Porter, human rights are grounded in a concept of dignity that emerges
from the imago Dei. We are, by (created) nature, the image of God in creation, and this
imaging gives human persons dignity. is dignity, in turn, is what gives us rights and
privileges—we are entitled to, and can justiﬁably claim, certain natural rights and
conditions by virtue of our being the image of God in creation. us, on Porter’s analysis,
human rights, and the concept of dignity that grounds them, speak to the full ﬂourishing
of the human person in line with their created nature as imago Dei.
e challenge these two positions face, in light of Hogan’s analysis, is that the
concept of nature which they both presuppose, and upon which they ground their
concepts of dignity and rights, is no longer viable in a pluralistic context. What Hogan
has argued is that if the discourse of human rights is to maintain its purchase and viability
today, it cannot rely on an outdated metaphysics of nature that presumes a stability and
surety unattainable in our ‘post-modern’ social, cultural, and political situation. e
critiques of the communitarians and the post-moderns have cut too deep, and the
construction of the human—versus the naturalness of the human—has proved a clear and
compelling corrective to an outdated model of analysis. Hogan identiﬁes the feminist and
postcolonial critiques as particularly convincing in this regard. If the validity of human
rights is premised upon a (Christian) metaphysics of nature, or underlying concept of the


good, then the discourse remains, as Hogan argues, an imposition upon those who do not
share in this worldview or discourse. If human rights are to remain an eﬀective space for
ethical reﬂection—and in particular ethical reﬂection in the Catholic-Christian vein—
then the concept of nature can no longer serve as a pillar of that discourse, particularly if
this discourse hopes to retain relevance and eﬀectiveness in a pluralistic ethical (and
cultural) context.
Hogan’s critical move away from ‘nature’ is also a move that I have been exploring
in this project through a re-consideration of Kant’s ethics in light of Korsgaard’s
constructivist analysis. is move takes on particular importance when we reﬂect on
Hogan’s claims that nature is one of the central pillars of the discourse of human rights. If
human rights no longer depend upon a ﬁxed concept of nature for their grounding, what
can ground our claims to human rights? For Kant and Korsgaard, ethics and morality are
imposed on the world, not derived from it. erefore, a grounding for human rights
cannot be found in nature, but can—and, in fact, must—come from the shared, discursive
encounter between moral agents. Here, Korsgaard’s analysis of action and agency,
practical identity and self-constitution come to the fore. Recall that, for Korsgaard, action
is prior to agency. We do not ﬁrst come to an understanding of the agent, and then
determine what actions such an agent would undertake. We begin with action—the
setting and choosing of ends—and through our actions, constitute our agency. An agent
is one who is constantly making itself into itself, and for the human agent, this process is
encapsulated in the concept of personhood. e task of being a person is the task of
making oneself into the person one wants to become. It is not the case, in this account,


that becoming a person is a process of determining how to live into one’s nature, but
rather it is the process of determining one’s practical identity through rational, reﬂective
deliberation. e rationality constitutive of human agents is not an endorsement of a
natural feature of our being, but rather rationality describes the process of constructing
one’s practical identity. Now, as I noted in my exploration of Korsgaard’s work, there is a
limit on this process, and this limit is the concept of self-constitution. Self-constitution,
according to Korsgaard, is characterized by the reﬂective distance opened up by the
Categorical Imperative—the space where the agent asks the question ‘Ought I to do that?’
In this space, agency is directed by action—our incentives (to create our practical identity,
for example) must stand up to the test of our principles. Our constitution, therefore, is the
constitution of an agent who must make herself into an agent. Self-constitution becomes
the form of human agency (and humanity is its matter—a point to which I will return
later), and this agency must operate, not in isolation, but in community.
Whereas the natural law aims to locate questions about agency and action—and,
as a result, human rights—in a concept of nature, Korsgaard wants to locate the question
of practical identity and self-constitution within the space of moral reﬂection—the
Kingdom of Ends. e Kingdom of Ends describes, not a natural state, but rather a
constructed moral (ideal) community that reﬂects and deliberates on action and agency,
practical identity and self-constitution through the inherent publicness of reasons and
rationality. It is in and through community that an agent becomes herself, not by means
of a presumed nature that needs to be revealed or discovered, but rather by way of
constructing and constituting herself as a moral agent in community with other moral


agents. erefore, if Hogan’s analysis is correct, and the discourse of human rights must
move outside the concept of nature as the grounding for human rights, then it is my belief
that human rights can be justiﬁed through Korsgaard’s constructivist account of selfconstitution. One need not presume an account of nature in order to ground the
discourse of human rights, but rather, one can engage in the reﬂective, deliberative
process of self-constitution in order to enter into the moral community of the Kingdom
of Ends.
Yet, there remains a corrective necessary to this argument as well, especially in
light of the post-modern critiques of human rights identiﬁed by Hogan. As I have
suggested throughout this project, I believe that Korsgaard’s argument for the
normativity of ethics attends to the realities of embodied experience. Yet, it must be said,
that her account, while making room for diﬀerent forms of experience, remains, itself,
rather distant from any such experience. Embodiment and experience, as concepts, are
accounted for, yet Korsgaard does not actually engage embodiment and experience
themselves as normative features of ethical reﬂection. Her account, it can be argued, errs
on the side of formality and a-historicity, rather than context and history. e result of
this is that self-constitution—what makes the ‘me’ into an ‘I’—appears as a, perhaps, too
formal approach to questions of agency and action.
In considering what an appropriate corrective to Korsgaard’s analysis might look
like, I would argue that Traina’s natural law feminism provides a helpful model for
articulating a critical corrective to a formal system of reﬂection and action. Traina’s task,
in her natural law feminism, is to more adequately attend to both the universal dimension


of ethical reﬂection (the natural law) and the particular dimension of ethical reﬂection (a
feminist critique). Without dismissing the importance of Aquinas and the natural law,
Traina reinterprets both through the thick, embodied, contextual, and historical
descriptions of the feminisms she is engaged with. As I have already suggested, by
bringing these two discourses—natural law ethics and feminist ethics—together, Traina
oﬀers a position that aims to navigate a compromised space between the usual binaries of
universal and particular, abstract and concrete through a form of practical moral
reasoning that is not afraid to take a stand, yet recognizes the need for continual selfcritique. To take Traina’s example, the moral lives of women—in their particularity, in
their embodiment—are not simply related to normative ethical reﬂection in a casual
manner. e process of normative ethical reﬂection—articulated in the natural law—is
impacted on the level of its normativity by the lived experience of those to whom such
ethical reﬂection ought to apply. Women’s embodied experience corrects the normative
ethical claims of the natural law, and this same procedure—of embodied experience,
feminist or otherwise, correcting normative ethical claims—cannot be as easily identiﬁed
in Korsgaard’s own work. Once again, it is my view that the potential for this critical
corrective is present, though latent, in both the formal and material dimensions of
Korsgaard’s position, but this potential corrective is not explored with any serious
consideration by Korsgaard herself. is remains a gap in Korsgaard’s work, and a gap—
in light of Hogan’s analysis—that needs to be identiﬁed and addressed if Korsgaard’s
constructivist project is to positively and eﬀectively contribute to the discourse of human
rights.


Before moving on to an analysis of Hogan’s articulation of the universalism
required for the discourse of human rights, allow me to oﬀer one ﬁnal thought pertaining
to Traina’s critical corrective of the natural law. When it comes to the discourse of human
rights, Traina’s attention to embodiment and experience resonates well with Hogan’s
overall argument in defense of human rights. is connection might appear surprising,
given Hogan’s critique of nature and Traina’s defense of the natural law, yet both scholars
recognize the importance of embodiment and experience at the level of normativity. I
believe that Traina’s analysis does a more convincing job of navigating between the
particular and universal dimensions of experience than Hogan’s—a point I will return to
when considering the question of universality—but this claim does raise a question about
the role of nature in Traina’s argument. Traina wants to maintain the concept of nature
and the natural law in order to express the universal dimension of ethical reﬂection.
However, as I have been arguing along with Korsgaard and Hogan, a reliance on the
natural to ground the discourse of human rights is no longer necessary or, according to
Hogan, viable. I do not think this undoes Traina’s argument, but it does call for a
reconsideration of what it is, if not nature, that allows the discourse of human rights to
make the claims that it does. In my view, it is in the concept of universality, as articulated
by Korsgaard, that this question is answered. erefore, I will now turn to the critique of
the second inherent feature of human rights discourse Hogan identiﬁes: universalism.
As I noted earlier, Hogan joins the critics of the discourse of human rights when
they argue that “human rights claims are not, in the end, grounded in an abstract or
universal conceptualization of rationality but rather emerge from the complex


interactions of multiple situated communities … Human rights norms express the settled
consensus as it is currently.” 21 While it will come as no surprise that I do not endorse this
claim, there is, nevertheless, an element of truth to the concern which gives rise to this
position. e critics of universalism in the discourse of human rights, according to
Hogan, object to that form of universalism that presumes a robustly metaphysical, yet
intellectually accessible notion of truth from which we can take our ethical decisions.
ey object to the notion that there are human rights truths that were ‘discovered’ within
the western European, Enlightenment context, that exist independently of human
persons, and, in the end, force everyone into a position of obedience to a set of rules that
only a select few were party to articulating. Such a conception of the universalism
underlying human rights, Hogan notes, is deeply problematic, particularly when we ﬁnd
ourselves discussing human rights from within a social and cultural matrix constituted by
pluralism. Rather than dismissing this dimension of the discourse, however, Hogan wants
to articulate a constructivist position that retrieves universalism, but a form of
universalism that emerges from communities, rather than a universalism that applies to
communities. e specter—and at certain points, explicit naming—of Kant looms large in
this argument. Nevertheless, as my analysis in this project shows, the form of
universalism being challenged here has little to do with Kant’s notion of the universalism
necessary to ethical discourse. In line with Korsgaard, I want to suggest a form of
universalism in the discourse of human rights that reﬂects a more (accurate) Kantian
understanding of the concept than Hogan oﬀers. Her analysis, on the question of
____________
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universalism, does not suﬃciently attend to the question of normativity in human rights,
and if we are to follow her in her articulation of an embedded universalism, I fear that the
very concept of human rights will suﬀer because of it.
Hogan, MacIntyre, and the critics of a speciﬁcally Kantian form of universalism in
the discourse of human rights cast Kant in a particularly unﬂattering light. Kant, on their
reading, is a foundationalist whose articulation of the Categorical Imperative is an
imposed moral absolutism to which we must conform. As Korsgaard and Onora O’Neill
have argued, however, this reading of Kant and the Categorical Imperative is incorrect.
Kant is not a foundationalist, and he is not articulating a form of moral absolutism that
we must obey—or else! For Kant to adopt such a position, he would have to be in
conscious violation of his own ethical position. Namely, he would have to envision the
Categorical Imperative as providing a source of moral authority outside the subjectivity of
the agent that individual must, nevertheless, adhere to. Such a position is, of course, a
violation of the Categorical Imperative itself. e Categorical Imperative does not impose
a moral absolutism, nor is it a foundation upon which ethics is done; rather, the
Categorical Imperative is a strategy for navigating the oentimes rocky terrain of
morality. is clariﬁcation is important because it reframes the question of universalism
in a diﬀerent light. If the question of universalism is simply a question of obedience to an
external source of authority one must accept, regardless of one’s situation and context,
then it is surely problematic. In this vein, Hogan’s re-articulation of universalism as
embedded universalism makes a great deal of sense (at least as a gesture towards a
constructive alternative). If, however, the question of universalism is not a question of


obedience to an external source of authority, but rather a question of the subjective
navigation of action and agency within the context of one’s larger moral community, then
the question of universality is not so easily dismissed. While I agree with Hogan that the
question of universality is inescapable in the discourse of human rights, I am not
convinced that the move toward embedded universalism will be a successful resolution to
the problem she has identiﬁed.
Both Hogan and Korsgaard are constructivists when it comes to ethical reﬂection.
at is to say, they both believe that it is in the (inter)action of persons and ideas that the
question of normativity emerges and is addressed. In such a situation, Hogan’s concept of
embedded universalism is appealing—what we call ‘universal’ emerges from within
communities, and as a result of their local contexts. is gives rise, however, to a problem.
Hogan’s analysis relies, in the end, on persuasion as the operative logic for determining
which embedded practices become, in this case, universal human rights. is approach
makes room for negotiation and re-negotiation of what counts as universal human rights,
but it ultimately does not answer the normative question. If persuasion and consensus are
the grounds upon which universal human rights are decided, this makes the very concept
of universalism—and, consequently, the concept of normativity—ineﬀectual and,
ultimately, empty. While persuasion and consensus are important for the procedural
enactment of human rights, they do not serve the discourse well as its grounds.
One area where the problem with this line of thinking comes to the fore in
Hogan’s analysis is in her discussion of female genital cutting. In her chapter on
constructing the subject of human rights, Hogan wants to li up the voices of those who


have historically been ‘spoken for’ in ethical deliberation. She looks, speciﬁcally, to
feminist and postcolonial critiques of the dominant western model of human rights in
order to explore the question of “what human rights would look like if it were grounded
in the concrete experiences of situated individuals.” 22 Her goal is to re-imagine the
discourse of human rights through the voices of those who have not been able to speak
for themselves in more ‘universalist’ conceptions of human rights. Her notion of
embedded universalism is put into practice here, within the contexts and matrices of local
communities. One of the practices she identiﬁes as requiring the discourse of human
rights to attend to, and recognize, the impact and inﬂuence of local customs and
communities is female genital cutting. Hogan reminds us that, in light of feminist and
postcolonial critiques, “the meaning of ‘being or having a body’ is culturally
constructed” 23 and those who seek a universal articulation of human rights must attend to
this. e practice of female genital cutting is one such space where western and nonwestern perspectives oentimes collide. According to Hogan, “[the] frame of reference of
much of the debate around female genital cutting has been in relation to the body as ﬁrst
and foremost the site of sexual meaning, speciﬁcally sexual pleasure. Yet this has a
particularly Western resonance and is rarely, if ever, the lens through which the women
in whose cultures female genital cutting is practiced construct the issue.” 24 Hogan then
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goes on to cite the voices of female African scholars 25 who have disputed the
representation of the practice in Western scholarship. Hogan’s objective in raising this
issue is not to take a stand on one side or the other of the debate over female genital
cutting, but rather to raise the issue that “our conversations about human rights and
speciﬁcally the meaning of embodiment will be nothing other than ‘the dialogue of the
deaf ’ unless … we develop an awareness of the multiple constructions and interpretations
of being and having a body.” 26 Once again, Hogan is clear that she is not taking a stand on
this issue, but wants to identify the question of cultural diﬀerence in order to illustrate the
need for an embedded form of universalism that accounts for local context. Nevertheless,
the analysis here is deeply problematic, and, from the point of view of human rights, the
mere appeal to embedded universalism does not in itself oﬀer a criterion of what may or
may not count as a violation of a right.
Korsgaard’s constructivist position in ethics, however, articulates a diﬀerent sense
of universalism, and one that I believe is more compelling for the discourse of human
rights. Unlike Hogan, who wants to locate the universal dimension of human rights in
____________
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embedded communities, Korsgaard wants to retain a concept of universalism that does
not emerge from communities—at least not in the way Hogan suggests that it does—but
rather is accessible to individuals and communities. To talk about human rights is,
necessarily, to talk about a discourse that transcends, even abstracts from, local contexts
and communities. is, however, does not mean that Korsgaard endorses the form of
universalism that Hogan and others have rightly critiqued. e universalism of human
rights—like the universalism of the Categorical Imperative—is a strategy for ethical
action in community. Universalism is not about obedience to external law. In line with
Kant, Korsgaard argues that the universalism necessary to ethical reﬂection—and, in this
case, the discourse of human rights—is the process by which individuals, in their own
contexts and settings, test their maxims of action. If I, from out of my practical identity,
will to undertake an action, I must enter the space of reﬂective deliberation. Is this action
(recall that for Kant and Korsgaard, action incorporates both the act and the end for
which the act is undertaken) one that everyone in my position could likewise undertake?
It is this reﬂective move that constitutes the universal component of ethical reﬂection for
Korsgaard and Kant. Deliberating about whether or not one ought to endorse an action,
and then, in turn, willing the action one endorses, describes the move from ‘me’ to ‘I’—
from practical identity to self-constitution. is space of reﬂective distance, deliberation,
and endorsement is the space of public reason, self-constitution, and, consequently, the
Kingdom of Ends. Universalism is not about applying ‘truth’ in all times and places, but
rather it is about undertaking the activity of ethical reﬂection.


If this is the case, and universalism is a strategy for ethical deliberation, then ethics
requires a (public) space for this discourse to take place. is is the space of the Kingdom
of Ends. To locate ethical discourse and deliberation—including the discourse of human
rights—in the Kingdom of Ends, therefore, means that the question of universalism is
necessarily public, and, therefore, always already taking into account the speciﬁcs of the
other, autonomous moral agents deliberating alongside each other in this shared space of
public reason. For Korsgaard, the Kingdom of Ends is, and must be, inherently public.
Deliberation in this moral space is possible because our concept of reason is public, rather
than private. We do not deliberate about our private reasons/ends in the Kingdom of
Ends, but rather, the condition for the possibility of deliberation itself is necessitated by
the inherent publicness of our moral reasoning. It is through this concept of public
reasoning in the Kingdom of Ends that we are brought back to the concept of dignity.
As I have already noted, dignity in Kant and Korsgaard emerges as the shared
description of autonomous beings in the Kingdom of Ends—it emerges out of a process
of self-constitution. is process of self-constitution—of making yourself into yourself, of
making the ‘me’ into the ‘I’—is the shared, public task of the moral community in the
Kingdom of Ends. at is to say, the process of self-constitution, which gives rise to and
grounds our dignity, is the shared, public, moral task of humanity. erefore, if dignity is
the moral task of humanity in the Kingdom of Ends, then the discourse of human rights
requires a constructivist account of normativity to ground these concepts—of humanity
and dignity—in the public space of moral deliberation. In the Kingdom of Ends, it is in
the concept of humanity—not as something you own, but as something you participate in


through taking yourself and others to be inviolable sources of law—that dignity resides;
consequently, it is in dignity—that is, in the self-constitution of humanity in the Kingdom
of Ends—that the discourse of human rights ﬁnds a grounding that is both constructive
and normative.
Reframing the Question of Christian Ethics
While much of my analysis thus far has been philosophical in method and argument, I
have nevertheless maintained, throughout this project, that my goal has been the
development of a particularly Catholic-Christian ethic. To this end, the question still
remains: How is this project broadly Christian and, more speciﬁcally, Catholic? How is it
more than simply a philosophical ethics? In the ﬁrst chapter, for example, I suggested that
there is a problem with the natural law, as a framework for contemporary ethical
reﬂection—particularly within the discourse of human rights—insofar as it grounds the
normativity of its claims in Scripture and revelation. Grounding ethical normativity in
Scripture and revelation, however, is a very common feature of Christian ethics. What I
hope to indicate in this section of my conclusion is that ethics does not need to be
grounded normatively in Scripture to be considered within the framework of Catholicism
and/or Christianity. While Scripture is a constitutive feature of Catholic-Christian
identity, its impact and inﬂuence does not—or, in my view, ought not—operate at the
level of normativity. I have made this claim already in this chapter, but I want to suggest,
here, what that claim means for my project, for the discourse of human rights, and for the
task of Catholic-Christian ethics today. More importantly, I want to suggest that from the
standpoint of a re-imagined Catholic-Christian ethic, Korsgaard’s analysis oﬀers a


compelling hermeneutic for engaging in normative ethical reﬂection that can be, at the
same time, robustly philosophical and robustly theological.
Catholic ethics, as embodied in the natural law, has been concerned with an
overarching ethical theme that each of my contemporary interpreters of Aquinas
addressed. is ethical theme is the relationship between the universal and the particular.
Finnis, Porter, and Traina—each in their own way—addressed themselves to this theme
and found, in the natural law, a resource for navigating the tensions therein. Whether
substantively, methodologically, or both, the natural law was understood to be a
constructive resource for contemporary ethical reﬂection—a resource that, despite its
shortcomings, remained a relevant framework for undertaking the task of ethics in a way
that was both ethically normative and theologically Catholic-Christian. Part of the reason
for turning to Kant in this analysis is that he, too, wants to navigate the relationship
between the universal and the particular in ethical reﬂection. Particularly in Korsgaard’s
interpretation, Kant oﬀers us a principle of practical reason that aims to do just this: the
Categorical Imperative.
Still, from a Catholic-Christian perspective, there appears to be a problem:
Doesn’t this approach, which grounds the source of normativity in the dignity of
humanity, excise the theological from ethical reﬂection? Doesn’t this approach
diminish—if not entirely eliminate—the places of God and the Catholic-Christian
tradition in normative ethics? Doesn’t the natural law better account for the normativity
of ethics without involving an external ‘extra step’ through Kant? I want to suggest that
this is not the case. Korsgaard’s articulation of the Categorical Imperative as the strategy


for deliberative, ethical reﬂection locates the source of normative ethics within the shared
humanity that is constitutive of the Kingdom of Ends, as well as the Catholic-Christian
worldview. As we have already seen, the concept of dignity and the discourse of human
rights occupy a place of central concern in this analysis. e human person—by virtue of
her humanity—is an inalienable source of ethical normativity. is is so not because each
human person is imprinted with the imago Dei—as was suggested by the proponents of
the natural law—but because each human person participates in the dignity of humanity
by virtue of what she does and who she is—a self-constituting agent in the Kingdom of
Ends. erefore, it is the concept of humanity which gives us access to normative, ethical
reﬂection and which constitutes us as human persons with dignity and rights.
It is precisely in this concept of humanity, I would argue, that God enters the
picture. From a Catholic-Christian perspective, in placing humanity at the center and
heart of ethics, we are, at the same time, placing God there as well. Catholic-Christians
claim that God, in at least one of God’s persons, participates in our shared humanity. To
locate the source of ethical normativity in humanity, then, is to locate the source of ethical
normativity in a space of shared occupancy by God and human persons. e diﬀerence,
here, between Korsgaard’s strategy and the arguments of the natural law is that the
Categorical Imperative does not take its ethical orientation from God, but rather God
becomes part of our ethical reﬂection through this strategy. e question is not whether
God provides us with the source of ethical normativity—for Kant, this would be to
capitulate to hegemony. e question is how we encounter God in our reﬂection on, and
endorsement of, normative ethical claims.


To further explicate this claim—that God’s role in ethical reﬂection is not
hegemonic, but rather an encounter—I want to turn, brieﬂy, to an argument made by the
German theologian Knut Wenzel. In a  lecture entitled “Human Subjectivity and the
Limits of Autonomy,” 27 Wenzel proposes a re-conﬁguration of the concept of autonomy
that, I believe, coheres with the form of autonomy oﬀered by Korsgaard. Korsgaard, as we
have seen, aims to contextualize the autonomous agent within a matrix of other
autonomous agents. It is through intersubjective interaction that we constitute ourselves
as members of the Kingdom of Ends. is discursive encounter is what makes agency—as
well as community—possible. Still, for Korsgaard, there emerges from this encounter an
“I” that, along with other “I’s,” becomes the subject of recognition, responsibility, and
ethics. ere is something both relational and absolute about the agent in herself. It is
here that Wenzel oﬀers a further—theological—account of this form of subjectivity.
According to Wenzel, “[to] speak of an absolute aspect of subjectivity [something he,
Korsgaard, and I want to maintain] … is only to say that there is a dimension to the
human in which she/he principally is not-integrated, undeﬁned, non-discursive,
unbaptized.” 28 ere is an element of the autonomous subject that is absolute, yet—given
the intersubjective reality of human subjectivity—it is not entirely accurate to say that
subjectivity is something that one entirely possesses. ere is always something ‘other’
about the subject. is is certainly presumed in the intersubjective analysis Korsgaard
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provides in the Kingdom of Ends, but Wenzel wants to push this analysis further and
suggest that there is something intersubjective about subjectivity—and, consequently,
autonomy—as such. Again, Wenzel suggests that “to conceive of the subject as a reﬂexive
one means to inscribe the same structure of otherness into the inner dimension of
subjectivity that we already identiﬁed in intersubjective relations. is is to say that it is
the same mode of indisposability ruling our external relations that also obtains in our
internal relation, in our relation to ourselves.” 29 What applies between agents in the
Kingdom of Ends must also apply to the agent herself. Autonomy, then, “is limited
autonomously: by its own, internal, originating subject-structure.” 30 By looking to both
Korsgaard and Wenzel, then, we ﬁnd a form of autonomy that reﬂects, in its internal
structure, the external structure of humanity in the Kingdom of Ends. e human agent is
autonomous—unlimited by external forces. Yet, at its core, there is a dialogical encounter
between the subject and herself.
We can ﬁnd resonances of this position in many places throughout the CatholicChristian tradition, but perhaps nowhere more clearly than in St. Augustine’s Confessions.
roughout the text—a form of spiritual autobiography that is, at the same time, a
prayer—Augustine searches for God, calls on Him to show Augustine—throughout his
life—where God has been present and active. “But how can I call unto my God, my God
and Lord? For in calling unto Him, I am calling Him to me: and what room is there in me
for my God, the God who made heaven and earth? Is there anything in me, O God, that
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can contain You? … Yet, since nothing that is could exist without You, You must in some
way be in all that is: [therefore also in me, since I am].” 31 is insight—alluded to at the
beginning of the Confessions and explicated throughout the course of the text—that God
is more intimate to Augustine than Augustine is to himself, is precisely the kind of
dialogical encounter constitutive of Wenzel’s reformulated autonomy. Aer all his
searching, Augustine ﬁnds, at the deepest level of his reﬂective self, not just an absolute
“I”—though, of necessity, that is part of what he ﬁnds—but an “I” that is, and always has
been, constituted by a relational, dialogical encounter with God. us, Augustine oﬀers us
a way of understanding subjectivity that sustains the “I,” but an “I” that is, at its deepest
level, an intersubjective “I”—an “I” that is autonomous, but autonomous along the lines
laid out by Korsgaard and Wenzel. It is an “I” that emerges from the autonomous,
dialogical, intersubjective encounter between humanity and God.
To further spell out the theological turn I am proposing, we would need to
undertake a series of theological analyses that I do not have the time or space to enter
into. Suﬃce it, here, to note that a theological reﬂection along the lines proposed by my
Korsgaardian analysis would require us to immerse this discourse within diﬀerent strands
of theological reﬂection. If God’s humanity, as articulated in the Christian tradition, is the
key to formulating a normative ethics grounded in Kant’s Categorical Imperative, then
serious reﬂection must be given, for example, to theologies of the Incarnation. Likewise,
sustained attention to the various ebbs and ﬂows of Christology is required if we are to
approach, and understand, the complexity of the incarnation in terms of the life, death,
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and resurrection of Jesus Christ. ese are essential theological reﬂections that must be
looked upon, and understood, anew in light of an analysis of ethical normativity
grounded in a concept of humanity that is both particular and universal. What concrete
forms of theological reﬂection these enquiries will undertake is an important point for
discussion. Suﬃce it, here, to suggest that as Augustine turned, in his reﬂection on God
and humanity, to prayer, so we, today, might turn, in a similar fashion, to poetics. As
noted earlier on in this chapter, John Caputo’s ‘weak theology’ is articulated along these
lines of prayer and poetry. Such a theological turn would not be incompatible with
theological reﬂection within the Catholic-Christian paradigm. It is—as I hope my
argument suggests—a turn which contains within it great potential for the future of
theological and ethical reﬂection.
Now, at the end of this conclusion, I want to suggest the following. CatholicChristian ethics is better served, when it comes to the question of normativity in ethical
reﬂection, by turning to, and adopting, Kant’s strategy of the Categorical Imperative, than
by turning to the discourse of the natural law. Interpreted through Korsgaard, this project
provides Catholic-Christian ethics with a way of navigating the tension between the
universal and the particular without succumbing to the dangers of making universalistic
(in the negative sense) claims on the one hand, or relativistic claims on the other. By
locating the heart of normative ethical reﬂection in the concept of humanity—
conditioned only by the intersubjective constitution of the Kingdom of Ends—Korsgaard
has oﬀered a hermeneutic for approaching the task of ethical reﬂection, especially when it
is conceived of in terms of the discourse of human rights. If my analysis is correct, then it


may provide Catholic-Christian ethics with a normative, universal, and shareable ground,
language, and model for engaging in constructive, ethical deliberation in the st century.
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